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Preface to ”Soil Water Conservation: Dynamics and

Impact”

To meet the needs of the increasing world population is one of the major challenges of our

time. At the same time, the high demands for food production have major impacts on soil and

water resources. Scarcity of water has been universally recognized as a global issue. Moreover,

climate change has profound effects on the hydrological cycle, thus, reducing the availability of

water resources in many environments. Basic human needs like food and clean water are strictly

related to the maintenance of healthy and productive soils. An improved understanding of human

impact on the environment is therefore necessary to preserve and manage soil and water resources.

This knowledge is particularly important in semi-arid and arid regions, where the increasing

demands on limited water supplies require urgent efforts to improve water quality and water use

efficiency. It must be kept in mind that both soil and water are limited resources. Thus, the wise

use of these natural resources is a fundamental prerequisite for the sustainability of human societies.

Soil erosion is well known to be a major cause of soil degradation. Many studies have highlighted

that soil erosion involves a number of processes, including land levelling, gully erosion, piping,

and tillage erosion. Human activities, such as deforestation, overgrazing, road construction, and

infrastructure development, have accelerated the erosion processes, causing grave negative effects

over large areas. Conservation strategies are therefore essential to prevent soil degradation. Facing

the problem of soil degradation also means implementing restorative measures of soil and crop

management. It is now widely recognized that strategies such as zero or reduced tillage, contour

farming, mulches, and cover crops may improve soil and water conservation. The development of

proper conservation strategies also requires more information on how to interpret and model soil

hydrological processes, such as aquifer recharge, rainfall partition into rainfall infiltration and excess

runoff, and the associated transport of solutes and contaminants through the soil profile (such as

nutrients, pesticides, heavy metals, radionuclides, and pathogenic microorganisms). Interpreting

and modeling these processes needs the determination of the soil hydraulic characteristic curves, i.e.,

the relationships between volumetric soil water content, pressure head, and hydraulic conductivity.

Knowledge of these properties is therefore a necessity for the sustainable management of soil and

water resources. Despite the extensive literature on conservative strategies, the need for site-specific

studies in different environments and socio-economic contexts still remains high. The aim of this

book is to enhance our understanding on conservation strategies for effective and sustainable soil

and water management.

Saskia Keesstra, Simone Di Prima, Mirko Castellini, Mario Pirastru

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: Human needs like food and clean water are directly related to good maintenance of
healthy and productive soils. A good understanding of human impact on the natural environment
is therefore necessary to preserve and manage soil and water resources. This knowledge is
particularly important in semi-arid and arid regions, where the increasing demands on limited
water supplies require urgent efforts to improve water quality and water use efficiency. It is important
to keep in mind that both soil and water are limited resources. Thus, wise use of these natural
resources is a fundamental prerequisite for the sustainability of human societies. This Special Issue
collects 15 original contributions addressing the state of the art of soil and water conservation
research. Contributions cover a wide range of topics, including (1) recovery of soil hydraulic
properties; (2) erosion risk; (3) novel modeling, monitoring and experimental approaches for soil
hydraulic characterization; (4) improvement of crop yields; (5) water availability; and (6) soil salinity.
The collection of manuscripts presented in this Special Issue provides more insights into conservation
strategies for effective and sustainable soil and water management.

Keywords: water and soil conservation; sustainable land management; soil erosion; soil water storage;
water infiltration; water availability; crop yields

1. Introduction

To meet the needs of the increasing world population is one of the major challenges of our
time [1]. At the same time, the high demands for food production have major impacts on soil and water
resources [2]. Scarcity of water has been universally recognized as a global issue [3]. Moreover, climatic
change has profound effects on the hydrological cycle, thus reducing the availability of water resources
in many environments [4]. Basic human needs like food and clean water are strictly related to
the maintenance of healthy and productive soils [5]. An improved understanding of human impact on
the environment is therefore necessary to preserve and manage soil and water resources. This knowledge
is particularly important in semi-arid and arid regions, where the increasing demands on limited water
supplies require urgent efforts to improve water quality and water use efficiency [6]. It must be kept
in mind that both soil and water are limited resources. Thus, the wise use of these natural resources is
a fundamental prerequisite for the sustainability of human societies [7]. Soil erosion is well known to be
a major cause of soil degradation. Many studies have highlighted that soil erosion involves a number
of processes, including land levelling, gully erosion, piping and tillage erosion [8]. Human activities,
such as deforestation, overgrazing, road construction and infrastructure development, have accelerated
the erosion processes, causing grave negative effects over large areas [9]. Conservation strategies are

Water 2018, 10, 952; doi:10.3390/w10070952 www.mdpi.com/journal/water1
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therefore essential to prevent soil degradation. Facing the problem of soil degradation also means
implementing restorative measures of soil and crop management [10]. It is now widely recognized that
strategies such as zero or reduced tillage, contour farming, mulches, and cover crops may improve soil
and water conservation [2]. The development of proper conservation strategies also requires more
information on how to interpret and model soil hydrological processes, such as aquifer recharge,
rainfall partition into rainfall infiltration and excess runoff, and the associated transport of solutes
and contaminants through the soil profile (such as nutrients, pesticides, heavy metals, radionuclides,
and pathogenic microorganisms). Interpreting and modeling these processes needs the determination
of the soil hydraulic characteristic curves, i.e., the relationships between volumetric soil water
content, pressure head, and hydraulic conductivity [11–13]. Knowledge of these properties is therefore
a necessity for sustainable management of soil and water resources. Despite the extensive literature on
conservative strategies, the need for site-specific studies in different environments and socio-economic
contexts still remains high. The aim of this Special Issue is to enhance our understanding on
conservation strategies for effective and sustainable soil and water management. Contributions focus on:
recovery of soil hydraulic properties [14–16]; erosion risk [17–19]; novel modeling [20–22], monitoring [23]
and experimental [24] approaches for soil hydraulic characterization; improvement of crop yields [25,26];
water availability and food security [27]; and soil salinity [28]. In the following section we resume all
the contributions of this Special Issue.

2. Overview of this Special Issue

This Special Issue collects 15 original contributions addressing the state of the art of soil and water
conservation research. Three studies use infiltration experiments in order to assess the recovery of soil
hydraulic properties after vineyard plantation [29], fire [15] and forest restoration [16]. With the aim
of detecting the temporal variability of soil compaction and infiltration rates, Alagna et al. [29] carried
out ring infiltrometer experiments in a Mediterranean vineyard planted with vines of different ages.
According to these authors, planting operations caused soil compaction, which reduced the hydraulic
conductivity. These modifications in the soil hydrological properties were reversed in the 24 years
following planting. The rate of soil recovery was most profound immediately following the disturbance
and declined thereafter, demonstrating the resilience of the considered soil to the stress induced by
planting works.

Assessing the effects of fire on soil hydraulic properties in the Mediterranean area is crucial to
evaluating the role of fire in land degradation and erosion processes. Among the soil hydraulic
properties, field-saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs, exerts a key role in the partitioning of
rainfall infiltration and excess runoff [14,30]. Therefore, estimates of Kfs are essential for evaluating
the hydrological response of fire-affected soils. Di Prima et al. [15] determined the field-saturated soil
hydraulic conductivity, Kfs, of an unmanaged field affected by fire by means of single-ring infiltrometer
runs and the use of transient and steady-state data analysis procedures. Sampling and measurements
were carried out in a fire-affected field (burnt site) and in a neighboring non-affected site (control site).
The predictive potential of different data analysis procedures (i.e., transient and steady-state) to yield
proper Kfs estimates was also investigated.

Forest cover may improve water infiltration and soil hydraulic properties, but little is known
about the response and extent to which forest restoration can affect these properties. Knowledge of soil
hydraulic properties after forest restoration is essential for understanding the recovery of hydrological
processes, such as water infiltration. Lozano-Baez et al. [16] investigated the effect of forest restoration on
surface-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Ks, and its recovery to the pre-disturbance soil conditions.
These authors measured Ks data under three land-cover types, i.e., pasture, restored forest and a remnant
forest patch. They used a simplified method based on the Beerkan infiltration experiment [31]. They found
considerable differences in soil hydraulic properties between land-cover classes. The highest Ks values
were observed in remnant forest sites and the lowest Ks were associated with pasture sites.
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Two other papers focus on soil erosion, investigating the specific cases of tillage [18] and
piping [19] erosion. In their study, Novák and Hůla [18] used aluminum cubes as tracers to investigate
tillage erosion. The results demonstrated the effect of the slope gradient on the crosswise translocation
of particles during secondary tillage of soil in the slope direction. The tillage equipment translocated
particles in the fall line direction even if it passed along the contour line.

Many engineering geological disasters have direct relations to bimsoils (block-in-matrix-soils),
which are characterized by extreme non-homogeneity, environmental sensitivity, and looseness.
Piping is considered to be the main mechanism leading to the failure of hydraulic structures in bimsoils.
Piping seepage failure in bimsoils was investigated by Wang et al. [19]. The authors evaluated in
the laboratory the critical hydraulic gradient on cylindrical specimens. Four different parameters: rock
block percentage, soil matrix density, confining pressure and block morphology were considered.

Three studies address water flow and storage modeling [20–22]. Modeling flow processes
in unsaturated soils is usually based on the numerical solutions of the Richards equation.
Meshless methods are emerging tools for solving problems on complex domains. Ku et al. [21]
propose a novel meshless method based on the Trefftz method for the transient modeling of subsurface
flow in unsaturated soils. These authors suggest that the proposed method could be easily applied
both to one-dimensional and two-dimensional subsurface flow problems.

The understanding of the temporal and spatial dynamics of soil moisture and hydraulic property
is crucial to interpret several hydrological and ecological processes. A model based on topography
and soil properties is proposed by Xiang et al. [22]. The model was used to describe the site-specific
soil storage capacity in a sub-basin, and to simulate spatial distribution of hydrological variables of
runoff, soil moisture storage and actual evapotranspiration. The proposed model yielded satisfactory
predictions of daily and hourly flow discharges, and reasonable spatial variations of the considered
hydrological variables.

Delta plains require special attention given their vulnerability to flooding, climatic variation and
water quality deterioration. Variation in soil water content in the delta plain has its own particularity.
A three-dimensional numerical model based on the Richards equation was developed by Hua et al. [20]
to investigate the temporal and vertical variation of soil water content in the Yangtze River Delta (East
China). The model was calibrated and validated in an experimental plot. The authors show that the
variation of soil water content was mainly dependent on the groundwater table due to the significant
capillary action in the delta plain.

Three studies in Sub-Saharan region are included. Declining natural resources and climate change
are the major challenges to crop production and food security in Sub-Saharan African countries [32].
Silungwe et al. [25] reviewed 187 papers focused on crop upgrading strategies (UPS) for improving
rainfed cereals yields in semi-arid areas. They identified four different UPS, i.e., tied ridges, microdose
fertilization, varying sowing/planting dates and field scattering, as the most promising strategies to
improve rainfed cereal production and reduce the risks of cereal production failure under low rainfall,
high spatiotemporal variability, and poor soil fertility conditions for poor farmers.

Management of erosion in rural landscapes needs specific strategies aimed at maintaining soil
cover, reducing tillage, and enhancing soil nitrogen through legumes. This set of practices is known as
conservation agriculture (CA). A study concerning the adoption of specific activities of CA in Malawi
was carried out by Bell et al. [17].

Röschel et al. [27] conducted a household survey of 899 farmers in a semi-arid and a sub-humid
region in Tanzania. The authors examine how smallholder farmers perceived climatic and environmental
changes over the past 20 years and the resulting effects on water availability and food security.

Two other papers focus on novel monitoring [23] and experimental [24] approaches for soil
hydraulic characterization. With the aim of measuring and mapping the fraction of transpirable
soil water, Rallo et al. [23] compared the cumulative EM38 (Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada)
response collected by placing the sensor above ground with the corresponding soil water content
obtained by integrating the values measured with a frequency domain reflectometry sensor.

3
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Pirastru et al. [24] developed a field technique to determine spatially representative lateral saturated
hydraulic conductivity, Ks,l, values of soil horizons of an experimental hillslope. Drainage experiments
were performed on soil monoliths of about 0.12 m3 volume, encased in situ with polyurethane foam.
The Ks,l from the monoliths were in line with large spatial-scale Ks,l values reported for the experimental
hillslope in a prior investigation based on drain data analysis. This indicated that the large-scale
hydrological effects of the macropore network were well represented in the investigated soil blocks.

The remaining two investigations in the thematic issue focus on improvement of crop yields [26]
and soil salinity [28]. Trinchera and Baratella [26] investigated the use of an innovative non-ionic
surfactant to fertigation water in Lactuca sativa (var. Iceberg) production to increase water and nutrient
use efficiency. Finally, Akramkhanov et al. [28] discuss the process of testing and validation of
an electromagnetic induction meter, a tool for rapid salinity assessment.

3. Conclusions

The 15 manuscripts presented in this Special Issue contribute to enhancing our understanding of
conservation strategies for effective and sustainable soil and water management. Three studies use
infiltration experiments in order to assess the recovery of soil hydraulic properties. Alagna et al. [29]
highlight the need to adopt effective strategies to reduce soil compaction during vineyard establishment
in order to maintain the soil infiltration capacity and reducing erosion potential. Di Prima et al. [15]
show a certain degree of soil degradation at the burnt site with an immediate reduction of soil
organic matter and a progressive increase of soil bulk density during the five years following the fire.
This general impoverishment resulted in a slight but significant decrease in the field-saturated soil
hydraulic conductivity. These authors also conclude that steady-state methods are more appropriate
for detecting slight changes of Kfs in post-fire soil hydraulic characterizations. Lozano-Baez et al. [16]
suggest that soil properties and Ks recovery are affected by prior land use, and this should be taken in
due account in forest management.

Two other papers focus on soil erosion. Novák and Hůla [18] show that the effect of the equipment on
crosswise translocation increased with the increasing intensity of passes. Moreover, during the secondary
tillage, the working tools of the equipment had an erosive effect even when the equipment moves along
the contour line. Wang et al. [19] contributes to the assessment in the laboratory of the critical hydraulic
gradient of bimsoils, concluding that it was mainly sensitive to the percentage of rock blocks.

Novel models are proposed by Ku et al. [21], Xiang et al. [22] and Hua et al. [20]. These contributions
allow us to simulate water flow and storage in different environments.

Three studies in Sub-Saharan region are included. The conclusion drawn by Silungwe et al. [25]
from the examined literature was that the most suitable models to simulate the considered UPS were
the Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT), the Agricultural Production Systems
Simulator (APSIM), and the AquaCrop model. Bell et al. [17] found that farmer decisions in Malawi
followed a dynamic of peer influence, with neighbors’ adoption as the most effective factor. This finding
might have significant implications for the overall cost of encouraging conservation agriculture as it
is taken up across a landscape. Röschel et al. [27] conclude that the specific environment paired with
socio-economic factors can severely increase the negative effects of water scarcity for rural farmers
in Tanzania.

Two other papers focus on novel monitoring and experimental approaches for soil hydraulic
characterization. The methodology proposed by Rallo et al. [23] appears usable to monitor
the variations in soil water content in response to irrigation and root water uptake. Moreover, it has
the practical potential to be flexible in terms of spatial and temporal sampling resolution.
Pirastru et al. [24] suggest that performing drainage experiments on large-volume monoliths is
a promising method for characterizing lateral conductivities over large spatial scales. This information
could improve the understanding of hydrological processes and could be used to parameterize
runoff-generation models at hillslope and catchment scales [33].
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The remaining two investigations in the thematic issue focus on improvement of crop yields and
soil salinity. Trinchera and Baratella [26] found a positive physiological response by more expanded
and less thick leaves in lettuce. This finding corresponded to the lowest leaf nitrate content, indicating
an improvement of the crop quality while maintaining crop production. Finally, Akramkhanov et al. [28]
involved local stakeholders in Uzbekistan in a transdisciplinary and participatory approach for
innovation development. From a methodological point of view, the contributions involve both
field [15,16,18,23,24,29] and laboratory [19] experiments, and modeling [20–22], survey [17,27,28]
and review [25] studies. The Special Issue includes studies carried out at different spatial scales,
from field- to regional-scales. A wide range of geographic regions are also covered, including Brazil [16],
Mediterranean basin [15,23,24,26,29], central Europe [18], China [20–22], Sub-Saharan Africa [17,25,27],
and central Asia [28].

funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
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Abstract: Soil infiltration processes manage runoff generation, which in turn affects soil erosion.
There is limited information on infiltration rates. In this study, the impact of vine age on soil bulk
density (BD) and hydraulic conductivity (Ks) was assessed on a loam soil tilled by chisel plough.
Soil sampling was conducted in the inter row area of six vineyards, which differed by the age from
planting: 0 (Age 0; just planted), 1, 3, 6, 13, and 25 years (Age 1, Age 3, Age 6, Age 13, and Age 25,
respectively). The One Ponding Depth (OPD) approach was applied to ring infiltration data to
estimate soil Ks with an α* parameter equal to 0.012 mm−1. Soil bulk density for Age 0 was about
1.5 times greater than for Age 25, i.e., the long-term managed vineyards. Saturated hydraulic
conductivity at Age 0 was 86% less than at Age 25. The planting works were considered a major
factor for soil compaction and the reduction of hydraulic conductivity. Compared to the long-term
managed vineyards, soil compaction was a very short-term effect given that BD was restored in one
year due to ploughing. Reestablishment of Ks to the long-term value required more time.

Keywords: vineyards; infiltration rate; age of planting; saturated hydraulic conductivity

1. Introduction

Extensive research has been carried out on vineyard soils, not only due to their effect on
wine quality and quantity [1,2], but also because soils in vineyards affect the environmental
health, as they can be a source of pollutants [3,4], pesticides [5], sediments [5], and overland
flow [6]. Also, soil management in vineyard land use is relevant for the effect that it can have on
soil properties [7,8]. The recently planted vineyards require more farming operations than the
older ones. These practices, which are necessary for plant growth (e.g., application of pesticides,
nutrients, installation of espalier), involve the continued use of heavy machinery and, consequently,
cause changes in soil physical properties. Intensive agricultural activities determine soil structure
degradation, compaction, and the formation of surface crusts that in turn reduce water infiltration.
If soil infiltration capacity is less than rainfall intensity, the potential risks of runoff and soil erosion are
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increased. The water stored in the soil, as well sediments, nutrients, and pollutants, export out of the
vineyards are also affected by infiltration.

Despite being a key to understanding the hydrological cycle, there is very limited information
about the infiltration rates in vineyards. The research developed by Wainwright [9], Leonard,
and Andrieux [10], and Van Dijck and Van Asch [11], are some of the most relevant studies,
which have demonstrated that the infiltration process is highly variable and difficult to predict.
However, nowadays, several new findings demonstrate that there are many shortcomings
regarding specific information. The research of Biddoccu et al. [12], Rodrigo-Comino et al. [13],
and Alagna et al. [14] showed the renewed interest in understanding the infiltration process in
vineyards, as (i) during the vintage and tillage, infiltration decreases due to the compaction by
trampling effect and tractor passes; (ii) after abandonment, hydrological soil properties are less
variable and easy to be predicted; and (iii) there are several differences in infiltration patterns among
slope positions.

Among the key parameters that indicate soil health [15], the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks)
is easy to measure and particularly important, because it controls several soil hydrological processes
such as infiltration. Furthermore, Ks is used as runoff-model inputs to assess soil losses.

In vineyards soil redistribution by both tillage [16] and water erosion [17] contributes to high
short-term [13,18] and long-term soil erosion rates [6,19,20]. However, there are few studies on seasonal
and temporal changes in soil erosion and runoff generation. Recently, Rodrigo-Comino et al. [21,22]
and Cerdà et al. [23] found that high erosion rates in vineyards are mainly observed during the
planting period. Thus, sustainable management requires attention to erosion control some time after
planting. However, the factors that determine the higher runoff and soil erosion rates during vineyard
establishment were not enough investigated in prior studies.

This research focused on temporal variability of soil compaction and infiltration rates in a loam
soil planted with vines of different ages. Soil cores sampling and ring infiltrometer experiments were
conducted in vineyards planted 0, 1, 3, 6, 13, and 25 years prior to the survey with the aim of detecting
the temporal changes in bulk density and saturated hydraulic conductivity, but also to shed light on
the impact of vines planting work on soil infiltration and erosion processes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Field experiments were conducted in the Terres dels Alforins vine production area (4000 ha) in
province of Valencia (Spain), a representative zone of the Mediterranean vineyards. The vineyards
(40 ha) between the Pago Casa Gran and Celler del Roure farms (Figure 1) were selected that are
located within the Canyoles river watershed. They were chosen because they were ploughed by the
same tractor and chisel plough for 25 years at the time of vineyards planting. The selected vineyards,
with a Monastrell grape variety, are from 0 to 25-year old with a plantation framework of 3.0 × 1.4 m.
The measurements were conducted in the south-facing slope of the Les Alcusses valley which has
a slope of 5%, where the presence of colluvium from soils formed on limestone parent material is
common. The soils are basic (pH = 8) and are classified as Typic Xerothent [24], with an average depth
of 60 cm. The observed soil profiles were relatively homogeneous due to the tillage practices and
same soil managements. The mean annual rainfall is 350 mm year−1, with maximum peak intensities
(higher than 200 mm day−1) occurring in the autumn season. The mean annual temperature is 13.8 ◦C.

2.2. Soil Sampling

The six experimental sites were characterized by different ages of vines. Age 0 is the recently
planted vineyard, and Age 1, Age 3, Age 6, Age 13, and Age 25 are vines planted 1, 3, 6, 13, and 25 years
prior to field investigation. Age 25 was selected, as it corresponds to the average replanting interval
in this region. For each experimental site, an area of approximately 100 m2 was chosen. Fifteen soil
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samples were collected randomly from the top 5 cm of the soil with a 100 cm3 steel cylinder to determine
gravimetric soil water content (SWC), organic matter (OM), and bulk density (BD). Samples were
weighted immediately following collection, then oven dried at 105 ◦C for 24 h and re-weighted at room
temperature. Organic matter was measured by the dichromate method [25], and grain size distribution
was measured by the pipette method [26]. Tillage is common to all the experimental sites and has been
the historic management method for centuries. All samples were collected in the inter row ploughed
area. Four different tractor passes are usually conducted each year to till and aerate the soil. At all
sampling sites, the wheel tracks were avoided during sampling. Furthermore, the last tillage had been
done more than one month before the field experiments and no rainfall occurred in this time spell.
Herbicides are not applied in the study area.

  

Figure 1. Areal view of the studied areas with investigated vineyard sites.

2.3. Infiltration Measurements

At each selected site, 15 single ring infiltrometer measurements [27,28] were carried out at
randomly chosen points within a 100 m2 area. Field tests were conducted in summer 2014 during the
typical Mediterranean drought period to limit variability in initial soil water content (SWC). A 100 mm
inner-diameter steel ring was inserted vertically to a depth of about 0.01 m into the soil surface to avoid
lateral loss of the ponded water. The ring was filled with fresh water and, at prescribed time intervals,
the water level was measured using a ruler; then the ring was filled again. Flow rates were calculated
from water level measurements at successive time steps, and steady-states were attained within 60 min
for all experiments. A total of ninety experimental cumulative infiltration curves were then deduced
(15 for each site (Figure 2)). The One Ponding Depth (OPD) calculation approach [28] was applied to
compute field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Ks (mm h−1), for each infiltration run. The OPD
approach makes use of the steady-state infiltration flux, Qs (mm3 h−1), which is estimated from the
cumulative infiltration vs. time plot. It also requires an estimate of the α* (mm−1) parameter, equal to
the ratio between Ks and the field-saturated soil matric flux potential. In this investigation, an α* value
of 0.012 mm−1 was used, as it is the recommended value for the loam soil [29]. The equilibration time,
ts (min), i.e., the duration of the transient phase of the infiltration process, was estimated according to
the criterion proposed by Bagarello et al. [30] for analyzing cumulative infiltration data.
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Figure 2. Cumulative infiltration, I (mm), vs. time (min) at the six investigated sites. Blue lines and red
lines show, respectively, the transient and the steady-state conditions of infiltration process.

2.4. Statistical Analisis

The hypothesis of normal distribution of both the untransformed and the log-transformed
Ks data was tested by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test at p = 0.05 significance level [31]. The other
parameters were assumed normally distributed, and thus, no transformation was performed on these
data before statistical analysis. The probability level, p = 0.05, was used for all statistical comparisons.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with raw and transformed data. If the ANOVA
showed significant differences between the means, we used multiple comparisons to detect differences
between pairs by applying the Tukey’s honestly significant difference test. Multiple comparisons
analyses allowed us to group together mean values that were not statistical different. In addition,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was performed between BD and Ks. All statistical analyses were
carried out using the Minitab© computer program (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Soil Properties

Table 1 summarizes soil physical and chemical properties of the six study sites. Organic matter
content ranged from 1.2% to 1.4% and did not differ between the ninety sampling points even if
relatively higher CV values were observed for Age 0 and Age 25 (respectively, 20.2% and 24.1%).
The average gravimetric SWC prior to the infiltration experiments ranged from 0.051 to 0.056 g g−1,
and the statistical comparisons did not show significant differences among the six sites. Grain
size distribution was similar among ages. According to the USDA standards, the three fractions,
i.e., clay (0–2 μm), silt (2–50 μm), and sand (50–2000 μm), were, on average, 17.9%, 38.8%, and 43.3%,
and the soil of the studied area was classified as loam [24]. It was concluded that the soil properties at
the six selected sites can be considered homogeneous despite the different age from vine planting.

Table 1. Mean values of initial soil water content (g g−1), organic matter (%), clay, silt, and sand content
(%) (USDA classification system). Sample size is N = 15 for each site. Coefficient of variation (%) is
in brackets.

Variable Age (Year)

0 1 3 6 13 25

Initial SWC 0.053 (14.9) a 0.056 (12.3) a 0.052 (15.5) a 0.055 (13.0) a 0.051 (8.8) a 0.053 (11.4) a
Organic
matter 1.4 (20.2) a 1.2 (11.5) a 1.4 (16.7) a 1.3 (17.3) a 1.3 (19.0) a 1.3 (24.1) a

Clay 20.1 (17.3) 14.8 (28.3) 14.9 (26.8) 18.3 (28.2) 20.5 (18.8) 18.9 (18.1)
Silt 37.1 (9.7) 41.3 (5.9) 40.3 (8.0) 38.9 (8.1) 36.5 (10.3) 38.6 (7.4)

Sand 42.8 (6.5) 43.9 (5.8) 44.9 (6.7) 42.7 (7.9) 43.0 (6.5) 42.5 (6.6)

Note: For a given variable, mean values followed by the same lower case letter were not significantly different
according to the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference test (p = 0.05).
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3.2. Effect of Age on Soil Bulk Density, BD

The soil bulk density ranged from 1.03 to 1.53 g cm−3 (Figure 3). Within each site, the variability of
BD was low (CV < 4%), confirming that this soil property generally exhibits low spatial variability [32].
The box plot comparison shows a pronounced decline of soil bulk density from Age 0 to Age 25.

Figure 4 summarizes the multiple comparison results between data pairs by using the Tukey’s
honestly significant difference test. Multiple comparisons resulted in four groups (horizontal bars),
whose members are not significantly different from one another. The soil bulk density is significantly
higher in the Age 0 (1.53 g cm−3). In the second group (Age 1, Age 3, and Age 6), bulk density ranges
from 1.07 to 1.10 g cm−3. The third group (ages from three to 12 years) shows BD = 1.05–1.08 g cm−3.
The last group includes vines older than 6 years (BD = 1.03–1.07 g cm−3). From Age 0 to Age 1,
BD decreases by a factor of 1.5; afterwards, it decreases more slightly, reaching the lowest value for
Age 25.

Figure 3. Box plots of (a) the soil bulk density (g cm−3) and (b) the field saturated soil hydraulic
conductivity (Ks, mm h−1) values. Boundaries indicate median, 25th, and 75th quartiles; the top and
bottom whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum values. Values beyond the whiskers are outliers.
Outliers are defined as data points more than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the upper or
lower quartile.

Figure 4. Results of the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference test for (a) the soil bulk density and (b) the
log-transformed field saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) values. (A) Multiple comparisons at 95%
simultaneous confidence intervals of all pairs of groups. The circles represent difference between means;
the confidence intervals represent the likely ranges for all the mean differences. If an interval does
not contain zero, the corresponding means are significantly different. (B) The grouping information
table highlights the significant and not significant comparisons. Each horizontal bar groups together
members that are not statistically different.
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3.3. Effect of Age on Infiltration and Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity, Ks

Figure 2 depicts cumulative infiltration curves from the 90 tests. All the curves exhibited a common
shape, with a concave part corresponding to the transient stage of infiltration (blue lines) and a linear
part detecting that the steady-state conditions (red lines) were achieved [33]. It should be noted
that the total infiltrated depth, Iend (mm), increased progressively with age (Table 2). The mean Iend
values ranged from 103 to 426 mm. Water flow reached, on average, steady-state rate after 31–38 min,
depending on the site. The infiltrated depth at the equilibration time, I(ts) (mm), also increased
progressively with age.

The Kolgomorov-Smirnov test indicated that the Ks results were conformed to a log-normal
distribution [32]. Therefore, statistical analyses were performed on log-transformed values. Geometric
means of Ks and associated CVs corresponding to the different ages from vine planting are reported in
Table 3. Similar to BD, Ks increased with time from planting by a factor of 3.4 from Age 0 to Age 1;
thereafter, the differences decreased (Figure 3).

Table 2. Minimum, Min, maximum, Max, mean, and coefficient of variation, CV (%), of the total
infiltrated depth, Iend (mm), infiltrated depth at the equilibration time, I(ts) (mm), and equilibration
time, ts (min) (N = 15 for each site).

Variable Iend I(ts) ts

Statistic Min Max Mean CV Min Max Mean CV Min Max Mean CV

Age (Year)

0 58 154 103 a 26.5 52 137 85 a 25.9 10 50 35 a 32
1 175 453 250 b 31.6 102 328 176 b 33.3 20 45 31 a 27.3
3 207 390 275 b 23.2 101 334 207 bc 32.6 20 45 36 a 27.5
6 189 465 323 bc 27.5 143 364 239 bcd 29.7 20 50 37 a 27.6

13 258 528 371 cd 22.1 180 399 280 d 25.7 25 45 38 a 16.5
25 298 594 426 d 20.7 197 377 271 cd 20.6 15 50 32 a 35.8

Note: For a given variable, mean values followed by the same lower case letter were not significantly different
according to the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference test (p = 0.05).

Table 3. Geometric mean, GM, and coefficient of variation, CV (%), of the saturated soil hydraulic
conductivity, Ks (mm h−1), and results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Sample size, N = 15 for
each site.

Age Statistic Distribution

(Year) GM CV Normal Log-Normal

0 8.0 51.8 not rejected not rejected
1 27.4 29.9 rejected not rejected
3 30.9 21.4 rejected not rejected
6 36.4 32.9 not rejected not rejected

13 45.4 24.3 not rejected not rejected
25 58.7 31.3 not rejected not rejected

Multiple comparisons resulted in four groups (Figure 4B). At Age 0, mean Ks value (8.0 mm h−1)
was significantly lower than at the other ages. There were also significant differences among the second
group (Age 1, Age 3, and Age 6) with mean Ks ranging from 27.4 to 36.4 mm h−1, the third group
(Age 6 and Age 13) with Ks = 36.4–45.4 mm h−1, and the last group (Age 13 and Age 25) that showed
the highest Ks values (45.4–58.7 mm h−1). It is well known from previous studies that Ks is highly
variable compared to other soil physical properties [32,34]. However, a relatively high variability was
observed in this study only at Age 0.

A significant negative correlation was found between mean BD and Ks values (r = −0.677,
p < 0.001) (Figure 5), highlighting that reduction in soil bulk density as a consequence of age clearly
influenced the field saturated soil hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 5. Correlation between the soil bulk density (g cm−3) and field saturated soil hydraulic
conductivity, Ks (mm h−1). Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) and probability of error (p) are reported.

4. Discussion

As is known, soil management modifies soil bulk density, pore structure and connectivity,
hydraulic conductivity, and air permeability (e.g., [35,36]). Machine traffic often causes soil compaction
and, consequently, a reduction of soil physical quality (e.g., [11,15,37,38]). The average initial soil bulk
density (Age 0) was 1.53 g cm−3 for the experimental site, far greater than the optimal bulk density
range (0.9–1.2 g cm−3) suggested for a large range of agricultural soils [39,40]. Associated bulk density
values up to 1.51 g cm−3 were observed for a loamy soil under vineyard and orchard land uses subjected
to vehicle traffic [11]. In a loam soil of the Swiss Plateau, tilled with a direct drilling, Gut et al. [41]
found an average BD value of 1.47 g cm−3 at depth 0.1–0.16 m. In an investigation conducted by
Boydell and Boydell [42] in Vertisols used for grain cropping, machinery traffic determined bulk
densities in the range 1.25–1.45 g cm−3 at depth of 0.05–0.5 m. In a sandy loam soil, machinery traffic
applied when the soil was dry (mean soil moisture 0.066 g g−1) resulted in an average BD = 1.59 g cm−3

at 0.15 to 0.30 depth [43]. Although care was put to avoid the wheel tracks during sampling, these
results also indicate that Les Alcusses soil was throughout compacted by machinery operations due to
the pass of lorries, vans, tractors, and men at the time of vineyard establishment.

During the first year from planting, the decreased BD rate was 0.43 g cm−3 year−1, and in the
time spell between Age 1 and Age 25 it was 0.003 g cm−3 year−1. Assuming the value of BD at Age
25 as long-term condition for the loam soil under study, these results indicated that soil resilience
determined an immediate response that allowed it to recover 86% of the final value during the first
year and only 14% in the following 24 years. However, low differences between two successive ages
were significant. Therefore, the routinely adopted vineyard management did not prevent recovery of
the long-term bulk density conditions for this soil.

The average Ks value of 8 mm h−1 at Age 0 (Table 3) was approximately similar to that expected
for a loam soil (10.4 mm h−1, [44]), but it was 3.4–7.3 times lower than that measured at the successive
ages. Excluding this site, the average Ks values varied within a relatively narrow range (27.4 to
58.7 mm h−1, i.e., by a factor of 2.1), and spatial variability was very similar for the five selected sites.
According to Elrick and Reynolds [29], difference in Ks by a factor of two or three can be considered
negligible for practical purposes. The rate of Ks increase during the first year (Age 0 to Age 1) was
equal to 19.4 mm h−1 year−1, whereas in the following period Ks increased at a rate of 1.30 mm h−1

year−1. Compared to BD, the short-term reestablishment rate of Ks is less effective given that only 38%
of the final value was recovered within one year. Therefore, the saturated soil hydraulic conductivity
required more time to restore its long-term condition. The significant differences in Ks highlighted
by multiple comparisons among second group (Age 1, Age 3, and Age 6), third group (Age 6 and
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Age 13) and fourth group (Age 13 and Age 25) can be probably explained by the fact that as vines grow,
fewer and fewer farming operations are required that result in reduced soil compaction by machinery
traffic. Moreover, soil tillages, performed in subsequent years in order to control weeds, destroyed the
surface crust, homogenized soil properties, and led to increased Ks values.

Negative correlation between soil hydraulic conductivity and bulk density is well documented in
literature (e.g., [45]). For instance, Meek et al. [46] found hydraulic conductivity of a sandy loam soil
decreased by 58% when BD increased from 1.6 to 1.8 g cm−3.

In the studied area, the vines are replaced on average every 25 years; thus, attention should be
paid during vineyard planting to avoid soil compaction that may have negative consequence on the
hydrological processes. In this case, high intensity rainfalls, frequently occurring in Mediterranean
climate, can trigger rill formation and high erosion rates [23]. Rehabilitation strategies aiming
at increasing water infiltration and reducing surface runoff and soil erosion include use of cover
crops [47,48], intercropping [49], and use of mulching or straw [50,51].

5. Conclusions

The vineyard’s age affected infiltration and some soil physical properties but did not influence
soil organic matter. After planting, bulk density was 1.5 times greater than the long-term bulk density
corresponding to Age 25. Accordingly, field saturated soil hydraulic conductivity was 86% less
than the long-term value. Planting operations caused soil compaction, which reduced hydraulic
conductivity. Such modifications were reversible over 24 years following planting, notwithstanding
normal machinery traffic, due to ordinary management that attended to reducing surface soil
compaction and restoring the aeration of surface layer. The rate of soil recovery was greatest following
disturbance and declined thereafter, demonstrating the resilience of the considered soil to the stress
induced by planting works. The results of this investigation suggest that strategies to reduce soil
compaction during vineyard establishment will be valuable to maintaining the soil infiltration capacity
and reducing the erosion potential.
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Abstract: This study aimed at determining the field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Kfs,
of an unmanaged field affected by fire by means of single-ring infiltrometer runs and the use of
transient and steady-state data analysis procedures. Sampling and measurements were carried out in
2012 and 2017 in a fire-affected field (burnt site) and in a neighboring non-affected site (control site).
The predictive potential of different data analysis procedures (i.e., transient and steady-state) to yield
proper Kfs estimates was investigated. In particular, the transient WU1 method and the BB, WU2
and OPD methods were compared. The cumulative linearization (CL) method was used to apply
the WU1 method. Values of Kfs ranging from 0.87 to 4.21 mm·h−1 were obtained, depending on the
considered data analysis method. The WU1 method did not yield significantly different Kfs estimates
between the sampled sites throughout the five-year period, due to the generally poor performance of
the CL method, which spoiled the soil hydraulic characterization. In particular, good fits were only
obtained in 23% of the cases. The BB, WU2 and the OPD methods, with a characterization based
exclusively on a stabilized infiltration process, yielded an appreciably lower variability of the Kfs
data as compared with the WU1 method. It was concluded that steady-state methods were more
appropriate for detecting slight changes of Kfs in post-fire soil hydraulic characterizations. Our results
showed a certain degree of soil degradation at the burnt site with an immediate reduction of the soil
organic matter and a progressive increase of the soil bulk density during the five years following the
fire. This general impoverishment resulted in a slight but significant decrease in the field-saturated
soil hydraulic conductivity.

Keywords: post-fire soil hydraulic characterization; infiltration; bottomless bucket method;
single-ring infiltrometer; field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity; data analysis procedures
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1. Introduction

Assessing the effects of fire on soil hydraulic properties in the Mediterranean area is crucial
to evaluate the role of fire in land degradation and erosion processes. Among the soil hydraulic
properties, field-saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs, exerts a key role in the partitioning of rainfall
into runoff and infiltration [1]. Therefore, estimates of Kfs are essential for evaluating the hydrological
response of fire-affected soils [2]. Soil properties are highly affected by fires due to the removal of
the aboveground vegetation, the heat impact on the soil, the removal of the organic matter, the ash
cover and the changes induced by rainfall on the soil surface [3–5]. Most of the research carried out
on fire-affected land has paid attention to the “window of disturbance”, which is the period during
which the soil losses are higher than before the fire and which lasts for a few years [6–8]. In order to
understand the evolution of soil erosion after forest fires it is necessary to monitor fire-affected sites
over a long period of time, in order to enable the assessment of the period affected by the window of
disturbance [9]. Moreover, it is also possible to carry out measurements and experiments in areas with
a different fire history. This gives information about the temporal changes in soil erosion after fire.

For this purpose, speed and ease of field procedures for soil hydraulic characterization are
essential [10,11]. The single-ring infiltrometer technique [12,13] is a routinely used method for
measuring Kfs in the field (e.g., [14–17]). With a single-ring infiltrometer, a constant or falling-head
infiltration process has to be established. In the field, a constant-head single-ring infiltrometer
often needs level-control setups or expensive devices with monitoring equipment containing
proprietary technology with prohibitive costs [18–20]. Therefore, a falling-head experiment is
preferable since it minimizes the complexity of implementation, characterizing an area of interest
with minimal experimental efforts [11,21]. Recently, Nimmo et al. [11] developed the so-called
bottomless bucket, named BB method hereafter, which uses a portable, falling-head, small-diameter
single-ring infiltrometer. These authors adapted the Reynolds and Elrick (1990) formula to be applied
instantaneously during a falling-head test. However, only few comparisons of BB estimates with
other procedures can be found in the literature (e.g., [2,22]), notwithstanding that this method
of soil hydraulic characterization is of noticeable practical interest. In general, establishing the
reliability of new methods is not a simple task, also due to the high Kfs variability both in space
and time [23,24]. Moreover, many other sources of variability may also arise when comparing different
field measurement techniques, such as sample size [25], ring diameter [26], source shape [27] and field
sampling procedure [28,29]. One could expect that considering laboratory measurements as targeted
values would help to check the reliability of field data. However, this approach may be questioned
due to the difficulty of representing the soil heterogeneity encountered in the field in small-scale
laboratory samples (e.g., [24,30–33]). An alternative approach, considering different calculation
techniques applied to the same dataset, is expected to facilitate the interpretation rising from the
comparison [24]. Different methods of calculating Kfs from single-ring data were developed over time
(e.g., [10–12,21,34–37]). Among them, the one ponding depth (OPD) calculation approach of Reynolds
and Elrick [12] and Method 2 by Wu et al. [38] (WU2) have in common with the BB method that
all these approaches analyze steady-state single-ring infiltrometer data, thus considering the same
part of the infiltration process [24]. Moreover, they all require an estimate of the sorptive number
(or macroscopic capillary length parameter), α* (L−1), expressing the relative importance of gravity
and capillary forces during a ponding infiltration process [1].

The general objective of this work was to determine the Kfs of an abandoned unmanaged field
affected by fire by means of single-ring infiltrometer runs and the use of transient and steady-state data
analysis procedures. Sampling and measurements were carried out in 2012 and 2017 in a fire-affected
(on 15 July) field (burnt site) and in a neighboring non-affected site (control site). The focus was
put on the predictive potential of different data analysis procedures (i.e., transient and steady-state)
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to yield proper Kfs estimates and to detect the effect of fire on saturated hydraulic conductivity.
More specifically, we chose to test the bottomless bucket method by comparing the field-saturated soil
hydraulic conductivity estimates with those obtained by other well-tested methods.

2. Theory

2.1. Steady-State Analysis of Single-Ring Infiltrometer Data

The bottomless bucket method of Nimmo et al. [11] considers the analysis developed by Reynolds
and Elrick [12] of three-dimensional (3D), steady, ponded infiltration below a finite insertion depth,
accounting for the hydrostatic pressure of the ponded water, gravity and capillarity of the unsaturated
soil [1]. These authors adapted Reynolds and Elrick’s (1990) formula to be applied instantaneously
during a falling-head test. With this method, Kfs (L·T−1) is calculated by the following equation:

K f s =
LG
t

ln
(

LG + λc + H0

LG + λc + H

)
(1)

where H0 (L) is the initially established ponded depth of water, H(t) (L) is the ponded depth of water
at time t, λc (L) is the macroscopic capillary length of the soil [39], and the so-called ring installation
scaling length, LG (L), is calculated as follow:

LG = 0.316πd + 0.184πr (2)

where r (L) is the radius of the disk source and d (L) is the ring insertion depth in the soil.
The one ponding depth calculation approach by Reynolds and Elrick [12] makes use of the steady

infiltrating flux, Qs (L3·T−1), which is estimated from the flow rate versus time plot. The following
relationship is used to obtain Kfs:

K f s =
α ∗ γG Qs

r(α ∗ H + 1) + γG α ∗ πr2 (3)

where γG is a shape factor that can be estimated as follows:

γG = 0.316
d
r
+ 0.184 (4)

Method 2 by Wu et al. [38] assumes steady-state infiltration. With this method, Kfs is calculated
by the following equation:

K f s =
is

a f
(5)

where is (L·T−1) is the slope of the straight line fitted to the data describing steady-state conditions
on the cumulative infiltration, I (L), versus time, t (T), relation, a is a dimensionless constant equal
to 0.9084 [36], and f is a correction factor that depends on soil initial and boundary conditions and
ring geometry:

f ∼= H + 1/α∗
G∗ + 1 (6)

where the G* (L) term is equal to:

G∗ = d +
r
2

(7)

2.2. Transient Analysis of Single-Ring Infiltrometer Data

For comparative purposes, Method 1 by Wu et al. [38] (WU1) was also applied to estimate Kfs.
In addition, this method offered the possibility to check the assumed α* value by directly estimating
this parameter from a single-ring test and a measurement of the soil water content. This method
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is based on the assumption that the cumulative infiltration can be described by a relation formally
identical to the two-term infiltration model by Philip [40]:

I = C1
√

t + C2t (8)

where C1 (L·T−0.5) and C2 (L·T−1) are infiltration coefficients. With method 1, Kfs is calculated by the
following equation:

K f s =
λcΔθ

Tc
(9)

where Δθ (L3·L−3) is the difference between the saturated volumetric soil water content, θs (L3·L−3),
and the initial one, θi (L3·L−3). The λc (L) and Tc (T) terms have the following expressions:

λc =
1
2

[√
(H + G∗)2 + 4G ∗ C − (H + G∗)

]
(10)

Tc =
1
4

(
C2a
bC1

)2
(11)

where H (L) is the established ponding depth of water, G* (L) is defined by Equation (7), a and b are
dimensionless constants respectively equal to 0.9084 and 0.1682 [36], and the C (L) term is equal to:

C =
1

4Δθ

(
C2

b

)2 a
C1

(12)

An estimate of the sorptive number, α* (L−1), may also be obtained taking into account that:

α∗ =
1
λc

(13)

For a given infiltration run we determined the C1 and C2 coefficients according to the fitting
method referred to as cumulative linearization (CL, [41]). With the CL method, Equation (8) is
linearized by dividing both sides by √t , giving:

I√
t
= C1 + C2

√
t (14)

Then, the C1 and C2 coefficients are determined respectively as the intercept and the slope of the
I/√t vs. √t plot.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Soil Sampling

We selected two study sites on abandoned fields within the “Serra de Mariola Natural Park”
in Alcoi, Eastern Spain. The coordinates of the study area are 38◦43′32.15” N, 0◦28′54.70” W. Sampling
and measurements were carried out in November 2012 and five years later, in November 2017,
in a fire-affected (on 15 July) field (burnt site) and in a neighboring non-affected site (control site).
The study area is characterised by typical Mediterranean climatic condition with drought from June till
September, with high temperatures (25 ◦C in average), and mild spring, autumn and winter seasons.
The mean annual rainfall at the nearby Cocentaina meteorological station is 480 mm, and during the
study period the mean annual rainfall was 418 mm. The wettest year was 2012 with 576 mm and the
driest 2014 with 209 mm. October used to be the month with the largest rainfall amount, although
during the study period the wettest month was December 2015 with 295 mm, and the driest months
were May 2017 and July 2014 with 0 mm of rainfall. Mean monthly rainfall data are reported in
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Figure 1. The mean monthly temperature was 16.5 ◦C, with values in July of 28.3 ◦C and January with
7.0 ◦C. The vegetation cover was dominated by a scrubland developed after the abandonment that took
place in 1950s. The main plant species were Rosmarinus officinalis, Thymus vulgaris, and Ulex parviflorus,
and five years after the fire the vegetation was dominated by Cistus albidus, although Rosmarinus
officinalis and Ulex parviflorus were also present.

Figure 1. Mean monthly rainfall data recorded at the Cocentaina meteorological station during the
study period (2012–2017).

The parent material is marls and the soils developed on this south-facing slope are very breakable.
The soil is classified as a Typic Xerorthent [42]. According to the USDA standards, the three fractions,
i.e., clay (0–2 μm), silt (2–50 μm) and sand (50–2000 μm), averaged for the two sites were 14.5%, 57.5%
and 29.1%, respectively (corresponding standard deviations = 6.6, 4.3 and 5.0, respectively), and the
soil of the studied area was classified as silt loam.

Plant cover was measured at each sampling point prior to infiltration experiments by measuring
the presence (1) or absence (0) at 100 points regularly distributed in each 0.28 m2 plot. Undisturbed
soil cores were also collected at 0–60 mm soil depth. The cores were used to determine the soil bulk
density, ρb (g·cm−3), and the initial volumetric soil water content, θi (m3·m−3). According to other
investigations, the saturated soil water content, θs (m3·m−3), was approximated by total soil porosity,
determined from bulk density ρb (e.g., [28,37,43–48]). Soil organic matter was determined by the
Walkley-Black [49] method.

3.2. Single-Ring Infiltrometer

A total of forty infiltration runs (10 runs × 2 plots × 2 sampling campaigns) of the bottomless
bucket type were carried out [11]. A 100-mm inner diameter ring was inserted into the soil to a depth of
d = 50 mm. At the start of the experiments, water was poured into the ring to establish an initial ponding
depth H0 = 50 mm. In this investigation, the possible occurrence of soil water repellency was not
considered, given that this phenomenon is uncommon for scrub terrain on calcareous soils in the region,
even after fire [50,51]. Therefore, the use of ponding experiments, which are known to overwhelm
positive soil-water-entry values induced by water repellency (e.g., [2,52–54]), was not expected to
induce bias. The rate of drop of the water level was monitored by measuring the ponding depth
at prescribed time intervals, H(t). After each measurement, another volume of water was poured
immediately into the ring to re-establish a ponded depth of water of 50 mm. During the first minutes,
small time intervals were used. The time interval was increased up to 5 min in the late phase of the
experiment. Steady-state conditions were attained within 60 min of all experiments. This procedure
differs from the one proposed by Nimmo et al. [11], since these authors logged the time needed for
the water to reach a minimum fixed H(t) value, thus pouring in known water volumes to re-establish
the initial ponding depth. The obvious advantage to consider prescribed time intervals instead of
a preselected water amount, is that monitoring time is significantly easier than monitoring water
levels. Moreover, in their investigation Nimmo et al. [11] stated that the “modification of these
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procedures is likely to be necessary for different soils and conditions”. In our case, the sampled soils
were characterized by low permeability. In such conditions, logging the time needed for the water
to reach a minimum fixed H(t) value, such as the Nimmo’s procedure, would imply obtaining less
data points for the same duration of the experiment, or alternatively it would imply considerably
extending the experiment duration to have a similar number of data points and, thus, to properly
evaluate the steady-state phase of the infiltration process. Therefore, the applied criterion also allowed
us to increase our confidence in the sampled data. A total of forty experimental cumulative infiltrations
versus time were then deduced. Cumulative infiltration data were firstly analyzed according to the
criterion suggested by Bagarello et al. [55]. Specifically, apparent steady-state infiltration rates were
estimated by linear regression analysis of the last three (I, t) data points. Then, the equilibration time,
ts (min), namely the duration of the transient phase of the infiltration process, was determined as the
first value for which: ∣∣∣∣ I − Ireg

I

∣∣∣∣× 100 ≤ E (15)

where Ireg is estimated from the regression analysis of the I versus t plot, and E is a criterion to check
linearity. Equation (15) is applied from the start of the experiment and progressively excludes the first
data points until E ≤ 2 [1,24]. An illustrative example of the ts estimation is reported in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Procedure for estimating equilibration time, ts (min), and infiltrated depth at the equilibration
time, I(ts) (mm), from cumulative infiltrations. Case of an infiltration run carried out at the burnt
site in 2012.

3.3. Data Analysis and Calculations

The BB procedure was applied to determine Kfs (Kfs-BB) by Equation (1), assuming
λc = 1/α* = 0.25 m. A value of α* = 4 m−1 for unstructured fine-textured soils (strong soil capillarity
category) was selected from the soil texture–structure categories defined by Elrick and Reynolds [56].
The last determinations of Kfs-BB, representative of steady-state conditions, were averaged to obtain
an estimate of Kfs-BB for a given test, as suggested by Angulo-Jaramillo et al. [1].

Equations (3) and (5) were applied to estimate Kfs data, which were denoted with the
symbols Kfs-WU2 and Kfs-OPD, for WU2 and OPD, respectively. It has to be noted that these latter
methods are theoretically usable for a constant ponded depth of water on the infiltration surface.
However, in our case, the variation of the water level during the late-phase of the infiltration process
never exceeded 1–2 mm. Therefore, the ponded depth at the late-phase of the run was assumed to be
practically constant.
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For comparative purposes, the transient WU1 method was also applied to estimate Kfs and α* by
Equations (9) and (13), respectively. These estimates were denoted with the symbols Kfs-WU1-CL and
α*CL. We first obtained the C1 and C2 values with the CL method by fitting Equation (14). The adequacy
of the fitting procedure was evaluated by checking both the linearity of the data and the relative error
defined as:

Er = 100 ×

√√√√√√√
n
∑

i = 1

(
xexp

i − xi

)2

n
∑

i = 1

(
xexp

i

)2 (i = 1..n) (16)

where xexp
i are the experimental data and xi are the corresponding values deduced by fitting the

functional relationship. According to the criterion proposed by Lassabatere et al. [10], values of Er < 5%
were assumed to be indicative of a satisfactory fitting ability.

The statistical frequency distributions of the Kfs and α* data were assumed to be lognormal,
as is common for these variables (e.g., [57,58]). Therefore, geometric means and associated coefficients
of variation, CV, were calculated using the appropriate “log-normal equations” [59]. The other
variables considered in this investigation were summarized by calculating the arithmetic mean and
the associated CV, since the characterization of an area of interest is generally based on arithmetic
averages of individual determinations [60]. To compare mean values, untransformed and natural
log-transformed data were used for the normal and the natural log-normal distributed variables,
respectively. Different Kfs datasets were also compared in terms of factors of difference (FoD), calculated
as the ratio between the maximum and minimum of two Kfs values estimated by different calculation
techniques from a run [24]. Following Elrick and Reynolds [56], FoD values not exceeding a factor of
two or three were considered indicative of similar estimates.

4. Results

4.1. Physical Properties

The results of the physical analysis were represented using box plot graphics (Figure 3). A major
effect of fire was a consistent reduction of soil organic matter in the burnt site. SOM was measured to
decrease by 22% four months after the fire, and 30% after five years. This reduction was in line with
previous investigations (e.g., [3,61–63]). As a consequence, dryer conditions persisted in the burnt site,
due to the known effect of a reduction of soil organic matter on soil water retention [64]. Specifically,
the initial soil water content differed appreciably among the control and burnt sites, with average θi
values equal to 0.141 and 0.137 m3·m−3 at the control site and 0.096 and 0.087 m3·m–3 at the burnt
site, for the 2012 and 2017 sampling campaigns, respectively. No significant differences in terms of
soil dry bulk density were detected between the control and burnt sites four months after the fire.
On the contrary, our results showed a significant increase of the bulk density five years after the
fire, due probably to a progressive collapse of aggregates [9], highlighting a certain degree of soil
degradation at the burnt site.

4.2. Performance of the Cumulative Linearization (CL) Method

The application of the transient WU1 method to determine Kfs and α* required the estimation of
the C1 and C2 coefficients. We obtained the C1 and C2 values with the CL fitting method. This method
showed general poor performance both in terms of the linearity of the data and the relative error.
The ΔI/Δ√t vs. √t plots did not show the expected linear relationship between the considered
variables for the entire infiltration run. Therefore, we progressively excluded the first data points
selecting the C1 and C2 values when the following criteria were fulfilled: (i) positive values of the
C2 parameter (yielding physically plausible Kfs estimates i.e., Kfs > 0); and (ii) a linear relationship
between the considered variables. An example of the applied selection procedure for the infiltration
coefficients is depicted in Figure 4. The example refers to the case of an infiltration run carried out at
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the burnt site in 2017. The exclusion of no or one data point yielded negative C2 values (Figure 4a,b).
The exclusion of two data points yielded a positive C2 value, but a value of Er = 6.6% was obtained
due to the departure of the first point from the general linear behaviour (Figure 4c). In this case,
the C2 coefficient should make it possible to obtain an apparently physically plausible Kfs estimate,
i.e., Kfs > 0. However, given that the dataset was not linear, Equation (8) was considered inappropriate
and hence the fitted parameters were considered as meaningless from a physical point of view [65].
Finally, the C1 and C2 coefficients could be properly estimated by excluding the first three data points
(Figure 4d). Other investigations also suggested removing the fitting procedures the early stage of the
infiltration process when a perturbation occurs (e.g., [21,38,46,66]). In contrast, the last points may be
removed since the CL method mostly applies to the transient state [65,67]. Only one test never yielded
positive C2 values whatever the number of data points excluded. Good fits, i.e., fitting yielding Er
values lower than 5% [10], were only obtained in 23% of the cases (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Box plots of the (a) vegetation cover (%), (b) soil bulk density (g·cm−3), (c) soil organic matter,
(SOM) (%), and (d) initial volumetric soil water content, θi (m3·m−3), for the four scenarios. Asterisks
denote outliers. Different letters represent significant differences at p < 0.05.
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Figure 4. Examples of the estimation of the C1 (mm·h−0.5) and C2 (mm·h−1) parameters by the
cumulative linearization (CL) approach excluding a different number of data points of an infiltration
run carried out at the burnt site in 2017. The values of the ratio between the cumulative infiltration,
I (mm), and the square root of time, t (h), are plotted against the square root of t. (a) Exclusion of zero
data points: C2 < 0. (b) Exclusion of one data point: Lower Er value (3.0%) but C2 < 0. (c) Exclusion of
two data points: C2 > 0 but Er = 6.6%. (d) Exclusion of three data points: C2 > 0 and lowest Er value
(1.8%; selected case).

Figure 5. Cumulative frequency distribution of the relative errors, Er (%), of the fitting of the functional
relationship (i.e., Equation (14)) for the CL method to the experimental data. Er values not exceeding
5% denote a satisfactory fitting ability of the infiltration model to the data [10].

4.3. Estimation of Kfs Data with the WU1 Method

Table 1 summarizes the field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity obtained with the WU1
method. The average Kfs-WU1-CL values ranged from 0.87 to 1.50 mm·h−1. All average Kfs values were
lower than the expected saturated conductivity on the basis of the soil textural characteristics alone,
e.g., Ks = 4.5 mm·h−1 for a silt loam soil according to Carsel and Parrish [68]. This suggested that soil
macroporosity in the control and burnt site did not influence the results [28]. All differences between
the average Kfs values of different sites and sampling campaigns were not statistically significant
according to the Tukey honestly significant difference test (p < 0.05). A high variability of Kfs was
detected in most cases, with coefficient of variations (CVs) ranging from 100.7% to 373.1% (Table 1).
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The average α*CL values ranged from 2.42 to 6.45 m−1 (Table 2). We never detected extremely
unreliable α* values, i.e., lower than 0.1 m−1 and higher than 1000 m−1 [56,69]. All differences
between the average α*CL values of different sites and sampling campaigns were not statistically
significant according to the Tukey honestly significant difference test (p < 0.05). Considering all the
infiltration measurements, the average α*CL value was equal to 3.89 m–1. This value was in line with
the one suggested by Elrick and Reynolds [56] for strong capillarity soils (α* = 4 m−1) in their soil
texture–structure categories.

Table 1. Summary of the field-saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs (mm·h−1), values obtained by the
WU1 method for each sampling campaign and site.

Variable Year Site
Statistic

N min max mean CV

Ksf-WU-CL 2012 Control 10 0.18 5.36 1.11 211.8
Burnt 10 0.04 8.17 0.87 373.1

2017 Control 10 0.17 2.85 0.91 100.7
Burnt 9 0.28 7.73 1.50 158.0

All differences between two mean values were not statistically significant according to the Tukey honestly significant
difference test (p < 0.05).

Table 2. Summary of the α*CL (m−1) values obtained by the WU1 method for each sampling campaign
and site.

Variable Year Site
Statistic

N min max mean CV

α*CL 2012 Control 10 0.90 79.99 6.45 436.8
Burnt 10 0.74 21.29 2.94 131.7

2017 Control 10 0.85 27.25 2.42 117.8
Burnt 9 1.12 16.71 5.16 109.1

All differences between two mean values were not statistically significant according to the Tukey honestly significant
difference test (p < 0.05).

4.4. Estimation of Kfs Data with Steady-State Methods

We discriminated the transient and steady-state phase of the infiltration process according to the
criterion suggested by Bagarello et al. [55] (Figure 2). This procedure allowed us to consider, for a given
run, exactly the same final part of the curve for all the three applied methods. After a duration of
60 min, the total infiltrated depth was, on average, 64 mm. The equilibration time, ts (min), namely
the duration of the transient phase of the infiltration process, was reached, on average, after 33 min,
with a mean volume of infiltrated water I(ts) = 56 mm. All the experiments exhibited a sufficiently
long steady-state phase ranging from 10 to 45 min (Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of the equilibration time, ts (min), and infiltrated depth at the equilibration time,
I(ts) (mm). Sample size, N = 10 for each site and sampling campaign.

Variable Year Site
Statistic

min max mean CV

ts (min) 2012 Control 25 40 30.5 12.1
Burnt 25 45 35.0 22.3

2017 Control 20 50 33.5 29.9
Burnt 15 45 32.5 32.6

I(ts) (mm) 2012 Control 29 86 61.9 22.0
Burnt 36 59 49.8 17.2

2017 Control 53 84 64.1 17.1
Burnt 19 71 49.3 40.6

Table 4 summarizes the field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Kfs, obtained with the BB,
OPD and WU2 methods. The average Kfs-BB, Kfs-OPD and Kfs-WU2 values ranged from 2.0 to 3.96,
from 2.03 to 4.21 and from 1.92 to 3.91 mm·h−1, respectively. The applied methods yielded similar
information, i.e., the differences between average Kfs values of the control site were never statistically
significant at p < 0.05. On the contrary, for the burnt site, the field campaign carried out in 2017
yielded, in all cases, two times lower Kfs values than the previous campaign, and the differences
between sampling campaigns were always statistically significant at p < 0.05 (Table 4). Figure 6
depicts the box plots of the factor of difference values, i.e., a “point-by-point” comparison between
all Kfs datasets. FoD values never exceeded 1.3 between steady-state methods. Therefore, the three
steady-state methods considered in this investigation yielded similar results, supporting the soundness
of the BB analysis procedure. On the contrary, appreciably higher FoD values were obtained with the
WU1 method (Figure 6). In this case, the high variability of the data affected Kfs comparisons between
sites and sampling campaigns (Table 1).

Table 4. Summary of the field-saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs (mm·h−1), data sets obtained by
the BB, WU2, and OPD methods. Sample size, N = 10 for each site and sampling campaign.

Variable Year Site
Statistic

min max mean CV

Ksf-BB 2012 Control 1.52 4.99 3.04 AB 45.4
Burnt 2.49 4.99 3.96 A 19.5

2017 Control 2.18 5.35 3.62 A 31.6
Burnt 0.83 8.01 2.00 B 68.7

Ksf-WU2 2012 Control 1.34 5.28 2.95 AB 59.5
Burnt 2.64 5.16 4.21 A 20.6

2017 Control 2.00 5.82 3.57 AB 39.1
Burnt 0.88 8.91 2.03 B 74.7

Ksf-OPD 2012 Control 1.24 4.98 2.85 AB 56.2
Burnt 2.49 4.98 3.91 A 19.9

2017 Control 1.99 5.34 3.44 A 35.0
Burnt 0.83 7.97 1.92 B 71.8

For a given method (BB, WU2 and OPD), means that do not share a letter are significantly different according to the
Tukey honestly significant difference test (p < 0.05).
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Figure 6. Box plots of the factor of difference, FoD, between the field-saturated hydraulic conductivity,
Kfs (mm·h−1), data sets obtained by the BB, WU2, and OPD methods and the WU1 method with the
cumulative linearization (CL) fitting method. The median values are also reported.

5. Discussion

Under the specific conditions encountered in this investigation, the transient analysis of single-ring
data revealed that alternative procedures should be applied to properly the analyze infiltration data,
in order to avoid a misestimation of the soil hydraulic properties [66]. Specifically, the main reason for
choosing other approaches was that invalid early data were detected in most cases with the CL method,
and hence they were excluded from the analysis. The need to exclude the first data points when fitting
the data was likely due to the highly sorptive nature of the sampled soils. Specifically, the porous
media exhibited relatively low hydraulic conductivity compared to their sorptive capacity [37].
Indeed, cumulative infiltrations exhibited a marked concave part corresponding to the transient
state and a linear part at the end of the curves related to the steady state [70]. This condition also made
it difficult to estimate C1 values due to the importance of the lateral capillary flow [65]. As a result,
a reliable estimation of Kfs was unlikely. In other words, the generally poor performance of the fitting
method spoiled the soil hydraulic characterization, affecting the general quality of the Kfs estimates and,
thus, the comparison between the sampled sites and field campaigns. Indeed, this method relies on
an infiltration model, i.e., Equation (8), that does not account for such a time evolution of soil properties
between the early- and late-time infiltration stages responsible for the observed strong concavity of
cumulative curves [71]. Moreover, it has to be remarked that the transient portion of the infiltration
curves is frequently not usable to estimate steady-state infiltration rates, since it could be affected by
several factors, including soil permeability, antecedent soil water content, ring radius and insertion
depth (e.g., [1,13,21]). Although the poor performance of the CL method likely affected the reliability
of the WU1 estimates, by increasing parameter variability, it has to be noted that the WU1 method
allowed at least a check of the α* value, which was selected a priori from the soil texture–structure
categories to apply steady-state methods.

All steady-state methods revealed a slight but statistically significant Kfs decrease five years
after the fire. These methods, with a characterization based exclusively on a stabilized infiltration
process, yielded an appreciably lower variability of Kfs data compared to the WU1 method (Table 1).
Steady-state methods were expected to give less variable Kfs estimates when compared to WU1,
also as a consequence of the use of a fixed α* value for the whole field, whereas variations of
this parameter exist in the field depending on the texture and structure [1]. On the other hand,
this assumption substantially facilitated the hydraulic characterization, yielding at the same time
a sufficient level of accuracy for determining Kfs (e.g., [11,15,38]).

The considered soil properties unanimously highlighted the deterioration of the soil’s physical
quality after the fire. The results of this study suggested that the soil was not completely recovered five
years after fire, and the negative effects resulting from the vegetation burning and soil organic matter
removal have not yet been mitigated. One would expect that the degraded soil, i.e., with lower organic
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matter and higher bulk density, could be more prone to runoff and erosion processes than the unburned
soil [72]. However, despite common perceptions, Mediterranean vegetation adapts to fire and plant
recolonization in burnt areas relatively quickly (e.g., [3,73,74]). According to many authors, vegetation
recovering promptly reduces post-fire runoff and soil erosion rates (e.g., [75,76]). For instance,
Cerdà and Doerr [9] observed, under Mediterranean environmental conditions, a fast recovery
(2–4 years) of the terrain to pre-fire erosion rates. In our investigation, vegetation recovery, reaching
70% in 2017, could have had an effective role in preventing soil erosion. In other words, the prompt
recovery of the vegetation cover may have mitigated the impacts of the worsening soil quality on
erosion rates. In the future, erosion-focused studies may support the above hypothesis, increasing our
understanding of the effects of soil impoverishment on erosion processes at the burnt sites.

6. Summary and Conclusions

In this study we analyzed changes in physical and hydrological soil properties few months
and five years after a fire in a semi-arid environment in Eastern Spain. With this aim, we sampled
both a burned and an unburned site and compared transient and steady-state analysis of single-ring
infiltrometer data. The bottomless bucket method of Nimmo et al. [11] was selected in conjunction
with other well-tested methods to estimate the field-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity. Any of the
tested infiltration techniques appeared usable to obtain the order of magnitude of Kfs at the field sites.
However, with the WU1 method, the variability in Kfs made it difficult to draw conclusions regarding
the changes in the fire-affected soil. The choice of the method of soil hydraulic characterization
led to contrasting conclusions, thus highlighting the need to choose the appropriate techniques.
All the applied steady-state methods appeared more appropriate to detect and quantify slight changes
in Kfs, whereas WU1 allowed at least a check of the selected α* value. Our results showed a certain
degree of soil degradation at the burnt site with an immediate reduction of the soil organic matter and
a progressive increase of the soil bulk density during the five years following the fire. This general
impoverishment resulted in a slight but significant decrease of the field-saturated soil hydraulic
conductivity. A main implication of these results is the importance of long-term investigations of fire
effects, since shorter-term studies may not always be sufficient for detecting and characterizing changes
to the hydrological processes caused by a fire. This investigation also yielded encouraging signs on the
applicability of the bottomless bucket method for a plausible estimation of Kfs. The comparison with
other steady-state methods and the similarity of the results support this assessment.
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Abstract: Knowledge of soil hydraulic properties after forest restoration is essential for understanding
the recovery of hydrological processes, such as water infiltration. An increase of forest cover may
improve water infiltration and soil hydraulic properties, but little is known about the response and
extent to which forest restoration can affect these properties. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the effect of forest restoration on surface-saturated soil hydraulic conductivity (Ks), and to
verify the Ks recovery to the pre-disturbance soil conditions. We sampled field Ks at the surface in
Campinas municipality, São Paulo State, Brazil, at 18 plots under three land-cover types: (i) a pasture;
(ii) a restored forest using a high-diversity mix of plantings (85 regional native species) of 9 years of
age; and (iii) a remnant forest patch. We used the Beerkan method for soil hydraulic characterization.
Bulk density (ρb), soil organic carbon content (OC), soil porosity and particle size data were also
sampled. We found considerable differences in soil hydraulic properties between land-cover classes.
The highest Ks were observed in remnant forest sites and the lowest Ks were associated with pasture
sites. The Ks recovery differs markedly between restored forests. Our results strongly suggest that
soil attributes and Ks recovery are influenced by the duration and intensity of land use prior to forest
restoration. Attention needs to be given to management activities before, during and after forest
restoration, especially where the soil is still compacted and Ks is low.

Keywords: soil properties; saturated soil hydraulic conductivity; soil infiltration; Beerkan method

1. Introduction

The global forest restoration movement based on natural regeneration and tree plantations
has increased tropical forest cover [1,2]. Nevertheless, soil hydraulic property responses in these
restored forests are virtually unknown [3,4]. Soil water infiltration is a key hydrological process
which, among others, influences groundwater recharge, soil erosion and surface runoff. Indeed, one of
the best parameters for understanding and studying soil infiltration is the saturated soil hydraulic
conductivity (Ks) [4,5]. The Ks is a soil property with the greatest spatial and temporal variability
among soil properties. The Ks variability depends on many factors, such as soil types, land uses, soil
depths, landscape positions, methods of measurement and physical and chemical soil attributes [6].
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Despite this variation, the Ks is a useful and sensitive indicator of the effect of land-cover change on
soil hydro-physical dynamics [7], which exerts a dominating influence on the partitioning of rainfall in
vertical and lateral flow paths. Therefore, estimates of Ks are essential for describing and modelling
hydrological processes [8].

The Atlantic Forest is one of the most important forest biomes of Brazil that has suffered intense
pressure from human occupation, with approximately 12% of the original area remaining [9]. Recently,
the Atlantic Forest Restoration Pact has emerged to restore large areas of degraded land. This is the
largest forest-restoration initiative in Latin America with a target of restoring 15 million hectares of
forest by 2050 [10]. These efforts have a substantial impact on soil hydraulic properties and can be
expected to affect the hydrological processes in the restored ecosystems. However, these hydrological
implications are rarely considered in studies of forest restoration [11]. Current literature reviews
in tropical landscapes suggest that forest restoration can enhance surface Ks [12,13]. However,
most studies on Ks recovery after forest restoration in tropical soils emphasize areas with natural
regeneration or secondary succession [4,7,14–19].

Zimmerman et al. [17] found non-significant Ks recovery at surface and near-surface (12.5 and
20 cm soil depth) levels in Brazilian Amazônia during seven years of secondary succession after
pasture abandonment. Recently, Leite et al. [19] by examining four sites of different ages in the
Brazilian Caatinga—an abandoned pasture, a young forest (7 years), an intermediate forest (35 years),
and an older forest (more than 55 years)—observed that forest regrowth promotes surface Ks recovery,
increasing progressively over time. On the other hand, the effect of active restoration on Ks has been
much less studied [20]. Zwartendijk et al. [11] compared surface Ks recovery between degraded lands,
semi-mature forest, 2–10-year-old naturally regenerating vegetation and fallows that were actively
reforested 6–9 years ago with 120 native species in Madagascar. They found higher Ks values in the
semi-mature forest, followed by the active reforested sites, suggesting that active restoration may
decrease the time it takes for the soil to recover hydraulic properties. Also, the impact of afforestation
on Ks has been studied in teak (Tectona grandis) plantations at surface and near-surface (12.5 and
20 cm soil depth) levels in Brazilian Amazônia, where after 10 years the teak plantation shows Ks

recovery from pasture conditions for all soil depths, but Ks values are still distant from pre-disturbance
conditions [4]. Similarly, an increase in Ks after afforestation practices has been reported by several
other tropical studies [21–23].

Tree planting to restore degraded lands is conducted in the expectation that soil hydraulic
properties will be improved [13]. In order to understand the effect of forest restoration on Ks,
we investigated the Ks recovery by field estimation under three land covers, namely pasture, 9-year-old
restored forest, and remnant forest. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated the Ks

recovery after planting native mixed-species in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest and compared the results
with pasture and remnant forest. We hypothesized that forest restoration can recover the surface
Ks to the pre-disturbance soil conditions. The following questions were addressed: (1) Does forest
restoration recover top-soil Ks values that characterize the remnant forest? (2) Are the measured soil
attributes between the land covers similar?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Field Site

This research was carried out in the county of Campinas, São Paulo State, Brazil (22◦54′ S, 46◦54′ W).
The area is located inside the sub-basin of Atibaia River (2800 km2), which belongs to the Piracicaba
River basin. This region has suffered over 200 years of historical landscape changes. In the Atibaia
sub-basin, the main land covers are: native vegetation (33%), pasture lands (30%), and crops (17%),
and the forest cover increased 5.7% in the last decade [24]. The mean annual precipitation is 1700 mm
and the mean annual temperature is 20 ◦C, with rainy months generally concentrated between October
and March. The native vegetation in the area is classified as seasonal semi-deciduous forest [25].
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The two soil types found in the study sites are Ultisols and Entisols [26], related to the diverse
geomorphology of the region, which is located at the transition between the Atlantic Plateau and
the Peripheral Depression geomorphological provinces. The rocks in the Atalntic Plateau are mainly
composed of granites and gneises, while the Peripheral Depression is characterized by sedimentary
rocks. The elevation ranges from 600 m to 900 m with an undulating topography and the presence of
slopes higher than 20% [27].

2.2. Experimental Design

The sites were selected to capture variation in soil attributes. Also, the sites’ accessibility was
taken into account in this selection. We examined the following land-cover classes: pasture, restored
forest, and remnant forest. In each class we selected two sites or toposequences (Figure 1), under
pasture (P1 and P2), under restored forest (R3 and R4), and under remnant forest (F5 and F6).

Figure 1. Pictures that represent the study sites in the seasonal semi-deciduous forest in Campinas,
Brazil. Study sites are abbreviated with P1 and P2 for pasture, R3 and R4 for restored forest, and F5
and F6 for remnant forest.

The length of each toposequence was constrained by topography and varied between 100 m
and 150 m. Each site was divided into three landscape positions (upslope (U), midslope (M) and
downslope (D)). Within each landscape position, we located one plot (7 × 7 m in size), resulting in
18 plots altogether. Detailed characteristcs of the three land-cover classes are as follows.

The pasture site P1 (22◦49′24” S, 46◦54′39” W) and P2 (22◦54′38” S, 46◦53′26” W) was characterised
by a dense cover of grass. The dominant grass species is Urochloa brizantha. Information obtained from
landholders revealed that the pasture sites have been heavily grazed for more than 20 years and have
a stocking rate between 1 to 1.5 animal units ha−1. The measurements at these sites represent the Ks

and soil attributes before forest restoration actions.
The restored forest sites (R3 and R4) were 9 years old when sampled and located in Fazenda

Guariroba (22◦53′48” S, 46◦54′28” W). The forest-restoration process of an area of 300 ha began
in 2007. The mixed plantation with a high-diversity mix of seedlings (85 regional native species),
aimed to provide economical insurance and ensure successional processes for landowners [28,29].
Site preparation included grass control through herbicide applications and control of leaf-cutter ants
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by the distribution of insecticide baits. Direct seedling planting (3 × 2 m spacing) took place after
conventional tillage. The mixed plantation also used fertilizer and irrigation at the time of planting
and during the first year [28,30]. Aerial photographs and interviews with local peoples showed
that land-use history differs between the restored forest sites. Both restored forests were originally
deforested more than 100 years ago and planted with coffee (Coffea arabica) during the first decades
of the 20th century. After the coffee plantation, the restored forest R3 was planted with eucalyptus
(Eucalyptus sp.); this abandoned forest existed until 2006 without a commercial purpose, although
a frequent grazing of cattle occurred, then it was harvested and grazing continued one year before the
forest restoration. The eucalyptus harvest was made by motor–manual operations and a farm tractor
forwarded the logs. The vegetation in the restored forest R3 prior to restoration activities consisted
of low shrub and grasses. On the other hand, the restored forest R4 after the coffee plantation was
used as pasture for livestock breeding until 1986, was subsequently planted again to coffee (C. arabica),
and agricultural terraces were created with heavy track machinery. Then, the coffee plantation was
replaced by pasture in 1996, which was similar to the pastures sites (P1 and P2), dominated by the
grass species U. brizantha, and without natural regeneration.

The forest sites (F5 and F6), used as a reference for soil attributes, were located in Ribeirão
Cachoeira forest (22◦50′13” S, 46◦55′58” W), the second largest natural remnant forest of 245 ha in the
county of Campinas. The forest presents a high tree species diversity, with an average canopy stature
of 15 m and emergent trees reaching up to 35 m tall [31].

2.3. Soil Sampling and Measurements

The first field campaign started in February and ended in March 2017. A total of four disturbed
soil samples were collected per plot to determine the soil particle size distribution (PSD) and the soil
organic carbon content (OC). The PSD was determined by the hydrometer method and soil texture
was classified according to the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) standards [32]. The OC was
determined by the Walkley–Black method [33]. In addition, four undisturbed soil cores (0.05 m in
height and 0.05 m in diameter) were also collected per plot at the depth of 0–0.05 m to determine
soil macroporosity (Mac) and microporosity (Mic), using the Richards pressure chamber with the
application of 6 kPa suction [34].

Soil infiltration measurements were taken in a second field campaign during the month of
June 2017 (dry season). We conducted a Ks characterization using the Beerkan method [35], referred to
as BEST. We chose the BEST test because it is a simple, fast and inexpensive method [36–38]. At each
plot, we carried out seven infiltration runs using a steel ring with an inner diameter of 0.16 m inserted
approximately 0.01 m into the soil surface, with a minimum distance between measurements of 2 m.
Before the ring’s insertion, the litter was removed and, if necessary, the grass and ground cover were
cut in order to expose the soil surface. Sampling-point selection was influenced by suitable ground
conditions for measurment and constraints such as tree roots, rocks and variations in microtopography.
For each infiltration run, we collected one undisturbed soil core (0.05 m in height and 0.05 m in
diameter) at the 0–0.05 m depth. We used the undisturbed soil cores to determine the initial volumetric
soil water content (θi), the soil bulk density (ρb) and total soil porosity (Pt) assuming a particle density
of 2.65 g cm−3 [39]. In each measurement, a known volume (150 mL) was repeatedly poured into the
cylinder and the time needed for the complete infiltration of this volume was logged. We repeated
the procedure until the difference in infiltration time between two or three consecutives trials became
negligible. At the end of each infiltration test, we collected a disturbed soil sample inside the ring area
to determine the saturated gravimetric water content, and thus the satured volumetric water content
(θs) was calculated using the ρb. A total of 126 experimental cumulative infiltrations, I(t) (L), versus
time, t (T), were then deduced, 42 for each land cover, 21 for each site, and 7 for each plot.
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2.4. Estimating and Selecting the BEST Algorithm

The BEST-steady algorithm by Bagarello et al. [40] was used to obtain the Ks (KsB, the subscript B
is used to indicate BEST-steady). This choice was made since it allows a higher success percentage of
the infiltration runs to be obtained compared with other possible algorithms, such as BEST-slope [41]
and BEST-intercept [42], whose data require fitting to the transient stage of the infiltration run. Another
expected advantage of the BEST-steady algorithm is that the possible problems associated with the use
of the transient infiltration data are avoided. The BEST-steady expresses the KsB with the following
equation [43]:

KsB =
Cis

Abs + C
(1)

where is (L T−1) and bs (L) are, respectively, the slope and the intercept of the regression line fitted to the
data describing steady-state conditions on the cumulative infiltration I (L) versus t (T) plot. Taking into
account that BEST focuses on the Brooks and Corey relationship for hydraulic conductivity [44],
the A (L−1) and C constants are defined as follows [35]:

A =
γ

r(θs − θi)
(2)

C =
1

2
[
1 −

(
θi
θs

)η]
(1 − β)

ln
(

1
β

)
(3)

where γ and β are infiltration coefficients commonly set at 0.75 and 0.6 as explained by
Lassabatere et al. [3,7,16,19], r (L) is the radius of the disk source, η is a shape parameter that is
estimated from the capillary models [45], and θi and θs are the initial and final water contents,
respectively. Note that θi should not exceed 0.25 θs; however, Di Prima et al. [43] showed that
BEST-steady can be applied in initially wetter soil conditions (θi > 0.25 θs) without an appreciable
loss of accuracy in the predictions of Ks. Therefore, as suggested by Cullotta et al. [46], the θi was
not considered to affect the reliability of the predicted Ks. On the other hand, the BEST-steady
algorithm failed in some sampling points, providing negative Ks values and affecting the reliability
of measured Ks. For this reason, we also estimated Ks for the whole data set by the near steady-state
phase of a Beerkan infiltration run (SSBI—KsS, the subscript S is used to indicate steady-state) [47].
This method is attractive for a simple soil hydraulic characterization, but testing the ability of this
procedure to estimate Ks is necessary. Indeed, in scientific literature there is no exhaustive testing of
the performances of the SSBI method, notwithstanding that this method has a noticeable practical
interest. This method estimates Ks through a simple Beerkan infiltration test and an estimate of the
so-called sorptive parameter, α* (L−1), expressing the relative importance of gravity and capillary
forces during a ponding infiltration process [48,49]. With this method KsS is estimated by the following
equation [47]:

KsS =
is

γγw
rα∗ + 1

(4)

where γw is a dimensionless constant related to the shape of the infiltration front and is set at 1.818 [50].
In this investigation, we considered α* as a constant and equal to 0.012 mm−1, since it was found to be
usable in tropical soils [47,51]. The reasons for this choice was that we did not find in the literature
other specific support for using a different α* value for tropical soils. Following Bagarello et al. [47],
the BEST-steady algorithm was chosen to check the SSBI method by comparing KsB and KsS in terms
of factors of difference (FoD), calculated as the highest value between KsB and KsS divided by the
lowest value between KsB and KsS. Differences between KsB and KsS not exceeding a factor of two were
considered indicative of similar estimates [49].
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2.5. Data Analysis

Data sets were summarized by calculating the mean and the associated coefficient of variation
(CV). Following similar investigations [37,52], unique values of clay, silt, sand, OC, ρb, total porosity,
macroporosity, microporosity and θi were determined for each plot by averaging the measured values,
considering the small size of the sampled areas [52]. The hypothesis of normal distribution of both
the untransformed and the log-transformed Ks data were tested by the Lilliefors test [53]. The other
parameters were assumed to be normally distributed and, thus, no transformation was performed
on these data before statistical analysis [54,55]. Treatment means were calculated according to the
statistical distribution of the data, i.e., geometric means for Ks (log-normal distribution) and arithmetic
means for all other parameters (normal distribution) [56]. According to Lee et al. [55], the appropriate
CV expression for a log-normal distribution was calculated for the geometric means, and the usual
CV was calculated for the arithmetic means. Statistical comparison was conducted using two-tailed
t-tests, whereas the Tukey honestly significant difference test was applied to compare the data sets.
The ln-transformed KsS was used in the statistical comparison. A probability level, p = 0.05, was used
for all statistical analyses. All analyses were carried out in the statistical programming software R [57].

3. Results

3.1. Differences in Soil Attributes among Study Sites

The PSD showed considerable differences among the soils. Most of the sampled plots presented
sandy loam (P1U, P1M, P1D, R3U, R3M, RD, F5U and F5D) and sandy clay loam textures (R4U, R4M,
R4D and F5M), and the rest clay loam (P2M, F6U and F6M) and loamy textures (P2U, P2D and F6D).
The OC ranged from 14.76–35.37 g Kg−1 under pastures (P1 and P2), from 10.46–24.60 g Kg−1 under
restored forests (R3 and R4), and from 17.53–48.59 g Kg−1 under remnant forests (F5 and F6). The ρb
values ranged between 1.12–1.40 g cm−3 in the pastures, for the restored forests the values ranged
from 1.09–1.52 g cm−3, while in the remnant forests the values ranged from 0.88–1.25 g cm−3. The Pt
varied from 0.47–0.58 cm3 cm−3 in the pastures, from 0.43–0.59 cm3 cm−3 in the restored forests,
and from 0.53–0.67 cm3 cm−3 in the remnant forests. In general, the highest soil Mac values were
observed in the remnant forests, the intermediate values in restored forests, and the lowest values
in the pastures. In contrast, the soil Mic was greater in the pastures, intermediate in the restored
forests, and lower in the remnant forests. The mean θi at the time of the Beerkan infiltration run varied
between 0.16–0.37 cm3 cm−3 and the soil was significantly wetter in plots P2M, R4U and R4M (Table 1).

3.2. Estimating and Selecting the BEST Algorithm

Overall, the Beerkan method used in this study was found to be robust for measuring the Ks in
the field. However, the BEST-steady algorithm yielded physically plausible estimates (i.e., positive
Ks values) in 108 of 126 infiltration runs (85.7% of the cases). The percentage of successful runs was
95.2% (40 of 42 runs) both in the pasture sites and restored forest. With reference to the remnant
forest (F5 and F6), BEST-steady led to a failure rate value of 33.3%, leading to a lack of estimates in
14 of 42 infiltration runs. In these cases, convex cumulative infiltration-shaped data always produced
a negative intercept of the straight line fitted to the data describing steady-state conditions, which
yielded negative Ks values (Figure 2). On the other hand, the SSBI method always yielded physically
plausible estimates (i.e., positive Ks values) and small differences were found between the KsB and KsS
estimates (Figure 3). The means of KsS differed from the corresponding values of KsB, by a factor not
exceeding 1.81. The individual determination (i.e., point by point) of the factors of difference, FoD,
did not exceed 2.37 (mean of FoD is equal to 1.51) and they were less than 2 and 1.5 in 90% and 53% of
the cases, respectively. Therefore, it can be argued that the BEST-steady and SSBI method led to similar
estimates, given that the individual FoD values were lower than two in almost all cases.
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Figure 2. Illustrative examples of the influence of the shape of the cumulative infiltrations on the
discrepancies occurring between the Beerkan method (BEST-steady) and the steady-state phase of a
Beerkan infiltration (SSBI) method. (a) Concave-shaped cumulative infiltration curve in which the
intercept, bs (mm), of the straight line interpolating the last I vs. t data points is positive and the FoD
between the saturated soil hydraulic conductivity values estimated with BEST-steady (KsB) and the
SSBI method (KsS) is small. (b) Convex-shaped cumulative infiltration curve with a negative intercept
yielding null KsB.

Figure 3. Comparison between Ks estimated with BEST-steady, KsB, and the SSBI method, KsS. Study
sites are abbreviated with P1 and P2 for pasture, R3 and R4 for restored forest, and F5 and F6 for
remnant forest.

The failure in the BEST-steady algorithm is reported by several studies in subtropical soils, where
OC exceeds 5%. This failure is normally related to the occurrence of hydrophobic conditions [43,46,58].
Nevertheless, our soils showed lower OC values (less than 5%). In addition, the soil hydrophobicity is
a complex property and poorly studied in tropical soils [59,60]. Other factors that probably contributed
to the BEST-steady algorithm failure are the heterogeneous soil structure, changes in soil structure
during measurement, initial soil moisture, and temperature [61,62]. For these reasons, the failure of the
BEST-steady algorithm should be addressed in detail by future studies, considering detailed physical,
chemical and mineralogical analyses. Hereafter, for the sake of reliable Ks values and comparison
across study sites, only the KsS values estimated using the SSBI method were considered. This choice
was supported by the fact that the SSBI method allowed us to maintain the integrity of the dataset.
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In addition, the KsS values ranged between 3 mm h−1 and 934 mm h−1, with a high variability inside
all study sites.

3.3. Saturated Soil Hydraulic Conductivity (Ks) Characterization

Evaluating the surface Ks values by soil texture, greater Ks variation was found in soils with
higher clay content, contrasting with lower variation in soils with higher sand content. Also, soils
with higher sand content did not show the higher Ks. In general, the lowest Ks values occurred in
pasture plots, for example, in pasture P1 the Ks ranged from 10–320 mm h−1, and in pasture P2 Ks

ranged from 4–37 mm h−1, whereas the highest Ks values were observed in most remnant forest plots.
The sandy loam texture highlighted the large differences between Ks in the restored forest R3 and
pasture plots (P1U and P1M). In this case, the Ks in the restored forest R3 varied from 49–267 mm h−1,
with the higher Ks evidenced at the restored forest plot R3D (average of 180 mm h−1); moreover, the Ks

was similar to the pasture plot P1D (average of 110 mm h−1) and most remnant forest plots. For the
remnant forest F5, the Ks varied from 18–660 mm h−1, showing the higher Ks at remnant forest plot
F5U (average of 247 mm h−1), which differs from pasture plots (P1U and P1M) but not from restored
forest R3. In contrast, the Ks at remnant forest plot F5D (average of 68 mm h−1) exhibited a similar Ks

in relation to pasture and restored forest plots. For the sandy clay loam texture, the Ks in the restored
forest R4 (from 6–256 mm h−1) was significantly different from the remnant forest plot F5M (average
of 68 mm h−1); furthermore, all the plots in the restored forest R4 had low Ks variability, similar to
the pasture land cover. Finally, clay loam and loam textures showed the same comparison among
land covers, characterized by marked differences between lower Ks in pasture 2 and higher Ks in
the remnant forest F6. In particular, the remnant forest F6 evidenced the higher Ks variability (from
33–934 mm) in the study sites (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Ks estimated with SSBI method, KsS, per plots and grouping by soil texture (US Department
of Agriculture (USDA) classification system). Study sites are abbreviated with P1 and P2 for pasture, R3
and R4 for restored forest, and F5 and F6 for remnant forest. The subscript letter refers to the landscape
position (Upslope, Middleslope and Downslope) in each site.

Statistical comparision of KsS revealed no significant differences between the restored forest (R3)
and the remnant forest (F5 and F6). However, significant differences between the restored forest (R4)
and remnant forest were detected, indicating similarity with the pastures (P1 and P2) (Table 2).
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Table 2. Results of the Tukey honestly significant difference test (p = 0.05) for the ln-transformed saturated
hydraulic conductivity values estimated with the SSBI method (KsS). The grouping information highlights
the significant and not significant comparisons.

Variable Grouping Information (Plots)

KsS

F6M F6U F5M F6D F5U R3D R3M R3U P1D F5D R4D R4U R4M P1U P1M P2U P2M P2D
a a a a a a a a

b b b b b
c c c c c c

d d d d d d
e e e e e e

f f f f f f f f
g g g g g g g

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of Land Use on Soil Attributes and Ks

Although the soils in the study area showed some variability, this was overcome by choosing sites
and landscape positions within the different land uses that presented similar soil textural classes in the
surface horizon. This approach allowed us to group and compare the soil attributes and Ks (Figure 4).
In general, important differences were observed in the soil attributes and Ks between land-cover classes.
These differences could be related to many factors such as intensity of past land use [4,23], spatial and
topographic variations in soil types along the toposequences [63,64], density and diversity of plants,
root system, vegetation type, canopy cover and soil faunal activity, among others [19]. Unfortunately,
the influence of these factors on soil attributes and Ks after forest restoration is poorly understood and
needs to be included in future studies.

Pasture. As expected, Ks was significantly lower under pasture plots than restored forest and
remnant forest plots. This result was directly related to the highest ρb found in the study pastures,
which influences the higher soil Mic and lower soil Mac values [65]. Similar findings have been reported
be several authors [13–15]. An exception to this was related to pasture plot P1D, which showed similar
Ks values compared to the restored forest and remnant forest in the sandy loam texture, suggesting
lower soil compaction, and consequently higher soil Mac. Also, the highest sand content found in this
plot could help to explain this result. Moreover, the present results illustrate the Ks spatial variability
in two different pasture sites, characterized by a low variation in Ks values. This could be due to
the soil compaction [4,13], and the duration of pasture use in the land-use history, which is one of
the most important factors for Ks variability over time [15,17], as well as the cattle-grazing intensity
that could have influenced the Ks variability in the pasture plots [7]. Moreover, the lower soil faunal
activity and organic matter in pasture land covers are important factors when analyzing the soil
attributes [15,56]. Notably, the pasture plots P1U, P2U and P2M, had OC similar to the remnant forest.
These similarities are closely linked to carbon inputs in pastures sites where the root system of grasses,
the animal-derived organic matter and the application of fertilizers might have increased the organic
substrate [20,65]. In contrast, pasture plots P1M, P1D and P2D showed the lowest OC values in the
pasture plots, which could be attributed in part to the higher sand content in these plots.

Restored forest. The soil texture, understory vegetation (Figure 1) and intensity of past land
use were different in the restored forest sites (R3 and R4), and these are the most likely reasons
for the differences in soil attributes and Ks values between both restored forests [23,66]. Also, it is
important to underscore that this result could have been influenced by possible soil compaction during
mechanized soil preparation during the forest restoration [67]. The most important soil attributes of
the Ks differentiation between restored forest sites was the ρb and OC. For example, the higher Ks in the
restored forest plot R3D was associated to the lowest ρb and higher OC values. Overall, the restored
forest R3 with higher sand content (sandy loam texture) exhibited lower OC, lower soil Mic, lower
ρb, higher soil Mac and higher Ks than restored forest R4. The higher Ks in restored forest 3, relative
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to pasture plots with similar soil texture (P1U and P1M), is consistent with the results under teak
plantation in Brazilian Amazônia [4] and pine plantation in Nepal [23]. Furthermore, plots in the
restored forest R3 showed no significant differences in Ks from most remnant forest plots. These results
can be linked to the land-use history in the restored forest R3, where the presence of an abandoned
eucalyptus forest with a canopy structure of more than 50 years influenced the low trampling pressure
and machinery traffic intensities, suggesting a litter accumulation that could have protected the soil
surface during this period [68,69].

In the second situation, the restored forest R4 with higher clay content (sandy clay loam texture)
exhibited higher OC, higher ρb and lower Ks than restored forest R3. In particular, the lower Ks

compared to the remnant forest plot (F5M) with a similar soil texture clearly indicates that the full
return to pre-disturbance conditions is still far off [22]. On the other hand, the sandy clay loam texture
did not include pasture plots; however, pasture Ks in this soil texture could be assumed to be similar
to the pasture sites (P1 and P2), considering the low spatial Ks variability observed in the pasture
land cover. Thus, the restored forest R4 showed no significant differences in Ks with the pasture sites.
This result can be related to past land-use intensity in the restored forest R4, in which the combination
of coffee plantation and pastures led to greater soil exposure, and also trampling pressure and the
construction of agricultural terraces could have caused erosion and soil compaction before the forest
restoration. The present results agree with several studies [4,16,23], which suggest that Ks decreases
with increasing land-use intensity, and that Ks recovery will be longer in view of the intensive land use.
Filoso et al. [13] argued that in some cases the recovery of soil infiltration after forest restoration may
be extremely difficult, because of the absence of natural understory vegetation. This research did not
directly quantify the herbaceous cover, but in the field we observed that natural regeneration in the
restored forest R4 is impeded by the dominance of an invasive grass species (U. brizantha), which is also
associated with the open canopy conditions. Conversely, restored forest R3 presented visually a canopy
structure with greater understory vegetation. Indeed, the canopy cover determines the interception
rainfall, reducing raindrop impact and surface sealing, which could enhance the Ks [19]. Additionally,
the higher ρb values in restored forest R4 are an indication of lower root and soil organism presence [70];
this may reduce plant seed germination, reduce root growth and decrease soil oxygen availability,
becoming an ecological filter in the natural regeneration processes [71,72]. Zimmerman et al. [17]
reported that invasive species could delay the Ks recovery in Brazilian Amazônia after a decade of
pasture abandonment.

Remnant forest. Comparing remnant forest plots and pasture plots in the sandy loam, clay loam
and loam textures allowed the detection of significantly higher Ks in remnant forest plots. In the
case of the sandy clay loam texture, the remnant forest plot F5M showed significantly higher Ks than
plots in the restored forest R4. In contrast, the sandy loam texture showed no significant differences
between plots of restored forest 3 and remnant forest plot F5U. These results are related to the
lowest ρb and higher Mac values that favor the Ks, suggesting a higher soil pore connectivity. In the
specific case of remnant forest plot F5D in the sandy loam texture, no significant differences were
found in relation to pasture plots (P1U and P1M). This result can be associated with the high ρb and
a consequent increase in the soil Mic that was noted in the remnant forest plot F5D. The soil attributes
and Ks values in remnant forest sites could be explained by the longer time that these forests have
remained undisturbed, which allows a better soil structure to develop and the storage of more soil
carbon [19,66]. These findings are in agreement with those reported by several other studies in the
Atlantic Forest [63,65]. Additionally, the Ks spatial variability observed in both remnant forests is
in line with previous work by Hassler et al. [7], who attributed the Ks variability in Panama forest
soils to overland flows that result in erosion [19]. Other factors that might have caused the Ks spatial
variability in remnant forest plots were the steepness of the sample plots and the soil distribution in
the landscape positions (U, M, D) influenced by contrasting slope and topography.
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4.2. Management Implications

The fact that restored forests R3 and R4 showed clear differences in Ks recovery and soil attributes
may provide evidence that, in some cases, simply planting trees is not, in itself, enough to recover the
soil attributes to the pre-disturbance soil conditions [23]. Attention needs to be given to management
activities before, during and after forest restoration, especially where the soil is still compacted and Ks

is low. From this point of view, it is therefore important that monitoring forest restoration programs
includes collection of soil compaction and Ks data to understand the initial compaction degree and
soil infiltration, reinforcing the need to compare these values with the pre-disturbance soil conditions.
After assessing soil compaction and soil infiltration at the restored forests, management practices
could be implemented to alleviate soil compaction, such as mechanical loosening techniques (i.e., deep
ripping and subsoiling), which may improve plant growth [73,74]. In addition, some technical
methods in forest restoration that have been shown to aid natural regeneration and soil recovery are
the suppression of weedy vegetation and maintenance and enrichment planting [28].

If the pasture sites (P1 and P2) presented here represent the planted pastures of the Atlantic
Forest, we could observe that water infiltration is drastically affected in most cases, regardless of
the soil texture. This result and the negative effects of pastures that have been heavily grazed are
well documented [4,15,17] and have also been confirmed in the present research. Indeed, according
to Martínez and Zinck [15] pasture degradation can be improved by rotational grazing and the
introduction of silvopastoral systems during pasture management. Moreover, there is an increasing
number of reports regarding different tropical land covers, suggesting that lower Ks may lead to
less groundwater recharge and increases in overland flow frequency [3,7,16,19]. Thus, our results
reinforce the need for better management practices in pastures and restored forests to avoid soil
erosion, conserve water and create opportunities to enhance water infiltration [75].

5. Conclusions

In this study, the hypothesis that forest restoration can recover the surface Ks to the pre-disturbance
soil conditions was not supported for both restored forest sites (R3 and R4). We found two different
situations with marked differences in soil attributes and Ks recovery between restored forest sites.
Our results strongly suggest that soil attributes and surface Ks recovery are influenced by the duration
and intensity of land use prior to forest restoration: while the restored forest R3 with a previous lower
intensity of land use showed similar Ks to the remnant forest sites, the Ks recovery in restored forest R4
is still far-off from these remnant forest sites due to greater exposure of the soil and trampling pressure
during the land-use history.

The present results further illustrate that the measured soil attributes were different between
land-cover classes: pasture, restored forest and remnant forest. They also bring out the inverse
relationship between Ks and ρb, where the Ks increases as a result of a decrease in ρb, and, consequently,
the dominance of macropores over micropores, which facilitate soil water infiltration.
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Abstract: A high percentage of arable land and erosion risk on agricultural land are typical of current
agriculture. While tillage erosion is a less frequently studied issue, it impacts vast areas of agricultural
land. Not all relationships between cultivation equipment, the gradient of the plot and other factors
have been known until now. Intensive soil tillage can be a crucial erosive factor mainly when
the cultivation equipment moves in a fall line direction. Nevertheless, even when the equipment
moves along contour lines, soil particles can be translocated perpendicular to the direction of the
equipment movement (in a fall line direction). This phenomenon has not yet been adequately studied.
For measurements, a field trial with secondary tillage of soil was laid out (a seedbed preparation
implement was used). The objective of the trial was to evaluate the effect of the working tools of
the cultivation equipment on the crosswise and lengthwise translocation of soil particles during soil
tillage. Aluminium cubes, with a side length of 16 mm, were used as tracers. Before the operation,
the tracers were inserted in a row perpendicular (at a right angle) to a direction of the equipment
passes. After the equipment passes, position of tracers was evaluated within a two-axis grid. The trial
was performed at three gradients of the plot (2◦, 6◦ and 11◦). For each gradient, the 1-pass, 2-pass
and 3-pass treatments were tested. The equipment always moved along the plot contour line. After
the equipment passes in all treatments, all tracers were localized on an orthogonal grid. The results
of the trial demonstrate the effect of the slope gradient on the crosswise translocation of particles
during secondary tillage of soil in the slope direction. The tillage equipment translocated particles in
the fall line direction even if it passed along the contour line. With the increasing intensity of passes,
the effect of the equipment on crosswise translocation increases. During secondary tillage of soil,
the working tools of the equipment have an erosive effect (causing tillage erosion), even though the
equipment moves along the contour line.

Keywords: soil tillage; tillage erosion; seedbed preparation

1. Introduction

High average gradients of plots are typical of conditions of the Czech Republic. Janeček et al. [1]
and Novotný et al. [2] stated that up to a half of the farmland in the CR is exposed to erosion.
In addition, a high percentage of arable land in the total agricultural land is characteristic of the CR.
It is also the largest average field size in the EU. Besides water and wind erosion of soil, in Central
Europe conditions, the soil quality and productivity are impaired by the operation of farm machines
during soil tillage. The term ‘tillage erosion’ expresses the undesirable translocation of soil particles in
the course of soil tillage. Interest in the study of tillage erosion has increased in the last fifteen years.
Govers’ paper [3] was a great stimulus to begin to study tillage erosion.

There is a mutual relationship between water erosion and tillage erosion, but these processes are
usually studied separately [4–6]. The translocation of soil particles during primary tillage of soil was
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studied in relatively great detail, mainly during ploughing with a share plough, and during soil tillage
with disk harrows and tine cultivators. Fewer experimental results of soil particle translocation by the
cultivation equipment are available for secondary tillage of soil [7]. It is of note that some operations
of secondary tillage have greater erosive impacts than primary tillage. The risk of tillage erosion was
documented by Lobb et Kachanoski [8]. In the Ontario province in Canada, tillage erosion causes at
least 70% of the total soil loss on hilltops. For the North American Great Plains and Canadian Prairies
regions, Li et al. [9] used the term scalping of hilltops in relation to the use of the equipment with
a large working width for soil tillage and sowing.

Van Muysen et al. [10] investigated tillage erosivity in the course of three years. Results of their
evaluation were applied to determine the annual tillage transport coefficient that was associated with
mechanized operations in agriculture, amounting to 781 kg m−1 year−1. The authors stated that this
coefficient can be determined from the previously computed values of tillage transport coefficients for
particular operations of soil tillage. For example, for mouldboard ploughing, Van Muysen et al. [11]
reported the value of 270 kg m−1 per tillage pass (up and downslope tillage direction) and 197 kg m−1

(contour line direction). For rotary harrow and seeding equipment, the tillage transport coefficient
of 123 kg m−1 was computed. Other authors reported lower values of the annual tillage transport
coefficient: 300 kg m−1 year−1 [12], 523 kg m−1 year−1 [13], and 133 kg m−1 year−1 [14]. The lowest
annual tillage transport coefficient was computed for no-till drill—below 5 kg m−1.

The majority of the authors documented the lower undesirable translocation of soil particles
during contour tillage compared to up- and downslope tillage. Lindstrom et al. [15] believed that
contour tillage can be moderately more erosive than up- and downslope tillage. This is confirmed
by other results [16]. Nevertheless, there have been some objections to contour tillage: The tillage
transport coefficient as an indicator of tillage erosivity was used by Van Muysen et al. [10].

k = −D·�b·b

where D is the depth of tillage (m), �b is the soil bulk density (kg m−3) and b is the slope of the linear
regression equation of the relationship between soil displacement (m) and slope gradient (m m−1).

The modelling of edge effects of tillage erosion using the results from two field studies from the
area of North America was done by Vieira et Dabney [17].

From the aspect of undesirable translocation of soil particles, the risk of secondary tillage is
that the soil is usually loose at the time of seedbed preparation, and soil particles are translocated
not only in the direction of the cultivation equipment passes but also in the downslope direction
due to gravitation. Another risk is that the operations of seedbed preparation are repeated in
a short time. Therefore, the undesirable gradual downslope translocation of soil particles also occurs
when the equipment for seedbed preparation passes in the contour line direction, which is generally
recommended. Their results lack exact measurements for repeated passes during seedbed preparation
on plots of different gradients and at different directions of the equipment passes on slopes.

In general, the extent of tillage erosion is related to the erodibility of the landscape and to the
erosivity of tillage operations. According to Li et al. [7], tillage erosivity is a result of the way in which
the working tools are constructed and their arrangement in the equipment, while the geometry of the
cutting tools is also important. Other parameters playing a role are tillage frequency, tillage speed
and depth, the type of hitch for attaching the cultivation equipment to a tractor, and behaviour of the
tractor driver.

According to available literature, the effect of farm machines exerted in the lengthwise direction
has been solved. There is very little study on crosswise translocation, especially on slopes. However,
this phenomenon occurs during soil tillage and should be further investigated. Of course, the existence
of crosswise translocation has been reported by many authors [13,17–20]. However, it is difficult to
find studies describing the characteristics of lengthwise and crosswise translocation of soil particles
during secondary tillage. The objective of this paper is to assess the effect of the slope gradient on
lengthwise and especially crosswise translocation of soil particles during secondary tillage of soil.
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2. Materials and Methods

For the purposes of measurements, a field trial was laid out in the Nesperská Lhota locality in
Central Bohemia. The altitude of the plot is 420 m a.s.l. The plot is situated on the border of the
Vlašimská pahorkatina Hills (see Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Experiment location (a) and field photo (b).

The plot has a north–south aspect. The area of the plot is 2.2 ha. Topographically, it is a slope with
an average gradient of 9.6◦. The soil on the plot is arenic cambisol. The texture class is sandy loam.
Soil particle-size in topsoil is <0.002 mm—8.3% weight, 0.002–0.05 mm—36.1%, 0.05–2.0 mm—55.6%;
Cox—1.23%; pHH2O—6.15. After the harvest of winter wheat (on 1st of August 2017), with an average
yield of 5.5 t/ha, the straw was crushed and the plot was tilled with an Akpil disc harrow to a depth
of 0.1 m (on 3 August 2017). In the second half of August, a nonselective herbicide (glyphosate) was
applied to this plot to destroy sprouted grains. In early September, ploughing with a Ross plough
was done to a depth of 0.22 m. After ploughing (direction along the contour), the plot was treated
with levelling bars and harrow. The soil was left in this condition until the end of September 2017.
In the meantime, natural soil subsidence was taking place. Undisturbed soil samples were taken at
three depths before measurements—see Table 1. Kopecky cylinders of 100 cm3 in volume were used.
Soil samples were also taken after the first series of measurements (determining values after the first
pass by a combinator—see Table 2). The Kopecky cylinders were analyzed in laboratories of CULS
in Prague. Soil moisture was measured with a ThetaProbe sensor (Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK).
The plot slope was measured with a digital clinometer (BMI, Hersbruck, Germany).

Table 1. Soil bulk density and porosity before tillage.

Depth (m) Bulk Density (g·cm−3) Porosity (%)

0.05–0.10 1.49 43.8
0.10–0.15 1.52 43.3
0.15–0.20 1.51 43.2
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Table 2. Soil bulk density and porosity after tillage.

Depth (m) Bulk Density (g·cm−3) Porosity (%)

0.05–0.10 1.37 50.2
0.10–0.15 1.39 48.2
0.15–0.20 1.39 47.2

The trial was aimed at assessing soil dislocation during secondary tillage of soil. The average soil
moisture before tillage was 12.1% volume. For measurements, a Zetor 130 HSX tractor and a Lemken
Kompaktor seedbed preparation combinator were used with a working width of 6 m. The working
tools of the cultivator were as follows: levelling bars, a back-up roller of 0.33 m in diameter, 2-row
section with duck-foot shares (with spring protection), the second back-up roller of 0.33 m in diameter,
and a Crosskill roller with cleaners (diameter 0.35 m). The tillage depth (applicable to tines) was set at
0.1 m. The working speed was 7 km·h−1 in all cases. During measurements, this cultivation equipment
always travelled along the contour line at three gradients of the plot (three treatments).

The trial had three treatments in relation to the cross slope of the plot (perpendicular to the
direction of the equipment movement:

Treatment 1: 2◦

Treatment 2: 6◦

Treatment 3: 11◦ (maximum allowable tilt range of the machine).

Metallic tracers were used for the indication of soil translocation. Aluminium cubes with a side length
16 mm were used. Poesen et al. [21] used 8-mm thick steel hexagonal nuts with a diameter of 20 mm. They
seemed to be the most appropriate aluminium cubes. Van Muysen et al. [10] used numbered aluminium
cubes with a side length of 15 mm. The tracer technique is described by Govers et al. [14]. The advantage
is that the aluminium density is similar to the density of the mineral particles in the soil. The tracers were
marked with numbers and colour. At first, a furrow 0.08 m in depth was made perpendicular (at a right
angle) to the direction of the equipment movement. One series of tracers (yellow colour, numbers 1–20)
was inserted in this furrow. Tracer spacing was 0.2 m. The original position was plotted in an orthogonal
grid for the later measurement of translocation. Then, the furrow with located tracers was refilled with soil.
The other series of 20 tracers at a spacing of 0.2 m was placed on the soil surface (tracers of silver colour,
numbered 1–20 again). The two series were located at the same position and in the same order, but at two
depths: 0.08 m and soil surface (see Figure 2). The original position of tracers was plotted in an orthogonal
grid for all treatments. The original situation was a row of tracers perpendicular to the direction of the
equipment movement at two depths for each treatment of the cross slope.

Figure 2. Design of tracers (location) before pass: (a) Description of measures; (b) One series of tracers.
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Then, the equipment passed across all three treatments. The position of individual tracers was
determined with an M6 metal detector (Whites Devices). After each tracer was detected, its lengthwise
and crosswise displacement in the orthogonal grid was measured. The displacement was individually
assigned to each tracer from the two series. It was possible thanks to the numbers on all tracers.

After all three treatments were assessed, the original situation was renewed. The two series
of tracers were located again into two perpendicular rows to the direction of passes. Two passes
of the equipment for each treatment followed. The same process was repeated for three passes of
the equipment.

The repeated measurements were done because multiple passes of the equipment at the same
place often occur in the field during secondary tillage of soil. These operations are performed to reach
better disintegration of soil aggregates (clod size).

Data were processed using the MS Excel (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA), Statistica 12
(Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) and Oriana (Kovach Computing Services, Pentraeth, UK). The following
kind of statistical analyses were used: descriptive statistics, ANOVA.

3. Results and Discussion

Data were evaluated with respect to the length of particle translocation and direction angle of
this translocation. After the first pass, the effect of the cross slope on the direction vector of particle
translocation was revealed. The length of the direction vector represents the length of translocation of
particular tracers from the original location. The direction vector is the angle of the vector that indicates
a difference from the direction of the equipment movement. The positive value of this angle expresses
translocation in a fall line direction (perpendicular to the direction of the equipment movement).
The method of measurement is described in Figure 1. The results after one pass are shown in Table 3
and in Figures 3 and 4. At first, data of tracer sets from the soil surface and tracer sets located below
the soil surface were compared. Tukey’s HSD test did not show a statistically significant difference
between the two sets. The original location of particular tracers did not significantly influence the
length of the translocation vector or its angle.

Table 3 shows the negative effect of the plot’s cross slope on the direction vector of translocation
of particular tracers in all cases. In both sets of tracers, the angle increased along with the increasing
cross slope. At the measurement of angles of particular tracers, a relatively high variance was observed
in all cases, therefore the differences are below the level of statistical significance (Tukey’s HDS test
was used again). Nevertheless, the results demonstrate the effect of the slope on particle translocation
in the slope direction, even when the cultivator equipment moved along the contour lines.

The effect of the slope on the average vector length was also observed. Such an effect is not
unambiguous. In the surface set of tracers, the longest average vector was found for the medium
gradient of the slope. In the set of tracers located below the soil surface, a gradual increase in the
average length of the translocation vector was observed. It can probably be explained by the effect of
the slope on the particular sections of the cultivation equipment. Penetration of working tools (mainly
tines) to a slightly greater depth was observed due to the crosswise position of the whole equipment
on the slope. It causes a larger soil layer to be carried away with tines, which is related with an increase
in the translocation distance.

It was also observed that the plot slope greatly influences the direction angle of the vector. It was
applicable to both sets of tracers. The angle value in both sets of tracers was found to increase in
relation to the slope gradient (see Table 3). It is interesting that an opposite movement of tracers against
the cross slope was recorded in the smallest slope gradient (2◦). In total, it applied to three tracers out
of 20 in the set located on the surface and two tracers in the set below the soil surface. It was caused by
the contact of tracers with the cultivator tines. On steeper slopes (6◦ and 11◦), this phenomenon was
not observed in any case, which is surprising in the treatment with one pass. Each tine from the last
row can move particular tracers in both directions with the same probability.
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Table 3. Results obtained after one pass.

1 Passes Below Surface Surface

Treatment Length (m) Angle (◦) Length (m) Angle (◦)

2◦ 1.03 aA 4.1 bB 1.23 aA 3.9 bB

6◦ 1.54 aA 6.24 bB 2.36 aA 5.9 bB

11◦ 2.23 aA 7.8 bB 1.84 aA 11.2 bB

Note: Letters denote homogeneous groups (Tukey HSD test). The lowercase letters (a, b) compare the slopes
(2◦/6◦/11◦); uppercase letters (A, B) represent the group of tracers (below surface/surface series).
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Figure 3. Vector length after one pass.
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Figure 4. Vector angle after one pass.
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Table 4 and Figures 5 and 6 contain the results of measurements after two passes. No statistically
significant differences were revealed between both segments. It is not possible to find any relationship
between the cross slope gradient and the vector length in either set of tracers. In general, there was
an increase in the vector length, which was due to two passes and could be expected. However, an
increase in the translocation distance was not great. It can probably be explained by the fact that the
cultivator works with smaller soil aggregates during the second pass when most clods have already
been disintegrated. Smaller soil aggregates are carried away by working tools of the equipment to
a lesser extent.

This is consistent with the results of the vector angle evaluation. Here, a direct effect of the
cross slope on the direction vector during particle translocation was confirmed again. In this case,
unambiguously in both sets, an increase in the angle value in the cross slope direction was observed in
the course of secondary tillage. The direction angle was generally larger in one pass of the equipment.
As in the first case, a high variance of the values was found. The crosswise movement against the slope
was also recorded after two passes. Such movement was recorded in one tracer during measurements
on the slope of 2◦ and also in one tracer on the medium slope. However, the repeated pass causes
a more pronounced downslope translocation of particles when the cultivator for secondary tillage
moves along the contour line.

Table 4. Results obtained after two passes.

2 Passes Below Surface Surface

Treatment Length (m) Angle (◦) Length (m) Angle (◦)

2◦ 2.56 aA 5.9 bB 3.08 aA 6.4 bB

6◦ 1.61 aA 9.3 bB 2.91 aA 10.8 bB

11◦ 2.66 aA 18.3 bB 2.32 aA 12.1 bB

Note: Letters denote homogeneous groups (Tukey HSD test). The lowercase letters (a, b) compare the slopes
(2◦/6◦/11◦); uppercase letters (A, B) represent the group of tracers (below surface/surface series).
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Figure 5. Vector length after two passes.
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Figure 6. Vector angle after two passes.

Table 5 and Figures 7 and 8 contain the results from measuring three passes of the equipment.
There were no distinct differences between the two sets of tracers, even in the third case. Relatively large
differences (but below the statistical significance level) were found in the vector length. The absolutely
longest average translocation of the set of tracers was observed in below-surface tracers on the smallest
cross slope—on average more than 5 m. However, in three passes of the equipment, it is not possible
to find a relationship between the vector length and the cross slope gradient.

The results of the evaluation of direction vectors are quite surprising. Contrary to the preceding
treatment, there was a decrease in the average value of the vector angle. Such a decrease occurred in
all three gradients of the cross slope. This decrease is probably caused by the disintegration of soil
aggregates. During the third pass, the cultivator tills the soil without larger fractions and the soil layer
is not carried away with working tools. Paradoxically, in no tracer was the crosswise translocation
against the slope revealed even though the average value dropped. The variance of values was lowest
for treatments with three passes.

Table 5. Results obtained after three passes.

3 Passes Below Surface Surface

Treatment Length (m) Angle (◦) Length (m) Angle (◦)

2◦ 5.23 aA 3.3 bB 3.86 aA 1.4 bB

6◦ 2.54 aA 8.0 bB 3.06 aA 7.4 bB

11◦ 4.02 aA 8.4 bB 4.11 aA 9.3 bB

Note: Letters denote homogeneous groups (Tukey HSD test). The lowercase letters (a, b) compare the slopes
(2◦/6◦/11◦); uppercase letters (A, B) represent the group of tracers (below surface/surface series).
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Figure 7. Vector length after three passes.
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Figure 8. Vector angle after three passes.

4. Discussion

Many authors have dealt with the longitudinal translocation of particles during tillage [10–13,19].
The longitudinal translocation of particles is always more significant. Studies on tillage erosion have
so far been devoted to the longitudinal effects of individual machines, or their combinations [3,4,7,18].
Many studies also assess the effect of the slope on the range of particle translocation [10,11,19,20].
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The influence of sloping land on the quantity of translocated particles is evident. Conclusively,
downslope movement of the machine indicated a higher potential of particle translocation than
movement on the flat ground or upslope. A conclusion is drawn that the upslope movement of the
machine cannot be understood as a full-value corrective measure to the incorrectly chosen direction of
downslope movement [20]. An optimization of the movement direction when the land topography is
respected seems to be the most effective measure.

However, this recommended procedure does not involve the transverse translocation of particles.
Crosswise translocation, especially on slopes, has been studied very little. However, this phenomenon
occurs during soil tillage and should be further investigated. Of course, the existence of crosswise
translocation has been reported by many authors [13,17–20]. Hůla et al. [22] found that the soil
pollination may translocate soil particles to a different extent, both in the direction of the machine
movement and in a crosswise direction. In their study, they describe the longitudinal and transverse
displacement of soil particles for three basic machines of primary soil tillage (disc harrow, tine cultivator
and five-share plough). However, the transverse effect was not quantified in this study. This study
demonstrates the downslope translocation of particles during the work of the cultivator along the
contour. Nevertheless, this study is the first step in exploring this phenomenon, and it is necessary to
subdue it to further exploration for multiple soil tillage machines and technologies.

Measurement results can be affected by the properties of used tracers. In this case, aluminium
cubes were used. The same material of tracers was used by Van Muysen et al. [10]. Aluminium
density is greater than soil density, but the difference between is not too great. Some authors also
use steel nuts for example [21]. The difference in density, in this case, is far greater. However,
Rahman et al. [23] found no significant difference due to the tracer size or density. The result of this
study is quite surprising. Other authors admit possible variation in size and material of tracers [20,24].
The influence of used tracers on the direction of transfer of the particles during tillage will need to be
further investigated.

5. Conclusions

Particle translocation, particularly in the tillage direction, is evaluated in commonly available
studies. Crosswise movement belongs among phenomena that have been studied very little until
now. Our measurements indicate the effect of the cross slope gradient on the direction of particle
translocation during secondary tillage of soil. The effect of multiple passes was not directly
demonstrated. Neither was the effect of the cross slope on the average length of particle movement
observed. The study of crosswise translocation phenomena is only at its beginning. It is necessary
to further investigate the effect of other equipment and technologies of soil tillage. Obviously,
the recommended contour farming on slopes can have impacts on downslope particle translocation.
Of course, crosswise translocation and its effect will always be smaller than lengthwise movement,
i.e., in the soil tillage direction.
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Abstract: Seepage failure in the form of piping can strongly influence the stability of
block-in-matrix-soils (bimsoils), as well as weaken and affect the performance of bimsoil structures.
The multiple-factor evaluation and optimization play a crucial role in controlling the seepage failure
in bimsoil. The aim of this study is to improve the ability to control the piping seepage failure in
bimsoil. In this work, the response surface method (RSM) was employed to evaluate and optimize
the multiple piping parameters to maximize the critical hydraulic gradient (CHG), in combination
with experimental modeling based on a self-developed servo-controlled flow-erosion-stress coupled
testing system. All of the studied specimens with rock block percentage (RBP) of 30%, 50%, and 70%
were produced as a cylindrical shape (50 mm diameter and 100 mm height) by compaction tests.
Four uncertain parameters, such as RBP, soil matrix density, confining pressure, and block morphology
were used to fit an optimal response of the CHG. The sensitivity analysis reveals the influential order
of the studied factors to CHG. It is found that RBP is the most sensitive factor, the CHG decreases
with the increase of RBP, and CHG increases with the increase of confining pressure, soil matrix
density, and block angularity.

Keywords: bimsoils; critical hydraulic gradient (CHG); response surface methodology; multi-parameter
evaluation; laboratory experiment

1. Introduction

Bimsoils (block-in-matrix-soils), as a kind of special geomaterial, which are characterized by
the extreme nonhomogeneity, environmental sensitivity, and looseness [1–11]. Many engineering
geological disasters have direct relations to the bimsoils [3–8]. As is known, piping is a very common
and severe kind of seepage failure, it has been pointed out that piping is considered as the main
mechanism leading to the failure of hydraulic structures in bimsoils [12–14]. It is also the primary
reason resulting in the instability of landslides, dam foundation, and dyke building, which are
generaaly composed of bimsoils. From the statistical data worldwide, for the wreckage earth-rockfill
dams, about 40.5% of them are caused by seepage failure (e.g., Malpasset Arch Dam in France
1959, Balder Yamauchi dam in 1964, Tetonin USA 1976, Gouhou Reservoir Dam in China 1993, etc.).
In addition, landslides composed of bimsoil material caulsed by seepage failure are common all over
the world. Piping often occurs in loose and unstable structure of bimsoils, especially with high RBP,
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part of the soil and rock units is not coupled tightly, even some soil particles are in the state of free
suspension; under seepage flow, the high seepage gradient acts on soil-rock interfaces, seepage channel
is easily formed in the soil-rock interfaces under the action of seepage force. Once the seepage channels
are formed, these channels propagate into soil matrix under continuous water flow, small soil particles
move in those channels, and seepage failure occurs accordingly.

Currently, the studies of flow characteristics of bimsoil are mainly focused on the permeable
regime [10,15] and flow-stress coupling properties [16]. In addition, seepage piping erosion is
almost focused on soil material (e.g., clay, silty, sand, etc.) by laboratory tests [16,17] or numerical
simulation [18–20]. Up to now, from literature review, studies about the multi-parameter evolution and
optimization for piping seepage failure in bimsoils are rarely reported. Under flow condition, different
hydraulic properties of those components in bimsoil sresults in various non-linear responses [15].
The rock blocks with various size random distributes in bimsoil, change the seepage path of fluid
as compared to the homogenous soil and rock material. Large seepage drop occurs at soil-rock
interfaces, and contact erosion at the random interfaces is severe and at dominance. The piping
characteristics of bimsoilare distinctly influenced by its complicated internal structure. Although the
piping phenomenon of bimsoil has been studied through laboratory experiments [21–23], the study of
the effect of multiple factors on piping evolution is rarely published. In this work, attempts are made
to provide deep insights into the effective evaluation, prevention, and control of piping in bimsoils.
A self-developed servo controlled flow erosion stress coupled system was used to obtain the critical
hydraulic gradient. In addition, response surface methodology algorithm is used to evaluate the
influential order of the studied factors, such as rock block percentage, soil matrix density, confining
pressure, and block morphology. The aim of this paper is to improve the ability to control piping
erosion failure, by adjusting the sensitive factors in geotechnical engineering construction composed
of bimsoil.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Material and Sample Preparation

The sample studied here is a mixture of soil matrix and rock blocks. The soil matrix belongs to a
kind of clay soil. The gradation curve of this soil is shown in Figure 1a. The clay soil contained lots
of clay minerals with strong hydrophilic property. The liquid limit of the hard clay can reach 64%,
while the plastic limit can reach 36%; the plasticity index was about 28 and the liquidity index was
about 0.05–0.127. These indices indicated that this kind of soil belonged to a typical high plastic and
high plastic clay. The saturation is about 18.5% from the lab measurement. To identify the mineral
composition and mineral content, both Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) tests were conducted on the clay soil. According to the results of the SEM tests, rodlike, and
irregular quartz grains with a grain size of about 0.01~0.03 mm can be clearly seen that are probably
surrounded by clay minerals. The XRD tests reveal that the clay soil has a higher percentage of clay
minerals, such as kaolinite (26.73%), montmorillonite (61.52%), and illite (6.25%). The physical and
mechanical properties of the soil matrix is listed in Table 1.

Lithology of the crushed rock blocks used in the experiment was marble, the size of rock blocks
range between 2 and 5 mm (Figure 1b). According to the geotechnical test standards [24,25] and the
prepared bimsoil specimen standard, the threshold value for soil particle and rock block is determined
as 2 mm. Density of rock block is 2.53 g/cm3, the wet and dry uniaxial compressive strengthare 43.21
and 80.75, respectively. Generally, the morphological characteristics of the rock blocks have a great
effect on the geomechanical properties of bimsoils. Some quantitative morphological feature of the
rock blocks with weighted average indices are obtained by digital image process [8], as listed in Table 2.
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Figure 1. The characteristics of soil mtrix and rock blocks used for bimsoils in this study. (a) Grain size
distribution using sieving method for the used soil matrix; (b–d) Gravel, pebble and round rock blocks
used in bimsoil specimen preparation, size range from 2 to 5 mm according to BS1377-1 (1990).

Table 1. Basic physical and mechanical properties of the used soil matrix and rock blocks for
bimsoil samples.

Index Soil Matrix Rock Block

Bulk density (g/cm3) 1.64 2.53
Dryweight density (g/cm3) 2.06 /
Optimum water content (%) 9.5 /

Specific gravity (GS) 2.73 /
Effective particle size, D10 (mm) 0.01 /

Coefficient of uniformity, Cu 4.2 /
Coefficient of curvature, Cc 1.32 /

Liquid limit (%) 64 /
plastic limit (%) 36 /
plasticity index 28 /
liquidity index 0.121 /

Wet compressive strength (MPa) 0.57 43.21
Dry compressive strength (MPa) 2.27 80.75

Note: for soil matrix, the wet state corresponds to natural state, and for rock block, the wet state corresponds to
saturation state.

Table 2. The morphological feature of three kinds of rock blocks.

Rock Block
Outline Indices Angularity Indices (Gradient Method)

Flakiness Elongation Sphericity Shape Factor Angularity Convexity Ratio

Gravel 0.934 1.353 0.834 0.933 0.925 0.895
Pebble 0.745 1.418 0.923 0.823 0.977 0.934

Round ball 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

In this work, dynamic compaction was used for the preparation of the bimsoils
pecimens [10–12,26,27]. The appropriate optimal hammer count was determined according to the
relationship between the hammer count and the soil matrix density Compaction was done in a split
mould by applying a dynamic pressure, using a compaction test apparatus. Owing to the high
difference of elastic modulus between soil matrix and rock block, compactness of bimsoil is actual
the compactness of soil matrix. Soil density is a very important factor affecting the permeability of
bimsoil [28]. As a result, how to control the hammer count is crucial to the sensitive analysis of piping
erosion. In this work, determination of hammer count producing specimens with different soil density
is from the relationship between the soil density and the optimal hammer count, as shown in Figure 2a.
The soil matrix density for bimsoil with RBP of 30%, 50%, and 70% increased with the increase of
hammer count. To change the soil density, three dot dash lines were drawn to intersect with the
curves in Figure 2a, the corresponding of abscissa values are determined as the optimal hammer count.
Figure 2b plots the relationship between different soil densities and hammer counts. When the RBP
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is 70%, the soil matrix in the specimens is difficult to compacted, considering that the rock blocks
in bimsoil specimens with RBP of 70% would be crushed with too much hammer counts, therefore,
12 times was determined as the optimal hammer count. All of the specimens were compacted layer by
layer with three layers, as shown in Figure 3a. The length and diameter of the prepared samples were
100 and 50 mm. The prepared cylinder-shaped specimens with RBP of 30%, 50%, and 70% were shown
in Figure 3b.All of the tested specimens were sealed with plastic wrap to prevent water evaporation
and kept the water content constant.

Figure 2. The relationships between the hammer count and soil density and the rock block percentage
(a. Plot of the soil matrix density against hammer count for specimens with RBP of 30%, 50%, and 70%,
respectively; b. Determination of the optimal hammer count for bimsoil specimens with different soil
matrix density).

 
 

Figure 3. Bimsoil specimens used in the piping erosion test. (a. Compact test is used to prepare the
bimsoil specimens, and the specimen was compacted with three layers; b. Partial remolded bimsoil
specimens for the piping erosion test).

2.2. Experimental Setup

This experimental setup was previously detailed described by Wang et al. [12]. Figure 4 shows the
layout of the piping test system includes the rigid specimen holder, the servo pressurized water-supply
system, and the specimen chamber system. The rigid specimen holder is composed of the beams,
rigid column, rigid platform, guide bar, etc. The purpose of the specimen holder is to keep the
specimen chamber system steady on the platform during the whole piping test. The servo pressurized
water-supply system includes the main parts of the speed feedback component, servo and drive
motor, full digital servo controller, and the computer. The sample chamber system is composed
of two metal seepage plates, two metal caps (upper one and lower ones), two hose clamps, and a
length of heat shrink tubing accommodating the bimsoil specimen. The metal permeability caps are
specially designed for the piping test; they contain the inlet valves, outlet valves, and some grooves.
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The diameter of the inlet and outlet valveis 3 mm. The heat shrinks the tube and the metal cap is
connected with the self-adhesive type and hose clamps. The purpose of the self-adhesive type is
to prevent leakage, and its sealing hydraulic pressure can reach 1 MPa. The detailed dimensions
and structure of the mental cap, and locations of the inlet and outlet valve are shown in Figure 5.
The confining pressure system (Figure 6) is composed of the Hoek cell, air pump, barometer, pneumatic
connector, and pneumatic pipe [12].

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the piping testing system, which is composed of the rigid specimen
holder, the servo pressurized water-supply system, and the specimen chamber system [12]. (1. Upper
cross beam; 2. Rigid column; 3. Platform; 4. Guide bar; 5. Lower cross beam; 6. Bimsoil specimen;
7. Self-adhesive tape; 8. Permeable cap; 9. Hose champ; 10. Filter paper; 11. Heat shrink tubing; 12.
Seconds counter; 13. Water valve; 14. Force sensor; 15. Hydraulic jack; 16. Three-way valve; 17. Water
tube; 18. Servo-injection water system; 19. Force sensorand; 20. Measuring cup).

 

Figure 5. Picture of the structure of seepage cap and specimen chamber (a. the lower cap; b. the
upper cap; c. specimen chamber for bimsoil specimen, taking rock block percentage (RBP) of 30%
for example).
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Figure 6. Photograph of the confining pressure system, the main components includes: air pump,
hoek cell, barometer, pneumatic connector, and pneumatic tube.

2.3. Piping Test Procedure

To study the flow-erosion-stress coupled evolution process of bimsoil specimens with different
RBPs, and obtain some important results from the piping test, the detailed technical flowchart is
shown in Figure 7. The main procedures are as follows: (1) Specimen preparation and saturation.
The bimsoil specimen is produced according to the method above. Saturation was performed with
vacuum treatment, and then installed by the lower cap, upper cap, hose heating clamps, plastic
self-adhesive tape, and shrink tube. The specimen is installed to be kept in the vertical state in order
to avoid eccentric compaction. Water is injected at a low constant flow rate to saturate the specimen;
(2) Formation of steady seepage field. During flow conditions, the specimen chamber system is
placed on the rigid specimen holder. During the water-injection process, water is supplied by a
constant pressure increment or a constant flow velocity. It is until the curve of the hydraulic pressure
against time gradually became level, and the slope of the water flow curve against time is a constant
value, that the steady seepage has formed in the specimen. The detail saturation process has been
described by Wang et al. [12]; (3) Isotropic consolidation. The axial stress and confining pressure
are exerted simultaneously, making the specimen in the state of equivalent stress; and, (4) Applying
seepage pressure step by step. When water flow reaches steady state, we record the water-outflow
volume, hydraulic pressure and flow time at each injection steps, and calculate the hydraulic gradient.
The permeability coefficient basedon the Darcy law is obtained as below:

k =
QL

At(P1 − P2)

ηT
η20

(1)

where Q is the total amount of flow water; A is the specimen cross-section area; t is the flow time; L is
flow distance (i.e., length of specimen); P1 and, P2 is the hydraulic pressure of the inlet valve and outlet
valve, respectively; ηT and η20 are the coefficient of water kinematic viscosity at T ◦C (the experimental
temperature) and 20 ◦C, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the flow chart for the multiple parameters evaluation during piping test the in
bimsoils. Four factors were considered in this work. Rock block percentage is an accepted factor that
influences the mechanical and hydraulic properties of bimsoil, whether by numerical test or laboratory
experiments, this factor is always considered [2–6]. The density of soil matrix influences the flow
capacity of bimsoil. Zhou et al. [28] have conducted orthogonal test to study the effect of various
factors on bimsoil permeability, and showed that soil matrix density was the first influenced factor on
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the bimsoil permeability coefficient; in addition, the block morphology has effect on its permability.
The stress state of the bimsoil also has an obvious effect on the evolution of piping [29–32]. Studies
have shown that for an undisturbed sample, the critical hydraulic gradient is smaller than undisturbed
specimen [10,11,15]; therefore, the piping test should consider the factor of stress state. Figure 8 shows
the research idea of the multiparameters evaluation and optimization for piping evolution.
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Figure 7. The flow chart of the piping test for bimsoil specimens.
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Figure 8. The flow chart for the multiple parameters evaluation and optimization for piping in bimsoils.

3. Multiparameter Evaluation and Analysis

3.1. Box-Behnken Design

In this work, the response surface methodology (RSM) approach is applied to the evaluation
and optimization of the piping stability in the bimsoils. In this work, the RSM approach is applied to
evaluatean index of critical hydraulic gradient (which is defined as the value of piping initiation) for
bimsoil during piping. Based on the least squares criterion, RSM is utilized to approximate a response
over a range of variability of input factors, in terms of the maximum critical hydraulic gradient.
The RSM model can offer a cost-effective and efficient way to deal with the uncertain factors for piping
seepage, the form of it can be linear or fully quadratic. More detailed statistical and mathematical
theories of RSM can refer to studies of Myers and Montgomery [33]. Four uncertain parameters,
such as rock block percentage (RBP), soil matrix density (SMD), confining pressure (CP), and block
morphology (BM)are given a reasonable range with the actual minimum and maximum values or
coded symbol of “−1” and “+1”, respectively, as listed in Table 3. According the principle of the RSM
method, for the four variables, a total of 27 cases were required based on the approach of Box-Behnken
Design, which originated from the optimal design theory [34–36]. Table 4 lists the 27 combinations
of these uncertain parameters generated by the Box-Behnken Design. After the piping experiment of
each case, the results of critical hydraulic gradient are listed in column 8 in Table 4, as the response
value. The critical hydraulic gradient is determined from the curves of hydraulic gradient against time.
Taking the specimen with RBP of 30% and 50% for example (Figure 9), hydraulic gradient increases
with the increase of flow time. When it reaches a critical value, the curve suddenly drops and fluctuates
with time. The inflection point is determined as the critical hydraulic gradient. Some significant results
can be drawn from Figure 9, as below:

(1) The curves presents fluctuation trend after the critical hydraulic pressure, however, the value
cannot exceed the critical peak value. This result implies that irreversible damage occurs in
bimsoil during piping. During process of piping, the erosion, and movement of soil particles
result in the change of permeability. When the fine soil particles during movement are clogged in
the pores, leading to the increment of hydraulic gradient, seepage velocity, and the associated
permeability coefficient; and when the clogged pores are break through again, these values
suddenly decrease. This non-linear multiple fluctuation always existsin the piping process.

(2) From the curves of flow water, it can also be seen that the slope of the curve in not constant,
but variational during the whole test. The non-linear fluctuation behavior of the curves shows
that the evolution of piping includes a series of complex movement behaviors, such as the erosion,
migration of fine soil particles; contact erosion of rock-soil interface; forming of pore channel;
blocking of flow channel by fine soil particles; breakdown of the blocked flow channel; and,
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re-block of the flow channel, etc. The characteristics of piping in bimsoilare progressive and
repeated. The blocked flow channel can be attributed to two factors, one is the fine soil particles;
the other is the movement of rock blocks, as the structure of bimsoil sample changes, the blocks
would sink along the direction of water flow.

Table 3. The considered factors and levels for the response surface method (RSM) model.

Influential Factors Coded Symbol
Levels

(−1) (0) (+1)

Rock block percentage (%) A 30 50 70
Soil matrix density (g/cm3) B 1.4 1.6 1.8

Confining pressure (kPa) C 0 100 200
Block morphology (/) D 0 1 2

Note: For factor of block morphology, level “0” refers to round ball; level “1” refers to pebble; level 2 refers
to “gavel”.

 

 

Figure 9. Determination of critical hydraulic gradient for bimsoil specimen with RBP of 30% and
50% (a. specimen with rock block percentage (RBP) of 30%, corresponds to the case 10 in Table 4;
b. specimen with RBP of 50% corresponds to the case 16 in Table 4.
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Table 4. Box-Behnken design table for piping erosion test.

Run A-RBP (%) B-SMD (g/cm3) C-CP (kPa) D-BM (/) R2

1 70 1.6 100 0 88.67
2 50 1.8 200 1 120.32
3 50 1.6 200 0 127.45
4 70 1.4 100 1 80.24
5 30 1.6 0 1 135.2
6 50 1.4 100 0 109.87
7 30 1.4 100 1 138.56
8 30 1.8 100 1 177.23
9 50 1.4 100 2 98.23
10 50 1.6 100 1 107.73
11 50 1.8 0 1 115.57
12 70 1.6 200 1 105.78
13 50 1.8 100 2 106.44
14 70 1.6 100 2 86.51
15 30 1.6 100 0 160.32
16 50 1.8 100 0 118.45
17 70 1.8 100 1 90.53
18 30 1.6 200 1 156.64
19 30 1.6 100 2 147.45
20 50 1.6 0 0 108.45
21 50 1.6 100 1 107.73
22 50 1.4 0 1 100.03
23 50 1.6 0 2 102.33
24 50 1.4 200 1 110.32
25 70 1.6 0 1 78.65
26 50 1.6 100 1 107.73
27 50 1.6 200 2 116.23

3.2. RSM Model Analysis

From Figure 8, the onset of the steep drop in the hydraulic pressure-flow time curves was assumed
to estimate the critical hydraulic gradient. Beyond this point, the seepage velocity, hydraulic gradient,
and permeability fluctuate repeatedly. This method to determine the critical hydraulic gradient has
also been used by other researchers, such as Das et al. [37] and Das and Viswanadham [38] during
piping tests. When the critical hydraulic gradient was obtained, the RSM method is used to analyze
the relationship between the response value and the four uncertain factors. In order to select the
appropriate RSM model, a linear model, two factor model interaction model (2FI), quadratic model,
and cubic model are selected to judge, which polynomial fits the equation based on the statistical
approach, as shown in Table 5. Table 5 lists the response surface model for the critical hydraulic
gradient. If the model has the highest polynomial, and the other additional terms are significant, and
the model is not aliased [12,39], we choose it as the appropriate model. We would not select the cubic
model, if it is aliased. Aliasing phenomenon decreases the number of experimental runs. When this
appears, several groups of effects are combined into one group and the most significant effect in the
group is used to represent the effect of the group. Essentially, it is important to note that the selected
model should not be aliased. In addition, the model has the maximum “Predicted R-Squared” and
“Adjusted R-Squared” is also important criteria to be considered [39]. From the results of Table 5,
the fully quadratic model is finally selected to build the critical hydraulic gradient (CHG) response
surface in the subsequent optimization process.
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Table 5. Statistical approach to select the RSM model for critical hydraulic gradient.

Source Std.Dev. R-Squared AdjustedR-Squared PredictedR-Squared Press Suggestion

Linear 8.24 0.90 0.89 0.80 2280.37 -
2FI 8.81 0.92 0.87 0.75 3811.78 -

Quadratic 6.69 0.97 0.93 0.85 3093.21 Suggested
Cubic 4.02 0.99 0.97 0.40 9275.11 Aliased

The anova for the response surface quadratic model of CHG is shown in Table 6. From the result,
the model F-value of 24.01 implies the model is very significant, the change is less than 0.1% that a
“Model F-Value” this large could occur due to noise. Values of “Prob > F” less than 0.05 indicates
that the model variations are significant. In this case, the model p-value prob of the studied factors
is <0.0001, 0.0020, 0.013, and 0.0325; this result indicates that the factors of A, B, C, and D are all
significant model terms. The smaller the p-value pro, the more sensitive of the factor is to the response
surface. The influential order of these four factors is: A-rock block percentage > C-confining pressure >
B-soil matrix density > D-block morphology. The equations fitted to the critical hydraulic gradient
response surface in terms of actual factors are:

CHG = +119.11 − 1.73A + 50.31B + 0.12C − 12.60D − 1.77AB + 0.11A × D − 0.07B × C
− 0.46B × D − 0.013C × D + 0.03A2 + 26.19B2 + 1.63D2 (2)

where A is the rock block percentage; B is the soil matrix density; C is the confining pressure; and, D is
the block morphology.

Table 6. Anova for SRM response surface with quadratic model.

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Value p-Value Prob > F Significience

Model 15,043.44 14 1074.53 24.01 <0.0001 significant
A-rock block percentage 12,353.37 1 12,353.37 276.04 <0.0001 -

B-soil matrix density 694.48 1 694.48 15.52 0.0020 -
C-confining pressure 776.18 1 776.18 17.34 0.0013 -
D-block morphology 261.52 1 261.52 5.84 0.033 -

AB 201.35 1 201.35 4.49 0.056 -
AC 8.09 1 8.09 0.18 0.68 -
AD 28.67 1 28.67 0.64 0.44 -
BC 7.67 1 7.67 0.17 0.046 -
BD 0.03 1 0.03 0.00071 0.97 -
CD 6.50 1 6.50 0.15 0.70 -
Aˆ2 650.77 1 650.77 14.54 0.0025 -
Bˆ2 5.85 1 5.85 0.13 0.72 -
Cˆ2 31.88 1 31.88 0.71 0.42 -
Dˆ2 14.06 1 14.06 0.31 0.59 -

Residual 537.01 12 44.75 - - -
Lack of Fit 537.01 10 53.70 - - -
Pure Error 0 2 0 - - -
Cor Total 15,580.46 26 - - - -

Figure 10 shows the normal plots of residuals, which can reflect the distribution of the residuals
for the response value of the critical hydraulic gradient. All of the test points in the “Normal Plot
of Residuals” fall on the straight line, implying that the residuals are normally distributed, and the
model is significant. Figure 11 shows the “Predicted versus Actual” for critical hydraulic gradient,
illustrating whether the generated equation of gradient response surface accurately predicts the actual
values. It can be seen that generated hydraulic gradient response surface models provide such reliable
predicted values for hydraulic gradient, as compared to the actual values of the hydraulic gradient.
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Figure 10. Normal plot of residuals for critical hydraulic gradient.

Figure 11. Predicted value versus the actual values for response surface value.

Figure 12 plots the three-dimensional (3D) response surface of the four studied factors,
the response surface represents all the 27 run case. It shows the influential tread of the four factors
to CHG. Figure 12a plots the influence of factor rock block percentage and soil matrix density on the
CHG response. It can be clearly seen that CHG decreases with the increasing rock block percentage;
Figure 12b plots the influence of soil matrix density and confining pressure on CHG response, the CHG
increases with the increase of confining pressure and soil matrix density; Figure 12c plots the influence
of rock block percentage and block morphology on the CHG response, the CHG increases with the
increase of block angularity, this result implies the incremental compactness of soil particles and contact
between soil matrix and rock blocks. The coupling degree of rock block and soil matrix improves as the
confining pressure and soil density increase. Content of rock blocks increases the number of rock-soil
interface, the sudden drop of seepage force at these interfaces causes the occurrence of contact erosion,
and the associated seepage failure, which leads to the decrement of flow stability of bimsoil specimen.
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Figure 12. The influential of four studied factors on critical hydraulic gradient response surface
(a. influence of factor A and B on variation of the response surface; b. influence of factor B and C on
variation of the response surface; c. influence of factor A and D on variation of the response surface;
and, d. influence of factor C and D on variation of the response surface).

3.3. Critical Hydraulic Gradient Optimization

The index of CHG indicates the resistance capacity of bimsoil to seepage force, the larger the CHG
value, the better capacity of bimsoil is. In this section, the RSM numerical optimization algorithm is
employed to select the set of variables that leads to the maximum CHG value. A total of 54 optimal
solutions are generated after the RSM numerically optimization. The desirability value ranges from
0.376 to 1.0. We select the solutions with the maximum desirability value to analyze. Figure 13 shows
the relationship between the studied factors and the desirability value. The red box indicates the
desirability value equal to 1.0, which are the optimist solutions. From the optimization results, the rock
block percentage is about 30% if we want to obtain the maximum CHG, it corresponds to the smallest
the block content. Higher soil matrix density is desirable to improve the CHG. When to get a high
CHG, confining pressure ranges from 160 to 180 kPa, in-situ stress state has an important influence on
the CHG. The factor of block morphology is not so sensitive to CHG, and angular rock block tends to
improve CHG as compared to round block. Among the 54 solutions, we select the 20 cases when the
desirability is 1, as listed in Table 7.
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Figure 13. Influences of the studied factors on the optimist solutons (a–d plots the effect of rock block
percentage, soil density, confiniing pressure, and block morphology, respectively).

Table 7. The optimal solutions for the maximum of critical hydraulic gradient (CHG).

Number RBP (%) D (g/cm3) CP (kPa) M (/) CHG Desirability

1 30.07 1.79 186.47 0.31 178.452 1
2 31.54 1.79 191.94 0.09 177.466 1
3 30.4 1.78 188.79 0.02 180.391 1
4 30.62 1.8 178.46 0.22 177.775 1
5 30.43 1.8 154.62 0.03 177.951 1
6 30.2 1.79 197.9 0.34 178.88 1
7 30.94 1.77 194.37 0.02 178.524 1
8 30.01 1.8 148.35 0.05 178.51 1
9 30.04 1.78 155.65 0 178.294 1

10 30.17 1.77 164.14 0.05 177.474 1
11 30.4 1.78 196.52 0.05 180.62 1
12 30.49 1.8 145.79 0 177.525 1
13 30.09 1.79 199.95 0.56 177.354 1
14 30.8 1.8 155.8 0.01 177.384 1
15 30.03 1.79 173.65 0.28 177.706 1
16 30.15 1.8 183.66 0.31 178.752 1
17 30.04 1.73 186.88 0 177.402 1
18 30.1 1.79 148.41 0.02 177.683 1
19 30.52 1.8 169.68 0.2 177.46 1
20 30.04 1.8 197.27 0.5 178.454 1

3.4. Discussions

Based on the experimental data of the piping test, we used the response surface method to
conduct the sensitive analysis. The rock block percentage is the most sensitive factor influenced the
seepage erosion failure. The role of rock blocks in bimsoil is always considered to be the important
factor influencing the mechanical and physical properties. Xu et al. [40], Liao [41], Dan et al. [15],
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and Wang et al. [10] have conducted a series of permeable test forbimsoil, they found that rock blocks
in bimsoil have obvious effect on permeability coefficient. In our study, it was also found that rock
blocks have an obvious influence on the critical hydraulic gradient. Although the rock blocks play a role
of an impervious effect, this effect may improve the permeability in some ways, however, the contact
erosion at rock-soil interface is always the decisive factor controlling the seepage failure of bimsoil.
Along the seepage direction, the hydraulic pressure drops sharply at rock-soil interfaces, resulting in
the formation of a great seepage force at the interfaces, flow channel of erosion first forms at these
parts. Therefore, the characteristics of rock blocks (e.g., size, shape, distribution, content, etc.) control
the flow life of specimens, and the critical hydraulic gradient decreases with an increasing rock block
content. The factor of confining pressure reflects the in-situ stress state of bimsoil, some scholars clearly
point out that when studying the permeable characteristics of bimsoil, confining pressure should
not be ignored [29,42]; otherwise, most of the testsdo not consider the actual stress state. Soil matrix
density is also a crucial factor to the permeable characteristics of bimsoil, Zhou et al. [28] conducted
orthogonal tests on the permeability of bimsoil. They found that soil density is more sensitive to
other factors. Tickell and Hiatt [43] discussed the influence of granular angularity and roundness on
the permeability coefficient, found that with the increasing of angularity, the permeability coefficient
increases. The result implies that angularity has different degree of resistance on water flow. Our test
results further prove this phenomenon and reveal some new insights on the seepage failure of bimsoils.

4. Conclusions

In this work, a self-developed servo-controlled flow-erosion-stress system was used to conduct the
piping experiments. By using the response surface methodology, four uncertain parameters (i.e., rock
block percentage, soil matrix density, confining pressure, and block morphology) were used to evaluate
and obtain the optimal solutions for the critical hydraulic gradient. The following conclusions can be
drawn from this study:

(1) By the RSM evaluation, the influential order of the studied factors to piping seepage failure
is firstly obtained, rock block percentage is the most sensitive factor to the critical hydraulic
gradient. The influentical order is rock block percentage > confining pressure > soil matrix density
> block morphology.

(2) Confining pressure has obvious effect on the critical hydraulic gradient of bimsoil. The sensitivity
of this factor is second to the rock block percentage, it is a non-negligible factor when investigating
the piping erosion mechanism of bimsoil. In-situ stress state not only influences the seepage field,
but also affects the degree of contact erosion among rock-soil interfaces.

(3) Increasing soil density, confining pressure, and block angularity can improve the ability to resist
piping seepage failure. In bimsoil construction, we can adjust the rock block content, compaction
degree, and block morphology to improve the ability of anti-seepage erosion.
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel meshless method for the transient modeling of subsurface flow in
unsaturated soils was developed. A linearization process for the nonlinear Richards equation using
the Gardner exponential model to analyze the transient flow in the unsaturated zone was adopted.
For the transient modeling, we proposed a pioneering work using the collocation Trefftz method
and utilized the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime instead of that in the original Euclidean
space. The initial value problem for transient modeling of subsurface flow in unsaturated soils can
then be transformed into the inverse boundary value problem. A numerical solution obtained in the
spacetime coordinate system was approximated by superpositioning Trefftz basis functions satisfying
the governing equation for boundary collocation points on partial problem domain boundary in the
spacetime coordinate system. As a result, the transient problems can be solved without using the
traditional time-marching scheme. The validity of the proposed method is established for several
test problems. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed method is highly accurate and
computationally efficient. The results also reveal that it has great numerical stability for the transient
modeling of subsurface flow in unsaturated soils.

Keywords: unsaturated soil; Richards equation; the Trefftz method; transient; the meshless method

1. Introduction

Increasing interest has been shown in recent years in understanding the behavior of unsaturated
soils. The prediction of moisture flow under transient conditions is important in engineering practice
when considering such practical problems as the design of shallow foundations, pavements, and
the stability of unsaturated soil slopes [1–4]. As a result, unsaturated flow has become one of the
most important and active topics of research. A complete theory of subsurface flow when rainfall
infiltrates unsaturated zones can be described using either the variably saturated flow equation or the
generalized Richards equation [5]. The Richards equation is a highly nonlinear equation governed by
nonlinear physical relationships. Nonlinear physical relationships can be described using soil–water
characteristic curves [6–8]. Since the Richards equation is highly nonlinear and cannot directly provide
an analytical solution, modeling flow process in unsaturated soils is usually based on the numerical
solutions of the Richards equation [9–15].

Numerical approaches to the simulation of the Richards equation using the mesh-based methods,
such as the finite difference method [16–19] or the finite element method [20–23], are well documented
in the past. Despite the great success of the mesh-based methods as effective numerical tools for the
solution of problems on complex domains, there is still growing interest in the development of new
advanced computational methods [24–26]. Meshless methods emerge as a competitive alternative to
discretization methods. Differing from conventional mesh-based methods, the meshless method has
the advantages that it does not need the mesh generation [27]. Problems involving regions of irregular
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geometry are generally intractable analytically [28]. For such problems, the use of numerical methods,
especially the boundary-type meshless method, to obtain approximate solutions is advantageous [29].
A significant number of such methods have been proposed, such as the Trefftz method [30,31], the
method of fundamental solution [32,33], the element-free Galerkin method [34], the reproducing kernel
particle method [35], and the meshless local Petrov–Galerkin approach [36].

The Trefftz method is probably one of the most popular boundary-type meshless methods for
solving boundary value problems where approximate solutions are expressed as a linear combination of
functions automatically satisfying governing equations [37,38]. Li et al. [39] provided a comprehensive
comparison of the Trefftz method, collocation, and other boundary methods, concluding that the
collocation Trefftz method (CTM) is the simplest algorithm and provides the most accurate solutions
with optimal numerical stability. Because the Trefftz method is originally developed to deal with
the boundary value problems in Euclidean space, the application the Trefftz method for solving
time-dependent problems is hardly found.

In this paper, we proposed a pioneering work using the CTM for transient modeling of subsurface
flow in unsaturated soils. Since the Richards equation is highly nonlinear, we first proposed a
linearization process for the nonlinear Richards equation using the Gardner exponential model [40,41].
To deal with the transient modeling, we adopted the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime
instead of that in the original Euclidean space [42,43]. Based on Minkowski spacetime, we assume
that time is an absolute physical quantity that plays the role of the independent variable such that the
spacetime coordinate system is a mathematically (n + 1)-dimensional system including n-dimensional
space and one-dimensional of time [44]. In the spacetime coordinate system, both the initial and
boundary conditions can be treated as boundary conditions on the spacetime domain boundary.
Since the solution of final time on the other boundary of the domain is unknown, it becomes an
inverse boundary value problem which is to seek an unknown boundary function on boundaries
inaccessible for data measurement with the over specified boundary data on boundaries accessible for
data measurement. The initial value problem for transient modeling of subsurface flow in unsaturated
soils can then be transformed into the inverse boundary value problem.

A numerical solution obtained in the spacetime coordinate system was approximated by
superpositioning Trefftz basis functions satisfying the governing equation for boundary collocation
points on partial domain boundary in the spacetime coordinate system. As a result, the transient
problems can be solved without using the traditional time-marching scheme. The validity of
the proposed method is established for several test problems, including the investigation of the
accuracy and the comparison of the numerical with analytical solutions. Application examples of
the steady-state, the one-dimensional and two-dimensional transient problems of subsurface flow in
unsaturated soils were carried out.

2. Trefftz Method for Modeling Subsurface Flow in Unsaturated Soils

2.1. The Linearized Richards Equation

For modeling subsurface flow in unsaturated soil, the Richards equation is commonly used and it
may be written in three different forms such as the h-based form, the θ-based form, and the mixed
form. In this study, the h-based form is adopted. A complete three-dimensional Richards equation [5]
can be expressed as

∂

∂x

(
Kx(h)

∂h
∂x

)
+

∂

∂y

(
Ky(h)

∂h
∂y

)
+

∂

∂z

(
Kz(h)

∂h
∂z

)
+

∂Kz(h)
∂z

= C(h)
∂h
∂t

(1)

where h is the pressure head, t is time, x points down the ground surface, y points to the tangent of the
topographic contour passing through the origin, z is the vertical coordinate, normal to the xy plane,
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Kx(h), Ky(h), and Kz(h) are the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions in lateral directions and
the vertical direction, respectively, and C(h) is the specific moisture capacity function defined by

C(h) =
∂θm

∂h
(2)

where θm is the moisture content. The Richards equation, as shown in Equation (1), is highly nonlinear
because Kx(h), Ky(h), Kz(h) and C(h) are functions of h. To solve the Richards equation, three
characteristic functions are required and they are the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function, the
soil–water characteristic curve, and the specific moisture capacity function [19]. Assuming that the
unsaturated soils are homogeneous and isotropic, the Richards equation governing two-dimensional
flow in unsaturated soils can be obtained as

∂

∂x

(
K

∂h
∂x

)
+

∂

∂z

(
K

∂h
∂z

+ 1
)
=

∂θm

∂t
(3)

It is common to normalize the hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soil with respect to their
maximum value. The normalized value can be expressed as

Kr =
K
Ks

(4)

where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, and Kr is the relative hydraulic conductivity which is
a function of the pressure head. The governing equation can be obtained by substituting Equation (4)
into Equation (3),

∂

∂x

(
Kr

∂h
∂x

)
+

∂

∂z

(
Kr

∂h
∂z

)
+

∂Kr

∂z
=

1
Ks

∂θm

∂t
(5)

The above equation is the two-dimensional Richards equation. Gardner (1958) [40] proposed a
simple one-parameter exponential model as

Se = eαgh (6)

where αg is the parameter which is related to the pore size distribution of soil, and Se is the effective
saturation defined by normalizing volumetric water content with its saturated and residual values as

Se =
(θm − θr)

(θs − θr)
(7)

where θr represents the residual water content, and θs represents the saturated water content.
Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), we have,

θm = θr + (θs − θr)eαgh (8)

Therefore, the relative hydraulic conductivity is modeled by Gardner exponential model [40,45] as

Kr = eαgh (9)

Using the Gardner exponential model, the linearized Richards equation for two-dimensional
transient, two-dimensional steady-state and one-dimensional transient Richards equations can be
derived [46] as follows, respectively.

∂2h
∂x2 +

∂2h
∂z2 + αg

∂h
∂z

= c
∂h
∂t

(10)
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∂2h
∂x2 +

∂2h
∂z2 + αg

∂h
∂z

= 0 (11)

∂2h
∂z2 + αg

∂h
∂z

= c
∂h
∂t

(12)

where c = αg(θs−θr)
Ks

, h is the pressure head of the linearized Richards equation which can be defined as
h = eαgh − eαghd , and hd is the pressure head when the soil is dry.

2.2. The Trefftz Method in Euclidean Space

The CTM begins with the consideration of T-complete functions. For indirect Trefftz formulation,
the approximated solution at the boundary collocation point can be written as a linear combination of
the basis functions [31,47]. For a simply connected domain, one usually locates the source point inside
the domain and the number of source point is only one for in the CTM [48,49].

Considering a two-dimensional domain, Ω, in the polar coordinate, the Laplace governing
equation can be written as

∂2h
∂ρ2 +

1
ρ

∂h
∂ρ

+
1
ρ2

∂2h
∂θ2 = 0 in Ω (13)

with
h = f on ΓD (14)

hn =
∂h
∂n

on ΓN (15)

where ρ and θ are the radius and polar angle in the polar coordinate system, n denotes the outward
normal direction, ΓD denotes the boundary where the Dirichlet boundary condition is given, ΓN
denotes the boundary where the Neumann boundary condition is given, and f denotes the Dirichlet
boundary condition. For the Laplace equation, the particular solutions can be obtained using the
method of the separation of variables. The particular solutions of Equation (13) include the following
basis functions [50].

1, ln ρ, ρv cos(vθ), ρv sin(vθ), ρ−v cos(vθ), ρ−v sin(vθ) (16)

If we adopt the solution of a boundary value problem and enforce it to exactly satisfy the partial
differential equation with the boundary conditions at a set of points, this leads to the CTM.

Considering a simply connected domain, the CTM for the Laplace equation can be expressed as

h(x) ≈
m

∑
i=1

biTi(x) (17)

where x = (ρ, θ), bi =
[

A0 Ai Bi

]
, and Ti(x) =

[
1 ρi cos(iθ) ρi sin(iθ)

]T
. m is the order of

the T-complete basis functions for approximating the solution. A0, Ai and Bi are unknown coefficients
to be determined. The accuracy of the solution for the CTM depends on the order of the basis functions.
Usually, one may need to increase the m value to obtain better accuracy. However, the ill-posed
behavior may also grow up with the increase of the m value [51].

2.3. The T Basis Function for Steady-State Linearized Richards Equation

For modeling subsurface flow in unsaturated soils using the CTM, we first started from the
derivation of the CTM for the two-dimensional steady-state linearized Richards equation. The
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two-dimensional Richards governing equation can be expressed as Equation (5). Using the Gardner
exponential model, the steady-state linearized Richards equation can be derived as

∂2hs

∂x2 +
∂2hs

∂z2 + αg
∂hs

∂z
= 0 (18)

where hs is the steady-state pressure head of the linearized Richards equation. The standard process of
the separation of variables can now be used by taking the steady-state solution hs as

hs(x, z) = X(x)Z(z) (19)

Substituting Equation (19) into Equation (18) and dividing by X(x)Z(z) gives

1
X(x)

d2X(x)
dx2 +

1
Z(z)

(
d2Z(z)

dz2 + αg
dZ(z)

dz

)
= 0 (20)

Each term in the above equation must be a constant for a nonzero solution, so the following
are used.

1
X(x)

d2X(x)
dx2 = −λi (21)

1
Z(z)

(
d2Z(z)

dz2 + αg
dZ(z)

dz

)
= λi (22)

where λi = πi
Li

, i is the positive integer, and Li is the characteristic length. It can be found that
Equations (21) and (22) are simple ordinary differential equations that have solutions as

X(x) = Ai sin(λix) + Bi cos(λix) (23)

Z(z) = (Cisinh(βiz) + Di cosh(βiz))e
−αgz

2 (24)

where βi =

√
α2

g
4 + λ2

i , and Ai, Bi, Ci and Di are arbitrary constants to be evaluated. If we considered
a simply connected domain, the CTM for two-dimensional steady-state linearized Richards equation
can be expressed as

hs(x) ≈
m

∑
i=1

ciJi(x) (25)

where x = (x, z), ci =
[

c1i c2i c3i c4i

]
, and Ji(x) =

[
J1 J2 J3 J4

]T
. c1i, c2i, c3i and c4i are

unknown coefficients determined by the collocation method. The basis Ji(x) for the T basis functions
include four functions obtained from the separation of variables in the Cartesian coordinate system,
which are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. T basis functions for two-dimensional linearized Richards equation.

Variable Function

Steady-State

Ji(x) =
[

J1 J2 J3 J4
]T

λi =
πi
Li

βi =

√
α2

g
4 + λ2

i
hs =

1
αg

ln(hs + eαghd )

J1 e
−αgz

2 sin(λix)sinh(βiz)
J2 e

−αgz
2 sin(λix) cosh(βiz)

J3 e
−αg z

2 cos(λix)sinh(βiz)
J4 e

−αgz
2 cos(λix) cosh(βiz)

Transient

Lik(x) =
[

L1 L2 L3 L4
]T

c = αg(θs−θr)
Ks

λi =
πi
Li

, λk = πk
Lk

γik = 1
c (β2

i + λ2
k)

hs = (1 − eαghd ) sin(πx
Li
)e

αg
2 (Lk−z) sinh(βi z)

sinh(βi Lk)

h = ht + hs
h = 1

αg
ln(h + eαghd )

L1 e
−αg z

2 −γik t sin(λix) sin(λkz)
L2 e

−αgz
2 −γik t sin(λix) cos(λkz)

L3 e
−αg z

2 −γik t cos(λix) cos(λkz)

L4 e
−αgz

2 −γik t cos(λix) sin(λkz)

2.4. The Trefftz Method in Minkowski Spacetime

Considering a two-dimensional spacetime domain, Ωt, enclosed by a spacetime boundary, Γt,
the linearized Richards equation for two-dimensional transient subsurface flow in homogenous and
isotropic confined porous medium can be expressed as

∂2h
∂x2 +

∂2h
∂z2 + αg

∂h
∂z

= c
∂h
∂t

in Ωt (26)

Considering the time dimension, the pressure head is the time-dependent variable. The initial
condition can be described as

h(x, z, t) = g at t = 0 (27)

where g denotes the distribution of the pressure head in the spacetime domain, Ωt, at time zero. To
solve Equation (26), the boundary conditions must be given as follows.

h(x, z, t) = f on Γt
D (28)

hn(x, z, t) =
∂h
∂n

on Γt
N (29)

where Γt
D denotes the spacetime boundary where the Dirichlet boundary condition is given, Γt

N
denotes the spacetime boundary where the Neumann boundary condition is given, and f denotes the
Dirichlet boundary condition in the spacetime domain.

The transient pressure head of the linearized Richards equation [46,52] can be expressed as

h = ht + hs (30)

where ht is the transient pressure head of the linearized Richards equation. The transient linearized
Richards equation is determined by substituting Equation (30) into Equation (10), which gives

∂2ht

∂x2 +
∂2ht

∂z2 + αg
∂ht

∂z
= c

∂ht

∂t
(31)
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The standard process of the separation of variables may be used by having the transient solution
ht as

ht(x, z, t) = P(x)Q(z)R(t) (32)

Substituting Equation (32) into Equation (31) and dividing by P(x)Q(z)R(t) gives

1
P(x)

d2P(x)
dx2 +

1
Q(z)

(
d2Q(z)

dz2 + αg
dQ(z)

dz

)
=

c
R(t)

dR(t)
dt

(33)

Each term in the above equation must be a constant for a nonzero solution, so the following
are used.

1
P(x)

d2P(x)
dx2 = −λ2

i (34)

1
Q(z)

(
d2Q(z)

dz2 + αg
dQ(z)

dz

)
= −λ2

k −
α2

g

4
(35)

c
R(t)

dR(t)
dt

= −
(

λ2
i + λ2

k +
α2

g

4

)
(36)

where λk =
πk
Lk

, k is the positive integer, and Lk is the characteristic length. The above equations are
simple ordinary differential equations that have solutions,

P(x) = Ei sin(λix) + Fi cos(λix) (37)

Q(z) = (Gk sin(λkz) + Hk cos(λkz))e
−αgz

2 (38)

R(t) = Iike−γikt (39)

where γik =
1
c (β2

i + λ2
k), Ei, Fi, Gk, Hk and Iik are arbitrary constants to be evaluated. If we considered

a simply connected domain, the CTM for two-dimensional transient linearized Richards equation can
be expressed as

ht(x) ≈
m

∑
k=1

o

∑
i=1

dikLik(x) (40)

where x = (x, z, t), dik =
[

d1ik d2ik d3ik d4ik

]
, and Lik(x) =

[
L1 L2 L3 L4

]T
. d1ik, d2ik, d3ik

and d4ik are unknown coefficients determined by the collocation method. m and o are the order of the
T basis functions for approximating the solution. The basis Lik(x) for the T basis functions include four
functions obtained from the separation of variables in the cartesian coordinate system, which are listed
in Table 1.

Again, the CTM for one-dimensional transient linearized Richards equation can also be composed
of a set of linearly independent vectors using the method of the separation of variables. Then, the
solution can be derived as the linear combination of these basis functions.

ht(x) ≈
m

∑
k=1

fkMk(x) (41)

where x = (z, t), fk =
[

f1k f2k f3k

]
, and Mk(x) =

[
M1 M2 M3

]T
. f1k, f2k and f3k are

unknown coefficients determined by the collocation method. The basis Mk(x) for the T basis functions
include three functions obtained from the separation of variables in the Cartesian coordinate system,
which are listed in Table 2.
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The above equations can be discretized at a number of collocated points on the spacetime
boundary using the initial and boundary conditions. Then, we obtained a system of simultaneous
linear equations as

Aα = B (42)

where A is a matrix with the size of aa × bb, α with the size of bb × 1 is a vector of unknown coefficients,
B with the size of aa × 1 is a vector of function values at collocation points, aa is the number of
collocation points, and bb is the number of the order of the T basis function. For simplicity, we adopted
the commercial program MATLAB backslash operator to solve Equation (42).

Table 2. T basis functions for one-dimensional linearized Richards equation.

Variable Function

Transient

Mk(x) =
[

M1 M2 M3
]T

c = αg(θs−θr)
Ks

λk = πk
Lk

μk = 1
c (

α2
g

4 + λ2
k)

hs = (1 − eαghd ) 1−e−αgz

1−e−αg Lk

h = ht + hs
h = 1

αg
ln(h + eαghd )

M1 e
−αgz

2 −μkt sin(λkz)
M2 e

−αgz
2 −μkt

M3 e
−αgz

2 −μkt cos(λkz)

3. Numerical Examples

3.1. Steady-State Modeling of Two-Dimensional Subsurface Flow in Unsaturated Soil

Meshless methods only rely on a series of random collocation points to discretize the spatial
domain, which means not only onerous mesh generation is avoided, but also a more accurate
description of irregular complex geometries can be achieved. Therefore, we investigated a
two-dimensional steady-state unsaturated flow problem for an irregular boundary shape. With
a two-dimensional simply connected domain, Ω, enclosed by an irregular boundary, the governing
equation is expressed as

∂

∂x
(Kr

∂h
∂x

) +
∂

∂z
(Kr

∂h
∂z

) +
∂Kr

∂z
= 0 (43)

A two-dimensional object boundary under consideration is defined as

Ω = {(x, z)|x = ρ(θ) cos θ, z = ρ(θ) sin θ } (44)

where ρ(θ) =
1/3
√

cos 3θ +
√

2 − sin2 3θ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. The linearized governing equation is expressed
as Equation (18). The boundary conditions are the Dirichlet boundary condition and the Dirichlet
boundary data is applied using the following analytical solution.

hs(x, z) = xe−αgz (45)

Finally, the steady-state solution can be obtained using the following equation.

hs(x, z) =
1
αg

ln(hs(x, z) + eαghd) (46)

The soil is assumed to have the αg in the Gardner exponential model of 2 × 10−5. The pressure
head when the soil is dry is assumed to be hd = −103 (m). The Dirichlet boundary condition is given
on the boundaries using the analytical solution as shown in Equation (45). There are 51 boundary
collocation points and a source point. We selected m = 50 and Li = 180, and adopted the commercial
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program MATLAB backslash operator to solve the system of simultaneous linear equations. Figure 1
depicts the computed pressure head distribution. Comparing with the analytical solution, it is found
that highly accurate result in the order of 10−15 can be obtained for this example, as depicted in
Figure 2.

The previous example has demonstrated that the proposed method can be used to deal with the
two-dimensional steady-state subsurface flow in unsaturated soils for an irregular boundary shape
with very high accuracy. We further applied the proposed method to investigate the numerical solution
of a two-dimensional steady-state Green–Ampt problem in the following section [53].

Figure 1. The computed pressure head distribution.

Figure 2. The absolute error of the computed results.
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Figure 3 indicates a two-dimensional cross section of the soil with the dimensions of length
a = 50 (m) and height L = 10 (m), where a two-dimensional Green–Ampt problem is investigated.
A pool of water at ground surface is maintained holding the pressure head. The specified pressure
head, as shown in Equation (50), is applied at the top with pressure head set to zero in the center
and tapering rapidly to dry conditions at two sides of the boundary, as shown in Figure 3. The αg

parameter corresponding to the soil is also used. The bottom, left and right sides of the soil are in dry
condition maintained as hd = −20 (m). Therefore, the boundary conditions can be expressed as

h(0, z) = hd (47)

h(a, z) = hd (48)

h(x, 0) = hd (49)

h(x, L) =
1
αg

ln
(

eαghd + (1 − eαghd)

(
3
4

sin(
πx
a
)− 1

4
sin(

3πx
a

)

))
(50)

The analytical solution [46] of two-dimensional steady-state linearized Richards equation is
given by

hs(x, z) = (1 − eαghd)e
αg(L−z)

2

(
3
4

sin(
πx
a
)

sinh(β1z)
sinh(β1L)

− 1
4

sin(
3πx

a
)

sinh(β3z)
sinh(β3L)

)
(51)

where β1 =

√
α2

g
4 + (π

a )
2 and β3 =

√
α2

g
4 + ( 3π

a )
2
.

The steady-state solution can then be obtained using Equation (46). There are 200 boundary
collocation points uniformly distributed in the boundary. We selected m = 50 and Li = 50 for solving
this example. The computed results are depicted in Figure 4 which demonstrates that the process of
infiltration can continue if there is a pool of water at ground surface maintained holding the pressure
head for additional water at the soil surface. It is found that the best accuracy of the proposed method
can reach up to 10−13, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3. A view of a two-dimensional steady-state Green–Ampt problem.
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Figure 4. Comparison of computed pressure head distribution with the analytical solution for the
two-dimensional steady-state Green–Ampt problem.

Figure 5. The absolute error of the computed results for the two-dimensional steady-state
Green–Ampt problem.

3.2. Transient Modeling of One-Dimensional Flow in Unsaturated Soil

The second example under investigation is the transient modeling of one-dimensional flow in
unsaturated soil. The thickness of the soil (L) is 10 (m). The soil is assumed to have the αg in the Gardner
exponential model of 2 × 10−5. The saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), saturated water content (θs),
and residual water content (θr) of this example are 10−4 (m/h), 0.35, and 0.14, respectively [54]. The
total simulation time (T) is one hour (h). The governing equation can be expressed as follows.

∂

∂z
(Kr

∂h
∂z

) +
∂Kr

∂z
=

1
Ks

∂θm

∂t
(52)

Using the Gardner exponential model, the linearized governing equation can be expressed as
Equation (12). The initial condition was the soil in dry condition maintained as hd = −100 (m). Thus,

h(z, 0) = hd (53)
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The boundary conditions are the Dirichlet boundary condition. The Dirichlet boundary data are
applied using the following analytical solution [46].

ht(z, t) =
2(1 − eαghd)

Lc
e

αg(L−z)
2

m

∑
k=1

(−1)k(
λk
μk

) sin(λkz)e−μkt (54)

where μk =
1
c (

α2
g

4 + λ2
k). The h(z, t) can be obtained using the following equations.

h(z, t) = ht(z, t) + hs(z) (55)

hs(z) = (1 − eαghd)
1 − e−αgz

1 − e−αg L (56)

Finally, the transient solution can be obtained as follows.

h(z, t) =
1
αg

ln
(

h(z, t) + eαghd
)

(57)

To deal with the transient modeling, we adopted the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime
instead of that in the original Euclidean space. Based on Minkowski spacetime, we assume that time is
an absolute physical quantity that plays the role of the independent variable such that the spacetime
coordinate system is a n-dimensional space and one-dimensional time. In this example, there is
one-dimensional space and one-dimensional time. The spacetime domain is therefore a rectangular
shape, as shown in Figure 6b. We transformed the one-dimensional initial value problem, as depicted
in Figure 6a, for transient modeling of subsurface flow into two-dimensional inverse boundary value
problem. It should be noted that the initial and boundary conditions are both applied on the spacetime
boundary. In addition, it becomes an inverse boundary value problem because the right-side boundary
values in Figure 6b were not assigned.

The initial condition was applied on the left side of the spacetime domain and the boundary
conditions were applied on both top and bottom sides of the domain, as shown in Figure 6b.
By selecting the space interval (Δz) and time interval (Δt) for 0.05 (m) and 0.05 (h), there are 375
boundary collocation points and a source point. The Dirichlet boundary values were given on
boundary collocation points which collocated on three sides of the domain using the analytical solution
for the problem. We selected m = 50 and Lk = 10 for solving this example.

To obtain the computed results of the pressure head at different time, we collocated 2496 inner
points which uniformly placed inside the rectangular domain. To view the results clearly, the profiles
of the numerical solution on different time were selected to compare with the analytical solution.
Figure 7 indicates that the computed results agreed very well with the analytical solution. Results
obtained demonstrates that the accuracy of the absolute error can be reached to the order of 10−12. The
above numerical example also illustrates that the transient problem can be solved without using the
traditional time-marching scheme.

The previous example has validated the one-dimensional transient unsaturated flow problem
with the analytical solution. We further investigated the application of the one-dimensional transient
Green–Ampt problem using the proposed method. A column of soil is initially dry until water begins
to infiltrate the soil. A pool of water at ground surface is then maintained holding the pressure head to
zero. This is known as the one-dimensional Green–Ampt problem [53].

The thickness of the soil (L) is 10 (m). The soil parameters including αg, Ks, θs and θr are the same
as previous one. The total simulation time is 1 h. The governing equation is the same as shown in
Equation (52). The initial condition is also the same as shown in Equation (53), where the soil is in dry
condition maintained as hd = −1 (m).
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Figure 6. Illustration of the collocation scheme for the Trefftz method in Minkowski spacetime for the
one-dimensional transient problem: (a) original one-dimensional transient problem (one-dimensional
initial value problem); and (b) collocation points of one-dimensional transient problem in Minkowski
spacetime domain (two-dimensional inverse boundary value problem).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the computed results with the analytical solution.
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At time greater than zero, the boundary conditions at top and bottom of the soil can be expressed
as follows.

h(0, t) = hd (58)

h(L, t) = 0 (59)

The solution procedure is similar with the previous one which also adopted the coordinate system
in Minkowski spacetime. The imposed initial condition was applied on the left side of the domain
and the imposed boundary conditions were applied on both top and bottom sides of the domain.
By selecting Δz = 0.05 (m) and Δt = 0.05 (h), there are 375 boundary collocation points and a source
point. The Dirichlet boundary values from the given initial and boundary conditions were given on
boundary collocation points which collocated on three sides of the spacetime domain. We selected
m = 50 and Lk = 10 for solving this example.

To obtain the computed results of the pressure head at different time, we collocated 2496 inner
points which uniformly placed inside the rectangular spacetime domain. Figure 8 demonstrates the
absolute error of this example which demonstrates that the accuracy can be reached to the order
of 10−6.
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Figure 8. The absolute error of the computed results for the transient modeling of the one-dimensional
Green–Ampt problem.

3.3. Transient Modeling of Two-Dimensional Flow in Unsaturated Soil

The third example under investigation is the transient modeling of two-dimensional flow in
unsaturated soil. With a two-dimensional simply connected domain, Ω, enclosed by amoeba-like
boundary, as shown in Figure 9a, the governing equation can be expressed as Equation (5). The
linearized Richards equation is expressed as Equation (10). The soil parameters including αg, Ks, θs

and θr are the same as previous one. The total simulation time is one (h). The initial condition was the
soil in dry condition maintained as hd = −100 (m). Thus,

h(x, z, 0) = hd (60)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of the two-dimensional transient flow in unsaturated soils for an
amoeba-like boundary: (a) original two-dimensional transient problem (two-dimensional initial value
problem); and (b) collocation points of two-dimensional transient problem in Minkowski spacetime
domain (three-dimensional inverse boundary value problem).

A two-dimensional amoeba-like object boundary under consideration is defined as

Ω = {(x, z, t)|x = ρ(θ) cos θ, z = ρ(θ) sin θ } (61)

where ρ(θ) = e(sin θ sin 2θ)2
+ e(cos θ cos 2θ)2

, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
The boundary conditions are assumed to be the Dirichlet boundary condition. The Dirichlet

boundary data are applied using the following analytical solution.

ht(x, z, t) = xe
−α2

gt
4c e

−αgz
2 (62)

The ht(x, z, t) can be obtained using the following equations.

h(x, z, t) = ht(x, z, t) + hs(x, z) (63)

hs(x, z) = (1 − eαghd) sin(
πx
Li

)e
αg
2 (Lk−z) sinh(βiz)

sinh(βiLk)
(64)

Finally, the transient solution can be obtained as follows.

h(x, z, t) =
1
αg

ln
(

h(x, z, t) + eαghd
)

(65)
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To deal with the transient modeling of two-dimensional flow in unsaturated soil, we again adopted
the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime instead of that in the original Euclidean space. In this
example, there is two-dimensional space and one-dimensional time. The spacetime domain is therefore
transformed a three-dimensional amoeba-like object domain, as shown in Figure 9b. We transformed
the two-dimensional initial value problem into the three-dimensional inverse boundary value problem
because the top side boundary values were not assigned, as depicted in Figure 9b. The initial condition
was applied on the bottom side of the spacetime domain and the boundary conditions were applied
on the circumferential amoeba-like boundary.

There are 3028 boundary collocation points and a source point. The Dirichlet boundary values
from the given initial and boundary conditions were given on boundary collocation points which
collocated on bottom and circumferential amoeba-like boundaries of the spacetime domain. We selected
m = 10, Li = 180 and Lk = 180 for solving this example.

To obtain the computed results of the pressure head at different time, we collocated 370 inner
points which uniformly placed inside the three-dimensional spacetime domain. Figure 10 illustrates
that the computed results agreed very well with the analytical solution. Figure 11 indicates the absolute
error of the two-dimensional computed results. It is found that highly accurate numerical solutions in
the order of 10−12 can be obtained for this example.

The previous example has validated the two-dimensional transient unsaturated flow problem
with the analytical solution. We further investigated the application of the two-dimensional transient
Green–Ampt problem using the proposed method. Figure 12a shows a two-dimensional cross section
of a soil with the dimensions of length a = 1 (m) and height L = 1 (m). The soil parameters including
αg, Ks, θs and θr are the same as previous one. The total simulation time is 1 h. This is known as the
two-dimensional Green–Ampt problem. The soil is initially dry until infiltration is supplied such that
a specified pressure head is applied at the top with pressure set to zero in the center and tapering
rapidly to dry condition at two sides of the boundary. The specified pressure head boundary condition,
as shown in Equation (70), is applied at the top of the soil. The bottom, left and right sides of the soil
are in dry condition maintained as hd = −1 (m), as depicted in Figure 12a.

Figure 10. Comparison of computed results with the analytical solution for the transient modeling of
the two-dimensional flow in unsaturated soils.
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Figure 11. The absolute error of the computed results.
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of the two-dimensional transient Green–Ampt problem: (a) original
two-dimensional transient problem (two-dimensional initial value problem); and (b) collocation points
of two-dimensional transient problem in Minkowski spacetime domain (three-dimensional inverse
boundary value problem).
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The governing equation is the same as shown in Equation (5). The linearized Richards equation is
expressed as Equation (10). The initial condition was assumed to be dry. Thus,

h(x, z, 0) = hd (66)

The boundary conditions of the soil are as follows.

h(0, z, t) = hd (67)

h(a, z, t) = hd (68)

h(x, 0, t) = hd (69)

h(x, L, t) =
1
αg

ln
(

eαghd + (1 − eαghd) sin(
πx
a
)
)

(70)

The analytical solution [46] for ht(x, z, t) can be expressed as

ht(x, z, t) =
2
Lc

(1 − eαghd) sin(
πx
a
)e

αg(L−z)
2

m

∑
k=1

(−1)k(
λk
γik

) sin(λkz)e−γikt (71)

Finally, the transient solution can be obtained using Equations (63)–(65). The solution procedure
is similar with the previous one which also adopted the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime.
The imposed initial condition was applied on the bottom side of the domain and the imposed boundary
conditions were applied on all four vertical sides of the domain, as shown in Figure 12b. By selecting
Δz = 0.05 (m) and Δt = 0.05 (h), there are 736 boundary collocation points and a source point.
The Dirichlet boundary values from the given initial and boundary conditions were given on boundary
collocation points which collocated on five sides of the spacetime domain. We selected m = 10, Li = 1
and Lk = 1 for solving this example.

To obtain the results of the pressure head at different time, we collocated 4056 inner points which
uniformly placed inside the cubic spacetime domain. Results obtained demonstrate that the numerical
solution agreed very well with the analytical solution, as depicted in Figure 13. It is found that the
accuracy can be reached to the order of 10−5. The above numerical example also illustrates that the
two-dimensional transient unsaturated flow problem can be solved without using the traditional
time-marching scheme.
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Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. Comparison of computed results with those from the analytical solution for the
two-dimensional transient Green–Ampt problem.

4. Conclusions

This study has proposed a novel meshless method for the transient modeling of subsurface flow
in unsaturated soils. This pioneering study is based on the CTM and provides a promising solution for
transient modeling of subsurface flow in unsaturated soils. The validity of the model is established
for a number of test problems. Application examples of subsurface flow problems in unsaturated
soils were also carried out. The fundamental concepts and the construct of the proposed method are
addressed in detail. The findings are addressed as follows.

It is well known that the Richards equation is a highly nonlinear equation governed by nonlinear
physical relationships. In this study, we proposed a linearization process using the Gardner exponential
model for the nonlinear Richards equation to model the subsurface flow in unsaturated soils. As a
result, the CTM can be applied to the numerical modeling of subsurface flow in unsaturated soils.

The CTM is originally developed to deal with the boundary value problems. The pioneering
work in this study is the first successful attempt to solve the transient problem using the CTM. For the
transient modeling of the subsurface flow in unsaturated soils, we proposed an innovated concept that
one may adopt the coordinate system in Minkowski spacetime instead of that in the original Euclidean
space. Consequently, both the initial and boundary conditions can be treated as boundary conditions
on the spacetime domain boundary. The initial value problem for transient modeling of subsurface
flow in unsaturated soils can then be transformed into the inverse boundary value problem. As a
result, the transient problems can be solved without using the traditional time-marching scheme.

Results obtained from examples revealed that the proposed method could be easily applied
to one-dimensional and two-dimensional subsurface flow problems in unsaturated soils. Since the
proposed CTM is a boundary-type meshless method, it is advantageous, especially for problems
involving regions of irregular geometry. In addition, the proposed method can yield highly accurate
numerical solutions. The results of this study demonstrate that the applicability of the CTM may be
extended to other major engineering problems in the near future.
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Abstract: The understanding of the temporal and spatial dynamics of soil moisture and hydraulic
property of soil is crucial to the study of hydrological and ecological processes. The purpose of this
study was to derive equations that describe spatial soil water storage deficit based on topography and
soil properties. This storage deficit together with the topographical index can be used to conclude
the spatial distribution curve of storage capacity in a (sub-) basin for developing hydrological
model. The established model was able to match spatial and temporal variations of water balance
components (i.e., soil moisture content (SMC), evapotranspiration, and runoff) over the Ziluoshan
basin. Explicit expression of the soil moisture storage capacity (SMSC) in the model reduced
parameters, which provides a method for hydrological simulation in ungauged basins.

Keywords: soil moisture storage; van Genuchten model; distributed model; Xin’anjiang
model; TOPMODEL

1. Introduction

The understanding of the temporal and spatial dynamics of soil moisture and hydraulic property
is crucial to the study of several hydrological and ecological processes. Soil moisture is a key variable
in hydrological modeling. As McNamara et al. [1] pointed out that understanding soil storage and
its role in regulating catchment functions should be a priority in future observation strategies and
hydrological modelling. Soil moisture and hydrological routing is computed based on the saturated
and unsaturated flow equations, which can be solved by finite element or difference techniques over
a three dimensional grid. These models include System Hydrological European model (SHE) [2,3]
and Institute of Hydrology Distributed Model (IHDM) [4,5]. While the advantages of pure, numerical
simulation would seem clear, the tremendous amount of parameter evaluation required is problematic.
In most cases the available data motivates the use of simple, conceptual model approaches rather than
the use of a fully distributed, physically model with a large number of model parameters [6].

It is widely recognized that for saturation excess overland flow, soil storage is one of the key
elements controlling runoff production in catchments in humid temperate areas. For traditionally
lumped hydrological models, soil moisture is usually computed on the basis of basin average routing
of unsaturated water balance, and its spatial variation is expressed in an empirical distribution curve
of soil moisture storage capacity, e.g., a single parabolic curve in Xin’anjiang hydrological model [7].
The model usually lacks physical expressions and distribution functions of the hydrological processes
or parameters, which solely calibrated based on observed flow discharge.
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The semi-distributed models are capable to overcome shortage of the empirical models since they
explicitly express watershed distribution of soil moisture storage using site-specific information of
land surface features, e.g., soil properties and topography. For example, the topographic index [8]
is widely used to analytically describe such distribution of soil moisture and runoff generation [9].
It is also used for improving the empirical hydrological models with a distributed function. Such as
the Xin’anjiang model, the statistical curve of spatial distribution of storage capacity was directly
derived from TOPMODEL’s topographic index [10–12] and from catchment slopes [13] or the empirical
shape parameter B of the water storage capacity of the soil non-linearly was estimated in terms of
the characteristic land surface slope [14]. Some signal from the topography and soil type was used to
explain the soil moisture variation [15]. These models are benefit from a combination of reasonable
computation time and physically realistic hillslope simulation.

Explicitly description of storage capacity for computation of hydrological fluxes remains challenge
as it relates to topography, soil, vegetation and base rock variations. In the mountainous areas,
topography controls depth to groundwater table and thus distribution of soil moisture deficit. In the
hilly lowland areas, near stream saturated zones will be most extensive in locations with concave
hillslope profiles and wide flat valleys (Figure 1). The storage deficit in the unsaturated zone becomes
small and the runoff is easily generated because the unsaturated zone for holding soil moisture is
reduced due to the high groundwater table occupation or low active depth of the unsaturated zone [12].

 

Figure 1. Sketch of vertical profile of soil moisture deficit Wm(D) at a specific site (a) and along
hillslope (b).

The available space for moisture storage in unsaturated zone depends on not only the active
depth but also the rise of the capillary fringe (Figure 1). Surface tension and soil pore capillary force
lead the groundwater rise up into the soil and form a capillary fringe with a certain thickness [16],
which significantly decreases soil moisture deficit. The capillary rise is associated with physical
properties of soil porosity and particle diameter. For clay, where capillary is strong, a water table depth
of 10 m can still be “felt” in the root zone and near surface. For sand, the water table has little role as a
source if it is below the root zone [17]. It is found that low runoff potential for soils having the low
rise of the capillary fringe, such as deep sand, deep loess, aggregated silts, and high runoff potential
for soils having the high rise of the capillary fringe, such as heavy plastic clays, and certain saline
soils [18].

The main objective of this study is to derive equations for description of the spatial soil
storage capacity that can make use of topography and soil property in the humid hilly watershed.
The equations were derived by combining the van Genuchten model of water retention relationship [19]
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and the TOPMODEL topographic index. They can be used to describe the site specific soil storage
capacity and its statistical feature in a (sub-) basin, thus to simulate spatial distribution of hydrological
variables of runoff amount, evaporation and soil water storage. The model was tested on Ziluoshan
basin of Huai River watershed in the humid region in China.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Description of Ziluoshan Basin

As one of the first tributaries in the upstream of Huai River, Shaying River originated in the
western mountainous area of Henan province of China (Figure 2). The watershed area above the
Ziluoshan hydrological station on Shaying River is 1800 km2, and the mountainous area accounts for
75%. These geographical and climatic features result in extremely uneven of the annual and seasonal
distributions of rainfall. The annual precipitation during 1980–1996 is 900 mm, varying from the
largest in the southeast to the smallest in the north. Most of annual precipitation is concentrated in the
flood seasons (June–September). Nearly 60–70% of the total precipitation occurs in the months of June
and August.

DEM data of 30 m grid resolution are used to describe the spatial variations of topography [20,21].
Based on the geographical map, the terrain of the catchment tilts from southwest to northeast (Figure 2).
The mean elevation of topography is 820 m, varying from 284 m above the mean sea level in the
downstream region to over 2122 m in the upstream mountainous areas. The topographic index in each
pixel was calculated using the DTM9704 program [22,23].

 

Figure 2. Location and topography in Ziluoshan basin.

Soil in the basin is primarily shallow eluvial-slope deposits consisting of sand, loam and clay
(Data Center for Resources and Environmental Sciences Chinese Academy of Sciences (RESDC)).
Percentage of sand and clay within the soil depth of 0–1.0 m ranges 5.3–83.0% for sand, 1.7–31.6%
for clay (Figure 3), and the remaining for loam. Value of the hydraulic parameters for the three soils
refers to Tuller [24] (Table 1). The mean values of soil hydraulic parameters of VG in each pixel were
estimated by proportion-weighted arithmetic mean way, and the field capacity θf was determined as a
fraction of the saturated SMC (75% in this study [25]). The vegetation in the study region is primarily
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deciduous broadleaf forest and mixed forest. The average vegetation coverage is larger than 75% [26]
and average annual Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is larger than 0.6 [27].

Table 1. Van Genuchten parameters for three types of soil [24].

Parameter Sand Loam Clay

θs 0.37 0.46 0.51
θr 0.058 0.083 0.102

α (cm−1) 0.035 0.025 0.021
n 3.19 1.31 1.2

Figure 3. Percentage of sand and clay within the soil depth of 0–1.0 m, (a) Percentage of sand and
(b) Percentage of clay.

The watershed was divided into a number of sub-basins (e.g., 50 sub-basins in this study)
for describing spatial variations of runoff generation and river flow routing (Figure 4). Each sub-basin
includes lots of pixels in 30 m grid resolution.

2.2. Outline of the Model

The soil moisture storage model was firstly introduced at site scale, and then extended to hillslope
soil moisture storage capacity (SMSC) according to TOPMODEL concept. Finally, a spatial soil moisture
storage curve was concluded by all sites SMSC in a statistical way to replace the traditional statistical
curve in Xin’anjiang model. The detail procedure is given blow.

2.2.1. The Role of Soil Moisture Storage on Hydrological Fluxes

Hydrological balance on any element can be expressed as following:

Wt − Wt−1 = Pt − Et − Rt (1)

where Wt−1 and Wt is soil moisture storage at the time interval of t − 1 and t, Pt, Et and Rt is
precipitation, actual evapotranspiration and runoff at the time interval of t − 1 and t, respectively.

In Equation (1), computation of both actual evapotranspiration E and runoff R depends on soil
storage W (SMC in this model) and its capacity Wm (SMSC in this model), e.g., for saturation excess
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overland flow, runoff is generated as the soil storage reaches the capacity, which can be expressed
as following:

Rt =

{
Wt−1 + Pet − Wm Wt−1 + Pet − Wm > 0
0 Wt−1 + Pet − Wm ≤ 0

(2)

where Pe is net rainfall.
For distributed modeling or physical description of spatial variation function of watershed

characteristics on hydrological fluxes, expression of soil spatial variation storage and its capacity in a
watershed is vital.

2.2.2. Site Specific Soil Moisture Storage Capacity

SMSC is usually defined as the difference between the water content at field capacity and at
residual multiplied by a critical depth in unsaturated zone for moisture storage and runoff generation.
In humid regions, the critical depth can be regarded as unsaturated zone thickness or the depth to free
water table if there is a free water table in the soil profile. In this case, vertical water content in the
critical depth can be influenced by the free water table under the capillary flux from the free water to
soil moisture column (Figure 1a), which results in that soil moisture seldom reach the residual water
content on the groundwater table nearby. Thus, the soil moisture profile above the water table can be
determined from the balance between the pressure head gradient, which tends to draw moisture up,
and gravity [28].

The soil-water pressure head distribution, ψ(z), may be modeled using Darcy’s law:

q = K(ψ)(
∂ψ

∂z
− 1) (3)

or

z =
∫ ψ

0

K(ψ)dψ

K(ψ) + q
(4)

where q is the steady state evaporation rate, K(ψ) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function,
ψ is the pressure head (m).

Soil moisture with depth can be described by the van Genuchten model (hereafter VG) of water
retention relationship [19,29]:

θ(ψ) = θr + (θs − θr)(
1

1 + (αψ)n )
1+ 1

n
ψ < 0 (5)

where ψ is the pressure head (m), θs and θr is saturated and residual volume water contents,
respectively, α, n are fitting parameters.

Solution of Equation (3) or Equation (4) coupling with Equation (5) is a rather complicated
although analytical steady state solutions can be found in the literature for some functions different
with VG [30,31]. These mathematical difficulties are significantly reduced if the vertical profile of
soil moisture is approximated with the profile corresponding to zero-flux conditions [32]. Under the
assumption of zero vertical flux (quasi steady-state hydraulic assumption), the relationship between
ψ and vertical distance above groundwater table (z is taken here to increase upwards) is that of
hydraulic equilibrium:

ψ = z − D (6)

where D is the depth to groundwater table.
Some comparisons between the vertical profile of soil moisture obtained with Equation (3) and

the approximated profile provided by Equation (6) have been made in many literatures. It was found
that difference of the soil moisture profiles between the two equations increases when the depth z
increases to the nearby surface and the soil texture becomes finer. However, the difference between the
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two profiles is smaller than 5–7% for a variety of soil textures [33]. For shallow water tables, the steady
profile is close to hydrostatic state subject to no atmospheric forcing [34].

For the steady profile, the total profile moisture deficit will be obtained by integrating from the
surface to the top of the capillary fringe. Using Equations (5) and (6), we obtain a simple mathematical
expression for the unsaturated zone moisture storage Sf(D), given the depth to groundwater table D:

S f (D) =
∫ D

ψc

[
θr + (θs − θr)(

1
1+(αz)n )

1+ 1
n

]
dz

= (D − ψc)θr +
D(θs−θr)

[1+(αD)n]
1/n − ψc(θs−θr)

[1+(αψc)
n]

1/n

(7)

where ψc is suction pressure for the unsaturated zone storage at field capacity.
Hence, the soil moisture deficit or SMSC Wm(D) defined as the difference between the moisture

content at field capacity θf and at the unsaturated zone moisture profile Sf(D) in Equation (7) is
given by:

Wm(D) = (D − ψc)θ f − S f (D)

= (D − ψc)
(

θ f − θr

)
−

[
D(θs−θr)

[1+(αD)n]
1/n − ψc(θs−θr)

[1+(αψc)
n]

1/n

]
(8)

Equation (8) explicitly expresses the storage capacity in terms of the site specific depth to
groundwater table and hydraulic parameters of soil. A large storage capacity corresponds to low
groundwater table and low capillary fringe.

2.2.3. Hillslope SMSC

In a hilly mountain area, the topographic index is widely used to represent the influences of terrain
on the spatial variations of soil wetness. In TOPMODEL, the large topographic index always being
obtained in the local valley area, where happened to be the saturated zone. So a larger topographic
index in a local area means less soil moisture deficit or easier runoff generation in response to rainfall
input [12]. Figure 1b illustrates that the local moisture deficit varies significantly along the catchment
slope, with low values where the water table is near the surface (at the bottom of hills) and high values
where the water table is deeper (at the top of hills) [35].

According to TOPMODEL concept, the depth to groundwater table at any location is given in
terms of the watershed average depth to the water table and local topography wetness index [8]:

Di = D − Szm(tpi − λ) (9)

where Di is the depth to groundwater table at the location i, D is the watershed-average depth to the
water table, Szm is a scaling parameter, known as the ‘effective depth’ that determines the decay of
hydraulic conductivity with depth, tpi is local topography wetness index (tpi = ln( a

tan β ), where a is

the cumulative area draining through a unit length of contour line, β is the slope of the unit area), λ is
the areal average of tpi.

Equation (9) is written in the form:

Di = −Szmtpi + C (10)

Equation (10) is substituted into Equation (8) to get:

Wm(Di) = (−Szmtpi + C − ψc)
(

θ f − θr

)
−
[

(−Szmtpi+C)(θs−θr)

[1+(α(−Szmtpi+C))n]
1/n − ψc(θs−θr)

[1+(αψc)
n]

1/n

] (11)

Equation (11) explicitly expresses soil moisture deficit at any location influenced by integration of
soil properties, topography and depth to groundwater table.
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The local storage capacity Wm(Di) and its basin mean value WM solely depend on the effective
soil depth Szm if other parameters in the van Genuchten model in Equation (11) are measured or given
according to available investigations. Beven et al. [36] described that larger value of the parameter Szm

means increase of active soil depth for water storage and runoff generation. Habets and Saulnier [37]
stated that the parameter Szm can be defined as one quarter of the maximum storage deficit.

In some humid area like Ziluoshan basin, streams are typically gaining streams (gaining water by
drainage of baseflow from the groundwater into the stream). For the perennial rivers, the groundwater
table near the surface is coincident or close to the stream water surface elevation [18,38]. Thus Di and
Wm(Di) approach zero in the areas nearby the stream water surface where tpi reaches its maximum
value. Then, coefficient C in Equation (10) is:

C = Szmmax(tpi) (12)

Equation (12) is substituted into Equation (11) to get:

Wm(Di) = (Szm(max(tpi)− tpi)− ψc)
(

θ f − θr

)
−[

Szm(max(tpi)−tpi)(θs−θr)

[1+(α(Szm(max(tpi)−tpi)))
n]

1/n − ψc(θs−θr)

[1+(αψc)
n]

1/n

] (13)

Thus, spatial variation of topographic index and soil properties in Table 1 are used to compute
the curves of Wm versus f /F for all sub-basins as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of storage capacity WM (basin mean value of local storage capacity).
(a) Cumulative frequency (cumulative proportion of partial basin area versus total basin area)
of Wm ~ f /F in terms of Equation (13) for the 50 sub-basins, (b) sub-basin mean WM.

2.2.4. The Watershed Model Development

The model can be executed at each grid based on storage capacity Wm(Di) at any local area
calculated in terms of Equation (11). For runoff generation, grid runoff depth for a specific precipitation
amount can be calculated based on saturation overland flow concept that runoff occurs where soil
moisture reaches storage capacity (Equation (2)).

The site-specific storage capacity can be grouped into a number of intervals, each representing
that fraction of the watershed with similar water table depth and soil moisture characteristics [39].
Water balance equations (Equation (2)) are applied at each interval, which separate estimates of
unsaturated zone soil moisture, evapotranspiration and runoff for the whole intervals [40–42].
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The individual fluxes in every interval are then really weighted and combined to obtain the water
balance for the entire watershed. This modeling method is efficient in computation of flow routing
and parameter calibration of the model.

For a large watershed, the model can be executed at each sub-basin based on distribution curve
of Wm ~ f /F (f /F represents proportion of Wm value in a specific interval with an area f to the total
(sub-) basin area F, the ratio value is between 0 and 1.) and its average value WM in a (sub-) basin.
This modeling method becomes lumped structure like Xin’anjiang model, but it physically interprets
the field capacity curve that allows for application in ungauged basins and consecutive routing in the
large watershed.

Computations of actual evaporation, separation of runoff components and flow routing in the
watershed and rivers are same as Xin’anjiang model in this study. The calibrated parameter meaning
was listed in Table 2. A spatial distribution curve of free water storage capacity with a catchment
average SM and an exponent of the spatial distribution curve, EX, is used to represent regulation
of catchment heterogeneity on free water R. For thin soils, SM is around 10 mm, and EX is between
1.0 and 1.5 [43]. The free water R is then separated into overland flow Rs, subsurface flow Ri, and deep
layer flow (groundwater) Rg. KI and KG are the outflow coefficients of the free water storage to
interflow and groundwater. It is suggested that the sum KI + KG may be taken as 0.7–0.8 and the ratio
of the three runoff components will be changed by altering the ratio of KG/KI [43].

Table 2. Calibrated parameter values of the modified Xin’anjiang model [43].

Parameter Explanation Unit Lower Bound Upper Bound Value

Runoff Generation Calculation

KC Ratio of potential evapotranspiration to pan evaporation 0.6 1.2 0.7
WM Areal mean tension water capacity mm 92–127
Szm Scaling parameter based on soil properties mm 10 1000 42.8
C Deeper evapotranspiration coefficient 0.08 0.18 0.17

Water Source Separation

SM Free water storage capacity mm 5 50 5/15
EX Exponential of the distribution of water capacity 1 1.5 1.5
KG Outflow coefficient of free water storage to the groundwater flow 0.2 0.6 0.4
KI Outflow coefficient of free water storage to the interflow 0.2 0.6 0.3

Concentration Calculation

CS Recession constant of surface water storage 0 0.7 0.1/0.2
CI Recession constant of interflow storage 0.5 0.9 0.5/0.7
CG Recession constant of groundwater storage 0.5 0.998 0.995/0.98
KE Residence time of water h 0.5 1.5 1
XE Muskingum coefficient 0 0.5 0.3

Note: for */*, the upper and lower values represent calibrated parameter values for daily and hourly simulations in
the following verification, respectively.

For application of the model in a large watershed, the whole watershed can be divided into a
lot of sub-basins. These sub-basins are linked with the river channel system. The flow hydrograph
at a point on the watershed from a known hydrograph of upstream or sub-basin is routed by the
Muskingum method. Small tributaries of sub-basins merge to form larger stream which ultimately
lead to outlet of the watershed.

2.3. Model Verification

Within the study area, daily and hourly observed precipitation data at 7 rainfall stations,
pan evaporation and streamflow at the outlet of watershed were used for model testing (Figure 2).
The largest and smallest streamflow discharges during 1979 and 1995 are 2080.0 and 1.0 m3/s,
respectively. Daily and hourly rainfall in each of the watershed was interpolated by the thiessen
polygon method from observation data of rainfall stations. The model is calibrated and validated
based on daily and hourly observed streamflow discharges at the whole watershed outlet in calibration
and validation periods, respectively. The calibration period is 10 years from 1979 to 1988, and the
validation period is 7 years from 1989 to 1995. Twelve and seven flood events with hourly observation
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data in calibration and validation periods, respectively, are further selected for model calibration
and validation.

The calibration procedures followed the Xin’anjiang model calibration proposed by
Zhao et al. [43]: (1) giving initial values of the parameters suggested; (2) calibrating the parameters
of runoff generation processes to test annual water balance, e.g., KC in Table 2, by comparing totals
of the simulated and observed runoff; (3) calibrating other parameters of water source separation
and flow routing in Table 2 to test flow discharges by comparing the simulated and observed runoff.
Model performance is evaluated with respect to the objective function of maximizing Nash–Sutcliffe
efficiency coefficient (NSC) between observed and simulated runoff. Another measure of model
performance used in the study is the root mean squared error (RMSE) of flow discharge. The calibrated
parameters and values were listed in Table 2. The calibrated value of Szm is 42.8 mm. It is used to
calculate mean value of storage capacity WM in each sub-basin and in whole watershed. The sub-basin
mean WM for the 50 sub-basins ranges 107–127 mm, and whole watershed WM is 120 mm.

3. Result and Discussion

The calibration and validation results of flow discharges for daily and hourly data are listed in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. For daily simulation during the calibration period (Table 3), mean NSC
value is 0.73, annually ranging 0.47–0.91; mean RMSE is 1.6 mm, annually ranging 0.6–4.4 mm.
The daily simulation results during the validation period are even better than those in the calibration
period, e.g., mean NSC value is 0.77, ranging 0.67–0.87; mean RMSE is 1.0 mm, ranging 0.6–1.4 mm.

Table 3. Results of model calibration and validation using daily data.

Period Year
Annual P Annual E R (mm)

RE (%)
RMSE

NSC
(mm) (mm) Obs Sim. (mm)

Calibration

1979 898.3 542.3 227 226.1 −0.42 1.1 0.77
1980 792 470.6 188.1 196.1 4.24 1.0 0.73
1981 653.6 464.4 94.6 98.4 3.99 0.6 0.58
1982 1096.3 435.3 551.1 523.1 −5.06 4.4 0.91
1983 1222.8 519.1 644.3 607.1 −5.78 2.8 0.87
1984 984.6 557 362.1 337.9 −6.69 1.5 0.78
1985 873.5 489.5 296.4 298.4 0.68 1.5 0.78
1986 596.1 433.4 80.9 79.5 −1.73 0.6 0.47
1987 736.6 469.4 146.4 153.2 4.64 1.1 0.56
1988 803.3 380.3 224.4 233.2 3.92 1.6 0.85

Mean 865.7 476.1 281.5 275.3 −0.22 1.6 0.73

Validation

1989 854.6 408.6 257.9 268.8 4.23 1.4 0.74
1990 870.3 554.5 258.8 257.7 −0.44 1.4 0.87
1991 605.5 475.7 120.1 109.2 −9.1 0.7 0.67
1992 741.7 467.5 108.1 104 −3.85 0.7 0.75
1993 647.8 492.2 95.1 99.8 4.93 0.6 0.83
1994 867.3 473.4 155.3 166 6.94 1.4 0.73
1995 731.4 407.8 151.3 153.2 1.27 1.1 0.81

Mean 759.8 468.5 163.8 165.5 0.57 1.0 0.77

The model captured the flood processes (Table 4 and Figure 5) as well. During the calibration
and validation periods, respectively, mean NSC value of all flood events is 0.85 and 0.83; the relative
error of the simulated and observed peak discharges is 3.70% and 2.26%; mean RMSE is 44.5 and
35.6 m3/s. For illustrative purpose, hourly simulated and observed flood discharges are shown in
Figure 5. These results demonstrated that the model is capable of reproducing both the magnitude and
the dynamics of the daily and hourly flow discharges.
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Table 4. Results of model calibration and validation using hourly data.

Flood No.
P E Flood Volume (106 m3) Peak Discharge (m3/s) RMSE

NSC
(mm) (mm) Vobs Vsim RE (%) Qobs Qsim RE (%) (m3/s)

Calibration

1980070219 32.4 5.7 41.6 39.4 −5.28 408.0 407.3 −0.18 30.9 0.94
1980082320 26.3 4.4 23.4 24.9 6.31 245.0 227.2 −7.26 37.5 0.71
1981062405 30.0 4.7 15.4 14.2 −7.85 174.0 175.2 0.66 7.9 0.87
1981071510 12.7 4.3 13.2 13.3 0.88 154.0 146.4 −4.94 25.3 0.79
1982081309 31.7 0.9 57.3 52.8 −7.82 619.0 591.6 −4.43 42.1 0.89
1983073021 68.7 4.7 119.3 126.3 5.89 1180.0 1153.3 −2.26 121.6 0.83
1984090820 49.1 4.9 52.6 62.2 18.34 483.0 481.2 −0.37 68.8 0.80
1984092320 41.9 0.9 53.8 60.8 13.07 838.0 827.5 −1.26 71.1 0.92
1985091415 82.5 5.2 91.3 86.8 −4.97 524.0 496.5 −5.26 22.9 0.98
1986090922 7.0 0.9 12.9 14.5 12.73 258.0 249.5 −3.31 36.8 0.81
1987060101 27.5 4.1 16.3 14.9 −8.61 260.0 233.0 −10.40 33.3 0.87
1987051201 47.2 3.3 18.0 19.8 10.06 270.0 255.6 −5.35 36.1 0.84

Mean 38.1 3.7 42.9 44.2 2.73 451.1 437.0 −3.70 44.5 0.85

Validation

1989081615 111.0 13.7 116.9 110.3 −5.71 402.0 408.1 1.51 29.7 0.93
1989081122 11.1 1.3 13.8 15.5 12.29 242.0 229.1 −5.34 31.9 0.80
1990061915 33.2 10.7 50.9 40.2 −21.16 524.0 517.6 −1.23 41.6 0.95
1991053120 45.8 28.8 41.5 46.8 12.79 266.0 269.7 1.37 24.6 0.89
1991061412 18.5 11.4 16.9 19.5 15.50 155.0 155.9 0.56 23.4 0.72
1993051220 19.8 5.9 18.7 17.6 −6.08 103.0 99.0 −3.90 15.6 0.78
1995072422 52.7 3.5 36.1 38.2 5.98 775.0 706.2 −8.88 85.0 0.74

Mean 41.7 10.8 42.1 41.2 1.94 352.4 340.8 −2.27 35.6 0.83

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Hourly simulated and observed runoff in the watershed for the selected flooding events.

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

In this study, sensitivity analysis of parameters for the effective depth Szm and soil properties was
carried out to evaluate and quantify the effect of the parameter variations on model output. Curves of
Wm ~ f /F for Szm values within 10–50 mm in the whole watershed were shown in Figure 6a. Sensitive
analysis was executed by simulating changes of streamflow in response to these curves. For the specific
soil distribution in the study watershed (Figure 3), change of mean annual streamflow for the flood
period 11 May–23 September 1985 responded to changes in Szm and WM are shown in Figure 6b.
Increase of Szm significantly increased WM and thus decreased runoff. Simulated results indicate that
as Szm increased from 10 to 50 mm, WM increased from 12.6 to 143.8 mm, resulting in 70.0% decrease
of runoff from 251.5 to 75.4 mm.

Figure 6. Distribution of soil moisture storage capacity Wm related to Szm (‘effective depth’ that
determines the decay of hydraulic conductivity with depth) in the whole watershed (a) and sensitivity
of parameter Szm to runoff R and watershed mean storage capacity WM (basin mean value of local
storage capacity) for the flood period during 11 May–23 September, 1985 (b).

Sensitivity of soil properties on model output was executed for the rainfall. If the soils in the
whole watershed were replaced by one of the three soils (silt, sandy loam and clay), the analysis results
of relationship between WM and topographic index in 50 sub-basins indicated that sub-basin mean
WM decreased with the topographic index increase (Figure 7a). Because of high residual moisture
content θr and capillary rise for clay, the storage capacity WM for clay was much smaller than that of
sand and sandy loam. Therefore, precipitation on the clay soil generates much more runoff than that
on sand and sandy loam. As an example, simulated flood discharges for the precipitation of 81.9 mm
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during 15–18 September 1985 for sand, sandy loam and clay are shown in Figure 7b. This amount
of precipitation generates runoff of 55.8 mm for clay, 42% and 52% larger than the generated runoff
of 32.4 and 26.6 mm for sandy loam and sand, respectively. For the simulated flood events, the peak
discharge generated on clay is 696.0 m3/s, 44% and 63% larger than the peak discharges of 386.0 and
260.0 m3/s on sandy loam and sand, respectively.

Figure 7. Relationship between sub-basin mean WM (basin mean value of local storage capacity)
and topographic index for 50 sub-basins with soil types of silt, sandy loam and clay, respectively.
(Note: catchment mean Szm (‘effective depth’ that determines the decay of hydraulic conductivity with
depth) is assumed as 42.8 mm in the figure). (a) And simulated flood discharges for sand, sand loam
and clay in 1985 (b).

3.2. Spatial Variation of Hydrological Components

For hydrological modeling, distribution of the three components, soil moisture content, actual
evapotranspiration and runoff, are vital for water resources management, environmental protection
and assessment of land use and climate change impacts on hydrology. A major strength of the model
is its capability to describe the spatial variations of such components.

The developed model was executed in each of sub-basins with rainfall input and Wm ~ f /F
curves (Figure 4). The hydrological components, i.e., soil moisture content, actual evapotranspiration
and runoff were calculated in each sub-basin and their spatial variations were then described.
For illustrative purposes, spatial variations of mean annual precipitation and runoff during
1980–1996 simulated by the model are shown in Figure 8a,b and soil moisture content and actual
evapotranspiration on 1 October 1987 after a non-rainfall period of 20 days are shown in Figure 8c,d.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Spatial variation of mean annual precipitation (a) and runoff (b) during 1980–1996 and spatial
variation of soil moisture content (c) and actual evaporation (d) on 1 October 1987.

Figure 8 demonstrates that for the multi-year average, runoff distribution (Figure 8b) agrees
with precipitation distribution (Figure 8a), larger in south and southwest of the high mountain
area and smaller in the north and north east. Simulated results in Figures 8a and 8b indicate that
actual evaporation distribution generally corresponds to soil moisture content distribution, and both
components are controlled by storage capacity for a specific time. As shown in Figure 8c, soil moisture
content on 1 October 1987 is larger in the middle areas of watershed with a high value of WM
(mostly higher than 120 mm in Figure 4b), and smaller in the north and south areas of the watershed
with a low value of WM (mostly lower than 120 mm in Figure 4b). Larger soil moisture offers more
water for evaporation (Figure 8d).

4. Conclusions

For the saturation excess overland flow modeling, the critical spatial soil moisture distribution
was usually represented either by a grid by grid method or a distribution curve based on the controlling
component, such as soil moisture (deficit). The latter method was generally more efficient, but such
curve was traditionally empirical and lacked of directly physical interpretation, which did not allow
for the extended application in ungauged basins. In order to overcome the limitations, the storage
capacity distribution curve in a (sub-) basin was explicitly expressed by the van Genuchten model
and topographic index in TOPMODEL on the basis of digital elevation and soil map. Because the
new model had capacity in describing soil moisture deficit at a grid scale or its statistical curve in a
sub-basin, the model could be used to simulate temporal and spatial distributions of hydrological
components, and to investigate their relation with precipitation, topography and soil variations.

The model had been proven to be a reliable and flexible tool for rainfall-runoff modelling in
Ziluoshan basin. The results demonstrated that the model was not only capable of reproducing daily
and hourly flow discharges, but also able to produce reasonable spatial variations of hydrological
components such as runoff, soil moisture storage and actual evapotranspiration. Sensitivity analysis
showed effect of the soil effective depth and soil properties on runoff. This study helped us to
understand scale effects of land surface characteristics on hydrological processes.
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Abstract: Variation in soil water content in the delta plain has its own particularity and is significant
for agricultural improvement, the utilization of water resources and flood risk mitigation. In this
study, experimental data collected from a plot of farmland located in the Taihu Basin were used
to investigate the temporal and vertical variation of soil water content, as well as the effects of
individual rainfall on soil water and shallow groundwater and their interaction. The results showed
that the variation of soil water content is dependent on the comprehensive influence of soil hydraulic
properties, meteorological factors and shallow groundwater and the correlation to the groundwater
table is the strongest due to the significant capillary action in the delta plain. A saturated-unsaturated
three-dimensional soil water numerical model was developed for the study area in response to
rainfall and evapotranspiration. Scenario simulations were performed with different soil depths for
soil water content and the error source was analyzed to improve the model. The average RMSE, RE
and R2 values of the soil water content at the five depths between the measured and simulated results
were 0.0192 cm3·cm−3, 2.09% and 0.8119, respectively. The results indicated that the developed model
could estimate vertical soil water content and its dynamics over time at the study site at an acceptable
level. Moreover, further research and application to other sites in delta plains are necessary to verify
and improve the model.

Keywords: soil water content; field observation; three-dimensional model; numerical model;
delta plain; shallow groundwater

1. Introduction

Most delta plains are lowlands, which are often densely populated and form centers of agricultural
production, economic activity and transportation [1] such as the Taihu Basin in the Yangtze River
Delta, East China, approximately 30% of which are lowland polders [2]. However, these areas are
characterized by low elevation, flat topography, a shallow groundwater table, extensive river networks
and uncertain catchment boundaries [3–5]. Therefore, delta plains require more attention to keep out
natural hazards given their vulnerability to flooding, climatic variation and water quality deterioration.
To avoid and mitigate the effects of natural and artificial disasters, exploring and simulating the
specific hydrologic processes of delta plains are quite important for regional risk assessment and water
resource engineering design.

Soil water content is a key state variable in the terrestrial system as it interacts with various
system components [6,7] and is of great importance in many investigations and applications pertaining
to agriculture, hydraulic engineering, hydrology, meteorology and soil mechanics [8–10]. Climatic
conditions [11], vegetation types [12–14], topography [15], soil properties [16,17], antecedent soil water
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content [18] and hysteresis [19,20] determine the spatio-temporal variability of soil water content [21],
which in turn affects the exchange of energy and water in the unsaturated zone of the hydrological
system [22]. These exchange processes are characterized by high nonlinearity and complex feedback
mechanisms [6]. Consequently, different measurement technologies (e.g., sensor technologies and
distributed sensor networks [23–25]) and simulation models have been used to study the importance
of soil water content for describing and understanding vadose zone processes [26], climate and
atmospheric processes [27], soil moisture estimation [28] and so on.

There are two main approaches for soil water study and prediction: field observation-based and
modeling-based methods. As one of the dielectric-based techniques to determine soil water content at
the local scale, the well-known time domain reflectometry (TDR) was introduced by Topp et al. [29] and
has developed into a standard method to measure soil water content. It provides the apparent relative
dielectric permittivity of soil determined by monitoring the travel time of a fast-rise-step voltage pulse
along a transmission line connected to a suitable probe placed in the soil at the required measuring
depth [8]. Nevertheless, observations of shallow groundwater and meteorology (e.g., temperature,
rainfall and evaporation) should also be considered and applied to models when simulating soil
water content. Two of the most widespread soil water models are the Richards equation-based
models and the Bucket model. HYDRUS [30,31], which numerically solves the Richards equation
for saturated–unsaturated water flow and convection–dispersion type equations for heat and solute
transport, has been widely used to analyze the multi-layer soil water flow for preferential flow [32–35],
transport domains for both laboratory [36,37] and field-scale applications [38,39]. However, it is not
recommended to use HYDRUS for very large 3D domains such as entire catchments [40]. For certain
types of applications, a successful synopsis of both monitoring and modeling issues was presented
by Morbidelli et al. [41] that referred to the experimental field campaigns carried out to measure the
soil water content with the TDR method in the vertical soil profiles of five different plots. However,
it was not designed for delta plains with shallow groundwater. Some models coupling surface water
to groundwater can also be used for soil water dynamics analysis or simulation. The SWATMOD
model [42] is the coupling of the SWAT model and the MODFLOW model but tends to simulate soil
percolation which skips unsaturated soil water. The MODBRNCH model [43] develops a pattern
to connect the MODFLOW model and the BRNCH model where Saint-Venant equations need to be
solved with much shorter steps than in the former. There are other models, like the HSPF-MODFLOW
model, GSFLOW model, MODFLOW-DAFLOW model, IFM Mike model, IGSM model [44], etc.,
where most of these models are the direct coupling of two mature models referring to saturated and
understanding the soil water, respectively, which saves much work but also has their own shortages
and limitations. Furthermore, the two sub models are in an unconsolidated couple by infiltration but
with independent processes and calculations. Comparatively, the Mike-SHE model [45] developed
by the Danish Institute of Water Conservancy is complete with different functions but it is a model
based on the actual physical process which needs a large amount of hydrologic data, topographic
map and parameters. Therefore, a simplified specific model is required for conducting research in a
particular location to greatly improve work efficiency, especially as the basis for an upscaling model in
further work. Meanwhile, field observation is an important and pervasive way to support analysis
and verification.

In this study, an experimental field was introduced in detail and measured data were analyzed
in different ways. A three-dimensional numerical model was built up, calibrated and validated for
the soil water flow at the study site based on the Richards equation. The basic research into soil
water and addressing this as a backbone for specific model development will help us understand
various hydrological processes, provide reference to improving agricultural planning and more
accurate hydrological prediction. Three objectives of this study are proposed: (1) Construct a special
experimental field with necessary instruments in the Yangtze River Delta to make future experiments
more targeted, operable and flexible; (2) Explore the temporal and vertical variations of soil water
content, the effects of individual rainfall on soil water and shallow groundwater and their interaction;
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(3) Seek a simplified special model for soil water estimation in the delta plain. In this paper, the field
experiments and the numerical methods are provided in Section 2. The data analyses and modeling
results for soil water are presented in Section 3. Several significant points are discussed in Section 4.
Conclusions are made in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Site, Soil Sampling and Instrumentation

The study site for the hydrological observation and field experiment is located in ZhuLin,
Changzhou City in China (Figure 1a). It is part of the Taihu Basin in the Yangtze River Delta and
is characterized by flat terrain and a river network. The region has a subtropical monsoon climate
with 900–1100 mm annual rainfall and 1000–1500 mm annual evaporation. The soil consists of a
30 m deposit of Quaternary. The upper 0.55–0.6 m soil layer is plain fill with high clay and the lower
0.7–0.9 m consists of silty clay. From 1.9 to 3.2 m below the ground surface, the third layer is mainly
composed of silt and silty sand. The phreatic water table level is located at approximately 1 m in depth.
The saturated hydraulic conductivity (K) is around 3 × 10−4 m/s according to testing results.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 1. Field tests: (a) Site of the study in Taihu Basin; (b) layout of the experimental field; and
(c) vertical layout of the field (0.0–2.0 m depth).
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The experimental field is isolated from the surrounding surface water with a waterproof barrier.
Two drainage ditches inside and outside the impermeable materials are linked at the outlet leading to
a river. Figure 1b shows the layout of the field, which has an area of 798 m2 with a length of 84 m and
width of 9.5 m. Measuring instruments installed there included a video camera, a discharge meter next
to a V-notch weir, a meteorological station, four soil water profiles, a groundwater observation well and
some HOBO data loggers (Figure 2). Meteorological factors such as rainfall, evaporation, temperature,
wind speed and direction were measured by the meteorological station. The measurements of soil
water content at different depths (10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 cm) of soil profile were performed by the
soil water sensors (TDR100, Campbell Scientific) and were recorded at intervals of 10 min in terms
of volumetric water content obtained from the TDR signal through the universal calibration curve of
Topp et al. [29]. The phreatic water table was recorded continuously with a time step of 5 min by the
groundwater observation well. The HOBO data loggers recorded the water table and temperature in
the ditch with a time step of 5 min. Detailed information on the vertical layout of the field is shown in
Figure 1c.

 

Figure 2. View of the some measuring instruments installed in the experimental field: (a) meteorological
station; (b) soil water profile and sensors; (c) groundwater observation well; and (d) HOBO data logger.

Soil samples were collected using a corner with a 100 cm3 volume sample ring at 0.10, 0.20, 0.40,
0.60 and 1.00 m depths near the sensor probe below the ground surface in the experimental field.
First, the oven-drying method was used to verify the accuracy of the soil water content measured
by the sensor. The results indicated that the value measured by the sensor was systematically higher
than by the oven-drying method. The range of calibrated soil water content was further determined
by the membrane pressure gauge method. The soil water content at a pressure of 0 kPa and 30 kPa
was determined as the saturated value (maximum) and the field capacity (minimum), respectively.
The rest of the soil water content data were calibrated in proportion. Pan evaporation measured by the
evaporation gauge (255-100 Novalynx Analog Output Evaporation Gauge, Campbell Scientific, Inc.,
Logan, UT, USA) was used to calculate potential evapotranspiration. The physical properties and
grain composition of soil samples at 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 cm depths in the north, center and south
of the experimental field were measured by certified professionals. Some of the results are shown in
Table 1, which can presumably reflect the spatial heterogeneity of soil.
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Table 1. Physical properties and grain composition of soil samples at different depths in the north,
center and south of the experimental field.

Soil Sample at
Different Depths

Unit Weight
(g/cm3)

Saturated Hydraulic
Conductivity (10−4 cm/s)

Grain Composition (Particle Diameter)

<0.002 (%) 0.002–0.05 (%) >0.05 (%)

N10 cm 1.24 7.44 29.87 57.07 13.07
N20 cm 1.13 13.08 27.20 60.80 12.00
N40 cm 1.44 17.71 27.73 65.07 7.20
N60 cm 1.43 23.60 33.60 59.73 6.67
N100 cm 1.48 5.24 42.13 52.80 5.07
C10 cm 1.12 21.98 30.40 58.67 10.93
C20 cm 1.35 2.49 29.87 61.87 8.27
C40 cm 1.50 8.89 28.80 61.33 9.87
C60 cm 1.47 14.98 33.60 61.33 5.07

C100 cm 1.43 7.10 39.47 56.53 4.00
S10 cm 1.24 31.11 32.00 54.40 13.60
S20 cm 1.21 22.14 30.40 60.27 9.33
S40 cm 1.46 8.05 31.47 63.47 5.07
S60 cm 1.47 9.27 32.00 62.40 5.60
S100 cm 1.48 1.23 40.53 53.33 6.13

2.2. Mathematic Model and Parameters

2.2.1. Equations of Saturated-Unsaturated Soil Water Flow

Water moves from where the soil water potential is higher to where it is lower. The soil water
potential in the unsaturated zone is constructed of gravitational potential and matric potential, while
the saturated zone is composed of gravitational potential and pressure potential. Gravitational
potential is expressed as the pressure head of vertical position, z; pressure potential shows as the
positive pressure head, h; and matric potential is represented as the negative pressure head, h, based
on the assumption of a 0 air pressure. Soil water potential, ψ, is expressed as pressure head, h.

The Darcy Buckingham equation [46] is substituted into the continuity equation based on the
principle of mass conservation and the storage term is modified to construct saturated-unsaturated
flow conditions, then the 3D Richards equation in partial differential form expressed by the pressure
head h is as follows:

∂

∂x

[
Kx(h)

∂h
∂x

]
+

∂

∂y

[
Ky(h)

∂h
∂y

]
+

∂

∂z

[
Kz(h)(

∂h
∂z

+ 1)
]
+ W =

[
S f us + C(h)

]∂h
∂t

(1)

where Kx(h), Ky(h) and Kz(h) are the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y and z directions, respectively;
h is the pressure head (L); and W is a volumetric source or sink term (L3·L−3·T−1) including rainfall
infiltration, evapotranspiration and so on. C(h) is the specific moisture capacity (L−1); Sf is the
saturation ratio (=θ/η); θ is the moisture content; η is the porosity; and us is the specific storage (L−1).
Equation (1) involving the saturated zone is called the modified Richards equation [47].

Hydraulic conductivity can be calculated from this empirical equation by the Van Genuchten [48]
parametric functions:

K(h) = KS

[
1− |αh|n−1

(1+|ah|n)m

]2

(1+|ah|n)
m
2

h < 0

K(h) = KS h ≥ 0

(2)

where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity; h is the pressure head; α and n are fitting parameters
in the soil water retention curve; and m = 1 − 1/n, n > 1.

Paniconi et al. [49] modified van Genuchten and Nielsen’s [48] closed-form equation for hydraulic
conductivity using the moisture retention curve. Thus, the specific moisture capacity C(h) can be
calculated by:
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C(h) = (n−1)(θs−θr)|h|n−1

|hs |n(1+β)m+1 h ≤ h0

C(h) = 0 h > h0

(3)

where θr is the residual water content; θs is the saturated soil water content; β = (|h/hs|)n; hs is the air
entry pressure head (L); n is a fitting parameter in the soil water retention curve; m = 1 − 1/n; and h0 is
a parameter solved on the basis of a given value of C(h) = us.

2.2.2. Rainfall Infiltration

Rainfall and evapotranspiration are treated as the volumetric source or sink term (W) in the
modified 3D Richards equation. The rainfall is going down and up is taken to be the positive direction
for the z-axis, so the infiltration rate of the land surface is defined as Iz2. The value of Iz2 is dependent
on the magnitude relationship between rainfall intensity and infiltration capacity, which is equal to the
smaller one. The volumetric source from rainfall can be calculated as follows:

W = Iz2ΔxΔy (4)

where ΔxΔy is the area of the grid cell.

2.2.3. Potential Evapotranspiration

Evapotranspiration in this model is treated as a combination of transpiration and evaporation.
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) can be calculated using two different options. The first option
is the pan evaporation technique, which requires daily measured pan evaporation values and pan
coefficients. In this method, PET is calculated as:

PET = CpanEpan (5)

where Cpan is the pan coefficient, which is generally equal to approximately 0.7; and Epan is the
measured pan evaporation [50]. Actual evaporation (Ea) is assumed to be equal to PET in the moist
areas empirically and applied to the land surface as a negative flux boundary condition.

2.3. Boundary Conditions

In this model, variable boundary conditions are used to describe rainfall (infiltration) and
evapotranspiration processes. The rainfall reaching the land surface is treated as a specified flux
boundary condition. If the total head on the land surface is greater than the maximum ponding
depth, this means that the infiltration capacity has been reached and the boundary condition is
changed to a specified head boundary condition. Similarly, the evapotranspiration is applied to an
outward flux boundary at the surface (i.e., a Neumann boundary) until water arrives at the top surface
of the soil. Then, if the soil water content is reduced to a specified minimum water content, the
boundary conditions are set to a prescribed minimum pressure (i.e., a Drichlet boundary), which
infrequently occurs considering the climate characteristics in this region. The maximum potential
evapotranspiration is first calculated [22].

The boundary condition at the bottom was specified as a free drainage condition and the water
flux through the bottom was considered as an approximation of groundwater recharge due to the soil
water contents in the deep (more than 100 cm) being relatively steady. The soil water pressure and
pressure head at the water table at the beginning of each simulation period were used to characterize
the initial condition. The soil water pressures can be calculated by the van Genuchten model with the
soil water content measured by the soil water content sensor. The measured value of the pressure head
at the water table is zero.
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2.4. Model Calibration

Relative error (RE), root-mean squared error (RMSE) and the coefficient of correlation (R2)
between the simulated and observed soil water content were calculated to evaluate the accuracy
of the model [51,52]:

RE =

∣∣∣∣ ∑n
i=1 Si

∑n
i=1 Oi

− 1
∣∣∣∣ (6)

RMSE =

√
1
n∑n

i=1(Si − Oi)
2 (7)

where Oi is the observed; Si the simulated soil water content and n is the sample size. The match
between the model prediction and observation increased as the relative error and root-mean squared
error decreased.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Data Set Analysis

Figure 3 presents several meteorological elements and volumetric soil water content observed at
the experimental field during 2014. Rainfall was mostly concentrated between April and September,
with the maximum appearing in July reaching about 100 mm a day. The evaporation had roughly
same tendency as the daily mean temperature. The trend of soil water content of the topsoil at the
depth of 10 cm resembled that of the daily mean temperature and rainfall [53]. It changed less than the
daily mean temperature but had large fluctuations (the greatest variation was about 37%) with rainfall.
The soil water content at five depths had similar varying tendency, while the fluctuation range became
smaller and values gradually increased from a depth of 10 cm to 100 cm. Higher values of soil water
content appeared between the depths of 60 cm and 100 cm, ranging from 0.44–0.563.
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Figure 3. Daily mean temperature (◦C), evaporation (mm), rainfall (mm) and volumetric soil water
contents (cm3·cm−3) at five depths of soil layers: 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 cm at the experimental field,
from 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014.
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3.1.1. Effect of Rainfall on the Soil Water Content

To investigate the impact of rainfall on soil water content at different depths, a representative
rainfall event was selected to record the soil water content in a soil profile before, during and after it
with a time step of one hour (Figure 4a). Before the rain, the soil water content first increases, then
decreases with increasing soil depth, where the maximum was 0.458 at a depth of 60 cm. This difference
may be caused by the combined effect of evapotranspiration, the supply of shallow groundwater
and disparities in soil property at different depths. The increasing soil depth produced a mild drag
on the increase of soil water content with the rainfall, which may be due to different field capacities.
The soil water content of the topsoil increased greatly at a depth of less than 40 cm and the maximum
increment at 0.2 appeared at a 10 cm depth. The soil water content at the depths of 60 cm and 100 cm
were similarly always the maximum, while producing relative minimum increments of 0.03 with the
rainfall. The soil water content at the depths of 10 cm and 2 0 cm stopped increasing and at 20 cm and
40 cm depths tended to be the same after the rainfall process.

In comparison, the decrease of soil water content is mainly caused by evapotranspiration without
human activity. The pan evaporation measured in this experimental field was used to calculate
potential evapotranspiration in the model. A 12-day evaporation period is shown in Figure 4b, which
indicated that the soil water content decreased mostly at a depth of less than 20 cm, particularly in
the topsoil at a 10 cm depth with the evaporation. The differences between Figure 4a,b suggested
that the soil water content was more sensitive to rainfall than evapotranspiration and that the effects
of rainfall could reach deeper soil layers. Therefore, soil water contents above the 20 cm depth are
essentially controlled by rainfall and evapotranspiration [20] and those below the 40 cm depth are
mainly controlled by rainfall and shallow groundwater in this field.

(a) (b)
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Figure 4. Soil water content at different depths of a soil profile: (a) during a rainfall event; and (b) during
the 12-day evaporation period. Lines B1 to B3, D5 to D30 and A32 to A36 represent the soil water
content before, during and after a rainfall event, respectively; the numbers represent the number of
hours. Lines Day1 to Day12 show the soil water content from the first day to the twelfth day and the
numbers represent the number of days.

3.1.2. Combined Effects of Rainfall and Water Table Depth on Soil Water Content

The experimental field where the study was conducted is a typical site in the Taihu Basin with a
river network. Figure 5b–f show the variations in shallow groundwater table (depth: 0.237–1.491 m)
and soil water contents (θ: 0.266–0.563) at the depths of 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 cm during different
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rainfalls. The annual dynamic changes in Figure 5a presents a positive correlation between the water
table depth and soil water content between depths from 10 cm and 60 cm. The soil water content
increases with increasing soil depth when the shallow groundwater table falls and is at a relatively
low level with no rainfall. However, when the water table starts to rise, the distribution rule begins
to be broken due to the rainfall. The soil water content at a depth less than 10 cm can usually go
beyond that at depths between 20 cm and 40 cm under rainfall, while the soil water content at depths
of 60 cm and 100 cm (θ: 0.44–0.563) are always much greater than the others (θ: 0.266–0.492). Soil
water content at a depth of 100 cm is relatively stable with values around 0.513 and its slight increase
appears earlier than the rising of the water table. This indicates that the soil water and groundwater
are mainly supplied by rainfall and the soil water content at the depths of more than 100 cm can obtain
enough recharge from the groundwater [54] by capillary pressure to remain fairly constant when there
is little or no rain. However, the soil water content at depths less than 60 cm can increase considerably
and quickly with rainfall and decrease gradually with evaporation as it is too far relatively to receive
enough groundwater recharge.
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Figure 5. Rainfall conditions: (a) Shallow water table and soil water contents at 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60
and 1.00 m soil depths during 2014; (b–f) changes under five different rainfall conditions.
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Furthermore, the soil water content at a depth of 100 cm decreases when the water table falls
to where it is still above the depth of 1 m. This may be due to the falling water table decreasing the
pressure on the residual gas in the soil pore, so that the volume of gas becomes relatively greater and
the soil water content decreases. Similarly, the special stage where soil water content at a depth of
60 cm exceeds that at a depth of 100 cm occurs when the shallow groundwater table is above a depth
of 60 cm for a fairly long period of time. This may be caused by the difference of soil properties [55] at
the two depths and the rising water table above a depth of 60 cm increases the pressure on the gas in
the soil pore at a depth of 60 cm, which makes the volume of gas relatively smaller and the soil water
content greater.

The rainfall conditions and details of shallow groundwater table for Figure 5b–f are given in
Table 2. When the rainfall was as small as 9.3 mm (Figure 5b), only the soil water content at depths of
10 cm and 20 cm increased by 0.051 (16.5%) and 0.017 (5.1%), respectively. Instead of rising after the
rain, the shallow groundwater table fell by 0.079 m (8.3%). This was because the long period of rainfall
before had allowed the water table to rise significantly and then began to fall with evaporation, despite
this small rain. At the same time, the soil water content of the deep layers remained relatively stable
for capillary rise [56,57]. When the rainfall increased to 17.5 mm (Figure 5c) and 30.8 mm (Figure 5d),
the water table rose by 0.065 m (5.2%) and 0.360 m (31.0%), respectively. This difference was caused
by a relatively high-intensity rainfall and a low initial water table for the latter. During these two
rainfall events, the soil water content at depths of 10, 20 and 40 cm all increased and the increment
decreased with the increase of depth, which ranged from 0.091–0.019 (27.7–5.0%) for the former and
0.129–0.025 (46.2–7.1%) for the latter. The difference was that, in the former case, the value of the soil
water content at a depth of 60 cm approached that of a depth of 100 cm and remained increasing, while
in the latter case, the soil water content at a depth of 100 cm was 0.06 greater and increased much more
than that at a depth of 60 cm. This indicates that only when the rainfall intensity is high enough can
the soil water content at depths of more than 100 cm increase remarkably or quickly. Additionally,
the soil water content at a depth of 60 cm in May was generally greater than that in March, which
suggested that evaporation was less able to influence the deep soil layer with the onset of the rainy
season and intermittent rains could make the soil water content at depths less than 60 cm change with
the seasons [20,53], forming an annual cycle similar to a cosine curve (Figure 5a). However, soil water
content and shallow groundwater table tend to be steady values when the rainfall was more intense
or heavier. Figure 5e,f show that under rainfalls of 72.3 mm and 138.6 mm, respectively, the rainfall
intensity of the former was nearly three times higher than the latter. The soil water content at a depth
of 10 cm increased 0.118 more under conditions of higher intensity than a larger amount of rainfall.
Although the soil water content at the other depths in the former case all increased normally, only that
at a depth of 20 cm increased by 2.7% in the case of the latter. Furthermore, the water table rose by
only 0.056 m with the largest amount of rainfall in this study, which was only one tenth that of the
former. The differences indicate that the shallow groundwater table is greatly controlled by rainfall
and evaporation and the initial depth of the water table decides the sensitivity.

Table 2. Variation of shallow groundwater table under different rainfall conditions.

Figure 5
Rainfall

Amount (mm)
Rainfall Intensity

(mm/h)
Rainfall

Duration (mm)
Water Table
Depth 1 (m)

Water Table
Depth 2 (m)

Water Table
Variation (m)

(b) 9.3 1.47 6.33 0.955 1.034 –0.079
(c) 17.5 2.19 8.0 1.255 1.190 0.065
(d) 30.8 6.16 5.0 1.160 0.800 0.360
(e) 72.3 16.07 4.5 1.423 0.840 0.583
(f) 138.6 5.78 24.0 0.290 0.238 0.052

The maximum soil water content varied at different depths and the natural minimum of shallow
groundwater table depth was around 0.2 m in the field. Soils were wetted to the degree of saturation
from 26.6 to 56.3%. This was closely associated with the soil properties, soil hydraulic properties,
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capillary action and hydrologic characteristics of the plain river network in this region [57–59].
Therefore, it was significant to calculate or calibrate the values of the hydraulic parameters for the
five soil zones separately in the model. The ranges of several hydrological factors were accepted by
experimental data analysis and provide reference for inputting the model parameters and validating
the model.

The relationship between the soil water content (θ) and rainfall (P) or water table depth (H)
were analyzed using the Pearson correlation analysis method [60] (Table 3). The soil water contents
were positively correlated with rainfall in topsoil, while there was weak correlation between them
below the depth of 20 cm as only topsoil water can be replenished when there is not much rainfall.
However, the soil water contents were all negatively correlated with the shallow groundwater table
to varying degrees and the correlation between the water table and soil water content was relatively
strong in the deep soil layers, which was strongest at a depth of 100 cm. The results indicated that
the soil water contents in the topsoil at depths between 10 cm and 20 cm were much more affected
by meteorological factors than groundwater, while those below depths of 40 cm were related to the
shallow groundwater table in the field. High values of soil water content were observed at the deeper
soil layers and strong correlation between soil water content and the water table were found at a depth
of around 100 cm. The capillary action is significant in this region and the height of this capillary rise
can be quite substantial [56,57].

Table 3. Pearson correlation analysis between daily soil water content (θ) and rainfall (P) or water table
depth (H) at different soil depths.

Pearson Correlation Coefficient

Soil Depths(cm) P-θ H-θ

10 cm 0.327 –0.680
20 cm 0.202 –0.785
40 cm 0.179 –0.811
60 cm 0.151 –0.759

100 cm 0.175 –0.925

3.2. Parameter Calibration and Model Validation

Based on the field observations and laboratory experiment results, the numerical model was
calibrated to identify reasonable values of the parameters. The experimental field was divided into
a 98 × 14 × 200 three-dimensional grid of cuboid cells with corresponding measured elevations.
The time step-size used in the computation was one hour. Model calibration was based on the data
obtained from 1 January to 30 June 2014 using the measured soil moisture contents at various depths
(10 cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, 60 cm and 100 cm) as the initial condition. It was found that the change rule of soil
water contents at different depths were various when simulating the soil water with observed data as
the boundary conditions. Accordingly, each soil layer was independently given hydraulic parameters.

The parameters θr, θs, α, n, Ks and l at the study site were finally identified by calibration and the
results are shown in Table 4. To illustrate the performance of the model, comparisons between the
simulated and observed values of the soil water content at five depths from 1 January to 30 June 2014
are shown in Figure 6. The agreement of the results is indicated by the relatively large values of R2

and the comparatively small values of RE and RMSE, which are listed in Figure 7 and Table 5.
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Figure 6. Simulated results (curves) versus observed (dots) soil water contents at different depths from
1 January 2014 to 30 June 2014 for calibration (a,c,e,g,i) and from 1 July 2014 to 31 December 2014 for
validation (b,d,f,h,j). Daily rainfall measurements were also plotted.
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Figure 7. Correlation of simulated vs. observed volumetric soil water content (θ) at different depths.
Results of the calibration (a,c,e,g,i) and validation (b,d,f,h,j) for the model are shown.
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Table 4. Calibrated hydraulic parameters for the five soil zones in the model.

Depth θr θs α (1/cm) n Ks (10−4 cm/s) l

0~15 cm 0.10 0.46 0.013 1.48 2.6 0.5
15~30 cm 0.10 0.42 0.0116 1.35 1.7 0.5
30~55 cm 0.10 0.42 0.009 1.38 0.8 0.5
55~80 cm 0.10 0.50 0.010 1.43 0.4 0.5

80~200 cm 0.10 0.49 0.010 1.42 0.5 0.5

Table 5. The root mean square error (RMSE), mean relative error (RE) and coefficient of correlation (R2)
between the simulated and observed soil water contents.

Soil Depths (cm)
Volumetric Soil Water Content

RMSE (cm3·cm−3) RE (%) R2

Model calibration

10 0.0363 9.03 0.8920
20 0.0343 9.25 0.9516
40 0.0225 4.84 0.8818
60 0.0239 4.34 0.9494
100 0.0094 0.35 0.6769

Model validation

10 0.0348 5.13 0.7072
20 0.0216 1.09 0.6309
40 0.0152 1.28 0.9030
60 0.0198 2.87 0.9431
100 0.0047 0.08 0.8755

The model provided good simulations of hourly soil water content compared to the hourly
soil water sensor measurements with relatively small RMSE values that were less than 0.05 and
comparatively large R2 values of more than 0.6. The values of RE at depths less than 20 cm were over
9%, which were much bigger than those below a 40 cm depth. These discrepancies may be related
to uncertainties in the estimation of potential evapotranspiration, which was calculated using pan
evaporation data measured out of the experimental field. Additionally, the runoff and discharge in the
field deserve further investigation to improve the simulation results [61].

The observed soil water contents increased and decreased more slowly than the simulated values
after most rainfall events in the upper layers of soil, while a contrary relationship appeared in the
deeper soil layers. A tendency of overall increasing of soil water contents from winter to summer was
more obvious in the measurements than simulation. These may be caused by the shallow groundwater
table in the field being connected to the water table of the whole plain. Many influential factors can
make the shallow groundwater table change out of the control of the direct atmospheric boundary
such as irrigations for huge regions of farmland and irregular precipitation in space and time [20,53].

The previously calibrated model was further validated based on the observation data from 1 July
to 31 December 2014, using the measured soil volumetric water contents of different soil layers at
depths of 10 cm, 20 cm, 40 cm, 60 cm and 100 cm to construct the initial condition. Results are shown
in Figure 6. On the whole, the simulated results were close to the observations, especially for the
soil water contents in deep soil. The average RMSE and RE values of the soil water content at the
five depths were 0.0192 cm3·cm−3 and 2.09%, respectively. The coefficient of correlation (R2 = 0.8119)
showed an acceptable correlation between the measured and simulated hourly soil water contents.
As indicated in Figure 6, the modeling simulation slightly overestimated the soil water contents at soil
depths less than 100 cm, which was the opposite of calibration results. This difference may be caused
by the seasonal changes as the observations from summer to winter had the opposite tendency of
those from winter to summer, being affected by seasonal variations of several meteorological elements.
Moreover, the shallow groundwater table in the study site is controlled by the water table of the
whole area and is influenced by anthropogenic recharge and discharge and the temporal and spatial
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variations of rainfall. Therefore, further investigation will take the problems of a series of uncertain
factors and scale in consideration to illustrate the changes in soil water content and improve the
model [62–64].

4. Conclusions

Soil water is a determinant part in the interaction between surface water and groundwater, both
of which are important for crop growth and for farm planning decisions. Furthermore, it affects flood
risk mitigation and increases in productivity.

In the present study, to research the temporal and vertical change rule of soil water contents
as a typical example for delta plains, two approaches were combined: First, a special experimental
field was set up in a delta plain and targeted observations for soil water content were conducted
where a series of analyses of soil water content data indicated that soils in this field were wetted to the
degree of saturation from 26.6–56.3% and the maximum soil water contents varied at different depths.
The capillary action was significant in this region and the height of this capillary rise could be quite
substantial and the soil water contents at depths of more than 100 cm could obtain enough recharge
from the groundwater to remain fairly constant. Second, a simplified 3D soil water numerical model,
especially for delta plains was built, which treated the complete subsurface space as a unified whole
and the soil water in the unsaturated zone was integrated with the saturated flow. The simulation
results were close to the field observations and followed short-term responses to hydrological events,
although the longer-term seasonal trend needed to be improved. The results indicated that the model
could be used to calculate soil water content in three dimensions based on the given rainfall data,
especially for where the capillary rise of the soil is significant. Temporal and spatial expansion should
be the orientation of future research activities. The model should be further improved for long-term
simulation suitability and be applied in basin scale.
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Abstract: Spatiotemporal rainfall variability and low soil fertility are the primary crop production
challenges facing poor farmers in semi-arid environments. However, there are few solutions for
addressing these challenges. The literature provides several crop upgrading strategies (UPS) for
improving crop yields, and biophysical models are used to simulate these strategies. However, the
suitability of UPS is limited by systemization of their areas of application and the need to cope with
the challenges faced by poor farmers. In this study, we reviewed 187 papers from peer-reviewed
journals, conferences and reports that discuss UPS suitable for cereals and biophysical models used
to assist in the selection of UPS in semi-arid areas. We found that four UPS were the most suitable,
namely tied ridges, microdose fertilization, varying sowing dates, and field scattering. The DSSAT,
APSIM and AquaCrop models adequately simulate these UPS. This work provides a systemization
of crop UPS and models in semi-arid areas that can be applied by scientists and planners.

Keywords: The Agricultural Production Systems sIMulator (APSIM) software; AquaCrop; cereals;
DSSAT; field scattering; food security; microdose fertilization; rainfall variability; tied ridges;
upgrading strategies

1. Introduction

Food security refers to physical and economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food that
meets people’s dietary requirements and food preferences for an active and healthy life [1,2]. Despite
efforts from 1990 to 2012 to reduce the number of people suffering from hunger, the hungry population
in Sub-Saharan African (SSA) countries was reduced by only 5%. Millions of people in this region
are still not able to meet food demand for their families due to land degradation, land use pressures,
and climate change [3]. Other causes include population growth, poverty, weak institutions and
infrastructure, high dependency on rainfed agriculture, unequal global trade relationships, and poor
soil fertility [4–6]. There are also constraints related to the production value chain in general, food
access [5,7] due to geographical locations and associated eating behaviors [8], socio-economic status [9],
technology adoption [10,11], and sustainable production [12–14].

A total of 57% of the population in East African countries (Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda
and Burundi) experienced food insecurity during 2015–2016, which is only a slight decrease from
59% during 1990–1992 [15]. The future status of food security of East African countries requires an
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integrated, long-term hunger mitigation plan to protect vulnerable households. The plan should
involve governments in collaboration with civil society and international partners [16]. The responses
may include the introduction of new technologies, extension of local expertise, and active involvement
of the vulnerable households and communities suffering from hunger [16]. A previous study in
Ethiopia emphasized the importance of investing in agricultural research of major staple foods to
improve food security [11]. Kassie et al. [17] suggested the importance of formulating policies that
target sustainable agricultural practices. These efforts can stimulate the adoption of crop upgrading
strategies [18] and, thus, improve crop production and food security. Actually, enhancing agricultural
production has improved food security and resulted in greater yields for many agricultural products
since 2000 in Nigeria, Uganda, Tanzania and Kenya [19].

Food security upgrading strategies (UPS) can be defined as a set of good practices to secure
food across local to regional food value chains [20]. They are designed to raise the sustainability
of agricultural production of crops under rainfed conditions in semi-arid areas. Normally, UPS are
adapted to a particular location depending on the local conditions of the soil, weather, culture, and
socio-economic status. The UPS that enhance crop production include farm water ponds [21,22],
irrigation [23,24], mulching [25,26], tied ridges [27,28], field scattering and shifting of planting/sowing
dates [29,30]. While UPS are useful in enhancing agricultural production in general; their impacts
are more visible for poor smallholder farmers who have a limited capacity to obtain the inputs for
their farms such as irrigation and soil nutrients. The process of designing the UPS and testing them
for adoption in different environments is the first step of a continuous process involving the creation
and diffusion of new knowledge. There is a strong negative relationship between the number of
food-deficient households and innovations in their farming practices [31], meaning that the households
with the lowest food security are the ones adopting the fewest UPS. Encouraging farmers to use
affordable UPS is vital for increasing harvests and reducing hunger in general. However, there is
limited understanding of the roles that different UPS can play in securing harvests for farms that are
limited by high rainfall variability and poor soil nutrients. Modelling approaches can provide such
understanding, leading to recommendations for the implementation of UPS in different areas.

To understand crop production and associated management strategies at the local level and to
expand the results to obtain an overview at the regional level, software crop simulation models such as
Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) are useful [32]. Models can consider the
interaction between UPS and weather parameters (such as rainfall and temperature) [24,33,34]. Thus,
crop models are useful tools for researchers, academics, scientists, extension educators, policymakers,
and planners in supporting the implementation and evaluation of the sustainability of UPS [35,36].
Models are very useful as they can provide prior sensitive information to reduce the risk of crop failure
in rainfed cereal production systems. However, there is limited systemization of the information
gathered on biophysical models that can be used to model the UPS that secure the optimum possible
harvest of cereals under limited rainfall and soil nutrient conditions.

The objectives of this review were to (i) collect and systemize the scientific results on the
performance of different UPS in reducing the risks related to rainfed cereal production in semi-arid
environments; (ii) identify the biophysical models used to study selected UPS; and (iii) evaluate the
strengths and limitations of the models in enhancing rainfed cereal production.

2. Materials and Methods

We collected papers from different literature repositories that describe the roles of upgrading
strategies in the production of cereals (Table 1). The search keywords that were used and the examples
of combinations are presented in Table 1. The papers were screened in succession starting from a global
context, then in arid and semi-arid climate countries and finally to the topic of this study. A total of
187 papers were relevant to this review from more than 1000 papers. The papers covered broadly the
roles of UPS for cereal production in arid and semi-arid regions. In addition, the papers described the
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usefulness of modelling UPS for enhancing cereal production under low and highly variable rainfall
and poor soil fertility conditions.

Table 1. Keywords and some of the combinations used to search the literature in the Web of Science,
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Google Scholar and ResearchGate.

Keywords Combinations Used

Upgrading strategies Upgrading strategies for cereals
Cereals Cereal crop management
Crop management Rainfall in arid and semi-arid
Arid Drought and harvest risk
Semi-arid Adoption of crop management
Modelling Spatiotemporal rainfall variability
Rainfall variability Spatial plot distribution
Drought Modelling tied ridges
Adoption Food security and hunger for poor farmers
Food security Food security in semi-arid areas
Climate change Crop management strategies
Hydrology Temporal rainfall variability
Tied ridges Spatiotemporal rainfall variability in semi-arid areas
Planting dates Crop management strategies for rainfall variability
Agricultural water Crop management in poor soils
Spatiotemporal Fertilizer management in drought areas
Spatial Crop management strategies for poor farmers
Temporal Spatiotemporal rainfall variability and crop yield
Plot scattering Modelling of crop management
Microdose fertilization Biophysical models for cereals in arid and semi-arid
Hunger Rainfall variability and harvest risk of cereals
Risk Simulation of cereals growth in semi-arid
Harvest Soil fertility Arid-semi-maize-rainfall-variability-management-yield

The other conditions for the inclusion of papers in this review were the following:

i. Peer-reviewed articles on crop UPS and modelling in English published in 1990 and
after. The UPS that were included were categorized as rainwater harvesting, soil moisture
conservation, means of water application and productivity, nutrient addition to the soil, soil
conservation, drought coping measures and measurements of rainfall variability.

ii. Reports with qualitative or quantitative empirical findings and perceptions and views discussed
in relation to UPS and modelling.

iii. Conference proceedings papers related to UPS and modelling.

All the UPS identified in the selected papers were ranked according to importance, affordability,
possibility, and effectiveness (Table 2). The authors arbitrarily defined these criteria in terms of
UPS adequacy to address the rainfall variability and soil fertility conditions faced by farmers in
semi-arid areas.

The constraints categories for the UPS were scored by six experts, ranging from 1 (highest
constraining potential), 2 (medium constraining potential) to 3 (lowest constraining potential).
These experts were familiar with UPS and were capable of making informed judgements about
them. Using the experts’ results, the constraint with highest scores was regarded as having the least
constraining potential. The authors of this study then scored the UPS using the scores given by the
experts. The UPS with the highest efficiency in overcoming the stated constraint in each criterion as
judged by expert scores was given a score of 3, the medium efficient was given a score of 2 and the least
efficient was given a score of 1. If half or more of the six experts gave a score of 3 to the constraint (i.e.,
expert one score = 3, expert two score = 3, expert three score = 1, expert 4 score = 3, expert 5 score = 2,
expert 6 score = 1) then we picked 3 as a score. If the scores tied, for instance, three experts gave a score
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of 3 and two experts gave a score of 2, then we picked the highest score, which is 3. Similarly, if two
experts each gave similar scores we picked the highest score of the three given (i.e., two experts gave 1,
the other two gave a score of 2 and the other gave a score of 3, then we picked 3). For example, for the
criterion “importance” the constraint social acceptance was given a score of 1 because four experts
gave a score of 1, for constraint “labor” the score was 2 because three out of six experts gave a score of
2 and for constraint “sustainability” the score was 2 since four experts gave a score of 2. In the next
step, all constraints of a given criterion were averaged, producing suitability scores ranging from 1 to
3, with 3 being the highest suitability, while 1 means low suitability. Finally, all criteria scores for a
given UPS were averaged to form a final score.

Table 2. Four criteria used to select the most suitable upgrading strategies in semi-arid areas.

Criteria Criteria Definition Constraints Constraint Definition (Questions)

Importance

It significantly improves production in
semi-arid environments under
production constraints, has high social
acceptance, is easy to implement and is
sustainable

Social acceptance Is it likely to be adopted by most people?
Labor Does it involve much labor to implement?
Sustainability Can it be maintained easily?

Environment Will it have a reduced effect or no harm to the
environment?

Rainfall variability Does it reduce the effect of rainfall variability?
Soil fertility Can it enhance soil fertility?

Land availability Does it require much land for its
implementation?

Productivity Does it enhance crop productivity?

Affordability
It should be less limited by financial
constraints, labor and is easily
purchased

Costs Can it be implemented with a minimum cost?

Labor Is there a cheap labor available for its
implementation?

Availability/easy to
implement

Are there cheap materials available for its
implementation?

Possibility It should be possible to implement with
less difficulty and is socially and
culturally acceptable

Easy to implement Does it require much knowledge in
implementing?

Social acceptance Are there any traditional limitations in
implementing?

Labor Does it involve much labor in implementing?
Land availability Is it limited by land availability?

Effectiveness
It should be effective in reducing the
risk of rainfall variability (prolongs soil
moisture) and preserving soil nutrients

Rainfall variability Does it prolong crop growth under rainfall
variability?

Soil fertility Does it conserve soil fertility?
Productivity Can it increase crop yield?

Once the four UPS with the highest overall average scores according to the criteria in Table 2
were selected, we searched for literature that described the biophysical models able to simulate them.
The main criterion for model selection was that the reported models must have been used to adequately
simulate the selected UPS. The models that were the most robust in simulating these UPS were further
described and analyzed. Depending on the number of the UPS simulated by the biophysical models,
we ranked the models from those that simulated all the four selected UPS to those which simulated at
least one UPS. We described three of the most frequently used models pertaining to the four selected
crop UPS. We used the FAO database (FAOSTAT) (http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data, accessed on
7 July 2017) to extract information on cereals’ global harvested area and production. We then computed
the relationship between the model coverage of the four UPS by counting the number of papers from
our collection under each cereal and the global harvested area of the cereals to determine whether
there was any association. In addition, we analyzed the relationship between the global harvested area
of different cereals and the usage of the four UPS.

3. Results

3.1. Roles of Crop Upgrading Strategies for Cereal Production

We identified 13 UPS that are useful for cereal crop production (Table 3).
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Table 3. Reported upgrading strategies used for enhancing and securing cereal crop production.

UPS Countries and References General Results Challenges for Adoption

On-farm pond/well
management

China [37], India [38–40], Ethiopia
[22]

Prolonged water availability for
crops, leaching requirements and
crop productivity

Farm size limitations and costs of
excavation

Irrigation Tunisia [41], India [42], Iran [43],
China [44–47], Benin [48]

Irrigation provides water for crop
requirements at all stages of plant
growth and increases crop yield

Availability of a reliable source of
water

Mulching China [44,49,50], Zambia [51],
Zimbabwe [52]

Enhance infiltration rate of rainfall
and reduces evaporation of
moisture from soil

Availability of mulch to cover
large fields

Crop rotation, and
intercropping

Ohio [53], China [54], Turkey [55],
Spain [56], Iran [57], India [58,59],
Burkina Faso [60], Zimbabwe [61]

Crop rotation enhances soil
structure and hence reduces runoff
and soil erosion

Enough land is needed to allow
the rotation of the same amount of
land for cultivation

Reservoir tillage or Pit
cultivation Tanzania [62], Zimbabwe [63,64]

Potential for improved soil water
availability and crop productivity.
Additionally, reservoir tillage of
sandy loam is effective for the
infield harvesting of high-intensity
rainfall

Care should be given to harvest
rainwater so as not to destruct the
water balance of the catchment,
especially groundwater storage

Micro-dose fertilization Iran [65], China [66–68], Nepal [69]

Micro-dose fertilization improves
nutrient availability to the soil and
grain yield and provides income for
poor communities

Limited by availability of
sufficient soil moisture

Crop substitution Iran [70], Canada [71]

Substitution of maize with pearl
millet was found as the best option
in future climates for the production
of fodder

Traditional and cultural practice
challenges

Varying
planting/sowing dates

India [72,73], Brazil [32], Nigeria
[74], Burkina Faso [75], Tanzania
[74], South Africa [74,76],
Zimbabwe [77], Egypt [78],
Hungary [79], Syria [80], Lebanon
[81], Nepal [69], Iran [82]

Reduces the effects of yield loss due
to temporal rainfall variability

Timing of the start of planting
dates

Use of groundwater Oman [83], Iran [84], China [85–87] Adds to the fresh water that can be
made available for agriculture

Requires energy to lift water from
below ground to the fields

Spatial plot distribution Niger [88], [29], Greece [89],
Kazakhstan [90], Benin [91]

Reduces the risk of complete
production failure

Requires ownership of spatially
distinct land

Change of cultivars
Ethiopia [92], Iran [84,93,94], India
[95], China [96,97], Italy [98], Brazil
[99], Tanzania [100]

Reduce the risk of complete
production failure

Social preferences and fear of loss
of indigenous species

Contour strips (ridges)
and tied ridges

Kenya [27,101], Gambia [102],
Tanzania [103], Ethiopia [92,104],
Nigeria [105]

Contour strips and tied ridges
decrease soil erosion, enhance
groundwater recharge and prolong
soil moisture availability

Requires labor and is not easily
mechanized

Reduced tillage and zero
tillage

India [106,107], Ethiopia [108],
Mexico [109,110], Canada [111],
Pakistan [112–114]

It may be applied when onset is
uncertain and for conserving soil
moisture and nutrients

Reduced yield due to a less
favorable crop growth
environment

Determining the balance between the strengths and limitations of the UPS is important because
these will respectively encourage and discourage farmers during the adoption stages. For instance,
in the study on the suitability of on-farm ponds (irrigation), Roost et al. [37] had to analyze soil
characteristics in order to understand water dynamics, of which deep percolation was a concern.
This implied that even if on-farm ponds are suitable for improving yields, they may work better when
soils have a robust ability to retain the stored water. In addition, land availability that can be reserved
for ponds within farmers’ fields will be a challenge as most poor farmers’ landholdings in semi-arid
areas have small plot sizes [3]. Thus, sustainability of these practices becomes a challenge since it
largely depends on the type of soil. Ponds primary purpose is to supplement a soil moisture deficit
through irrigation. Other operational costs such as pumping or intensive labor for water lifting may
be needed. Under high rainfall variability water storage for supplemental irrigation is important; the
main challenge remains to be affordability and possibility.

Similar concerns arise when we examine the use of groundwater as an alternative source of water
for supplemental irrigation [84]. This UPS, despite being important and effective, also faces challenges
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of affordability and possibility as it requires an initial investment for boreholes or a large amount of
labor for hand dug wells. Additionally, during irrigation, the operational costs of lifting water via
pumping are untenable for most poor farmers. Raising water for irrigation by hand is unattractive
due to drudgery work involved. In general, this makes the UPS difficult to implement and labor
intensive, and it may also face the challenge of availability of groundwater, hence jeopardizing its
adoption possibilities.

Mulching helps to prolong soil moisture by protecting it from excessive evaporation [115], and in
that regard is reported as an important strategy by many authors (Table 3). It is socially acceptable,
sustainable, environmentally friendly, not constrained by land availability, and helps improving
microbial activities in the soil, and productivity. Mulch also is well suited with zero tillage. However,
when rainfall is minimal mulch may obstruct rainfall from falling directly on the soil. Under high
rainfall variability, mulch works better when combined with a field scattering strategy and it may
work with irrigation to improve water use efficiency [49]. The main challenge is mulch availability,
and the labor involved in laying down the mulch. Some authors did not find significant advantage for
yields when mulch was used [51], and farmers are reluctant to practice mulching [52]. Other UPS such
as crop rotation, crop substitution, reservoir/pit tillage, and irrigation using surface water, all have
their strengths and weaknesses (Table 3). In our analysis, we found four UPS to be the most suitable
for boosting cereal production in semi-arid areas.

In Table 4, the experts’ scores for each constraint and criterion related to individual UPS are
presented. The results indicate the amplitude of scores but also show that this procedure can identify
the most suitable UPS for the target region. For example, irrigation is among the most important
and effective UPS to improve crop performance; however, considering the context in which this
assessment is done, it is very costly and requires extensive knowledge, thus, scoring very low in
affordability and possibility. When considering the four UPS with higher overall scores (Figure 1), the
strategies were shift planting/sowing dates, contour strips and tied ridges, spatial plot distribution
and micro-fertilization.
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Figure 1. Ranking of UPS using total average scores from Table 4.

3.2. Modelling Cereal Crops UPS for Enhancing Production

Many models have successfully simulated the four selected crop UPS and have suggested methods
to tackle the production challenges of cereal crops in semi-arid areas. Examples of these models include
DSSAT, APSIM, AquaCrop, HYDRUS-2D, EPICSEAR, MSM and others (Table 5).

Table 5. Different models reported for simulating UPS in semi-arid areas.

UPS Models and Authors Country Crops

Contour strip and tied ridges
ACRU [116], SWAT [117], AquaCrop
model [118], HYDRUS-2D Software
[119], APSIM [120]

Zimbabwe, Kenya, Ethiopia,
China Maize

Micro-fertilization
APSIM [121–123], EPICSEAR [124],
MSM [125], DSSAT [126–131],
AquaCrop [132]

Zimbabwe, Kenya,
Madagascar, Niger, Brazil
China, Canada, Korea,
Pakistan

Maize, Wheat, Rice, Pearl,
Millet, Barley

Shifting planting/sowing
dates

APSIM [121,133], GIS-based EPIC
[74], DSSAT [134], AquaCrop model
[135,136], CropSyst model [73], Soil
moisture model [137]

Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Morocco, Botswana, Malawi,
China, India, Iran, Jordan

Maize, Wheat, Rice, Sorghum,
Barley

Spatial plot distribution DSSAT [73,138], APSIM [142] Brazil, Jordan, India,
Timor-Leste

Maize, Sorghum, Rice, Wheat,
Barley

Definitions of the model acronyms: ACRU—Agricultural Research Unit simulation model; SWAT—Soil
and Water Assessment Tool; AquaCrop—crop-water productivity model; HYDRUS-2D—a software package
for simulating water, heat, and solute movement in two- and three-dimensional variably saturated media;
APSIM—Agricultural Production Systems Simulator model; MSM—An integrated water and N Maize Simulation
Model; DSSAT—Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer; EPIC—Environmental Policy Integrated
Climate; EPICSEAR—newly developed version derived from the Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator model for
simulating crop production and nutrient uptake on highly weathered, acidic soils; CropSyst—Cropping Systems
Simulation Model; Soil moisture model—a continuous soil water balance model for the simulation of soil moisture
temporal evolution.

In general, the simulations of UPS for semi-arid climates are reported by only a few papers
compared to the multitude of papers available on modelling/simulation. We found that 30 out of the
187 papers contained in this review specifically covered the modelling of at least one of the four selected
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UPS in semi-arid areas. One strong reason for such a shortage is the limitation in the availability of,
and access to, quality data [100,143,144]. Maize was covered by 51% of the papers reviewed. The other
cereal crops that were covered were wheat (23%), rice (10%), barley (8%), sorghum (5%) and pearl
millet (3%), (Figure 2). We found a strong positive correlation (r) between the global harvested area
and the frequency of crop coverage by the models in the papers that simulated the four crop UPS
in semi-arid regions (Figure 2). Thus, the cereals with large global harvest areas not only possess
a good chance to be cultivated with UPS but also attract more modelling studies to improve their
production. This is evident because the three major cereal crops (wheat, rice, and maize), which occupy
more than 80% of the global area of harvest for cereals, show a high frequency of usage of models
and UPS (Figure 2) compared to millet sorghum and barley. We also found a relationship between
the productivity of global cereals (Table 6) and their frequency of model coverage for the UPS in the
reviewed papers, which may best be represented by a quadratic model (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Relationship between global harvested area and frequency of the model coverage of cereal
UPS in papers (number of papers), data from FAOSTAT, 2014 accessed on 7 July 2017.

Figure 3. Relationship between the productivity of global cereals and frequency of the model coverage
of cereal UPS in papers (number of papers), data from FAOSTAT, 2014 accessed on 7 July 2017.
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Table 6. Global productivity area of cereals (FAOSTAT, 2014 accessed on 7 July 2017).

Crop Production tons/ha

Barley 2.92
Maize 5.62
Millet 0.90
Rice 4.56

Sorghum 1.53
Wheat 3.31

Crops such as pearl millet and sorghum, which are among the major staple food crops in semi-arid
areas, especially in Africa, have gained less modelling attention. This lack of attention could be due
to the disadvantage related to global harvest area, as explained by the relationship in Figure 2.
This disadvantage is also due to the population that consumes these crops which is small when
compared to other cereals. The relationship can be associated with the analysis of White [145].
However, these crops can be of major importance locally as they represent large potential for reducing
food insecurity and poverty in semi-arid areas.

From our review, we selected three models to describe and discuss; these are DSSAT, APSIM and
AquaCrop. These models cover the four UPS adequately. In summary, in this paper’s framework,
the DSSAT model dominated the studies, followed by APSIM and AquaCrop. The reason for the
dominance of these models can be understood further through their descriptions and discussion,
which is also presented in this paper.

4. Discussion

The choice of UPS depends on the involvement of stakeholders and their knowledge of labor
limitations, financial constraints, restrictive governmental policies, environmental and climatic
conditions, social and cultural conditions and related food security risks [20]. Thus, UPS are important
to sustainable crop production and food security. In our review, all 13 UPS were found to be suitable
for improving production; however, they all had constraints in their adoption. In Tables 2 and 4 we
have identified the constraints, assigned a score as supported by the literature and ranked the UPS
according to the average scores of the constraints. The scores of the constraints were given by experts
as a result of the understanding found in the literature describing the ability of the UPS to overcome
these constraints. We have picked the four highest ranked UPS and described them below.

4.1. Contour Ridges and Tied Ridges

“A ridge is a long, narrow, elevated strip of land or any raised strip or band. A ridge is called a
contour ridge when it is created along the upslope furrow to accommodate runoff from a catchment
strip between the ridges that are 15 to 20 cm high” [146]. “These ridges may be 1.5 to 10.0 m apart
depending on the microcatchment system, as the catchment is a function of the distance between
ridges. The precise distance should be calculated according to the expected rainfall and the soil texture
of the region” [146]. When a ridge is crossed by the ridge of another perpendicular earthen band, it is
called a tied ridge (Figure 4). “Small earthen ties are made within the furrows at 4 to 5 m intervals
to prevent the lateral flow of water. The main objective of a tied ridge system is to collect local water
runoff and store it within the soil profile in the vicinity of the plant roots” [146].

Tied ridges prolong the retention of soil moisture and enhance nutrient uptake by
crops [101,104,147]. Tied ridges provide a better crop growth environment [102,148,149] in areas where
the temporal rainfall variability is a challenge. Evidence of higher cereal yields and increased rain
water use efficiency [27,101], and even better income [92,104], have been reported. Tied ridges can be
improved to be more effective, for instance by combining tied ridges with microdosage techniques [147].
This UPS is found to be the most useful in reducing the acuteness of temporal rainfall variability.
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Figure 4. Examples of tied ridges planted with pearl millet in Idifu-Dodoma, Tanzania.

Araya and Stroosnijder [104] report that tied ridging and mulching can increase soil water
availability in the root zone by more than 13% and crop grain yield (barley) by at least 44% during
below average rainfall years. Other evidence shows that tied ridges are beneficial in drought-prone
areas. Arid and semi-arid areas can benefit from enhanced production, up to five times greater, of
sorghum yields grown in loamy soils [103].

Care should be taken when farming using tied ridges, and it is advised to carefully open the ridges
when excess water is expected to cause waterlogging [104]. Thus, when rainfall is well distributed
during the cropping season, tied ridging is not a necessary tillage alternative for cereals such as
maize on flat land. However, when tied ridges are used in areas with modest slopes, they markedly
increase soil water reserves at 0.15 to 0.60 m depths after maize harvest [102]. This strategy is limited
by the difficulties related to mechanization [150] and excess rainfall. The limitations necessitate “an
assessment of the major agro-meteorological challenges, existing tillage, hoeing and associated land
management practices” [150].

4.2. Micro-Fertilization

After water availability, soil nutritional status is the greatest constraint to food production across
the arid and semi-arid SSA countries [105,151,152]. When soil moisture is adequate for plant growth,
the crop will reach its maximum growth potential if nutrient supply is adequate. Several authors
have reported a challenge of poor soil fertility that farmers in semi-arid areas are facing [153–155].
The problem is acute for poor farmers in semi-arid Sub-Saharan Africa countries [151,156,157].
The precision-farming technique referred to as “microdosing” has been developed by experts [158–160].
It “involves the application of small quantities of fertilizer with the seed at the time of planting or
as top dressing three to four weeks after emergence” [161]. This method enhances the efficiency of
fertilizer use when compared to the broadcasting application method. Micro-fertilization helps poor
farmers increase the returns on small initial investments [160,162].

In agreement with Bielders and Gerard [162], farmers have to develop the capacity to apply
recommended amounts of fertilizer over time. The best option could be the application of manure or
organic fertilizers. However, manure availability can be a challenge for farmers who are not livestock
keepers. In such conditions, microdose fertilization remains an important option to these farmers.
So far, microdosing has been introduced in Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and South Africa, which are
in the southern part of the African continent [151,157]. Farmers apply fertilizer in small quantities
(micro-fertilization) to cover large areas of their farms, and this method has helped them increase
crop yields [163]. The results from Niger and Mali show a yearly average of 20 kg P2O5 ha−1 and
30 kg N ha−1 increased stover yields by 400 to 1500 kg ha−1, and the stover yield was not further
increased with higher application rates of 40 kg P2O5 ha−1 and 60 kg N ha−1 [164]. Similar reports of
millet yield success have been reported in Niger [162]. Other promising results from initial on-farm
trials in Zimbabwe show increases in yield by 30–100% when microdoses, as little as 10 kgN ha−1 [151]
were applied.
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Thus, micro-fertilization UPS are recommended in low-yielding plots, as microdosing in plots
with minimum yield bears a non-negligible financial risk [151]. Twomlow et al. [151] reported that
micro-fertilization was an effective strategy to counteract the disadvantages of late sowing, and it
better suited as a means of famine mitigation [151]. They provided yield data that smallholder farmers
could increase their yields by 30–100% through application of micro-fertilization as little as 10 kg
Nitrogen ha−1 [151]. However, these experiences from West Africa have shown that the adoption of
micro-fertilization technology requires supportive and complementary institutional innovation [151].
The major constraints to the adoption of this strategy are the initial access to fertilizer, access to credit,
insufficient flows of information and training to farmers, and inappropriate policies [151]. Of much
interest is what additional benefits can be obtained by combining microdose fertilization with other
UPS, such as varying planting dates, tied ridges and field scattering.

4.3. Varying Sowing/Planting Dates as a Measure to Counteract Rainfall Uncertainties

Varying planting dates increases the efficiency of the use of available water or rainfall and it has
the potential to reduce the risk of temporal rainfall variability [29]. Under current climate change and
variability, the onset of seasonal rainfall is uncertain for most years [76,165–167]. Therefore, farmers
cannot rely on the planting dates they previously used. To reduce the risk of total production failure,
farmers are advised to vary planting dates to capture the best planting date for the season. This method
guarantees the probability of at least one planting date secures a harvest. In this case, the timing of the
start of planting dates is crucial and very challenging [74].

In addition, a challenge related to the affordability remains, as poor farmers have a limited
capacity to purchase enough seeds to cover several planting dates. A study in Southern Africa
established optimum planting dates for six locations. These dates were from the 5 to 27 December, 26
December to 7 January, and 4 to 7 December for Malawi, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe, respectively [76].
Sacks et al. [168] discovered that maize planting dates might vary more widely in tropical regions. The
findings reflected that sowing time can be optimized for stable rainfed maize yields, but the effect of
sowing dates on rainfed maize yield is modified by both soil depth and soil fertility.

In general, varying sowing/planting dates increases the chance of crop production under high
temporal rainfall variability; for some cereal crops, this strategy has significantly influenced seed
germination, plant height, tillering, total biomass, and overall grain yield and water productivity
under rainfed conditions. Such cereals include wheat [168,169], rice [170,171], maize [172,173] and
sorghum [174–176]. The weakness of the method is related to the difficulties in controlling the harvest
loss for all dates combined. Thus, this strategy provides an opportunity for farmers to have a wide
range of planting date options that can help them secure a possible optimum harvest for the season.
The timing of planting should be adjusted based on the forecast of the onset of seasonal rainfall to
harness the maximum potential of available seasonal rainfall.

4.4. Spatial Plot Distribution as a Measure to Combat Spatial Rainfall Variability

Rainfall can vary over a spatial distance as small as 800 m [29]. Efforts to protect crop yields
from the impacts of climate change should, therefore, consider spatial rainfall variations [177]. Spatial
plot distribution (cultivating fields at different locations within a few kilometers) reduces the risk of
complete production failure when there is less rainfall and high spatial variability in the area; however,
fields cannot avoid production losses altogether [29,30]. The spatial plot distribution strategy has
been successfully used in Niger [29] and Nigeria [30]. Spatial plot distribution is limited by land
and financial resources of farmers to be able to farm fields in different locations. The strategy is
useful in areas that are not constrained by land resources and have low rainfall with high spatial
variability [29,30].
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4.5. Roles of Models for Cereal UPS

The models are good at exploring different questions that arise from the limitations of UPS at
the field level and extrapolating the results to a large scale that allows for more informed decision
making [178]. Modelling and simulation studies help in making more sensible decisions for the current
climatic status and the future production of cereals. They provide an alert for the measures to take
in case food security is at risk. The models should subsequently be improved as they have several
limitations, as described below.

4.5.1. Description of DSSAT-Models

The “decision support system for agrotechnology transfer” (DSSAT) encompasses 16 different
crop models for different evaluation purposes [179]. The models in DSSAT integrate the effects of
soil, crop phenotype, management options and weather. A DSSAT model has been adopted in a wide
range of countries and continents (Table 5), which indicates its strength in accommodating a wide
range of climatic and agricultural conditions. For instance, one simulation study found clear signs of
decline in the future production of maize and rice in India [73]. Additionally, they determined that
shifting planting dates would have a positive impact on production. Rezaei et al. [70] used the DSSAT
model and found that maize crops could be substituted by pearl millet to counter yield reduction in
the future, while other studies have suggested that a change of cultivar would be an option to sustain
food production in the future [32,180].

In this survey, we found that the models have satisfactorily explained farmers’ attitudes to
planting/sowing time, microdosage under nutrient management, and scattered field or spatial field
dispersion. In most of the papers, data used for calibration were daily weather records, measured
physical, chemical, and morphological characteristics of the soils as model inputs, and crop genetic
coefficients that are specific to each cultivar of interest. In a study by Jagtap and Abamu [127], DSSAT
model used farmers’ planting dates to simulate maize growth and found that “early planting together
with manure from cattle allowed to graze on crop residues increased yield response to fertilizer
N” [127]. The results also showed that changing the planting date by 30 days (more or less) had
minimal effect on obtainable maize grain yields in production systems characterized by high N inputs
(120–150 kg/ha) [127].

DSSAT offers nutrient management functions, where fertilizer application can be varied from
optimum to minimum applications (micro-fertilization). Nutrient management has been simulated
extensively and reported by many authors. For example, Gerardeaux et al. [129] used the DSSAT
4.5 cropping system model (DSSAT-CSM) to explain the impact of various climate changes on rice
productivity in Madagascar using two tillage strategies and two fertilization rates: low and high
nitrogen. They used a locally cultivated rice cultivar to calibrate and validate the model, with a 6-year
experimental data set. Nitrogen was found to be a major constraint while zero tillage demonstrated no
advantage in addressing impacts of climate change. Another study by Jeong et al. [130] using DSSAT
found that adjusting the split N fertilizer application rate was enough to attain a satisfactory yield of
rice, providing an additional 10–20 kg/ha. Other studies also done on wheat [126], pearl millet [131]
and maize [32,125] demonstrated the potential of using DSSAT in simulating fertilizer microdosage.

DSSAT has also been reported to simulate field scattering as an UPS for improving cereal yields in
semi-arid areas. In a study by Jalota and Vashisht [73], they found that “in the future, the magnitude of
climate change and variability would vary with agro-climatic zone” as well as the yields of maize and
rice [73]. A simulation of wheat at different locations using a DSSAT model [140] also recorded different
yields, which were a result of different agro-climatic zones within India. Hurtado et al. [138] also
reported that the DSSAT was able to simulate corn yields related to field spatial variability. The authors
used data of “maximum and minimum temperatures, rainfall and solar radiation; soil data in the 0–27,
27–45, 45–68, 68–80 and 80–100 cm layers to each experimental plot, management information of corn
crop and genetic parameters of the corn hybrid” [138]. The authors reported that the DSSAT was able
to simulate yields as related to the spatial variables of the soil attribute base saturation.
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Although DSSAT models are reported to adequately simulate planting dates, micro-fertilization
and spatial plot distribution UPS, we found no evidence that DSSAT models were used to simulate
tied ridges strategies. This is a gap that crop modelers may be required to fill as this UPS is among the
four prioritized UPS found to be effective in reducing the adverse effects of rainfall variability and in
conserving soil fertility and moisture during crop growth in semi-arid areas. Another summary of the
strengths and weaknesses of DSSAT models is presented by Brilli et al. [181]. The limitations reported
include overestimation or underestimation of soil organic carbon and soil nitrogen.

4.5.2. Description of APSIM Model

“The Agricultural Production Systems Simulator (APSIM)” [182]simulates several systems and
addresses the interactions among plants, animals, soil, climate, and management. The model allows
for the analysis of a whole-farm system, including crop and pasture sequences and rotations, and
livestock [182]. Maize was found to be a dominant crop simulated by the APSIM model followed
by wheat and sorghum. For example, Ngugi et al. [120] adopted the APSIM model for a scenario
analysis of the effect of tied ridges on maize yield in two study sites in Kenya and found different
responses to tied ridges and fertilizer application. In general, when combined, tied ridges and fertilizer
application boosted the maize yield significantly [120]. This provides evidence for the concept of
combining different UPS to counteract the effect of rainfall variability and poor soil fertility. In this
study, the combined UPS increased yields of maize grain between 507–3370 kg/ha [120].

In Zimbabwe, the APSIM model was used to explore the “risk associated with N fertilizer use by
smallholder farmers and management strategies to minimize that risk” [121]. They used long term
data from Nitrogen fertilizer maize trials for calibration and validation of the model before using it in
their exploration. In their results, they found moderate fertilizer application rates and early sowing
will give economic benefits to farmers [121,122]. Kisaka et al. [122] found similar results in Kenya
and recommended that “for subsistence farming, low-cost recommendations are geared towards
some ‘guaranteed’ yield stability each cropping season” [122]. Ahmed et al. [123] also calibrated and
validated the APSIM model and used it to predict nitrogen use efficiency of wheat under rain-fed
conditions for the Pothwar region of Pakistan. The simulation revealed the potential of the APSIM
model to provide fertilizer recommendation rates that may achieve agricultural production and
economic benefits, a finding that is in agreement with [142].

In the study by Ngugi et al. [120], the authors reported the potential of the APSIM model to inform
the planting dates UPS. They found that timing of planting was key in improving yields. The results
are in agreement with Heng et al. [133] who reported that “early sowing is important for achieving
high yields by avoiding terminal water deficit” [133]. The algorithm for simulating planting dates in
the model provides opportunities to determine optimum planting dates, which can help farmers to
avoid total crop failure. The model, in addition, could “simulate maize yields at four locations with 8
years of reliable weather records” [142], which highlights the potential of the model in determining the
effect of spatial plot distribution UPS. Under high spatial rainfall variability, the model can help in
predetermining the potential positions of fields where farmers can expect to obtain optimum yields.

Some of the weaknesses of the model have been summarized by [181], which include
underestimation of soil nitrogen and soil organic component, overestimation of annual leaching,
and underestimation/overestimation of N2O emissions. In this regard, the APSIM model still requires
periodic improvements so that it can be used with more certainty. In addition, [181] provides a detailed
summary and review of the strengths and weaknesses of the APSIM model.

4.5.3. Description of the AquaCrop Model

“The AquaCrop model simulates major herbaceous crops as a function of water consumption
under rainfed, supplemental, deficit, and full irrigation conditions” [183]. It also simulates
evapotranspiration as separately soil evaporation and crop transpiration. The model also simulates
the biomass accumulated each day using crop specific parameters that are normalized for reference
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evapotranspiration [183–185], which makes the model useful to in different climates [132,186,187].
The model has been successfully used to simulate different cereal UPS in semi-arid areas. We found
six papers that discussed planting dates for maize [77,184], barley [136,186], winter wheat [135], and
varying nitrogen levels (microdose fertilization) for maize [132]. We found the model to have the
potential for extrapolating successful cereal UPS in arid and semi-arid areas. Expansion of the usage of
the model for simulating tied ridges and modifying the model to accommodate spatial field dynamics
will be of importance for its robust usage.

Most of the weaknesses of the AquaCrop model are mentioned on the FAO website for land
and water (http://www.fao.org/aquacrop/overview/limitations/en/). Our overview finds that the
weaknesses resemble the limitations of DSSAT and APSIM. These limitations include the following:
(i) AquaCrop simulates a single growth cycle only; (ii) the model predicts crop yields at a single
point in its simulations [183] and assumes that the field is uniform without spatial differences in crop
development, transpiration, soil characteristics or management [183]; and (iii) the AquaCrop model
considers only incoming vertical (irrigation capillary and rainfall rise) and outgoing (transpiration,
deep percolation and evaporation) water fluxes in its simulations [183].

5. Conclusions

Four UPS were identified as the most promising to improve rainfed cereal production for poor
farmers in semi-arid areas. These UPS are tied ridges, microdose fertilization, varying sowing/planting
dates and field scattering. These strategies are suitable for reducing the risks of cereal production
failure under low rainfall, high spatiotemporal variability, and poor soil fertility conditions.

Among the different biophysical models, three of them—namely, DSSAT, APSIM and
AquaCrop—have more frequently studied the four selected UPS. We found that both the strengths
and the weaknesses of these models were comparable. In general, the models have performance
weaknesses when temporal and spatial variations in soil moisture, soil temperature and aeration are
considered. In addition, they do not include algorithms for each UPS or for soil organic content and
they consider only vertical water fluxes. The frequency of the use of models is an important proxy for
their robustness. This assessment also identified the main points necessary to improve the selected
UPS’s. Despite their limitations, we encourage researchers and decision makers to use these models
since they have been instrumental in research and decision-making.
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Abstract: Adoption of the trinity of practices known commonly today as conservation agriculture
(CA)—maintaining soil cover, reducing tillage, and enhancing soil nitrogen through legumes—is
a critical process to the management of erosion in rural landscapes, and maintenance of aquatic
habitats and hydropower potential. However, the large literature on the benefits and risks of
CA fails to find any universal determinants of adoption, with competing uses for crop residues,
availability of labor, and access to physical inputs common constraints appearing in different contexts.
We conduct a study in the specific context of Malawi, using ethnographic interviewing to draw
out possible decision criteria and machine learning to identify their explanatory power. This study
is structured to inform the question: “How do farmers decide to adopt the specific activities of
CA in Malawi?” We find that more than any other factor, adoption by neighbors (i.e., peer effects)
matters, with possible implications for the overall cost of encouraging CA (e.g., through subsidies)
as it is taken up across a landscape. Further, we note that little else within our household survey
(save for more detailed articulation of neighbor and neighborhood characteristics) offers greater
explanatory power than those factors identified by farmers themselves. Finally, we note that decisions
made in the presence of an incentive are structurally different than those made without incentives,
validating previous concerns in the literature regarding the basis most CA adoption studies, within
CA promotion interventions.

Keywords: Malawi; conservation agriculture; peer effects; decision tree modeling

1. Introduction

Careful management of erosion is critical to maintaining aquatic habitat and long-term
hydropower potential in the Shire River Basin of Malawi [1]. As a means to reduce sediment loads to
the Shire Basin system, the Government of Malawi encourages adoption of conservation agriculture
(CA), a trinity of agricultural practices that, while taking various forms across the globe [2], generally
encourages farmers to avoid tilling soil, to keep soil covered with mulch or cover crops, and to
introduce a (usually nitrogen-fixing) intercrop or rotation. In Malawi, CA is written into the country’s
Agricultural Sector Wide Approach (ASWAp) as (i) crop residue mulching (CR); (ii) zero tillage (ZT);
and (iii) legume intercropping or rotation (IC) [3]. Several different approaches to financing incentives
for CA adoption are under design and evaluation in Malawi, including the UNDP’s Green Water
Credit Scheme [4] and a private trust for promoting CA in riparian micro-catchments developed by
the MCC [5]. The role of CA in reducing sediment loading to surface waters is fairly well characterized
in the literature at around 65% [6,7], but the calculus of adoption for households (e.g., constraints and
net benefits) is much murkier, highlighting the need for context-specific assessments. In the current
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study we present a method for allowing farmers themselves to provide key criteria in their decisions
to adopt or not, and evaluate the importance of these criteria in a large-n study.

Examination of the factors shaping uptake and diffusion of CA, which is acknowledged across
Southern Africa to be generally low overall [8], is an area of active research [9–12]. So far, the
findings can be well described as “mixed”; in the words of one research group reviewing this
literature, “There are few if any universal variables that regularly explain the adoption of conservation
agriculture” [13]. Giller (2009) notes, for example, that in many contexts, competing uses for crop
residues, availability of labor, and access to physical inputs can restrict adoption of CA [14]. Pannell
(2014) notes crop residues as well, pointing additionally to short-term yield gaps and farmers’ general
aversion to uncertainty [15]. Although researchers frequently point to the competing uses for crop
residues (e.g., animal fodder) as a constraint to the diffusion of CA [16,17], it is also observed
that—for Malawi in particular—the low density of grazers makes this less likely to be a constraint [17].
Summarizing the challenge of understanding and encouraging CA adoption, we suggest that various
factors including costs, agronomic knowledge, and production risks in the early stages of CA adoption
discourage farmers from sustained adoption of CA, misaligning their actions with the longer-term
needs of their communities.

Andersson and D’Souza (2014) note that many of the studies within this literature are conducted
in the context of an intervention promoting CA, so their results are largely limited to revealing
“general characteristics of CA (component) adopters, rather than revealing farmers’ resource allocation
strategies that underpin adoption and non-adoption” [17]. The present study also examines CA
from within the context of an intervention promoting CA, and it also employs tools to compare
decision-making across both our treatment and control groups in order to look more closely at the
structure of CA adoption decisions and how they are shaped by the presence of incentives. That is, our
study design allows us to look at whether incentives re-organize decision-making in a meaningful
way, such that different factors matter, which might offer some explanation as to why there is little
clear consistency across different contexts in terms of which factors shape adoption.

Specifically, we draw from the ethnographic decision tree modeling (EDTM) work pioneered
by Christina Gladwin (in Malawi, largely) in the 1980s and conduct interviews in which key points
in respondents’ decision processes (specifically those pertaining to farmers’ decisions to adopt each
of the three constituent practices of CA) are identified and articulated, and subsequently applied
to construct classification trees whose terminal nodes best classify the order of factors that affect
the decision taken by participants [18]. This technique has enjoyed continued use through recent
decades with continued application to agricultural decisions, such as farm planning [19] and weed
management [20], as well as in other contexts, such as counselling psychology [21]. By asking farmers
directly about how they make decisions, as compared to traditional models where researchers provide
potentially relevant variables a priori as is the case in household surveys, we are better able to capture
and characterize the issues that matter most to farmers. Our study contributes and expands this
methodology by combining ethnographic methods with machine learning, which can more efficiently
determine decision trees and discover complex structures that were not specified in advance [22].
Bootstrap aggregating (or bagging) is a popular ensemble learning method for statistical classification.
Compared with other meta-algorithms for data classification, bagging has been shown to be a stable,
accurate, and easy-to-implement algorithm for data classification [23]. Bagging generates multiple
versions of a predictor and then uses model averaging to arrive at an aggregated predictor. In our
study, we depart from the typical small-n approach to building trees by re-applying our identified key
decision criteria in a large-n endline survey. This allows us (i) to make use of machine learning tools
(specifically the random forest and bootstrap aggregation algorithms) to identify structure in farmer
decision-making; (ii) to examine the explanatory power of farmer-identified factors for the adoption
of CA alongside that of other sets of variables commonly solicited in a household survey; and (iii) to
compare differences in decision structure across groups who have (treatment) and have not (control)
been offered incentives to adopt CA.
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This study is structured to inform the question: “How do farmers decide to adopt the specific
activities of CA?” Within this broader question, we also wish to understand how decisions to adopt
each of the different practices may differ, and how these decisions may differ in the presence of
an incentive, with the goal of informing the behavioral response side of potential soil and water
conservation programs. Through our novel integration of ethnography and machine learning, we find
that more than any other factor, adoption by neighbors (i.e., peer effects) matters, with possible
implications for the overall cost of encouraging CA (e.g., through subsidies) as it is taken up across
a landscape. Further, we note that little else within our household survey (save for more detailed
articulation of neighbor and neighborhood characteristics) offers greater explanatory power than those
factors identified by farmers themselves. Finally, we note that decisions made in the presence of an
incentive are structurally different than those made without incentives, validating previous concerns
in the literature regarding the basis most CA adoption studies, within CA promotion interventions.

2. Materials and Methods

Our primary data collection occurred via two activities within a larger project evaluating the
impact of different incentive structures [24] on the adoption of the three practices of conservation
agriculture in the Shire River Basin, Malawi. This larger project includes a random sample of 63 villages
selected from the pooled sampling frame of the 5 extension planning areas (EPAs) riparian to the upper
Shire River Basin, including Balaka and Machinga districts and a portion of Zomba district (Figure 1).
The work presented in the current paper does not draw on distinctions across treatments, and rather
focuses on the aggregate effect of having been offered an incentive or not, but the interested reader
is directed to [25] or to Appendix A for further details on project design. The two activities whose
data we draw on in the current study include a small-n ethnographic exercise (n = 96 respondents)
conducted in a selection of project villages between the end of the intervention and the endline study,
as well as a survey module within the project’s endline study (n = 1923 respondents).

Figure 1. Study Area.
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The ethnographic exercise drew a clustered, quota sample of participants from within the larger
project’s sample. Specifically, we visited a random selection of 8 of the 12 control villages and 24 of
the 48 treatment villages, and in each village identified three participants for interviews: one who
was practicing intercropping/rotation (irrespective of whether they also practiced zero tillage or
mulching); one who was practicing zero tillage or mulching (irrespective of whether they practiced
intercropping/rotation); and one participant who was practicing none of these three CA practices.
Following the method of ethnographic decision tree modeling (EDTM) of [18], our team of interviewers
from the National Smallholder Farmers’ Association of Malawi (NASFAM) conducted face-to-face
interviews with 96 participants to probe for key factors shaping the decision whether to adopt the
three constituent practices of CA. Coding of the interviews yielded 26 unique criteria from across the
set of interviews (summarized in our results section as Table 1). In the traditional EDTM espoused
by [18], these decision criteria would be used to manually construct decision trees that could then
be quantitatively analyzed to assess the predictive accuracy of the decision tree. In our analysis,
we departed from Gladwin’s method in two distinct ways. First, rather than construct decision trees
from this relatively small sample of 96 interviews, we instead leveraged the knowledge gleaned from
these interviews to design a household survey module (consisting of a series of binary response items)
to be included in the larger project’s endline survey (n = 1923 respondents). Additionally, for each item
we added a follow-up question that asked explicitly whether the respondent believed that factor had
shaped their choice to adopt or not any of the three CA practices. Second, rather than constructing the
decision trees manually based on the ethnographic interviews, we applied machine learning tools to
this large-n dataset (from the endline survey) to identify structure in farmers’ decision-making using
decision trees (and forests) as described below.

We used the TreeBagger package in Matlab’s Machine Learning Toolbox to train a “forest” of
100 classification trees to predict farmers’ adoption of each of the three CA practices using data
from the EDTM module, separately for both (i) responses from respondents in control villages
(hereafter, “control”) and (ii) responses from respondents in treatment villages (hereafter, “treatment”).
Each forest is generated using 10-fold cross validation, meaning that the available data are sliced into
10 parts, with a part excluded from a set of trees trained on the remaining nine parts, and repeated
10 times. The trained trees are then validated on the excluded part, generating an estimate of “out
of bag” (OOB) prediction error. TreeBagger also generates an estimate of predictor importance,
by estimating the relative OOB prediction error when individual predictors are excluded from the trees.
To compare the predictive capacity of the EDTM module with that of other survey modules common to
household surveys, we incorporated other modules from the endline survey (treatment characteristics,
household characteristics, neighborhood characteristics, farm characteristics, and risk perceptions;
a list of included items as well as our complete Android ODK protocol is attached as supplementary
information) and repeated the above TreeBagger exercise, giving us estimates of predictor importance
as well as average prediction error for forests of trees (and predictors within them) built from pooling
the EDTM module with these additional modules.

Following this exercise, we selected “best fit” trees for each case by identifying the tree structure
that minimized OOB prediction error, using the fitctree.m and cvloss.m functions in the Machine
Learning Toolbox and following Matlab’s “Classification” example [26]. There are several options
for selecting a best fit, with MathWorks suggesting both (i) choosing the tree that gives an absolute
minimum in prediction error (without considering tree complexity) and (ii) finding an optimum that
identifies the simplest tree structure whose OOB prediction error is within one standard error of the
absolute minimum; we select the latter approach for selecting trees.
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3. Results

3.1. Key Decision Criteria and Perceived Relevance

We identified 26 different criteria from our ethnographic interviews that farmers mentioned as
shaping their decisions to adopt any of the agricultural practices within CA; these are summarized in
Table 1 in the question form through which they were verified in return interviews and included in our
endline survey. These criteria span a range of different factors, and we have tagged them (for organization
and visualization only) based on our judgments as belonging to social, physical environment, climatic,
economic, risk perception, and governance themes. In-depth descriptions of these criteria, along with
supporting quotations from ethnographic interviews, are included as Appendix B.

We asked respondents in our endline survey about each of the 26 decision criteria (Table 1), and
whether they felt that particular criteria influenced their decisions regarding each of the three CA
practices individually. The endline survey encompassed 1923 respondents, in which 1669 (87 percent)
respondents reported practicing intercropping, 961 (50 percent) reported practicing crop residue
mulching, and 750 (39 percent) reported practicing zero tillage; 535 (28 percent) respondents reported
practicing all three. In general, respondents reported that the choice to intercrop was based on
economic motivations such as improving yields or reducing the risk of food insecurity (in the case
of intercropping) or economic constraints such as the limited availability of inputs (in the case of
mulching residues and practicing zero tillage). In addition to these economic factors, the decision(s) to
mulch crop residues and practice zero tillage were also influenced by the environmental conditions of
their agricultural land (Table 1).

Specifically, farmers identified that their decision of whether to intercrop was based on their
perception that they would have more crops to consume (661) or to sell (623), indicating that people
intercrop because they think it will increase their total output. Similarly, whether there was a market
for the crop was an identified decision criterion (540). In addition to market forces, farmers were
influenced to do intercropping in order to mitigate risks to yields like crop failure (469), planting delays
(173), and concerns of pests whether insect (149) or other animals (118).

Farmers most often explained their choice of whether to retain crop residues in terms of the
inputs required like sufficient access to crop residues (831) and sufficient labor to apply them (226).
They also explained that they were influenced by the competing benefits and drawbacks of crop
residue application. Farmers may be influenced to adopt crop residues because they are concerned
with weed growth (251), which can be stifled with crop residue application and of soil moisture (206).
However, they also may be discouraged from adopting it since they are concerned with increased
insect pests (217), which may increase when residues are transferred across fields.

Farmers indicated that their choice to adopt zero tillage was influenced (either positively or
negatively) by the conditions of their plots like if they had soil erosion problems (123), waterlogging
issues (111), which are associated with hard pans (164)—a condition of the soil that makes it compact
and more difficult for plant roots to establish. Farmers were also influenced by their concern of weed
growth (219) and if they could buy herbicide (187) to address it.

In sum, across our ethnographic surveys and in the perceptions reported by respondents in our
endline survey, different factors shape decisions for the different CA practices. In particular, farmers
link the decision to intercrop most commonly with crop performance and market opportunities,
while they link the decisions for zero tillage and crop residue mulching more commonly with physical
constraints such as access to residues, labor constraints, and weed issues. Our next analyses draw on
machine learning tools to examine whether these same reported factors also help to predict adoption
within our sample.

3.2. Random Forest Results

We analyzed “forests” of classification trees trained on the dataset of adoption decisions and the
26 criteria from Table 1, and found that the variables that explain the most variation in farmers’ choices
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to adopt were different than what farmers self-reported (Figures 2 and 3). Additionally, the factors that
influenced farmers’ decisions to adopt intercropping were different between control and treatment
groups. However, the decision criteria for applying crop residues and zero tillage were similar for each
activity and between treatment and control groups.

In ensemble predictions for the control samples, the choice to intercrop was driven by a number
of variables, but the top decision criterion was concern about soil erosion (Figure 2), along with the
perception that there would be a market and the ability to sell the leguminous crop, or that they could
be consumed by the household. The choice to do intercropping within the treatment group was also
driven by market factors, as well as concerns about pests, and the ability to purchase herbicides.

Figure 2. Relative variable importance in predicting intercropping (IC), zero tillage (ZT), or crop
residue mulching (CR) within the Control sample from the EDTM module, based on change in OOB
prediction error across a forest of trained classification trees. Variables ordered as in Table 1.

Figure 3. Relative variable importance in predicting intercropping (IC), zero tillage (ZT), or crop
residue mulching (CR) within the Treatment sample from the EDTM module, based on change in OOB
prediction error across a forest of trained classification trees. Variables ordered as in Table 1.

The ensemble predictions for the decision to adopt crop residues were generally most influenced
by whether people had been exposed to the practice. In control groups people were most influenced by
whether their neighbors did it and if they had access to extension and, to a lesser extent, whether they
were concerned with weed growth. The main factor for applying crop residues for the treatment group
was the monetary incentive, along with whether they had exposure to it either through extension or if
their neighbors did it, and also if crop residues were available to them.

Similar to crop residue application, the decision to do zero tillage, in both control and treatment
groups, was driven by whether or not people had exposure to it. In the control group people adopted
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zero tillage when they had access to extension or if their neighbors did it. To a lesser extent, people in
the control group were influenced by whether there was sufficient rain in the previous year. Those in
the treatment group were most influenced by whether their neighbors did zero tillage (Figure 3). To a
much lesser extent the treatment group was also influenced by the monetary incentive and whether
they had access to residues.

3.3. Expanded Ensemble Predictions

As a means of comparing how well the set of criteria outlined by farmers (in the EDTM
module) performed as predictors relative to the kinds of variables commonly identified in standard
agricultural household surveys, we trained additional forests using the EDTM module, plus one of the
following sets of variables also included in our endline survey: treatment characteristics, household
characteristics, neighborhood characteristics, farm characteristics, and risk perceptions (list of survey
items included in these modules, along with full survey protocol, is included as supplementary
information). Additionally, we trained one final forest on the combined set of all modules.

Prediction error is reduced in most cases by inclusion of neighborhood characteristics; inclusion
of risk variables offers some improvement to explaining crop residue mulching and zero tillage in
the treatment group; inclusion of farm characteristics improves prediction of IC in both the treatment
and control groups. It is notable that the module with the greatest additional impact on prediction,
neighborhood characteristics, is captured coarsely by the EDTM module (“Do any of your neighbors
practice ...”); and it is possible that more detailed probing of this topic in the interviews may have
yielded additional criteria to capture the variability explained by the neighborhood module. Additional
points to draw from Figure 4, reinforcing the message from other results in this study are that (i) the
prediction of intercropping and the factors that improve prediction of intercropping are distinct from
those which predict crop residue mulching and zero tillage and (ii) the factors that improve prediction
in the treatment group appear to be different from those that improve prediction in the control group.
Finally, it is noteworthy that in most cases, the reduction in prediction error with additional modules
is modest, highlighting that the criteria outlined by farmers themselves were able to explain variability
in adoption nearly as well as would the items in a larger household survey.

Figure 4. Average out-of-bag prediction error from ensembles of classification trees (“forests”) trained
on data from the EDTM variables (farmer-identified criteria for adoption), as well as additional modules
of experimental conditions (Expt), household characteristics (Hhold), neighborhood characteristics
(neighbor), farm characteristics (farm), and risk perceptions (risk); for each of the three CA practices
(intercropping (IC), zero tillage (ZT), or crop residue mulching (CR)) within both the control and
treatment groups.
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3.4. Decision Tree Results

Finally, we present individual trees for each of the three practices across treatment and control
(Figure 5), whose structure was selected as optimal (the simplest tree structure whose cross-validation
prediction error falls within one standard error of the minimum prediction error across all trees—see
Methods). Once again, the decision trees for each of the CA activities are different, which indicates
that farmers use different decision criteria when deciding to do a particular CA practice. In addition,
the availability of an incentive changes the way farmers structure decisions to adopt CA. In the case of
intercropping, for both treatment and control groups, there is no decision “tree,” in large part because
rates of intercropping are simply very high across both samples (>80%) and there are no variables that
improve upon the simple prediction that a farmer will intercrop.

The choice to apply crop residues is best explained in the dataset by whether or not one’s neighbor
does it, regardless of treatment. Within the control group the decision is straightforward: if your
neighbors apply cover crops, you likely will too and if they do not, you likely will not. The treatment
group is similar in that if your neighbors are doing it, you likely will too, but there are additional factors
that explain variability. Where their neighbors are not mulching residues, farmers in treatment villages
who have residues and are offered an incentive are likely to adopt as well. For those in treatment
villages whose neighbors are practicing zero tillage, but who have not received extension training on
zero tillage, a lack of labor or a lack of residues are the key things that keep them from also adopting.
Interestingly, the presence of neighbors practicing mulching makes the availability of residues a much
lower-order factor than when such role models are absent.

Like the case for intercropping, there is no decision “tree” for farmers to adopt zero tillage in
the control group. Most simply do not do zero tillage (>70%); and of those that are doing it, their
decision criteria are not held enough in common to structure a tree. The tree for the treatment group is
more complex, and like the decision to apply crop residues, is most strongly influenced by neighbors’
practices. Those whose neighbors have not adopted, most likely will also not adopt. Those whose
neighbors have adopted and who were offered an incentive most likely will also adopt. Where farmers
have neighbors who have adopted and were not offered an incentive are more likely to adopt if the
last year’s planting went as planned and if they feel they have available crop residues for residue
mulching. Though of minor importance to the zero tillage decision, the presence of crop residues in
this tree supports the idea that these two decisions are linked.

As a last note on the importance of neighbors, we note that the importance of neighbors transcends
both the availability of an incentive (i.e., neighbors matter in both control and treatment groups) as
well as the structure of incentive. The “neighbors CA” variable remains the most important (top node)
variable in the optimal trees for adoption of crop residues and zero tillage in the data subsets for both
payment structures offered in our main intervention (standard subsidy, and agglomeration payment;
see Methods) (additional trees included as supplementary information). As outlined in the Methods
section, the “agglomeration payment” structure offers bonuses to adoptees whose neighbors also adopt,
creating a network externality in which neighborhood adoption should matter [26]. Our analysis in the
current paper does not focus on the agglomeration payment directly but only on the broader effect of
having been offered an incentive. However, the importance of the neighbor effect across all treatments
as well as the control highlights that there are clear peer effects latent in the system that incentives like
the agglomeration payment can be designed to harness.
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Figure 5. Decision trees for farmers’ choices to adopt treatment for intercropping, crop residue, and
zero tillage in control (A,C,E) and payment (B,D,F) treatment groups.

4. Discussion

We have presented results from two data collection efforts: (i) a set of ethnographic interviews in
which respondents identified a set of key criteria shaping their decisions to adopt the different practices
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that comprise conservation agriculture (CA), and (ii) a large-scale endline survey in which farmers
from both treatment and control villages were asked to report on these same criteria, as well as the role
they perceived them to have in their CA decision-making. In our analysis we examined farmers’ own
perceptions of which factors shaped their decision-making; which factors better explained variability
in adoption of CA within the sample; and how the set of factors identified by farmers themselves
compared with other common household survey items in predicting adoption.

Most notably the set of factors explaining adoption of intercropping differs sharply from the
factors that explain adoption of zero tillage or crop residue mulching (between which there is much
overlap), a finding that is consistent across both the farmers’ perceived factors of importance, as well
as the factors identified as important by our random forest approach. This finding supports the
findings of [27], who characterized the adoption of CA not as one decision nor three but closer to two;
one regards intercropping and a second regards the mulching of crop residues over (generally) untilled
soil. The second finding of interest is that the set of factors emerging as important, as perceived by the
farmers, is different from the set of factors identified as important within the decision tree and random
forest approaches (i.e., explaining variation in adoption within the dataset).

More specifically, variation in adoption of zero tillage and crop residue mulching is explained
by a small number of variables, most notably adoption by neighbors and the presence of incentives.
Though adoption by neighbors emerged as perhaps the most important factor in shaping adoption,
it was perceived by only a handful of respondents as having shaped their decisions (2–3%; Table 1).
At least in the case of crop residue mulching, early adopters might feel otherwise; one interviewee
noted, “People used to laugh at us when we adopted ground cover, but now the same people are
coming to me asking for assistance on how they can also do it”.

A unique element of our study is that we examined the structure of decision-making across
farmers both inside and outside of an intervention. Our decision tree analysis demonstrated that,
while neighbor effects seem to matter both inside and outside the intervention, decisions on CA
practices within the treatment may be structured differently. That is, variation in adoption by members
of the treatment group could be better explained (in terms of cross-validated errors) by additional
factors such as the presence of incentives and access to factors such as crop residues, extension,
and labor, while variation in adoption within the control group could not. One implication of the
appearance of crop residues in the trees for both zero tillage and crop residue mulching is that access
to sufficient crop residues may be a key entry point to shifting adoption of both CA practices.

Implications for Programmatic Soil and Water Conservation

Our analysis shows that, within our sample and timeframe, neighbors and incentives emerge
as the key factors shaping adoption. An implication of this is that in the absence of neighbors as
role models, incentives are likely necessary to encourage initial adopters in a region. However, the
importance of neighbors in our results suggests that once some adoption has been achieved, further
adoption may be more likely, rather than less. Additionally, the incentives necessary to encourage
further adoption may be lower (rather than higher), as farmers need less of an encouragement to follow
in the footsteps of their peers. Though the role of peer effects to encourage adoption and diffusion
is nothing new [28], it is by no means universal, nor are there generally universal factors shaping
adoption in CA contexts [13]. Identifying neighbors’ adoption as a clear driver of new adoption in the
Shire Basin context has clear application in the design of new research and development programs
in the region aimed at improving livelihoods, landscapes, and water systems. We mean to suggest
that, based on our findings in this paper, the CA adoption problem may have a tipping point (beyond
which further adoption is self-reinforcing as people observe their neighbors also adopting). This kind
of system behavior supports the argument that payments need to be high upfront, but may not need
to stay that way—as neighbors adopt, and as the private benefits of CA accrue to the adopter (reduced
input costs, improved soil structure yields, etc.), payments can be phased out. In the sustainable
land management context, demonstrated reduction in sedimentation could even provide the basis for
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payments for ecosystem services (PES) program [29,30], with a direct beneficiary willing to take over
any provision of encouragement. Though adoption of CA is generally low across Southern Africa [8],
we suggest the importance of research that identifies landscapes within the region where CA adoption
is comparatively high, in order to better test the potential for tipping point behavior in the addressing
the challenge of land degradation.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/10/1/51, Spreadsheet S1:
Item list and Survey Protocol; Binder S1: Additional Classification Trees.
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Appendix A. Description of Methods in Larger Project Intervention

Our primary data collection occurred via two activities within a larger project evaluating the
impact of different incentive structures on the adoption of the three practices of conservation agriculture
in the Shire River Basin, Malawi. This larger project includes a random sample of 63 villages selected
from the pooled sampling frame of the 5 extension planning areas (EPAs) riparian to the upper Shire
River Basin, including Balaka and Machinga districts and a portion of Zomba district (Figure 1).
The sample was originally designed as 12 control villages and 48 treatment villages—6 treatments
each with 8 villages—with 3 additional villages added incidentally as intervention teams visited
accidentally visited villages close to the true sampled village with similar names. The project collected
baseline data from a clustered sample of 30 households in each of the sampled villages; implemented
a two-year, opt-in intervention at the village level in each of the 48 treatment villages (plus the 3
accidental inclusions); followed by an endline panel survey with respondents from the baseline survey,
adding in additional households from the original sampling frame to replace households that had left
the village or were otherwise unable or unwilling to participate. With additional villages and new
responses to account for attrition, our final endline survey was given to 1923 respondents.

The interventions in each village varied in structure, following a 2 × 3 design of (i) payment
structure and (ii) monitoring level. Payments took one of two structures—a standard subsidy, and an
“agglomeration payment” [22], which included a smaller standard subsidy along with bonus payments
given for participation by neighboring farmers. All payments were calibrated to have a value on
the order of 30 USD per acre (up to a maximum of one acre, in increments of 0.1 acres) for complete
adoption of all three CA practices. Monitoring levels varied from (i) high (all participants); (ii) reduced
(half of participants); to (iii) low (no participants). In “high” monitoring treatments, all registered plots
were visited at the end of the season to verify compliance, while in “reduced” monitoring treatments,
a random selection of half of the participants had a plot visit while others merely self-reported.
In “low” monitoring treatments, all participants self-reported.

Appendix B. Ethnographic Results—Thick Descriptions

We identified 26 different criteria from our ethnographic interviews that farmers mentioned as
shaping their decisions to adopt any of the agricultural practices within CA; these are summarized
in Table 1 in the main paper, in the question form through which they were verified in return
interviews and included in our endline survey. The reasoning behind the adoption (or not) of
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each of the three practices differs, and in the text below we draw supporting quotations from our
interviews to provide a thicker description of farmer thinking than is provided by Table 1. Across
our 96 interviews, 73 respondents (76 percent) reported practicing intercropping (or leguminous crop
rotations), 56 (58 percent) reported mulching crop residues, and 23 (24 percent) reported practicing
zero tillage; only 12 (13 percent) practiced all three.

Appendix B.1. Intercropping

Farmers reported choosing to intercrop because they believed that it would increase their food
supplies and incomes through mitigating the risk of crop failure and by maximizing the number of
crops planted, especially when land is limited. Farmers also reported choosing to intercrop because
it improved their food security through increasing the amount and diversity of food that they could
access. Lastly, people adopted intercropping because they thought it would improve their soil fertility,
which would lead to improved yields and profits.

Some farmers viewed intercropping as a strategy to reduce the potentially negative impacts
of drought and flooding that could lead to crop failure, which could result in both food insecurity
and income loss. An adopter explains, “When we plant maize with pigeon peas and the maize does
not do well, we are able to sell the pigeon peas and buy maize”. Another adopter emphasized how
intercropping (though not of a legume) allowed her to overcome a climatic shock: “If it were not for
sorghum, I would have died from hunger as my maize crop was washed away by floods”. Not only
did people intercrop to buffer against risks, they did so to increase their yields. Many farmers attribute
their decision to intercrop to seeing that their neighbors harvest higher yields and even bumper
harvests. Increased yields can improve food security through increasing the amount of food produced,
expanding dietary diversity, and increasing income (e.g., through sales of marketable surpluses).
An adopter explained, “Low maize yields prompted me to start intercropping maize with cowpeas,
so that I have food and can also sell”. Also, an adopter explained how intercropping leads to more
dietary diversity, “When we plant maize, cowpeas and pigeon peas and it is time to harvest, we have
more food. It is like we have planted both food and relish”.

Farmers also adopted intercropping in order to maximize the use of their limited space and
increase income. Another respondent elucidates, “Since my piece of land is small, I have always been
forced to practice intercropping so that I can harvest more crops on this small piece of land”. Another
furthers that intercropping can be profitable: “I plan to continue growing maize with pigeon peas
because the pigeon peas are bringing me money after selling”. Farmers also consider that intercropping
will lead to future improved yields by improving soil fertility. A respondent explains, “I realized
that there was rampant soil degradation and felt the need to intercrop the maize with legumes to
improve the fertility of the soil”. Another farmer adds, “The leaves of the pigeon pea plants shed off
and improve the fertility of the soil so we obtain food ... and also income when we sell the pigeon
pea”. Even though most farmers thought that intercropping would improve soil and yields, others
explained that concerns about yield were why they did not adopt intercropping: “Planting more crops
in the same field results in poor performance of maize, which is the main crop here”.

Appendix B.2. Crop Residues

Among farmers who mulched crop residues, the most commonly cited reasons were the perceived
environmental benefits of retained soil moisture, improved soil fertility, and reduced soil erosion.
People also mulched crop residues because of the reduced labor requirements (e.g., to remove stubble)
and as a means of limiting termites, though some people think that crop residues can actually increase
pest problems. Those who did not apply crop residues explained that the did not do so because they
did not have the stalks, were concerned about arson, or did not have access to extension to learn how
to do it.

These farmers often explain their primary reason for mulching residues as being improved soil
moisture. A respondent explains, “In this type of farming, when I cover the field with maize stalks,
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even when rainfall is low, the crop does not wilt, it still grows and the harvest is good”. Also, another
farmer adds the increasing important benefits of soil moisture: “I noticed some time back that climate
was changing because we were receiving inconsistent rainfall. Therefore, I decided to use the husks
to preserve moisture in the soil, which helps the crops to grow”. Farmers also explained that they
adopted it because they thought it improved the soil quality. One said, “This ground cover helps to
prevent loss of nutrients by reducing soil erosion when we have floods”. Another perceived benefit of
retaining crop residues is the reduced labor inputs required. One farmer explained, “Before I started
this type of farming, I used to face problems especially tilling of the field and I had to weed more than
twice. However, now, I am able to rest and I simply go and remove the weeds by hand”. Some farmers
were additionally persuaded to do cover cropping because they thought it would reduce termite
damage. “Due to the prolonged dry spells, there was a termite attack but the damage was minimal as
the pests were busy feeding on the ground cover”. Though others did not adopt it for the same reason.
“Much as [ground cover] is good, the main challenge that I am facing is that termites tend to cut down
the crops on the areas which I have put much covering materials”.

For those that do not adopt, the main reported reason was that they did not have access to inputs
like maize stalks and others worried that applying maize stalks would increase the chances of arson on
their property. A respondent explains, “For me to start, I will need organic manure and maize stalks”.
Obtaining maize stalks can be difficult because they are also used as fodder for livestock. In some
cases, farmers must choose between using them for livestock or improved soil moisture on their
farm and, in other cases, there are few stalks left after it is consumed by livestock in the community.
A farmer explains, “In this village there are some rich people who have cattle and these cattle destroy
the materials I used for ground cover practice and other selfish young people just set fire on the ground
cover materials, which discourages many people from practicing [it]”.

Appendix B.3. Zero Tillage

Farmers who adopted zero tillage (23 of 96 interviewees) reported that they chose to do so
because they thought it would increase their yields and food security as well as improve soil health.
Many people lamented that they were not able to adopt zero tillage because it required too much labor,
they did not have the inputs required, and that there was little extension training on the zero tillage
practice. At times, the choice to do zero tillage was associated with their willingness to apply crop
residues, which is evidenced by people complaining that they could not do zero tillage because “they
did not have enough maize stalks which are also needed for this type of farming”.

Farmers chose to adopt zero tillage after they were told by extension agents or saw from their
neighbors that would be able to increase yields, especially when coupled with applying crop residues.
“At first I was only trying the practice after the extension agent told me about this ground cover
farming, but now I have seen the yields have improved and I plan on increase the land under this
practice”. Part of the reason that farmers adopted this practice was because they recognized the
potential benefit of their soil and, consequently, their yield. A farmer explains, “It is not good to till the
land every year because that degrades the soil. By tilling the soil every year, there used to be emergence
of red weeds resulting in wilting of maize”. Though other people explained that soil concerns were
why they did not adopt: “The soil type in this area is hard, and when we tried it we realized we were
better off [just] doing ground cover”. To some extent, farmers were able to see some of the agronomic
benefits of CA emerging, as another explained, “I have benefited a lot from this type of farming as
the field was not infested with weeds and that germination was good since the basins were able to
retain moisture”.

Those that did not adopt zero tillage said that it was because they did not have extra labor and
inputs required, nor did they have sufficient access to extension agents. People choose not to do zero
tillage because “digging the basins is quite laborious and time consuming”. A couple of different
women explained that they were not able to do it without additional male labor, which was not always
available. One woman whose husband migrates explained, “I do farm activities alone ... and I can only
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do minimum tillage if we could be two with my husband”. Beyond labor, which was a major concern
for many, few people also complained that they did not have inputs like maize stalks and fertilizer,
which they said were required to do zero tillage. Last, farmers indicated that of all the CA practices
taught by extension agents, zero tillage was the least accessible. A farmer explained, “We were only
trained on [applying crop residues] and intercropping, therefore, I am unable to practice this farming”.
Another suggested, “There’s need of more agricultural extension workers so that we keep up the
momentum. That way more people in the village will adopt these methods”.
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Abstract: Climatic and environmental changes are expected to affect in particular those regions
where the economy is primarily based on the agricultural sector and where the dependency on water
availability is high. This study examines how smallholder farmers in rural Tanzania perceived climatic
and environmental changes over the past 20 years and the resulting effects on water availability and
food security. The study is based on a household survey of 899 farmers in a semi-arid and a sub-humid
region in Tanzania. It was found that (a) significant differences in perceptions of the environment
by farmers can be attributed to agro-climatic location, while the distance to a water source has less
impact on individual perception; (b) differently perceived changes affect individual water availability
and food security; and (c) the farm level adaptation methods applied are linked to vulnerability to
changes and the household dependence on the immediate environment. The authors conclude that
the specific environmental surroundings paired with socio-economic factors can severely compound
the negative effects of water scarcity on rural farmers.

Keywords: environmental change; local perception; food security; adaptation

1. Introduction

Changes in water availability can be quantified by advanced technology as well as individual
perception. People whose livelihoods directly depend on water resources, such as farmers, are
likely to perceive changes in water availability and their environment. However, there is mixed
scientific evidence regarding the accuracy of this evidence [1–3]. Therefore, human perceptions
of environmental changes are useful to supplement current environmental data methods and add
a qualitative perspective regarding the effects of the changes [4,5].

Perception of the environment describes how a person perceives the environment through the
brain´s and their senses’ ability to process and store information. The perceptual process is highly
complex, but broken down it consists of six steps: the presence of objects, observation, selection,
organization, interpretation, and response [6]. The selection, organization, and interpretation is
personalized and driven by internal and external factors. For example, the motivation, personality,
or experience of an individual plays a role in how they perceive their surroundings, but also a continued
repetition of being exposed to an object or a situation can alter their personal perception. Observers
are often very poor at reporting changes to their visual environment, but sensitivity to change does
still occur in the absence of awareness and does not rely on the redeployment of attention. The more
acute the change occurs, the more likely it will be perceived by the individual [6].

Perception of the environment as a diagnostic tool was first declared by the UNESCO’s Man and
the Biosphere program, stating that the study of perception of the environment is a fundamental tool
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for the management of places and landscapes [7]. Other studies have shown that perceived changes
in the environment are instrumental towards policy design and sustainable resource management,
as they may detect socio-environmental issues and interlinkages which other methods neglect [8–10].
Thus, an inconsistency between individual perception and scientific “measured” data can be utilized
to critically review results and to guide interpretation and management methods [11].

Individual perception is an especially effective diagnostic tool for the review of regional
environmental deviances on a small scale as present scientific measuring techniques may be too
imprecise for a detailed and in particular for an individual analysis [4,12,13]. The effects of change in
water availability can be highly succinct in terms of regional deviations and are subject to environmental
as well as socio-economic conditions [3,12]. Accordingly, an analysis of the link between distance to
water sources, the resulting amount of time spent outdoor in the environment, and perceived related
environmental change grants insight on why some perceive environmental change more strongly
than others.

This research on individual perceptions of water availability and food security in two study
areas, in rural semi-arid and in sub-humid Tanzania, investigates the discrepancies between perceived
changes in the environment and location across to regions. The objective is to discriminate perceptions
between the two study regions and explore the importance of agro-climatic location in terms of
the effects of environmental change on the individual perception. Furthermore, it aims to detect
differences in perceived changes in water availability and food security based on the time needed by
an individual to reach a drinking water source. We hypothesized that both agro-climatic location and
distance from water source would influence individual perception insofar that harsher environmental
surroundings stimulate sensitivity to change within those surroundings. Furthermore, it was expected
that if environmental changes are perceived, measures would be put in place to prevent or reduce
expected risks, which in turn could increase long-term water availability and food security.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Wami River drainage basin constitutes the hydrological unit encompassing the selected
case study regions in Tanzania (Figure 1). Water availability in this area partly depends on the
state of the Wami River basin’s water resources, which have been and continue to be affected by
strong hydrological changes due to population growth, agricultural sector development, and climate
change [14–16].

This study was carried out in two agro-ecologically differing regions in Tanzania. The predominantly
sub-humid Morogoro case study region (600–800 mm annual rainfall) features flat plains, highlands,
and dry alluvial valleys [17]. The diverse food systems are based on maize, sorghum, legumes,
rice, and horticulture, with livestock being only marginally integrated in the livelihood system.
The semi-arid Dodoma case study region (350–500 mm annual rainfall) is predominantly characterized
by flat plains. The food system is primarily based on sorghum and millet with a strong integration of
livestock [17–19]. Morogoro contains areas with different levels of sensitivity concerning food security,
while the areas in Dodoma are usually characterized by high food insecurity.

2.2. Data Collection

The study uses the findings of empirical qualitative research conducted in 2014 from six villages
(Changarawe, Idifu, Ilakala, Ilolo, Ndebwe, Nyali; case study sites in Figure 1) in two rural regions in
Tanzania. A baseline household survey (Faße, et al. [20]) interviewed 899 household heads to describe
the climatic and environmental changes in their immediate surroundings over the past 20 years, in case
they had perceived any. The surveyed households were selected randomly from a list of household
heads’ names and the corresponding sub-villages they lived in. From each village, 150 households
were randomly selected, collectively adding up to 900 surveyed parties in total from both districts.
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Figure 1. Location of case study sites, larger neighboring cities, major rivers and corresponding river
basin in Tanzania.

2.3. Quantitative Analysis

A selected number of information from the survey sections regarding climatic changes,
environmental changes, water sources and water availability were used for this study. Additionally,
information on the location as well as the distance to cover to reach the main source of drinking
water was extracted. After the data was collected, it was entered into a database and later exported
to the statistical software STATA 13 for data cleaning. The data was cleaned in terms of income and
consumption aggregation. The data was then analysed with IBM SPSS Statistics Version 16.0, using the
Mann–Whitney-U test for testing regionally differing perceptions of the environment and using the
Kruskal–Wallis-H test for verifying a possible relationship between distance categories to the water
source and their perceptions of the environment.

3. Results

3.1. Region-Specific Perceptions

The results of the statistical analysis shows that perceptions of change related to climate (Table 1)
and environment (Table 2) were significantly different between the two regions. While 97% of all
farmers from both regions perceived climatic changes over the past 20 years, highly significant
differences in perceptions became apparent for changes in temperature, forest, grazing lands, soil
fertility, river water levels, food security and coping activities.

The perception of interviewees from Dodoma in regards to changes in temperature revealed that
individuals felt less affected by potential changes than interviewees from Morogoro. Individuals from
Dodoma more often expressed that they had not perceived any change in temperature as well as lower
temperatures during the summer season. Interviewees from Morogoro reported to have suffered more
heat days and extreme temperatures than those from Dodoma.
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Table 1. Perceptions of climatic change in Dodoma and Morogoro (Mann–Whitney-U Test).

Parameter Semi-Arid Dodoma Sub-Humid Morogoro

Climatic Change n.Sign. n.Sign.

-No change 2.7% 3.1%
-Change 97.3% 96.9%

Rainfall n.Sign. n.Sign.

-Less annual rainfall 43.2% 46.2%
-Less rainy days 13.4% 13.1%

-Rainy season shorter 10.1% 8.0%
-Other b 33.3% 32.7%

Temperature ** **

-No change 5.6% 1.8%
-Less hot in summer 5.0% 1.6%
-Hotter in summer 25.0% 17.8%

-Extreme temperatures 32.2% 41.9%
More heat days 23.4% 27.8%

Other b 8.8% 9.1%

** significance level α ≤ 0.01; b ‘Other’: answer categories that were selected by less than 10% of interviewees in
both regions were aggregated.

Table 2. Perceptions of environmental change in Dodoma and Morogoro (Mann–Whitney-U Test).

Parameter Semi-Arid Dodoma Sub-Humid Morogoro

Environment n.Sign. n.Sign.

-No change 4.2% 5.6%
-Change 95.8% 94.4%

Forest ** **

-No change 2.5% 9.4%
-Less forest area 40.6% 34.1%

-Less trees 20.3% 18.5%
-Less dense forest 17.2% 11.4%
-No more big trees 10.8% 17.6%

-Other b 11.1% 18.4%

Grazing Land *** ***

-No change 3.2% 23.5%
-Less grazing lands 35.9% 41.9%

-Less pasture 30.3% 8.8%
-Grazing lands degraded 22.7% 15.0%

-Other b 7.9% 10.8%

Soil Fertility ** **

-No change 6.3% 16.2%
-Lower yields 85.2% 75.1%

-Other b 8.5% 8.7%

River Water Level Wet Season *** ***

-No change 37.7% 17.3%
-Lower water level 20.2% 63.7%
-Higher water level 16.1% 13.1%

-Other b 26.0% 5.9%

River Water Level Dry Season n.Sign. n.Sign.

-No change 31.3% 12.1%
-Lower water level 24.0% 14.5%
-Higher water level 20.4% 67.5%

-Other b 24.3% 5.8%

** significance level α ≤ 0.01; *** significance level α ≤ 0.001; b ‘Other’: answer categories that were selected by less
than 10% of interviewees in both regions were aggregated.
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People from Dodoma perceived more severe negative changes in forests and were more likely
to notice a negative change in pasture compared to interviewees from Morogoro. While a higher
percentage of people from Morogoro found no changes in soil fertility in comparison to those of
Dodoma, the survey concludes that populations from both case studies have largely suffered lower
yields, suggesting a cause for the extensive negative effects on food security in both regions. In terms of
food security, respondents from Dodoma indicated to have suffered negative impacts more frequently,
which is in line with their perception of climatic and environmental changes.

Coping activities to approach the declining food security varied strongly between the two regions.
While nearly one fifth of interviewees from Dodoma chose to undergo no adjustment in the face of
environmental change, even twice as many refrained from doing so in Morogoro. Many interviewees
from Dodoma chose to take up non-farm employment. In Morogoro, popular coping mechanisms
included growing more crop varieties, taking up non-farm employment, and saving money. Hardly
any interviewees coped by migrating to another village or region or by investing in irrigation to cope
with the changing circumstances.

3.2. Perception Based on Distance to Water Source

Perceptions based on individual household distances to the closest water source did not show
any significant differences between water source distance classes (short distances less than 30 min by
foot, long distances between 30 and 240 min’ walk), except for soil fertility. Interviewees from longer
distance households tended not to perceive changes in soil fertility compared to shorter distances.
Though not significant, we found more rainfall in the early season and longer rainy seasons to be
solely perceived by interviewees who only had to overcome short to medium distances to their next
source of drinking water, while none of the interviewees with a journey longer than 30 min had noticed
a positive change.

4. Discussion

4.1. Region-Specific Perceptions

Our aim was to discriminate between different perceptions on environmental change and
the resulting effects on water availability and food security between (a) two agro-climatically
differing regions and (b) households with differing distances to water sources. The study results
proved that region-specific environmental variables affect individuals’ perception of environmental
changes [21–24], with highly significant perception differences on the regional level regarding
changes in temperature, forest, grazing lands, soil fertility, river levels, food security, and coping
activities. Region-specific environmental settings and possibly the associated social and economic
circumstances [25–27] are predominant reasons for these differences. The interviewees of the semi-arid
Dodoma region perceived negative climatic changes less than those from Morogoro region; they were,
however, more likely to perceive changes within their environment, suggesting a linkage between
perception of environmental changes and vulnerability to these changes [28]. Due to the unimodal
and low annual rainfall within only few and erratic events, and high spatial variability in distribution,
food insecurity is higher throughout Dodoma region. This places higher pressure on households to
adjust their situation by applying coping mechanisms such as non-farm employment [29], even if they
entail higher uncertainty [30].

Present environmental risks within a region increase the individual’s perception of other
environmental changes when the respective livelihoods highly depend on water availability and
stability [31]. Greater changes in river water levels were perceived year-round in Morogoro in
comparison to Dodoma, where surface water plays a minor role and is only available in the rainy season.
Agricultural communities of Morogoro mainly live off of soils that are subject to seasonal flooding,
intensifying their perception of changes in river water levels. The dependency on surface water
increases vulnerability to environmental changes and in turn increases the likeliness for perception of
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changes to natural surroundings. However, even though the low annual precipitation entails higher
water and food insecurity in the Dodoma region, adoption of adaptation measures there is low amongst
interviewees, even if somewhat higher than in Morogoro.

Perceived changes on a local and individual level may trigger community-level adaptation.
Without the support of community-based mechanisms, however, individual coping strategies are
limited and subject to risk. As this study shows, a high number of interviewees decided to refrain
from action even though high-impact environmental changes were perceived (Table 3). Farmers may
be constrained in undertaking adaption measures due to lack of funds, poor planning, or due to the
environmental changes themselves, for instance, shortage of water [30]. Others may perceive changes,
but not fully realize the culminating associated risks.

Table 3. Perceptions of impact on food security and utilized coping activities in Dodoma and Morogoro
(Mann–Whitney-U Test).

Parameter Semi-Arid Dodoma Sub-Humid Morogoro

Food Security *** ***

-Highly negative impact 49.3% 30.4%
-Medium negative impact 13.7% 17.2%
-Medium positvie impact 5.9% 11.1%
-Highly positive impact 14.4% 16.8%

-Other b 16.7% 5.7%

Coping Activities *** ***

-No adjustment 17.7% 37.4%
-Non-farm employment 17.3% 9.7%

-Grow more varieties 5.9% 11.4%
-Save money 4.8% 8.4%

-Migrate to another village/region 0.2% 0.9%
-Invest more in irrigation 1.1% 0.9%

-Other b 53.0% 31.3%

*** significance level α ≤ 0.001; b ‘Other’: answer categories that were selected by less than 10% of interviewees in
both regions were aggregated.

In line with Iqbal et al.’s findings, our results suggest that those farmers located further away
from a major city or core village perceive environmental changes more [31]. The Dodoma region
case studies are geographically clustered closely together in a notable distance to the next larger city,
so perceptions were very similar amongst the villagers. However, in the Morogoro region, Changarawe
and Nyali are notably closer to Kilosa town than Ilakala, whose inhabitants strongly perceived a highly
negative impact of environmental changes on food security. Possible reasons may be a lack of interest,
information and resources that farmers living in close proximity to a city have access to, as well as the
availability of off-farm work.

4.2. Perception Based on Distance to Water Source

Unexpectedly, few significant differences were found in perceived environmental changes based
on the time needed by an individual to reach the source of drinking water, except for perception on
soil fertility. The time needed and the associated physical burden directly affects the volume of water
consumed by households using non-networked sources [32]. Previous research also affirmed that
households with water sources located more than 30 min away collect less water than is believed
necessary for basic need [33]. It was expected that a higher distance to a water source encourages
perception of environmental and climatic changes, as extended walks increases exposure. However,
our study indicates a weak relation between walking time, the implied increased environmental
exposure and the individuals’ perception of change in water availability. Even more and to our
assumption, those households with longer walking distances tended to be less likely to adapt to water
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scarcity and food insecurity. It is suggested that those households who are currently accessing long
distance water sources are also those with the least opportunities for incremental change. Ongoing
further correlation analysis and synchronization of findings with regional expert interviews should
deepen the understanding of these complex interactions.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The results of this study show that environmental surroundings paired with socio-economic
factors affect the perception of climatic and environmental changes by rural farmers. Even though
perceptions of changes and their effects on water availability and food security were very high, farm
level adaptation measures were not applied by a large percentage of interviewees. The type of applied
coping mechanism was especially dependent on the respective region of the individual. The lack of
utilized adaptation methods underlines the present margin between perception and action. Alerting
individuals for early warning signs of adverse environmental changes may be part of the solution.
In addition to external activities such as financial aid, social learning activities and policy action,
individuals could profit from being informed of cost-effective, long-term adaptation measures that
they can implement themselves and that respond best to the mentioned changes of the environment.
While farmers with access to urban centers or institutional services are more likely to implement
adaptation measures, especially remote locations most vulnerable to environmental changes should be
supported with targeted outreach programs with clear targets that need to be regularly monitored.
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Abstract: Accurate soil water status measurements across spatial and temporal scales are still a
challenging task, specifically at intermediate spatial (0.1–10 ha) and temporal (minutes to days)
scales. Consequently, a gap in knowledge limits our understanding of the reliability of the spatial
measurements and its practical applicability in agricultural water management. This paper compares
the cumulative EM38 (Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) response collected by placing the
sensor above ground with the corresponding soil water content obtained by integrating the values
measured with an FDR (frequency domain reflectometry) sensor. In two field areas, characterized by
different soil clay content, two Diviner 2000 access tubes (1.2 m) were installed and used to quantify
the dimensionless fraction of transpirable soil water (FTSW). After the calibration, the work proposes
the combined use of the FDR and electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensors to measure and map FTSW.
A strong correlation (R2 = 0.86) between FTSW and EM38 bulk electrical conductivity was found. As a
result, field changes of FTSW are due to the variability of soil water content and soil texture. As with
the data acquired in the field, more structured patterns occurred after a wetting event, indicating the
presence of subsurface flow or root water uptake paths. After assessing the relationship between the
soil and crop water status, the FTSW domain includes a critical value, estimated around 0.38, below
which a strong reduction of relative transpiration can be recognized.

Keywords: olive grove; sap flow; relative transpiration; FDR sensor; EM38; fraction transpiration
soil water

1. Introduction

Accurate measurements of soil water status across different spatial and temporal scales are a
challenging task, especially at intermediate spatial (0.1–10 ha) and temporal (minutes to days) scales.
There is still a gap in knowledge related to the reliability of the spatial measurements of soil water
content (SWC) and their practical applicability for irrigation scheduling [1].

In micro-irrigated heterogeneous crop systems, such as Mediterranean arboreal crops, field
variability of SWC depends on the spatial distribution of the roots and the localized water supply.
However, the physical characteristics of the soil can be responsible for SWC field variability, which in
turn affects the spatial distribution of root density. These factors are, in fact, tightly interconnected:
roots are not uniformly distributed in the soil and water availability is heterogeneous in space and
time. Consequently, such heterogeneity affects the crop water status and management strategies.
Moreover, it has been observed that plants, including tree crops, can take up soil water, even when
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the SWC is lower than the theoretical wilting point, which corresponds to a soil matric potential
of −1.5 MPa [2]. These behaviors need to be accounted for in precision irrigation scheduling and
ecophysiological research [3].

The fraction of transpirable soil water (FTSW) [4] has been frequently used to monitor crop water
status and as an indicator of soil water deficit [4–6]. FTSW can be computed as the ratio between
available soil water (ASW) and total transpirable soil water (TTSW) for a given crop in a given soil [7].
Furthermore, TTSW is defined as the difference between soil water content at field capacity and a
minimum value that, depending on crop species, is obtained when plants are no longer able to extract
water from the soil. These two values can be directly estimated in the field and not in the laboratory by
analyzing the temporal dynamics of the soil water content [8].

TTSW is frequently lower than the theoretical soil water availability, mainly when root density
becomes limiting for water extraction [4,9]. However, TTSW may exceed the theoretical value in the
upper soil layer, probably due to the loss of water by evaporation at the soil surface. Research results
evidenced that for sparse crops, such as vineyards [10] and olive groves [11], at the end of the cropping
season the minimum soil water content resulted in a lower level than the wilting point in the upper
soil layers (above 0.3 m). Additionally, the minimum soil water content was higher than the wilting
point when considering the deeper soil layers with low root density.

FTSW allows the plant water stress to be estimated through the reductions in root water
uptake and/or flux transpiration, both representing natural responses of the plant to drought [3].
Such reductions are usually schematized based on the macroscopic approach. This method represents
the root water uptake by a sink term in the volumetric mass balance. The microscopic approach, on
the other hand, requires detailed knowledge of the roots’ characteristics, which is difficult to evaluate.

Using the macroscopic approach, it is possible to assess empirical functions (i.e., crop water deficit
response). This procedure is able to describe the plant’s response to FTSW, which includes parameters
depending on soil or crop water status [3]. Therefore, actual transpiration fluxes can be determined
by multiplying the maximum crop transpiration for the relative transpiration, which depends on the
soil/plant water status, and environmental variables.

Measurements of tree transpiration fluxes are required to calibrate the crop water deficit response
function. For this reason, innovative monitoring technologies, such as micrometeorological techniques,
allow distributed values of actual evapotranspiration fluxes to be measured. These techniques coupled
with tree sap flow measurements permit soil evaporation and plant transpiration fluxes to be evaluated
separately [12,13]. At the same time, micrometeorological approaches can be used to validate the tree
flux upscaling procedures [14].

Due to the high sensitivity of FTSW to variations in the soil water content in the rooting domain,
only downhole soil moisture sensors have been established. These sensors measure the dynamics of
soil volumetric water content in depth and time. As a consequence, this tool is desirable to monitor
soil water status indicators, such as FTSW. Generally, this instrument uses the FDR (frequency domain
reflectometry) technique to estimate the volumetric soil water content (SWC) (m3 m−3) on the basis of
a calibration equation provided by the manufacturer. Nonetheless, this calibration equation cannot
provide accurate measurements of volumetric soil water content for all soil types due to the dependence
of the soil dielectric properties on its texture and structure.

In addition, agricultural activities alter soil properties, such as the bulk density and organic matter
content, with consequent effects on water storage capacity. Consequently, site-specific calibration
equations have been recommended when an accuracy of the actual volumetric soil water content is
requested [15–17]. Thus, a network of downhole sensors is necessary to explore the spatial variability
of SWC at the field level. However, this solution requires high investment for the installation and
maintenance of sensors.

In precision agriculture, electromagnetic induction (EMI) represents an efficient method for
accurately monitoring variations at field level of the physical and chemical properties of the soil [18].
This method of soil water monitoring does not use radioactive sources, is non-invasive, allows
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quick acquisitions, and is easy to use. Moreover, this technique does not require field installation of
ancillary devices.

EMI sensors measure the bulk electrical conductivity (EC) profiles of soil, which are strongly
influenced by soil water content. Due to this fact, the technique has also been applied to investigate
the spatiotemporal variability of soil water content at a field scale [18]. According to the EM38
sensor (Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada), several authors have suggested the use of a linear
combination of punctual measurements that are acquired by placing the sensor in a horizontal and
a vertical mode [19]. Moreover, Huth and Poulton [19] showed that when the effects of seasonal
fluctuations in soil temperatures are accounted for, the variations of EMI measurements are strongly
correlated with soil water content. Thus, EMI sensors can be effectively used for quick monitoring of
the soil water content at the field scale.

The main objective of this research was to verify whether combining the measurements acquired
with the EM38 and FDR (Diviner 2000, Sentek Pty Ltd., Stepney, Australia) probes are able to provide
quick and suitable data of soil water status in the root zone of an olive orchard. After identifying the
EM38 calibration equation to predict the fraction of the transpirable soil water (FTSW), the ordinary
Kriging procedure was used. This methodology maps the spatial changes of FTSW fixed in the EM38
monitoring during two irrigation seasons (2008 and 2009). Finally, the relationship between FTSW and
the relative transpiration, α, was assessed based on the values of actual crop transpiration, Ta, obtained
by upscaling sap flow measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

The study area (Figure 1) was located in the southwest of Sicily (Italy) next to the town of
Castelvetrano (TP) on the commercial olive farm “Tenute Rocchetta” (Lat: 37◦38′35” N; Lon: 12◦50′50” E).
The olive orchard (cv. Nocellara del Belice) has an extension of 13 ha and it is planted according to a
regular grid of 8 m × 5 m (~250 trees/ha). The orchard is irrigated with a micro-irrigation system with
drip laterals along the tree rows. Each lateral contains four 8 L/h emitters per tree, placed on both sides
of each plant at a distance of one and two meters. The fraction of wetted soil after an irrigation event
was generally equal to 0.2, while the fraction of canopy cover was about 0.3.

Figure 1. Location of the experimental farm with the sampling zone (dashed box) and the measurement
points (dots). Scintillometric footprints (yellow shaded area) along two wind directions are also
indicated. WS: weather station; R: scintillometer receiver unit; T: scintillometer transmission unit.
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The experimental activities were conducted during two irrigation seasons in 2008 and 2009.
The irrigation scheduling followed the ordinary management practised in the surrounding area [20].
In 2008, the total irrigation depth provided by the farmer was equal to 122 mm divided into four
watering events, whereas in 2009 it resulted in 127 mm distributed into five events.

Previous research activities [3,12,14,21] on the farm have investigated different monitoring
techniques for crop water requirements. These have been done at different spatial scales and acquisition
platforms: ground-based sensing [3], micrometeorology [12,14], and remote sensing acquisitions [21].
During 2008, a scintillometric application [14] addressed quantifying crop water requirements at the
field scale. This process validated an upscaling procedure of the tree fluxes based on measurements of
the leaf area index by remote sensing.

Because the upscaling procedure [13] was calibrated with reference to the sensing surface
(footprint) investigated by the scintillometer, our research used variables collected in a sampling area
covering this sensing surface. In particular, according to a preliminary footprint analysis (Figure 1),
sampling points for the physical analysis and bulk electrical conductivity measurements of the soil were
chosen inside the area where the “relative normalized contribution” to actual evapotranspiration, ETr,
was on average close to the daily maximum. The footprint reference area was marked by considering
the wind direction acting along and perpendicular to the scintillometer path in order to be sure that
the location of the source area was always inside the sampling grid (Figure 1).

The soil’s electrical conductivity and texture and bulk electrical conductivity were evaluated on a
surface of 1.25 ha in which 20 measurements were selected according to a 25 m × 25 m square grid.
In each point, soil texture analysis and six EM38 measurements (three with horizontal and three with a
vertical dipole) were collected. The EM38 sensor was in particular placed at ground level and (i) at the
center of four trees, (ii) in the middle between two trees along the row and (iii) below an emitter.

In 2008, an irrigation event of about 33 mm distributed over two days was monitored with EM38,
while in 2009 two events were observed. For each wetting event, EM38 measurements were executed
immediately before and after irrigation until the following watering based on a weekly time-step.
Furthermore, additional measurements of soil water status were collected during and after rain events.

2.1. Soil Physical Characterization and EM38 Calibration Procedure

A preliminary analysis determined the soil salinity on sieved soil randomly collected in
the topsoil (0–0.3 m). Soil electrical conductivity was determined on 1:5 soil-water extract with a
conductivity meter (microCM 2200, Crison Instruments, Barcelona, Spain) by a standard procedure [22].
These results showed the absence of salt accumulation since the electrical conductivity ranged from
0.11 to 0.36 dS m−1 [23].

A texture analysis was performed on the soil samples collected on the grid to determine the spatial
variability of the clay content in the area. At each sampling point, around 1 kg of topsoil (0–0.3 m) was
collected and the sample positions (Universal Transverse Mercator, UTM, coordinates system) detected
with a differential GPS (Global Positioning System). The textural distribution of the soil samples was
determined in the laboratory by the hydrometer method. The percentage of clay content (diameter
lower than 2 μm) was used as a proxy variable to investigate the spatial variability of both the EM38
response and the fraction of transpirable soil water (FTSW).

Due to the considerable variability of the soil clay content, two sites (A and B) were selected
to calibrate the EM38 sensor. At each site, a more detailed soil textural analysis was carried out on
disturbed soil samples collected every 0.15 m up to 1.2 m depth. After analyzing each sample, the
data was aggregated in layers of 0.3 m depth. At each site, a Diviner 2000 access tube, 1.2 m long,
was installed. This technique permitted pairing the measurements of soil bulk electrical conductivity
and SWC along the soil profile. The Diviner 2000 [16] is a handheld monitoring device for soil water
content. It consists of a portable display/logger unit connected to an automatic depth-sensing probe
in which two electric rings, forming a capacitor, are installed at its extremity. The capacitor and the
oscillator represent a circuit that generates an oscillating electrical field into the soil through the wall
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of the access tube. Consequently, the sensor’s output is represented by the resonant frequency of the
circuit (raw count) that depends on the dielectric properties of the soil surrounding the access tube.
The resonant frequency detected by the sensor in the soil (Fs) is scaled to a value, SF, ranging between
0 and 1 on the basis of the frequency readings obtained in air (Fa) and water (Fw). At the same time,
the site-specific calibration equations proposed by Provenzano et al. [17] were used to transform the
scaled frequency measured by the Diviner 2000 probe and to obtain accurate SWC estimations for the
investigated sites.

The EM38 sensor (Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) consists of a transmitter and a receiver
coil, installed 1.0 m apart at the opposite ends of a bar, and operating at a frequency of 14.6 kHz.
The investigated depth range depends on the coil configuration, as well as on the distance between
coils [24]. While the distance is fixed, the coils can be oriented in a vertical mode with the magnetic
dipole maintained perpendicular to the soil surface, or in a horizontal mode with the dipole parallel
to the soil surface. In the horizontal mode, the highest sensitivity is at the soil surface, while in the
vertical mode the maximum is approximately 0.3–0.4 m below the instrument. The measurement unit
of the bulk electrical conductivity (EC) is in milliSiemens per meter (mS m−1).

The calibration procedure was carried out during the irrigation season of 2008. It was based on
47 profiles of soil water content and contextual readings of the soil bulk electrical conductivity in the
vertical (ECV) and horizontal (ECH) dipole orientations. EM38 measurements were acquired around
the Diviner 2000 access tubes in different periods to explore at both sites a wide range of soil water
status conditions.

The EM38 was calibrated and nulled according to the manufacturer’s instruction before each
measurement. Vertical (ECV) and horizontal (ECH) readings were weighted in order to obtain a single
value of the total soil electrical conductivity (ECt) as suggested by Cook and Walker [25]. A linear
combination of vertical and horizontal readings was particularly used to assess a single depth response
function that better matches the portion of the investigated soil profile (ECt):

ECt = 0.77ECV + 0.23ECH (1)

Following the approach suggested by Lacape et al. [4], at each site the total transpirable soil water
(TTSW) was calculated by summing the differences over the explored soil depth (1.2 m) between the
soil water content at field capacity (SWCfc) (upper limit) and the minimum soil water content (SWCmin)
(lower limit):

TTSW =
1.2

∑
0
(SWCf c − SWCmin) (2)

In addition, the available soil water at a given time (ASW) was calculated by summing the
differences between the actual (SWCd) and minimum (SWCmin) soil water content over the same
soil depth:

ASW =
1.2

∑
0
(SWCd − SWCmin) (3)

Soil water content at a field capacity (SWCfc), as well as the lower limit (SWCmin), was directly
obtained by examining the temporal dynamics of SWC along the soil profile, following the assumptions
of Polak et al. [8]. Immediately after a wetting event, a sharp decrease in SWC occurs, mainly due to
the free drainage in which the root water uptake can be neglected. After that, the reductions in SWC
are due to the combination of free drainage and root water uptake. This takes place until a period
in which free drainage ceases and SWC reaches its minimum (SWCmin). Below this value, the roots
cannot extract more water from the soil [4].

As suggested by Polak et al. [8], SWC can be considered “close to” field capacity (SWCfc) when
most of the free water has drained. In irrigation science, this value is considered the upper limit of
available soil water, while, as suggested by Lacape et al. [4], SWCmin can be placed instead of the
ordinary wilting point.
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2.2. Transpiration Fluxes and Relative Transpiration Measurements

The standard meteorological variables were provided by the SIAS (Servizio Informativo
Agrometeorologico Siciliano) weather station n. 302, located about 500 m northeast of the experimental
site (Figure 1). The weather station is equipped with sensors for hourly measurements of air
temperature at a 2-m height, precipitation, relative air humidity, wind speed and direction at 2- and
10-m heights, air pressure, and global incoming solar radiation. The net radiation R and its components
were measured with a four-component net radiometer (NR01, Hukeseflux, Delft, The Netherlands).

The macroscopic approach was used to quantify the water status of the olive trees, defined as a
reduction term (α) of maximum crop transpiration:

α =
Ta

Tp
(4)

where Ta and Tp are the actual and maximum transpiration, respectively. Once the latter is determined,
the knowledge of α allows the estimation of actual transpiration Ta. The maximum transpiration (Tp),
was estimated by following the procedure suggested by Jarvis and McNaughton [26]:

Tp =
ΔR +

ρCpVPD
ra

λ
[
Δ + γ

(
ra + rc,min

ra

)] (5)

where Δ (kPa C−1) is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve, R (W m−2) is the net radiation,
ρ (Kg m−3) is the air density, Cp (J Kg−1 K−1) is the air specific heat at constant pressure, γ (kPa K−1)
is the psychometric constant, VPD (kPa) is the air vapor pressure deficit, λ (J Kg−1) is the latent heat
of vaporization, and ra and rc,min are the aerodynamic and the minimum canopy resistance (s m−1),
respectively. All the variables in Equation (5) were obtained from the recorded meteorological data,
except ra and rc, determined as indicated in Rallo and Provenzano [3].

The actual transpiration Ta was measured hourly on three olive trees by using two standard
thermal dissipation probes (TDPs) [27] per tree. These trees were chosen based on a preliminary
biometric analysis addressed to quantify the spatial distribution of leaf area index (LAI) in the study
area. The measurements of LAI were performed with the LAI 2000 (Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) by
following a standard protocol for tree crops [28]. Considering that LAI was distributed according to a
normal distribution with average μ = 1.55 m2 m−2 and standard deviation σ = ±0.4, trees with LAI
between μ − σ and μ + σ were chosen to install the TDPs. At the end of the experiments, the sapwood
area was determined by a colorimetric method on a total of six wood cores extracted with a Pressler
gimlet from the same three trees and between each couple of sap flow probes.

Daily values of actual transpiration were obtained by integrating the instantaneous sap flux,
following the hypothesis of neglecting tree capacitance. Daily transpiration depth (mm day−1) was
obtained by dividing the daily flux (L day−1) for the pertinence area of the plant, equal to 40 m2.

Afterwards, to evaluate a representative value of the stand transpiration for the entire field,
it was necessary to upscale the plant fluxes. This was done by considering, as a proximal variable,
the ratio between the average leaf area index (LAIfield) and the value (LAIplant) measured on the
plant in which sap fluxes were monitored. The up-scaling factor for each plant was derived by the
remotely sensed LAI maps, as described in Cammalleri et al. [13], and validated by comparison with
micrometeorological observed data [13,21].

2.3. Data Analysis and Pre-Processing

In 2008, a calibration model to estimate indirectly FTSW in the soil profile (1–2 m depth) was
derived from the paired FDR and EM38 measurements. The ECV and ECH values were used to obtain
the total electrical conductivity, ECt (Equation (1)). The root mean square error (RMSE) was used to
quantify the performance of the relationship between FTSW and ECt.
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A geostatistical analysis allowed the spatialization of both the clay content and the FTSW by
means of ordinary Kriging [29].

Meteorological and sap flow data were pre-processed in order to create a database of daily values
of maximum crop transpiration Tp, actual transpiration Ta, and relative transpiration α. During 2008,
the Ta dataset comprehended the period from the first decade of June, corresponding to the initial fruit
development stage, to the first decade of September, at the crop maturity stage.

XLSTAT statistical software and data analysis (Addinsoft XLSTAT, Paris, France) was used for the
relationship between FTSW and relative transpiration α. Each α value was plotted as a function of
the average value of FTSW retrieved on the corresponding day. The threshold at which the relative
transpiration begins to decline was determined by using a logistic regression analysis, as described in [30].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Soil Surface Texture and Spatial Analysis

High variability of clay content was observed in the investigated area with values ranging
between 15% and 40%. Sand content, on the other hand, was characterized by a maximum of 75% and
a minimum of 41%. According to the USDA (United States Department of Agriculture) classification,
the most frequent textural classes are represented by sandy-clay-loam and clay-loam (Figure 2).

Figure 2. USDA soil texture triangle and texture of topsoil samples collected at EM38 measurement points.

The Kriging analysis of the spatialized clay content data showed a linear variogram and,
consequently, it did not present range and sill parameters. However, a nugget variance effect
(nugget = 17.8) was observed, which is imputable to measurement errors and/or to spatial sources of
variation at distances smaller than the sampling interval. Thus, Figure 3 shows the map of measured
clay percentage. As it can be observed, the coarsest texture (clay ≤ 20%) is mainly located in the
southwest side of the study area.
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Figure 3. Map of the topsoil clay percentage. North and East coordinates are referred to UTM ED50
system. The sampling points (dots) and a transparent image of the field are also shown.

According to the wide variability of soil clay content, two Diviner 2000 access tubes were installed
in the NE (site A) and SW (site B) sides of the field. At both sites, the EM38 sensor had been
preliminarily calibrated. Moreover, a detailed soil textural analysis was performed on disturbed soil
samples collected every 0.15 m, up to 1.2 m depth. Table 1 shows the vertical distribution of clay
content on layers of 0.3 m depth for sites A and B. Each value was obtained as the average of two
measurements from each 0.15 m depth layer.

Table 1. Vertical distribution of clay percentages in sites A and B.

Soil Layer (m)
Clay Content [%]

Site A Site B

0–0.3 42.4 28.4
0.3–0.6 43.3 27.8
0.6–0.9 39.1 27.3
0.9–1.2 27.9 26.0

As it can be observed, site A is characterized by higher clay content than site B at all depths.
Moreover, the percentage of clay decreased with soil depth in site A, whereas site B was more uniform.

3.2. Evaluation of Total Transpirable Soil Water (TTSW)

A wide range of soil water content was considered for calibrating the EM38 sensor. Figure 4 shows
the maximum profiles, the average and the minimum SWC. The variability of SWC at site A was more
marked than at site B due to the higher clay content. Additionally, the variability in the soil water
content along the profile ensured that the collected dataset encompassed most of the soil water status
occurring during the investigated irrigation season.
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Figure 4. Maximum, minimum, and average profiles of soil water content observed at A) sites A and
B) site B.

Figure 5 displays the temporal dynamics of the measured SWCs for sites A and B, respectively,
during the 2008 irrigation season. In the same graphs, the transitory of SWCs among the three stages
described by Polak et al. [8] are also shown. Measurements were collected from May 20th, about
10 days after the rainy events registered in the first decade of the month. According to the low
transpiration activity and the limited rainfall of the period, it is plausible to hypothesize that the
initial SWCs were acquired in the absence of free drainage when only root water uptake occurred.
In agreement with Polak and Wallach [8], this SWC corresponds to the field capacity of the layer.
Practically, we considered SWCfc as the average value of SWC data collected from 1 June to 19 June.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Temporal dynamics of SWC observed at different soil layers at sites A and B. Shaded zones
represent the transitory phases of SWCs between the stages of free drainage (FD), free drainage and
root water uptake (FD + RWU), and root water uptake (RWU).

The analysis of SWC acquired over the whole season allowed, as well, the evaluation of the
minimum soil water content SWCmin.

Based on the above-mentioned analysis, the upper (SWCfc) and the lower (SWCmin) limits used to
evaluate TTSW were obtained for both sites at the investigated soil layers. Figure 6 shows the values
of SWCfc and SWCmin for the four soil layers, as well as the corresponding TTSW.

Figure 6. Upper (SWCfc) and lower (SWCmin) limits of TTSW obtained for the four soil layers at sites
A (left) and B (right).

When considering the upper soil layer (0–0.3 m), TTSW values were similar at sites A and
B, whereas these values were higher at site A than at B when the higher depths are considered.
The SWCmin at A was lower than at B for all investigated depths while, on the contrary, the SWCfc was
generally higher. These limits depend on soil texture, as well as on the root water uptake ability [9].
At both sites, the differences in TTSW were consistent with the recognized soil textures.
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3.3. EM38 Model to Predict the Fraction of Transpirable Soil Water

As illustrated in Figure 7, a strong correlation was observed between ECt measured with EM38 and
the corresponding FTSW values obtained with the Diviner 2000 measurements. Experimental FTSW
and ECt data obtained at sites A and B were linearly correlated with R2 and RMSE equal to 0.86 and
0.10, respectively.

 

Figure 7. Values of FTSW versus EM38 readings for sites A and B and their corresponding fitting equation.

Huth and Poulton obtained similar results [19], which evidenced that the term SWCmin used to
evaluate FTSW accounts for the electrical conductivity of the solid phase. Consequently, it reduces the
effects of the different clay content that characterizes these two sites. Even the term SWCd-SWCmin
accounts for the effects of both the electrical conductivity of the liquid phase and of the soil pore space.

3.4. Temporal and Spatial Variability of Soil Bulk Electrical Conductivity and Plant Water Status

Figure 8 depicts the temporal dynamics of the soil bulk electrical conductivity ECt measured
with the EM38 sensor during the irrigation seasons of 2008 and 2009, as well as the irrigation and
precipitation events occurring in the examined periods. As it can be observed, the temporal dynamics
of ECt are sensible to changes in the soil water status. In fact, ECt values increased after the wetting
events and decreased during soil drying processes.

Figure 8. Temporal dynamics of ECt values and the corresponding standard deviation during the
irrigation seasons of 2008 and 2009. Irrigation and precipitation events are also represented.
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Even the standard deviation associated with ECt was higher after irrigation and lower when the
soil was dry. This higher standard deviation observed after irrigation events is mainly due to the
localized irrigation system. In fact, EM38 readings, collected at the center of four trees, did not detect
any change in soil water content, contrary to the readings collected below the emitters.

Relative to the 2008 season, the spatiotemporal variability of FTSW values was investigated
before and after the irrigation event of 14 August. Figure 9 shows for some of these days the spatial
distributions of FTSW indirectly estimated on the basis of the EM38 survey. In the same manner,
more structured patterns occurred after irrigation as a possible consequence of subsurface flow, soil
evaporation, and root water uptake processes. It is possible to assume that the combination of these
hydrological processes affects the soil bulk electrical conductivity and therefore the fraction of water
available to the plants.

 

 

Figure 9. Maps of transpirable soil water (FTSW) fraction before and after the irrigation event of
14 August 2008. The sampling points (dots) and the field image are also shown.
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According to the spatial variability of the soil texture (Figure 3), the fastest drying processes
occurred in the east side of the area where the sand percentage is relatively higher. On the other hand,
the west side, characterized by clay percentages higher than 30–35%, showed high values of FTSW
even one month after irrigation.

3.5. Relations between Relative Transpiration and the Fraction of Transpirable Soil Water

Figure 10 displays the values of measured relative transpiration (α) as a function of the fraction of
transpirable soil water (FTSW) estimated in 2008 and 2009. Moreover, this figure performs the logistic
model used to fit the experimental data. As it can be observed for any fixed FTSW, the variability
of the corresponding α depends on the atmospheric water demand [3]. Despite the limited number
of measurements related to the high water content, the values of the relative transpiration, α, were
practically constant when the soil water content was higher than a threshold, below which it decreased
drastically. The statistical analysis evidenced a critical threshold of FTSW, approximately equal to 0.38,
below which the reduction of relative transpiration is recognizable.

Figure 10. Relationship between relative transpiration and the fraction of transpirable soil water.

A more detailed analysis of the data evidenced that, despite a large variability of α, the
corresponding changes of FTSW were almost limited. Relative transpiration was more or less constant
and equal approximately to 1 for a higher FTSW than the critical value, whereas the measured relative
transpiration dropped off to a minimum value of about 0.5 for lower FTSW.

Unfortunately, the absence of Ta Tp
−1 measurements lower than 0.5 did not permit to clearly

identify the best shape of the curve under more severe water stress conditions than those observed.
In fact, it was very difficult to reach α values lower than 0.5 for the examined situation, considering
that (i) the high capacitance characterizing the olive plants allows a certain adaptation to water stress
conditions; (ii) the investigated field is characterized by high values of soil water retention; and (iii) due
to the relatively high plant spacing a large soil volume is available for root water uptake.

4. Conclusions

The measurements acquired in an olive orchard with the EM38 ground conductivity meter
(Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) combined with Diviner 2000 probe (Sentek Pty Ltd., Stepney,
Australia) can provide quick and suitable monitoring of the fraction of transpirable soil water (FTSW).
Moreover, the relationship between FTSW and the relative transpiration, α, was assessed based on the
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values of actual crop transpiration, Ta. These data were measured with sap-flow sensors and up-scaled
through the leaf area index (LAI).

A strong linear relationship (R2 = 0.86) was found between the fraction of transpirable soil water
(FTSW), integrated to a depth of 1.2 m, and the total bulk electrical conductivity (ECt). This last
value was obtained by combining EM38 readings at the soil surface in the vertical and horizontal
dipole orientations. Despite the different soil clay content characterizing the area, a single model
was found to describe the variability of FTSW with ECt. These results are in line with those of other
authors who evidenced that the term SWCmin, used to evaluate FTSW, accounts for the conductivity of
the solid phase. Consequently, it reduces the effects of the different clay contents characterizing the
investigated sites.

More structured patterns of FTSW occurred after the irrigation events because of the occurrence of
water redistribution, soil evaporation, and root water uptake processes. The high standard deviation,
mainly observed after irrigation, was due to the localized irrigation system. This water distribution
method determines extensive gradients of soil water content around the trees and through the
soil depth.

In fact, EM38 readings collected at the center of four trees did not detect any change in soil water
content, contrary to the readings collected below emitters. Therefore, to account for the large variability
in root density and water uptake in arboreal crop systems, it is necessary to increase the temporal
frequency of acquisition, as well as the number of spatial acquisitions. This procedure could be faced
by means of a vehicular-based sampling.

The macroscopic approach was followed to assess the empirical function able to describe the
plant water status response and to correlate the relative transpiration to the FTSW. Despite the limited
number of measurements, a value of FTSW = 0.38 was found as a critical threshold below which a
strong reduction of relative transpiration can be recognized.

The research indicates the effectiveness of EMI techniques in monitoring the variations of soil
water content in response to irrigation and root water uptake. This technique allows a great degree
of flexibility in terms of spatial and temporal sampling resolution. This is possible mainly when
precise knowledge of the vertical distribution of soil water content is not as important as its variation
in time and space. The availability for using FDR measurements to calibrate EMI acquisitions in
areas characterized by different soil properties has concrete advantages, even in precision agriculture,
when accurate monitoring of soil water content is necessary. Furthermore, once performed, a suitable
α = f(FTSW) model for actual field transpiration fluxes could be determined by multiplying the
maximum crop transpiration to the relative transpiration coefficient estimated by the proposed
methodology. Further research will be carried out to extend the domain of explored FTSW values, and
with a more detailed scheme of sampling.
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Abstract: Evaluating the lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks,l, of soil horizons is crucial
for understanding and modelling the subsurface flow dynamics in many shallow hill soils. A Ks,l
measurement method should be able to catch the effects of soil heterogeneities governing hydrological
processes at the scale of interest, in order to yield Ks,l representative values over large spatial
scales. This study aims to develop a field technique to determine spatially representative Ks,l
values of soil horizons of an experimental hillslope. Drainage experiments were performed on
soil monoliths of about 0.12 m3 volume, encased in situ with polyurethane foam. Median Ks,l
of 2450 mm·h−1 and 552 mm·h−1 were estimated in the A and B horizon, respectively. In the
upper part of the B horizon, the median Ks,l was 490 mm·h−1, whereas it mostly halved near the
underlying restricting layer. The decline of Ks,l values with depth was consistent with the water-table
dynamics observed at the same site in previous studies. Moreover, the Ks,l from the monoliths were
in line with large spatial-scale Ks,l values reported from the hillslope in a prior investigation based
on drain data analysis. This indicated that the large-scale hydrological effects of the macropore
network were well represented in the investigated soil blocks. Our findings suggest that performing
drainage experiments on large-volume monoliths is a promising method for characterizing lateral
conductivities over large spatial scales. This information could improve our understanding of
hydrological processes and can be used to parameterize runoff-generation models at hillslope and
catchment scale.

Keywords: soil block; subsurface flow; macropore network; spatial scale; polyurethane foam;
hillslope

1. Introduction

In many hillslopes with shallow steep soils, the spatial and temporal dynamics of the perched
water table are dominated by the lateral (namely slope-parallel) saturated subsurface flow. These water
tables often originate from infiltrated precipitation that is hindered from further downwards
percolation by restrictive layers beneath soils, e.g., fragipan in [1], argillic Bt horizon in [2],
and weathered granite in [3]. Then, the water flows towards the footslope, where it can reach the
surface once again and produces runoff [4–6]. In most cases, the preferential flow via macropores
controls this runoff-generation process [1,3,7,8]. The lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks,l, is the
soil property that influences transmission rate of the lateral subsurface water flow [9,10].

In layered soils on hillslopes, soil horizons can differ in hydraulic conductivity by orders
of magnitude [9–11]. Evaluating the hydraulic conductivity of each soil horizon is fundamental
to understanding the subsurface flow dynamics of these hillslopes. Moreover, it is necessary to
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characterize the vertical variability of the hydraulic conductivity in order to model consistently the
spatial and temporal soil hydrological dynamics. The vertical architecture of the permeability also
controls the dynamics of nutrients and pollutants, as revealed by a number of tracer experiments in
natural and agricultural landscapes [12–14]. Many modelling applications assume saturated hydraulic
conductivities exponentially declining with depth [15]. As reported by Ameli et al. [16] changing
the rate of the exponential Ks,l decline significantly affects model simulation of soil water and solute
storage, mixing, and releasing in hillslopes. Hence, the lack of information about the vertical variability
of the hydraulic conductivity in soils can be one of the major limitations in the numerical modelling of
the hydrological behaviour of hillslopes.

Despite the acknowledged importance of a detailed hydraulic characterization of the soils,
few methods have been specifically developed to assess Ks,l values in the field, particularly for steep
soils. Therefore, in most cases only laboratory-derived conductivity values are available. Furthermore,
it is difficult to obtain Ks,l data that can be representative of large spatial scales, from tens to hundreds
of square meters, as the typical cell extents of the grid-based hydrological models. Consequently,
some modelers consider the Ks,l as a calibration parameter, without any experimental evaluation (as for
example in [17]). In other cases (e.g., [18,19]) runoff-generation models use Ks,l values obtained through
methodologies inducing flow processes mainly vertically oriented. Instead, the hydraulic conductivity
should be determined in agreement with the modelled flow direction. In fact, anisotropy can cause
saturated conductivity to greatly differ with flow direction (e.g., [20,21]).

A useful approach for determining representative Ks,l values of macroporous soil is to perform
drainage experiments in large-volume soil blocks, or monoliths, encased in situ with impermeable
material. These experiments constrain the water flow along a prescribed direction through the soil,
in order to define unambiguously the terms of Darcy’s law [22,23]. Field procedures for evaluating
the Ks,l in large soil samples are reported, among others, by Blanco-Canqui et al. [24] and Mendoza
and Steenhuis [23]. The latter described a device called a “hillslope infiltrometer” by which the lateral
drainage from each horizon of a layered soil was collected. The drainage rates were used to compute
specific Ks,l values of the soil horizons.

Both Blanco-Canqui et al. [24] and Mendoza and Steenhuis [23] in their field applications used
steel plates to enclose and hydraulically isolate the soil blocks. In some cases, metal-sheet insertion
may be too cumbersome, especially in stony soils. Expandable polyurethane foam can be more
conveniently used in situ as material encasing the soil blocks. The foam is used as waterproof material
to obtain soil bulk density data with the excavation method [25–27], and to study the hydraulic soil
anisotropy by measuring hydraulic conductivities in the laboratory on small cubes [28,29] or on large
soil cores [30]. To our knowledge, the suitability of the expandable polyurethane foam for support
in situ Ks,l experimental investigations has not been tested until now. The foam is purchased in
pressurized cans, which are easy to transport to the field. It is waterproof, fast to apply, and it adheres
to the irregular soil surfaces preventing bypass flow at the edges of the samples.

This paper focuses on field experiments aimed at evaluating the Ks,l of the shallow soil of a
steep hillslope. The measurements were carried out on monoliths encased in situ with expandable
polyurethane foam. The soil surface and volume of the monoliths were on average about 0.4 m2 and
0.12 m3, respectively. Hence, the sample soil sizes were larger than the commonly sampled sizes
through laboratory and field methods, with the exception of studies based on either drain or trench
measurements. By saturating decreasing soil thicknesses during each experiment, the Ks,l for each soil
horizon was detected. Using the method illustrated in this paper, we aim to obtain, with a sustainable
effort, field soil data that are useful for interpreting the hydrological response of hillslopes, and that
can be used to parameterize hydrological models. The specific objectives of the research are: (1) to
design a method to determine in field soil Ks,l values; (2) to assess the Ks,l variability in the soil vertical
profile, in order to obtain Ks,l values for each soil horizon; (3) to evaluate spatially representative Ks,l
values for the soil horizons in the studied hillslope.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Location

The experiments were carried out in the Baratz Lake watershed, in north-west Sardinia, Italy.
The study site (Figure 1a) is the steep side of a hill (40◦41′53.36′′ N, 8◦14′4.15′′ E) with elevations
ranging from 50 m to 65 m a.s.l. and mean slope of 30%. The area is a firebreak about 60 m long and
15 m wide with a mainly herbaceous coverage, bounded by Mediterranean maquis [31]. The soil is
a sandy loam Lithic Haploxerepts, ranging in depth from 30 cm to 40 cm. The soil horizons are Ap
(0–15 cm), BW and C [32]. The latter is a dense altered Permian sandstone acting as restrictive layer.
In the remainder of the text, A, B and “restrictive layer” are substituted for the Ap, BW and “C horizon”,
respectively. The climate is semiarid Mediterranean, with mild winters, warm summers and high water
deficit from April to September. The average annual precipitation is about 600 mm, mainly falling
from autumn to spring. The potential evapotranspiration is around 1000 mm per year [33].

 

Figure 1. (a) Field equipment to determine lateral saturated soil hydraulic conductivities in the
monoliths MA, MB and MC; (b) soil monolith encased with polyurethane foam, with signed inflow
(IP) and outflow (OP) pits; (c) spillway pipes inserted in the OP foam of the monolith MD to set the
water level and collect the drainage.

2.2. Soil Monolith Preparation

In winter 2017 four soil monoliths, represented by letters MA, MB, MC and MD, were carved
out on selected locations on the hillslope. Soil blocks, each approximately 50 cm wide, 105 cm long
and 70 cm deep (Figure 1b), extending for about 40 cm within the restrictive layer, were obtained by
hand digging 20 cm-wide enclosing trenches. Vegetation at the monolith surfaces was preserved and
the roots spreading out from the exposed faces were gently cut. Expandable polyurethane foam was
injected to fill about 70% of the trench volume. Pressurized cans of 750 mL, each providing 0.05 m3

of expanded foam, were used. Wooden boards were placed on top of the trenches to constrain the
foam expansion. The boards forced the foam expansion towards the trench and monolith sides in
order to achieve a tight contact between the foam and the irregular block surfaces. This was essential
for minimizing leakages between the soil and the foam at the monolith edges during the drainage
experiments. After 24 h, the expanded foam completely backfilled the trenches, and any foam excess
was cut off. Consequently, two 16 cm-wide pits were excavated to the depth of the restrictive layer at
the uphill and downhill internal sides of the foam barriers. Inflow and outflow pits were, therefore,
created, hereby noted as IP and OP respectively (Figure 1b). At the end, the resulting monoliths had
soil volumes ranging from 0.1 m3 to 0.16 m3. Table 1 reports the dimensions of each sampled monolith.
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Table 1. Dimensions of the soil monoliths sampled in the drainage experiments.

Monolith Length (cm) Width (cm) Soil Depth (cm) Soil Volume (m3) Surface Slope

MA 80 52.5 31 0.13 0.27
MB 69 50.0 29 0.10 0.35
MC 68 50.0 30 0.10 0.42
MD 85 54.0 35 0.16 0.36

2.3. Instrumentation

A custom-built Mariotte bottle supplied water and regulated the water level in the IP during the
experiments (Figures 1a and 2). It was a 2 m-high PVC pipe with the capacity of about 0.06 m3.
The water level in the IP was set by adjusting in height the air-entry tube inlet of the bottle.
The bottle discharged into the IP within a fissured PVC pipe wrapped with geotextile to minimize
flow turbulence when the bottle outlet-tap was turned on. The discharged volume was computed
from the lowering water level measured in the transparent level gauge of the bottle, which had a
resolution of 1 mm (28.6 mL·mm−1). Accuracy of the Mariotte device was tested for several discharge
rates (from 0.6–4.1 L·min−1, the maximum discharge allowed by the bottle) by measuring the water
volumes flowing from the bottle outlet. The mean relative error among the collected volumes and the
estimated ones with the readings taken at the bottle was 0.6%, which was considered acceptable for
the purposes of this study.

Figure 2. Experimental design to estimate the lateral saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil horizons
from drainage of large-volume soil monoliths. The sketch represents the syphon system used in the
MA, MB and MC monoliths to set the water levels and collect the drainage.

At the MA, MB and MC monoliths, a syphon system was used both to maintain the prescribed
water levels into the OP and to measure the outgoing drainage. The syphon system consisted of a
vacuum tube connecting the pit to a small water tank with spillway. The tank hung from a tripod
by a rope and pulley, so as to finely tune the reservoir elevation and the water level within the OP
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accordingly. For a prescribed elevation, the outflow from the spillway was the drainage through the
soil monoliths. The outgoing flow discharged into a bucket and was weighted with a scale (5 g of
resolution). In monolith MD, the system was slightly different as for the water level control and the
collection of the drainage, since pipes through the foam were inserted as spillways in OP (Figure 1c).
This was done by removing the resting soil from the outside-down foam wall of the OP. The foam was
holed in order to place three spillway pipes at prescribed levels, then any gap between the pipes and
foam was resealed.

2.4. Drainage Experiments

At first, water was poured into the IP from a storage reservoir located at the top of the hillslope.
The water level was slowly increased until it reached the depth of 5 cm below the soil surface.
The same water-level depth (WLD) was achieved in the OP by the water that flowed through the soil
monolith. At the WLD of 5 cm in the OP, water started flowing in the vacuum tube of the syphon
system (monoliths MA to MC), or through the spillway inserted in the foam at that depth (MD).
At that moment, we started to feed the IP through the Mariotte bottle and to measure the flow rates.
This procedure of soil saturation from below was chosen because it was similar to the bottom-up
saturation process that took place during the natural rainfall events, as reported in Pirastru et al. [32] for
the same area. Moreover, visual inspection of the exposed seepage soil face in the OP at the beginning
of the drainage reveals the dominant flow processes, i.e., preferential or uniform flows, which helps
data interpretation.

For each monolith, the WLDs of 5 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm in both inflow and outflow pits were
sequentially imposed. The top 5 cm of soil was excluded to avoid water-table cross depressions at the
soil surface. The water levels were changed when either the flows became steady or the time of the
stage with a prescribed level lasted over 1.5 h. The inflows and outflows were considered steady once
the rate variations were below the instrumental resolutions for more than at least 30 min. The WLD
transitions were achieved by first lowering the level in the OP, then waiting for equilibration in the IP
until the prescribed depth, over which the bottle restarted supplying water. To measure the low flow
rates accurately, the inflows and outflows were monitored by increasing time intervals, namely every
5 min, 10 min and 15 min for WLDs of 5 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm.

2.5. Ks,l Calculation

The Ks,l of the saturated soil layers were estimated by Darcy’s formula:

Ks,l = − q
T grad φ

(1)

where q [L2·T−1] was the outflow rate per unit width of the monoliths, computed as the mean of
the rates over the last half-hour of a stage with a prescribed water level; T was the thickness of the
saturated layers, measured perpendicularly to the sloping restrictive layer; and grad φ was the total
hydraulic gradient, negative along the flow direction.

The Ks,l value determined by Equation (1) represented the average value of lateral saturated
hydraulic conductivities, Ks(z), at a specific elevation z within the soil profile that was saturated [9].
By definition, Ks,l is related to Ks(z) by the following relation:

Ks,l =

Z∫
z0

Ks(z)dz

Z − z0
(2)

where z0 and Z are, respectively, the elevation of the restrictive layer and of the water table above an
arbitrary datum. The numerator of Equation (2) is the transmissivity of the saturated layer above the
restrictive layer, and the denominator is the saturated thickness.
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By imposing decreasing water levels in the monolith pits during the drainage experiments, the Ks,l
values of three decreasing saturated soil thicknesses on the restrictive layer were computed for each
monolith by using Equation (1). These values are denoted by Ks,l WLD5, Ks,l WLD15 and Ks,l WLD25 with
reference to the water-level depths sequentially applied. These Ks,l values are then used to calculate
the specific Ks,l values of the individual soil layers in each monolith: (i) A horizon, approximately as
large as the root zone, from 5 cm to 15 cm of depth; (ii) upper layer of the B horizon, from 15 cm to
25 cm of soil depth; (iii) lower layer of the B horizon profile, from 25 cm to the depth of the restrictive
layer. Differentiation in the B horizon was done in order to detect the Ks,l changes in proximity of the
restrictive layer. For computing the specific Ks,l of the A horizon, both Ks,l WLD5 and Ks,l WLD15 were
used. By denoting with zWLD5 and zWLD15 the elevations above the datum of the water levels 5 cm and
15 cm deep, respectively, the Ks,l of the A horizon was:

Ks,l(A) =

zWLD5∫
zWLD15

Ks(z)dz

zWLD5 − zWLD15
=

Ks,lWLD5
· (zWLD5 − z0)− Ks,lWLD15

· (zWLD15 − z0)

zWLD5 − zWLD15
(3)

The same procedure was applied to compute the specific Ks,l for the upper part of the B profile,
but for this layer the Ks,l WLD15 and Ks,l WLD25 values and the proper water-level elevations were used.
Finally, the specific Ks,l for the lower part of the B horizon profile was Ks,l WLD25.

3. Results

3.1. Observed Inflow and Outflow Rates

The mean inflow and outflow rates computed over the last 30 min of stages with the three
prescribed water levels are shown in Table 2. The greatest decrease in drainage rates with depth
was recorded in MC, varying by about two orders of magnitude when it was going from a WLD of
5 cm to 25 cm. For this monolith in particular, we observed quick flow through macropores at the
seepage face in the OP when the water level was near the soil surface during the saturation stage,
whereas uniform matrix flow dominated the drainage for small saturated soil thicknesses on the
restrictive layer (WLD > 15 cm). This was different in MB, where for the same water level variation
the outflow decreased by 79%. This monolith gave the highest outflow rates among the monoliths
for each set WLD. During the saturation stage, we observed a macropore gushing copiously at the
interface between the soil and the restrictive layer. This contributed to sustaining a high soil water
transmissivity, despite the lowering of water level.

Table 2. Arithmetic means of the outflow and inflow rates calculated over the last 30 min of the stages
for each prescribed water-level depth. Inflows are in parentheses. The rates are in mL·min−1·m−1.

Monolith
Water-Level Depth (WLD)

5 cm 15 cm 25 cm

MA 810 (838) 218 (236) 42 (47)
MB 2660 (2671) 851 (864) 565 (565)
MC 1581 (1595) 273 (272) 21 (15)
MD 307 (2308) 98 (867) 23 (286)

In the monolith MD, the removal of soil from the downhill foam wall of the outflow pit to permit
the spillways insertion caused water leakage below the lower end of the foam, from the OP reservoir
towards the surrounding soil. This resulted in a poor outflow collection, although the leakage did
not hinder setting of the prescribed water levels throughout the experiment time. At the end of the
run, the soil resting against the external walls of the foam was removed, in order to check for traces
of leakages around the monolith. Signs of water leakage were not found along the external sides,
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except for the lower foam edge of the OP. This suggested that the supplied water flowed unaffected
through the whole soil sample. Therefore, in the monolith MD the measured inflow was used in place
of the outflow in Equation (1) for computing Ks,l.

Figure 3a,b show two representative examples of the temporal dynamics of the inflow and outflow
rates measured during the drainage experiments. In MA (Figure 3a), the inflows for the water-level
depths of 5 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm were almost immediately stable at the beginning of the measurement.
The same was true for the outflow rates, except for the imposed WLD of 25 cm. In MC (Figure 3b),
for WLD = 5 cm the flows were nearly stable at the start of the measurement, but approximately
140 min after the start of the experiment linearly decreased, and became 3% lower than the initial
values after half an hour. A decreasing rate was observed with WLD set to 15 cm as well. Declining flow
rates were also observed in MB and MD monoliths when WLD was 5 cm, and in the MD trough at
the stage with WLD set to 15 cm. In this last case, a steady-state condition was reached at the end of
the stage.

Initially in all the drainage experiment stages with WLD set to 25 cm, the outflow was observed to
be in excess of inflow and progressively was converging towards these latter, as shown in Figure 3a,b
for MA and MC. This was because the outflow included inflow and vertical drainage from the upper
unsaturated soil. The vertical drainage decreased over time due to the progressive desaturating of the
unsaturated zone until this approached the hydrostatic equilibrium state.

The differences between the mean rates of outflows and inflows at each end stage of the drainage
runs and for the three imposed water levels (Table 2) were on average 11 mL·min−1·m−1 for monoliths
MA, MB and MC. The partials of the differences between outflows and inflows through drainage
experiments were at the maximum at the start of the runs, and decreased with time, as illustrated in
Figure 3c,d for MA and MC, respectively. The scattering of the outflow/inflow difference data points
was caused by measuring errors due to both the instrument resolutions and the difficulty of taking
accurate readings at the bottle level gauge, particularly when high water rates were supplied.

Figure 3. (a,b) Time series of the inflow and outflow rates measured during the experiments in the soil
monoliths MA and MC; (c,d) computed differences between outflows and inflows. Note the difference
in flow rate scale in the graphics. Numbers in squares indicate the following experiment stages: (1) soil
saturation; (2) Mariotte bottle refilling; (3) water-level depth transition.
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3.2. Lateral Saturated Soil Hydraulic Conductivities

The estimated Ks,l values in the soil monoliths for WLD of 5 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm are reported
in Table 3. In MC the Ks,l decreased by 15 times in the passage from WLD of 5 cm to 25 cm.
Smaller reductions with depth were found in the other monoliths, with the exception of MB, where at
25 cm the Ks,l increased to 2750 mm·h−1. This was the highest value found among all the experiments.
The variability of the Ks,l estimates (Table 3) increased with depth, because soil heterogeneity effects
were averaged over progressively smaller soil volumes. The median values roughly halved going
from 5 cm to 15 cm. At WLD of 25 cm, the median Ks,l value reduced further, and was 40% lower than
the median determined at 15 cm of depth. However, this result was largely affected by very high Ks,l
found in MB. As can be seen in Table 3 and in Figure 4, it clearly appeared as an outlier in comparison
to the rest of the Ks,l assessments. Without considering this monolith, the median Ks,l at WLD = 25 cm
became about 70% lower than that estimated at the depth of 15 cm.

Table 3. Lateral saturated soil hydraulic conductivities, Ks,l (mm·h−1), estimated from the drainage
experiments in the five soil monoliths for the water-level depths (WLD) of 5 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm from
the soil surface.

Monolith
Water-Level Depth

5 cm 15 cm 25 cm

MA 724 313 153
MB 2157 1184 2750
MC 1066 307 70
MD 1416 791 509

Median 1241 552 331

The specific Ks,l values calculated for the A horizon in the soil monoliths, and for the upper
and lower layers of the B horizon, are shown in Figure 4. The median value of the specific Ks,l was
around 2450 mm·h−1 in the A horizon. This value reduced by 80% in the upper layer of the B horizon.
The ratio of the median Ks,l of the lower and upper B layers was 0.67 or 0.31, depending on whether or
not the monolith MB was included in the calculation.

 
K s,l  

x

K s,l  
x

K s,l  
x

Figure 4. Computed specific Ks,l values in the A horizon and in the upper and lower layers of the B
horizon. The shaded area is the soil B horizon.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Benefits of the Proposed Field Soil Ks,l Assessment Tool

The soil block methodology employed by Blanco et al. [24] to assess the soil Ks,l was modified in
order to obtain accurate conductivity values of individual layers in a vertical soil profile, as well as
to simplify field procedures. The self-built Mariotte bottle and the syphon system allowed easy
and accurate setting of the sequence of descending water levels within the inflow and outflow pits,
respectively. The developed procedure appeared simpler than lateral flow collectors embedded in the
soil profile in order to yield separately the drainage from each horizon, as undertaken, for instance,
by Mendoza and Steenhuis [23]. The procedure illustrated is certainly more practical for investigations
in soils with widespread stoniness, where the rock fragments could prevent the collectors from being
placed correctly (e.g., in [34]).

The water heads overlying the restrictive layer in both up and downhill pits of the monoliths
defined first-type, or Dirichlet, boundary conditions to the flow spatial domain. The positive pressure
diagrams at the monolith faces were like those determined by groundwater that built up on the
restrictive layer when the soil was saturated by rainfall. Mainly for the downhill seepage face of the
monoliths, digging pits to store water has advantages in comparison with other drainage-collecting
systems, such as the aforementioned insertion of lateral flow collectors in the soil profile. In fact,
from the latter, water had to be quickly removed to allow measurement, in this way establishing an
atmospheric pressure boundary condition at the exfiltration surface.

All the hydrological processes of water leakage, vertical unsaturated flow and air spilling
determined the temporal dynamics of the differences between outflows and inflows observed during
the drainage experiments. Water leakages were due to percolation in the low-permeable subsoil and
leakage at the bottom foam edges. These two processes were expected to decrease sharply over time
with progressive subsoil saturation and for the lowering of the hydraulic head settings throughout
the experiments. For WLDs set to 5 cm leakages in particular, we expected to account for the greatest
part of the differences between outflows and inflows. Water movement from the unsaturated soil zone
towards the water table in the monoliths increased the lateral saturated flow. The rates of vertical
flow were related to the unsaturated zone thicknesses, and thus were lower at the starting WLD of
5 cm as compared to the other WLDs. Furthermore, at a prescribed WLD, the decrease over time of
unsaturated drainage was due to unsaturated zone depletion, as can be deduced from Figure 3a,b for
WLDs of 25 cm. The soil–air spill process, which was caused by the air–water dissolution and by the
drag forces induced by the lateral water flow, contributed to reducing the differences between outflow
and inflow during the experiments. However, this process was expected to have the least effect as
compared with the water leakages and unsaturated vertical flow. In fact, the initial procedure of soil
saturation by slowly increasing the water table level from below, without water ponding on the soil
surface, should have facilitated the upward spilling of most entrapped soil air.

The q term of Equation (1) was the flow that perpendicularly was crossing the saturated
soil sections throughout the monolith’s extent. Hence, in order to obtain reliable estimates of q,
the groundwater equipotential lines had to be kept as parallel as possible in the flow spatial domain.
First, this was done by imposing equal water-level depths in the pits, which also allowed evaluation
with sufficient certainty the flow cross sections and hydraulic gradients to be used in Equation (1).
However, within the monoliths, water leakages and unsaturated vertical drainages could have caused
deviations from the right conditions, so that both processes had to be minimized in order to apply
Darcy’s law properly. In the monoliths MA, MB and MC for the WLDs of 5 cm and 15 cm, and in
MB for WLD = 25 cm, at the end of the stages outflows differed negligibly from inflows (Table 2).
This indicated that the restrictive layer limited the deep-water percolation in a satisfactory way and
the polyurethane expandable foam sufficiently sealed all sides of the monoliths. Furthermore, at the
end of the stage, the unsaturated vertical drainage rates were negligible in comparison with the high
lateral saturated flow rates. Consequently, the q flow terms were evaluated accurately in all the cases
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we referred to above. The recorded outflows in monolith MD, which were much lower than inflows
(Table 2), did not account for a fair picture of the flow dynamics within the monolith. In this case,
there was field evidence of localized water leakage at the bottom foam edge at the OP, while the
hydraulic sealing was preserved in the inflow pit and at the lateral sides of the monolith. Furthermore,
the encouraging results from the experiments in MA, MB and MC provided more weight to the idea
that, in MD also, the restrictive layer and the undisturbed polyurethane foam efficiently encased the
soil block. In addition, the unsaturated vertical flow was also expected to be a negligible fraction of
the outflow rate in this monolith at all the investigated WLDs. Therefore, to use inflow instead of
outflow in Equation (1) was a reasonable assumption in order to obtain reliable determinations of Ks,l.
Very slow lateral flows were measured in monoliths A and C during the experimental stages with a
WLD of 25 cm. In these cases, it could not be excluded that both leakages and unsaturated vertical
flows had affected the final outflow values. Therefore, in these experiments, the Ks,l evaluations for the
highest imposed WLD should be less certain in percentage terms compared to the remaining cases.

Steady-state flows were not achieved in some stages of the experiments with WLD set to 5 cm
and 15 cm. In the illustrated case of the MC monolith for WLD = 5 cm (Figure 3b), transient ending
flows were measured despite the fact that in an early stage of the process steady-state conditions were
detected. Similar circumstances were reported in Alagna et al. [35] for the recorded infiltration rates
during prolonged runs. The same behavior also was pointed out by Bagarello et al. [29] in long-time
drainage experiments on small (0.001 m3) undisturbed soil samples. Dikinya et al. [36] observed
that when water moved in two repacked soil columns, the hydraulic conductivities decreased up to
one order of magnitude from the start until the shutdown of the flow experiments. These authors
argued that this was due to particle mobilization and pore-clogging processes. It is probable that in the
monoliths, the observed decline of flow rates revealed pore-structure rearrangements, as plausibly
caused by the high drainage rates in the soil layers close to the surface. In fact, the fast flow in
macropores might have weakened the bonds of fine soil particles. This resulted in the detachment
and delivery of particles through the soil, and clogging in the flow path. The choice to vary the water
level, despite the fact that the steady-state flow was not always reached, was made in order to limit the
ongoing soil rearrangement processes during the experiments. The Ks,l values computed for the WLDs
of 5 cm and 15 cm by the mean flow measurements from the first half-hour of the experiment stages
were on average 12% greater than Ks,l calculated from the final mean flow measurements (Table 2).
This suggested that the soil rearrangement processes did not have significant impacts on the results of
the experiments.

4.2. Ks,l Values of Individual Soil Horizons

Median Ks,l of 2450 mm·h−1 was computed for the A soil horizon averaging the specific Ks,l values
determined through Equation (3) for each soil monolith (Figure 4). The high median Ks,l indicated
that macropores governed the lateral drainage processes in this horizon. Decayed roots and micro-
and mesofauna activities were probably most responsible for the slope-parallel macropore network,
which was observed close to the soil surface. Similar findings were reported by Brooks et al. [9],
which estimated Ks,l values up to 600 mm·h−1 in the macro-porous A horizon of their study site.
Also Appels et al. [37] measured topsoil Ks,l values over 1900 mm·h−1. Dusek et al. [3] used Ks,l values
of several thousands of mm·h−1 to simulate water flow in macropores in the superficial soil layers
in an experimental hillslope. The median Ks,l value, 552 mm·h−1 (Table 3), of the B horizon of the
monoliths (from 15 cm of depth to the restrictive layer), was about 78% lower than that of the A horizon.
In particular, in the upper layer of the B horizon (15–25 cm of depth) specific Ks,l values spanning
from around 400–1000 mm·h−1 indicated that macropores here dominated the flow processes. In the
lower B layer, estimated specific Ks,l values ranging from tens to thousands of mm·h−1 suggested that,
in some cases, the flow was dominated by the soil matrix and in the rest by macropore flow. Overall,
median specific values of Ks,l were reduced by a factor of 0.20 passing from the A to the upper B layer,
and further decreased in the lower B horizon compared to the upper B. This indicated that there was a
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vertical gradient of macropore density. Instead, the increase of matrix porosity with depth could be
excluded, based on a previous investigation in the same site [32] reporting the invariance of the bulk
density along the vertical soil profile.

Pirastru et al. [32] determined average soil vertical hydraulic conductivities of 139 mm·h−1

and 94 mm·h−1 in the A and B horizons, respectively, with a single-ring infiltrometer (see Table 2
in [32], winter measurements). Therefore, the saturated soil hydraulic conductivities were much
greater in the sub-horizontal direction compared to the vertical conductivity. Pirastru et al. [32] and
Pirastru et al. [38] observed, in piezometers augered to the restrictive layer, the water table rapidly
depleted when it rose in the A horizon. Even under the heaviest rainfall, the water table never reached
the soil surface, with the exception of the wells located at the foot slope, close to the stream. Conversely,
the water table persisted in the lower part of the B soil profile throughout the inter-storm periods
during the rainy winters, and completely ran out from the hillslope only at the beginning of the
dry periods in spring. The hydromorphic signs as greyish, brown and reddish soil color anomalies,
commonly found in this part of the profile, also confirm that here the soil is prone to waterlogging.
The very high Ks,l values computed for the near soil surface in the monoliths can explain the reported
groundwater hydrological dynamics in the A horizon of the hill. In fact, the high lateral permeability
of this horizon caused the swift downslope delivery of the soil water, resulting in the rapid depletion
of the water table when it approached the soil surface. This hindered the saturation of the whole soil
profile, even during intense precipitation. In the lower B horizon, the persistence of the water table for
long periods across the hillslope indicated the lower permeability of the soil near the restrictive layer.
This hydrological behavior, which was in contrast to that observed in the A horizon, was consistent
with the remarkable decreasing of the median Ks,l value along the vertical soil profile, as determined
through the drainage experiments in the soil monoliths.

Another objective of the research was to investigate the effectiveness of the drainage experiments
in large soil-volume monoliths in order to evaluate spatially representative Ks,l values for the soil
horizons in the analysed hillslope. For this reason, we took the relationship between Ks,l and water-table
depths reported in Pirastru et al. [38] for the same site as a benchmark. The authors estimated soil
average Ks,l by combining measurements of drainage rates from a 2.5 m-long drain and water-table
levels from two well transects extending 10 m upslope of the drain. Therefore, this relationship
was considered representative for the soil over a large area of the hillslope. Although specific Ks,l
values for soil horizons are not shown in Pirastru et al. [38], these can easily be gathered by applying
Equation (3) with the Ks,l values of the large-scale relationship coupled with the prescribed soil depths
and the corresponding water-table elevations. Having done this, mean specific large-scale Ks,l values of
8000 mm·h−1, 780 mm·h−1 and 180 mm·h−1 were calculated for the A, upper B and lower B soil layers,
respectively. Compared to these values, the median Ks,l values of the same soil layers in the monoliths
differed by factors of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.8, respectively. Hence, the Ks,l values in the soil monoliths were
similar in magnitude to the large-scale Ks,l determinations. Brooks et al. [9] reported hillslope-scale
estimations in soil horizons within one and two orders of magnitude greater than the available values
from Guelph permeameter measurements. Montgomery and Dietrich [10] evaluated the Ks,l of an
A horizon both by falling-head tests in wells and by yielding discharge from a gully cut, which had
shown evidence of macropore flow. They estimated Ks,l values from the falling-head tests ranging
between 10−1 cm·s−1 to 10−2 cm·s−1, and large-scale Ks,l values comparable only with the high end of
the range of conductivities obtained in the wells. Chappell and Lancaster [39] reported large-scale Ks,l
values by trench percolation tests on average 37 times larger than the mean conductivity obtained by
slug tests made in piezometers adjacent to their trenches. Therefore, in comparison to these studies,
in our investigation we detected a more satisfactory agreement between the estimated Ks,l in the
monoliths and the values available from the large spatial scale investigation.

For the lower B soil layer, the median Ks,l value measured in soil monoliths is more consistent
with the large-scale value from the drain when the high Ks,l value estimated in MB (2750 mm·h−1)
is excluded from the computation. In fact, in this case the median Ks,l value of the lower B layer
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was just 15% lower than the large-scale value. This result suggested that in the monolith MB the
characteristics of lateral drainage for small-saturated soil thicknesses of the hillslope were probably
not fairly represented. Also, the water-table dynamics reported for the B horizon of this site by
Pirastru et al. [32] and Pirastru et al. [38] further supported the idea that in MB the characteristics of
soil lateral drainage were misrepresented. During the saturation phase of the experiment, we observed
that an isolated, large pore located at the soil-restrictive layer interface quickly drained when water
was initially supplied to the inflow pit. We assume that this macropore ran thought the entire length
of the sample. Instead, such macropores in the field are commonly constrained in their extent by the
surrounding soil matrix. By converting this macropore into a continuous pipe within the sample,
the soil Ks,l may have been significantly overestimated.

In a modeling study assessing the climate and land-use change effects in the water balance at the
Baratz lake catchment, Niedda et al. [40] used a maximum value of the Ks,l parameter of 1000 mm·h−1

at the soil surface, then it decreased in depth. They efficiently simulated the discharge at the catchment
outlet. The median Ks,l values (Table 3) found in the soil monoliths were in line with the parameter
values used in simulations. This suggests that drainage experiments in large-volume soil monoliths
can potentially be used to obtain parameter values for the hydrological models, in order to simulate
the runoff-generation processes at catchment scale.

5. Conclusions

The lateral saturated hydraulic conductivities in the soil horizons of the shallow steep soil of a
hillslope was evaluated in situ by drainage experiments in monoliths ranging in volume from 0.1 m3

to 0.16 m3. The expandable polyurethane foam used to encase the samples on the field made the
hydraulic isolation of the soil blocks easy. Moreover, the removal of the foam from the field was easy,
allowing a reduction of the impact on the experimental area. Minimizing leakages along the sides
of the foam barriers allowed evaluation of the flow rate, cross-section area and hydraulic gradient
terms of Darcy’s law, in order to obtain reliable Ks,l values. Thanks to the large volume sampled in
each experiment, soil macropores were included in the measurements and sufficiently characterized.
The information about the lateral permeability of the soil horizons that was obtained was consistent
with the groundwater dynamics observed during previous investigations in the hillslope studied.
Likewise, the median values of the Ks,l obtained in the soil horizons of monoliths were comparable
with large spatial-scale Ks,l values computed through drain flow measurements in the same site.
This indicated that the hydrological large-scale effects of the soil macropore network of the hillslope
were sufficiently represented in the large-volume soil samples. Currently, drainage measurements
are ongoing at an 8.5 m-long drain, in order to yield Ks,l values that could be more representative for
the hillslope scale. A future comparison with these values will give us further indications about the
suitability of the drainage experiments in the soil monoliths for characterizing hydrological processes
and determining hydraulic conductivities at the hillslope-scale.

It took four days to prepare the setup and perform the drainage experiment on each soil monolith
in order to determine the Ks,l. Considering the effort required and the need to maintain a field
campaign of reasonable duration, a limited number of samples were investigated. Despite this,
Ks,l values sufficiently representative for the soil in the hillslope were achieved. The Ks,l discrepancies
between the monoliths and the drain were smaller in comparison with those reported by other
authors who have compared small- and large-scale Ks,l values. Therefore, the methodology described
in this study appears to represent a step forward in the possibility of detecting, through a low
number of experiments, representative hydraulic conductivities of soil horizons over large spatial
scales. Hence, such experimentation will allow, through a sustainable effort, valuable information for
interpreting hydrological processes and parameterizing runoff-generation models both at the hillslope
and catchment scale to be obtained.
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Abstract: The use of water surfactants in fertigation constitutes a viable approach to increase soil
wetting, potentially improving crop nutrient uptake and quality. An in-field demonstration test
was carried out by applying an innovative, eco-friendly, non-ionic surfactant to fertigation water in
Lactuca sativa (var. Iceberg) production to increase nutrient use efficiency and improve the crop’s
access to water. A non-ionic methyl-oxirane surfactant (methyl-oxirane + 2-methyl-oxirane) was
added at an increasing rate to the fertigation solution (Hoagland). Upon harvesting, the main growth
and nutritional parameters were determined on the aboveground and belowground portions of
the lettuce. Leaf nitrate content, water, and nitrogen use efficiency were recorded; the relationship of
lettuce aboveground dry biomass with nutrient uptake was evaluated using vectorial analysis;
and ultrastructural analysis of lettuce roots was performed by scanning electron microscopy.
The surfactant, applied by fertigation at the rate of 1.0 mL × LHoagland

−1, improved crop P, K,
Mn, and Fe use efficiency. When applied by fertigation, although the surfactant did not increase the
water use efficiency index, it induced a significant decrease of the specific leaf water content (−8.8%)
and an increase of the leaf area (+13.3%). By comparison with the recent literature, we inferred
a positive physiological response by more expanded and less thick leaves in lettuce, likely by the
optimization of the crop water and nutrient root uptakes mediated by the abundant but shortest
lateral roots. This finding corresponded to the lowest leaf nitrate content, indicating an improvement
of the lettuce quality without losing the crop yield.

Keywords: water infiltration; nitrogen use efficiency; specific leaf water content; vegetable production;
soil; yield

1. Introduction

Under the effects of climate change, high temperatures and extreme weather events occurring
within a short period of time, especially in areas with poor vegetation cover or bare soil, lead to soil
erosion, aridity, and loss of organic matter. As a result, the supply of adequate water and nutrients to
crops is becoming an issue [1]. In the Mediterranean region, water scarcity and the increasing pressure
over water availability coming from other productive sectors urge farmers to find alternative solutions
to improve the water and nutrient uptake by crops, exploiting all technical innovations available on
the market [2]. Moreover, even if excessive fertilization does encourage great yields, at the same time
it results in water and soil pollution; the possibility of reducing nutrient inputs and improving crop
nutrient use efficiency may instead reduce the amount of fertilizers employed by farmers.

Among other solutions, the use of water surfactants in fertigation could constitute a viable
approach to increase crops nutrient use efficiency and quality [3] by reducing soil water repellency [4],
increasing water infiltration rate, and limiting runoff in Pacific Northwest soils [5]. This would indicate
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an improvement of the water use efficiency, guaranteeing that an adequate amount of nutrients reaches
the crops.

The adjuvants comprise a broad range of substances, of which solvents and surfactants are the
major types [6]. In particular, surfactants are organic molecules, containing both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic groups, which act at the interface between two different phases by lowering the surface
tension of a liquid. Among them, the non-ionic, modified methyl co-polymers constitute a class of
wetting agents where the molecular structure was modified by replacing terminal hydroxyl groups
with methyl caps. As –OH is a hydrophilic group while –CH3 is typically hydrophobic, these molecular
changes modify the hydrophilic properties of the surfactant, thus modulating its water repellency
and wettability [7].

Their mode of action allows liquid solutions to penetrate and wet agricultural soils more
easily, potentially improving water use efficiency and crop quality [3,8]. This behavior has been
demonstrated for hydrophobic soils [6,9] and in recent years has received attention for hydrophilic
soils [10–12]. The properties of surfactants seem to be correlated with their intrinsic strength and
the concentration of the solution [11]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that their characteristic
properties markedly change when reaching a critical concentration of the surfactant solutions (CMC,
critical micelle concentration) [9]. At the CMC, surface active ions or molecules in the solution (such as
the available nutrients in soil) associate to form larger units (micelles) in the presence of the surfactant.
The CMC corresponds to the concentration of surfactants above which micelles form, constituting
a key parameter able to interact with their super-spreading effect [9–11]. The possibility of using this
kind of surfactant as adjuvants in the irrigation water to be applied on agricultural land has been
poorly investigated so far, with contrasting results. Their potential effects on crops uptake and growth
is currently being explored [13], and a first theoretical model of their mechanism of action in soil
was recently provided [11]. McCauley [14] evaluated the effect of a non-ionic surfactant on soybean
(Glycine max L.), and found that yield increased with surfactant application to the irrigation water.
Other authors reported no effects on plant growth after surfactant application by fertigation to corn
(Zea mays L.), soybean, wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), and potato [15–17]. Preliminary research has
shown that non-ionic surfactants added to the irrigation water may increase root growth [3,18].
Another study on turf grass revealed neither positive nor negative effects on macronutrient and
micronutrient uptake due to fertigation with surfactant application [19]. Similar results were obtained
by Banks [20], who observed no consistent effects on nutrient uptake after surfactant application to corn
in different soils. Surfactant application at planting is considered a management technique that may
reduce nitrate leaching from potato fields [13]. As far as the nitrogen is concerned, Arriaga et al. [21]
found that the use of a non-ionic surfactant may reduce nitrogen leaching and improve nitrogen
utilization in potatoes. A recent work showed that the application of a non-ionic surfactant to irrigation
water in corn production under a Mediterranean climate gave a net increase of water use efficiency
and, in parallel, a high corn yield and dry matter. This testified an undoubted economic advantage
to farmers by saving water and reducing fertilizer inputs; in fact, even if the surfactant application
increased the irrigation costs by 4.7%, it increased the profit by 19.7% [22].

The potential advantages for water conservation deriving from surfactants application to soil
could be profitably exploited by Mediterranean farmers involved in vegetable production, which suffer
due to scarce rainfalls in spring and summer cropping seasons [22–24]. Since in many countries,
such as Italy, Greece, and Spain, vegetable production represents a relevant commercial sector and
water availability is becoming an issue, all technical-agronomical strategies to reduce water input
and improve nutrient use efficiency by increasing soil wettability are considered valuable alternatives
to the indiscriminate use of such precious resources that are often dispersed inefficiently in the
environment [25]. At the moment, very little information is available about the potential synergistic or
antagonistic effects of surfactants addition to irrigation water on broad-leaved vegetable production
as well as its interaction with mineral fertilization. A recent experimental trial on lettuce after the
addition of a non-ionic surfactant to the irrigation water in the absence of fertilization gave positive
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results on water and soil nutrient uptake [11]. However, it is not yet clear if and how these types of
non-ionic surfactants, added to mineral fertilizers in fertigation, are able to interact and thus modulate
the translocation of the macro, meso, and micronutrients from the root to the vegetable leaves.

The objective of the present research was to verify whether the addition of an eco-friendly,
non-ionic surfactant to fertigation could improve the nutrient use efficiency and quality of lettuce
via the optimization of crop water uptake. The final purpose was to reduce the water supply in
broad-leaved vegetable production while guaranteeing the same crop yield. Since different surfactants
were available on the market, our choice in surfactant selection was guided by its molecular structure,
chemical properties, and biodegradability in the environment [26,27].

2. Materials and Methods

Water surfactant characteristics and use—The tested surfactant (methyl oxirane surfactant, MOS)
was a non-ionic fluid material, composed of 80% w/w methyl-oxirane and 20% w/w of 2-methyloxirane,
and produced by a patented industrial process. The chemical structure of this surfactant consisted in
a hydrophilic head group (2-methyl-oxirane) and hydrophobic tails [–O–Si–(CH3)3]n, which gave it a typical
water repelling property. It was defined as an eco-friendly compound, since its final biodegradability
was >80% under aerobic conditions in 28 days, on the basis of the application of the eco-toxicity testing
methods reported in the Council Regulation (EC) No 440/2008 (EC method C.4-D, 440/2008/EEC) and
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guideline 301 F (1992) [28,29].
In order to define the best application dose of MOS as a fertigation surfactant in crop production, it was
added to the fertigation solution at two different doses: 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 (F S0.2 solution) or
1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 (F S1.0 solution). The control treatment (F CNT) was fertilized with the same
fertigation solution without the addition of MOS.

Experimental site and design—A one-year in-field demonstration test was carried out on
a broad-leaved vegetable crop to evaluate the influence of MOS used in fertigation on crop nutrient uptake
by changes in water use by the crop. The research was conducted in open field, at the experimental
site of the Council for Agricultural Research and Economics, Research Center for Agriculture and
Environment (CREA-AA) in Rome (Central Italy), (N 41◦53′7.475”; E 12◦29′43.464” 42 m a.s.l.) with
a typical thermo-Mediterranean climate. The absolute annual temperatures ranged between 0 ◦C in winter
and 40 ◦C in summer. The field test lasted 40 days, from April to May 2015; in this period, temperatures
ranged between 16 and 28 ◦C and no rainfalls were recorded during the trial.

Soil was characterized in relation to texture, pH, organic C (Corg %), total nitrogen (Ntot%), cation
exchange capacity (CEC, meq 100 g−1), organic matter (%), available phosphorous (POlsen, mg kg−1),
total potassium (K2O, mg kg−1), exchangeable calcium (Ca, meq 100 g−1), potassium (K, meq 100 g−1),
sodium (Na, meq 100 g−1), magnesium (Mg, meq 100 g−1), and cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), iron (Fe),
nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn) (mg kg−1). The soil chemical-physical properties are reported
in Table 1.

Table 1. Main soil physicochemical parameters [30]. CEC: cation exchange capacity.

Soil Parameter

Silt (%) 47.6 Ca (meq 100 g−1) 24.3
Sand (%) 24.4 K (meq 100 g−1) 1.3
Loam (%) 28.0 Na (meq 100 g−1) 3.2

pH 7.6 Mg (meq 100 g−1) 0.7
Corganic (%) 1.21 Cd (mg kg−1) <0.05

Ntot (%) 0.12 Cu (mg kg−1) 1.0
CEC (meq 100 g−1) 29 Fe (mg kg−1) 401.1
Organic matter (%) 1.79 Ni (mg kg−1) 0.6
POlsen (mg kg−1) 25.2 Pb (mg kg−1) 2.1
K2O (mg kg−1) 598.1 Zn (mg kg−1) 1.3
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Lettuce (Lactuca sativa var. “Iceberg”) seedlings, grown in 2 cm × 2 cm × 4 cm of 60% perlite + 40%
peat growing media, were transplanted in soil at about a height of 6 cm (three fully expanded leaves).
In a randomized three-block designed system of 18 m2, 60 plants per block (20 plants per treatment)
were transplanted, for a total of 180 plants. The treatments were the fertigated control (F CNT) and
two different doses of surfactant (F S0.2 and F S1.0) added to the fertigation solution. An additional
non-fertilized control (NF CNT) (20 plants per block) was additionally considered only for calculations on
the Nitrogen Uptake Efficiency: NUpE = (NF − NNF)/NF, where NNF was the N uptake of the unfertilized
plot (NF CNT) and NF were those of fertilized plots. Data on NF CNT were reported exclusively for
calculating the NUpE, since the aim of this research was to evaluate the effect of MOS application on
nutrient availability supplied by fertigation.

Fertigation was performed by applying a half-strength (50%) Hoagland solution to the lettuce, in order
to emphasize the effect of the surfactant addition in suboptimal nutrient supply. The 50% Hoagland
solution was prepared by diluting 0.25 g L−1 KNO3, 0.068 g L−1 KH2PO4, 0.59 g L−1 Ca(NO3)2·4 H2O,
and 0.25 g L−1 MgSO4·7 H2O in 1 L of distilled water. Drip-fertigation was carried out by administering
50 mL per plant of the nutrient solution after 1, 3, 8, and 16 days from transplanting (with a total of
200 mL/plant of fertilized solution). The Hoagland solution was added to the fertilized control (F CNT).
To supply the surfactant by fertigation, MOS was added in the Hoagland solution at a concentration of
0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 for the treatments F S0.2 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1 for the treatments F S1.0.

During experimental trial, each plant was irrigated with 50 mL of distilled water on alternate days, strictly
avoiding subirrigation. During the whole lettuce cropping cycle, the total amount of water was 600 mL
water per plant.

At harvest, multiple parameters were determined for the crop: (i) crop growth and leaf
water content; (ii) crop water and nutrient use efficiency; (iii) plant root growth and morphology.

Crop growth and leaf water content—In order to evaluate the effect of the application of MOS
by fertigation on crop growth and water uptake by lettuce, at harvest, five plants/treatment/block,
for a total of 15 plants/treatment, were collected and separated into aboveground and belowground
portions, then dried in a forced-air oven at 80 ◦C for 72 h in order to determine the dry biomass and leaf
water content. The following data were collected, separately for the aboveground and belowground
lettuce: fresh (FW) and dry (DW) weight (g plant−1); leaf area (LA, cm2 plant−1), dry matter (DM,
total dry weight/fresh weight); number of leaves (N. leaves plant−1); specific leaf fresh (LFW) and dry
(LDW) weight (mg cm−2), specific leaf water content (SLWC, as LFW − LDW, mg cm−2); root fresh
(RF, g plant−1) and dry weight (RD, g plant−1), root dry matter (RDM), and root to shoot ratio (RS).
Leaf area (LA) was measured using an electronic area meter (LI-COR Model 3100, Delta-T Devices Ltd.,
Cambridge, UK).

Crop water and nutrient use efficiency—To assess the potential benefit of the surfactant treatments,
the water use efficiency (WUE, in g L−1) was calculated on lettuce fresh (FWUE) and dry (DWUE)
biomass, as the ratio between the aboveground fresh (FW) or dry (DW) weight (g) and the applied
amount of irrigation water [11,22].

Crop nutrient use efficiency was evaluated by applying the vector analysis to all nutrients (N, P,
K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, B) [31] and by calculating the nitrogen uptake efficiency (NUpE) [32].
For the mineral analysis, dried leaf tissues, taken at the end of the experiment, were ground separately
in a Wiley mill (20-mesh screen). Then, 1.0 g of the dried plant tissues were analyzed for the
following elemental content: P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, B. The related concentrations
were determined by dry ashing at 400 ◦C for 24 h, dissolving the ash in 1:25 HCl, and assaying
the solution obtained using an inductively coupled plasma emission spectrophotometer (ICP-AES
Thermo Optek, Milano, Italy) [33]. The N content (%) of both the aboveground lettuce (NP) and the
belowground portions (NR) was determined on a dry-weight basis, using a nitrogen analyzer (FP-528;
Leco Corp-USA) to calculate the lettuce N uptake. The leaf nitrate concentration (NO3, in mg/kg) was
determined by a nitrate test (116995–Reflectoquant, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). On the basis of the
amount of N supplied by the half-strength Hoagland solution, equal to 21 mg of N per plant, the N
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uptake efficiency (NUpE) was calculated as the ratio: ((UF − UNF)/NF), where NF was the N supplied
by fertigation, UF the N uptake when NF was given, and UNF the N uptake in the control plot that was
not fertilized (NF CNT) [26].

Root growth and morphology—On the basis of previous research, where the role of different
agronomic strategies on roots development in horticultural and tree crops was evaluated by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) [34,35], in the present work the effect of MOS on lettuce root morphology
was evaluated by visual observation and SEM analysis, by selecting three roots fragments per
plant and collecting three plants per treatment. In particular, secondary lateral roots were cut with
a razor blade from 5 mm to 15 mm from the root tip to assess the potential effect induced by the
surfactant on the turgidity of the meristematic cells. The fresh root fragments were observed by
SEM (Carl Zeiss A.G., Oberkochen-Germany) under variable pressure equipped with a tungsten (W)
electron source, using the backscattered electrons detector (SEM-BSE), which is able to improve the
resolution so as to optimize the visualization of the biological ultra-structural root morphology.

Statistical analysis—All data were statistically analyzed by ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s HSD
test or Duncan’s multiple-range test for means comparison using the SPSS software package (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA). We applied Tukey’s HSD test (checking that the model assumptions were met),
as it exhibited a greater power than the other tests under most circumstances (e.g., Bonferroni tends to
lack power overcorrecting for Type I error). The method of Duncan, which is less conservative, was
applied as alternative test when the data showed some tendency to be not significant with Tukey’s
test (i.e., p ≈ 0.05), since Tukey pays the price of a greatly increased Type II error rate. Bi-dimensional
vector analysis was then applied for the simultaneous comparison of plant growth and nutrient
content [3,31]. Under vector analysis, changes in nutrient content, nutrient concentration, and dry
weight were plotted as vectors in a bi-dimensional graph, with each point representing the combination
of these three parameters within four Cartesian subplots. Nutrient content obtained under the different
treatments were compared after normalization, while changes in dry weight and concentration were
plotted with curved content isoclines included for interpretation. Dry weights were displayed in
relation to the nutrient content of plant tissue; the abscissas represented the dry weight (x-axis) and
the ordinates represented the nutrient concentration (y-axis) [3,31].

3. Results

Crop growth and leaf water content—Results showed that fertigation with MOS application
at both the doses did not affect the considered aboveground (FW, DW, DM, N leaves, LA)
and belowground (RF, RD, RDM, R:S) parameters (Table 2 and Figure 1), with the exception
of LFW, which was lower in presence of the surfactant at both the concentrations (p ≤ 0.05,
Figure 1). MOS application also determined a slight, but not significant increase of the aboveground
DM values (Table 2).
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Table 2. Surfactant and fertigation effects on aboveground and belowground biometric parameters: fresh
(FW) and dry (DW) weight (g plant−1), dry matter (DM), number of leaves (N. leaves plant−1), specific dry
(LDW) weight (leaf weight/leaf area, mg cm−2), root fresh (RF) and dry (RD) weight (g plant−1), root dry
matter (RDM), root:shoot ratio (RS). F CNT = fertigation control, F S0.2 and F S1.0 = surfactant application
by fertigation at 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively. Data are reported

as mean ± standard error (SE). Significant differences at p < 0.05 (Tukey’s HSD post hoc test).
a: *, **, *** = significant at p ≤ 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively; NS = not significant.

Treatment
Aboveground Biometric Parameters

FW (g) DW (g) DM (%) N. Leaves LDW (mg/cm2)

SE SE SE SE SE
F CNT 15.58 1.37 1.02 0.08 6.63 0.30 14.00 0.70 3.10 0.19
F S0.2 11.91 1.37 0.89 0.07 6.89 0.30 13.60 0.70 3.01 0.19
F S1.0 13.56 1.23 1.01 0.08 7.09 0.33 14.20 0.70 2.98 0.17

Significance a NS NS NS NS NS

Treatment
Belowground Biometric Parameters

RF (g) RD (g) RDM (%) RS

SE SE SE SE
F CNT 4.13 0.38 0.36 0.03 90.96 10.95 0.34 0.06
F S0.2 3.20 0.38 0.27 0.03 84.91 10.95 0.28 0.06
F S1.0 3.67 0.38 0.29 0.03 85.85 10.95 0.32 0.06

Significance a NS NS NS NS
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Figure 1. (A) Specific leaves fresh weight (LFW, mg cm−2), leaf area (LA, cm2 plant−1); (B) specific leaf
water content (SLWC, mg cm−2). F CNT = fertigation control, F S0.2 and F S1.0 = surfactant application
by fertigation at 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively. Different letters

represent significant differences, mean separation at p < 0.05 with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test.

The LFW, which expresses the fresh weight of the surface unit of the lettuce leaf (cm2), was significantly
higher (p = 0.0012) in the control (46.9 mg cm−2) with respect to that recorded after MOS application by
fertigation at 1.0 mL L−1 (42.9 mg cm−2). The increasing trend of LA (+13.3% at 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1,
p = 0.094, Figure 1A) that was recorded for MOS-fertilized lettuce seem to suggest that the lower specific
fresh weight of MOS-fertilized lettuce could be due to a major expansion of the leaf area, or to an increased
evapotranspiration, or both (Figure 1A). Furthermore, the SLWC, i.e., the water content of the leaf surface
unit, decreased significantly (p = 0.042, Figure 1B) at increasing doses of the MOS application, being about
7% lower in F S1.0 with respect to F CNT.

Crop water and nutrient use efficiency—Results related to the lettuce FWUE and DWUE are
reported in Figure 2. The FWUE of F CNT was significantly higher than that of F S0.2, but it did not
differ from that of F S1.0; otherwise, the DWUE was the same in F CNT and F S1.0, and again the
lowest under F S0.2 treatment.
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Figure 2. Water use efficiency for lettuce fresh (FWUE, g L−1) and dry (DWUE, g L−1) yield.
F CNT = fertigation control, F S0.2 and F S1.0 = surfactant application by fertigation at
0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively. Error bars represent standard

error. Different letters represent significant differences, mean separation at p < 0.05 with Tukey’s HSD.

Regarding the nutrient uptake of lettuce, the concentrations of macro, meso, and microelements
in leaves, as affected by MOS addition by fertigation, are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Surfactant effects on macro (g kg−1) and microelements (mg kg−1) concentration of
lettuce leaves: F S0.2 and F S1.0 = surfactant application by fertigation at 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1

and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively; F CNT = fertigation only. Data are reported as

mean ± standard error (SE). Different letters represent significant differences across surfactant
treatments, mean separation at p < 0.05 with Duncan’s multiple-range test. a *, **, *** = significant at
p ≤ 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively; NS = not significant.

Treatment
Macro and Mesonutrients (g kg−1)

P K Ca Mg Na Fe

F CNT 2.28 a ±0.12 44.36 ±2.06 4.45 ±0.34 1.08 ±0.08 1.07 ±0.08 0.09 ±0.03
F S0.2 1.79 b ±0.12 40.66 ±2.06 3.73 ±0.30 1.20 ±0.08 0.95 ±0.08 0.06 ±0.03
F S1.0 1.82 b ±0.15 40.49 ±2.06 4.31 ±0.30 1.20 ±0.08 0.97 ±0.08 0.07 ±0.03

Significance a * NS NS NS NS NS

Treatment
Micronutrients (mg kg−1)

B Cu Mn Zn

F CNT 11.50 ±0.72 0.77 b ±0.30 62.13 a ±5.50 14.97 ±1.15
F S0.2 9.76 ±0.72 1.51 ab ±0.30 43.50 b ±5.50 14.34 ±1.03
F S1.0 10.74 ±0.72 1.99 a ±0.27 53.09 ab ±5.50 14.95 ±1.03

Significance a NS * * NS

Significant differences were found in the elemental concentration of lettuce leaves for P, Mn,
and Cu. The P concentration decreased from 2.2 g kg−1 in the untreated lettuce (F CNT) to 1.8 g kg −1

in the MOS-fertilized lettuce (Table 3). Likewise, Mn decreased from 62.13 (F CNT) to 53.09 (F S0.2) and
43.50 mg kg−1 (F S1.0). In contrast, Cu concentrations significantly increased from 0.77 mg kg−1

in F CNT to 1.51 and 1.99 mg kg−1 when the surfactant was administered at increasing doses
by fertigation.

The bi-dimensional vector analysis, which allows for the simultaneous comparison of plant
growth (i.e., lettuce aboveground dry weight) and nutrient content [3,11,31] is reported in Figure 3,
showing the effect of MOS application by fertigation on lettuce nutrient use efficiency.
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Figure 3. Vector analysis of aboveground macro (P, K) and meso (Ca, Mg, Fe, Na) nutrient (A),
and micronutrient (B, Cu, Mn, Zn) (B) contents in lettuce. Each colored point is a vector, where plant
aboveground weight is the x-value and the relative concentration of each nutrient is the y-value, under
F S0.2 (dotted ellipse: 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1) or F S1.0 (dashed ellipse: 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1)

surfactant application by fertigation. Concentration and plant aboveground dry weight of F CNT (O)
were used as reference points, normalized to 100%. The content isolines in vector nomograms represent
combinations of dry weight and concentration, giving the constant contents per unit of dry weight.

When administering the surfactant by fertigation at the lowest dose (0.2 mL L−1), both the
nutrient concentration and the total content of macro (Figure 3A) and micronutrients (Figure 3B)
declined, with an insignificant decrease in plant dry weight when compared to the control, giving
an indication of a lowered nutrient availability that may compromise the lettuce yield. On the contrary,
at the highest surfactant dose (1.0 mL L−1), even if the total content of macro, meso (Figure 3A),
and micronutrients such as Mn and Fe (Figure 3B) decreased, no appreciable decrease in lettuce dry
weight was found. At the highest rate of surfactant, the decline in P and K uptake were not a limiting
factor for lettuce growth. Different behavior was noticed for Cu, which significantly increased in both
of the surfactant treatments, regardless of the crop growth response.

In relation to nitrogen uptake and use efficiency, the lettuce N content of the whole plant and,
separately, of the aboveground and belowground portions are reported in Table 4, together with nitrate
content and NUpE, as affected by MOS applications by fertigation at both doses.
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Table 4. Surfactant effects on nitrogen uptake of lettuce: F S0.2 and F S1.0 = surfactant application
by fertigation at 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively; F CNT =

fertigation only. NTOT = lettuce total N content, mg/kg; NO3 = aboveground lettuce nitrate content, %;
NP = aboveground lettuce N content, %; NR = root lettuce N content, %; and NUpE (nitrogen uptake
efficiency). Data are reported as mean ± standard error (SE). Statistical analysis performed only on
fertilized treatments. For fertilized treatment only: different letters represent significant differences
across surfactant treatments, mean separation at p < 0.05 with Duncan’s multiple-range test. a: *, **, ***
= significant at p ≤ 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively; NS = not significant.

Treatment

Nitrogen Crop Uptake Nitrogen Use

Lettuce
NTOT%

Plant Root
NupE c

NO3 (mg/kg) NP% NR%

F CNT 1.63 ab ±0.07 21.37 ±4.06 1.06 ab ±0.05 0.55 ±0.090 0.46 ±0.183
F S0.2 1.55 b ±0.15 21.77 ±2.04 1.01 b ±0.05 0.56 ±0.106 0.49 ±0.106
F S1.0 1.83 a ±0.13 17.31 ±2.97 1.17 a ±0.08 0.61 ±0.093 0.56 ±0.044

Significance a ** NS ** NS NS
NF CNT b 0.83 ±0.11 19.88 ±4.08 0.78 ±0.06 0.39 ±0.094 -

Note: b = unfertilized control data for the calculation of NUpE. c = calculated as the ratio: (UF − UNF)/NF, UNF
being the N uptake in NF CNT unfertilized plot [32].

Overall, the uptake of N was evidently strongly influenced by MOS addition in fertigation at
the highest rate of application, giving the highest nitrogen content of lettuce both for the whole
plant (NTOT, Table 4) and for the marketable fraction (NP, Table 4). In contrast, we did not find
significant differences for the nitrate content, even if a tendency to decrease was evident under the
F S1.0 treatment. This is a positive result, since a reduction of leaf nitrates is considered a key parameter
of crop safety. Similarly, the NUpE was not significantly affected by surfactant additions; nonetheless,
a slight increasing trend was observed at increasing applications (Table 4). These results can be better
highlighted by analyzing the lettuce N content by means of bi-dimensional vector analysis [11,36].
Actually, the NUpE indicates the N uptake from aboveground lettuce minus the N uptake from the soil,
normalized against the N supplied by fertigation. In other words, it solely expresses the ability of the
crop to take up N from the fertilized system. To investigate the use efficiency of the absorbed N, that is,
the efficiency by which the crop was able to utilize the N taken up from the substrate (i.e., the fertilized
soil) to grow, we analyzed the N content of the aboveground lettuce in the bi-dimensional vector plane.
In Figure 4, the NP content of lettuce leaves under F S0.2 and F S1.0 treatments was normalized to
that of F CNT (control = 100) and then expressed in relation to the lettuce aboveground dry weight to
emphasize the effect of the surfactant on fertigation. When MOS was added to the fertigation solution,
the marketable lettuce showed a lower N relative to the unit weight under F S0.2, and an unchanged
one under F S1.0, which indicates better nitrogen use efficiency in MOS-treated lettuce when compared
to the F-CNT lettuce (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Vector analysis of aboveground nitrogen (NP) content. Each colored point is a vector,
where plant aboveground weight is the x-value and the relative concentration of NP is the y-value,
under F S0.2 (0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1) or F S1.0 (1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1) surfactant application

by fertigation. Concentration and plant aboveground dry weight of F CNT (O) were used as reference
points, normalized to 100%. The content isolines in vector nomograms represent combinations of dry
weight and concentration, giving the constant contents per unit of dry weight.

Root growth and morphology—Root apparatus of lettuce under the different treatments was
visually observed (Figure 5(A1–A3)) and then evaluated by scanning electron microscopy under
variable pressure, giving a comparison of root meristematic cells (Figure 5(B1–B3)) and root apex
(Figure 5(C1–C3)).

Figure 5. (A1–A3) Visual image of lettuce root apparatus. (B1–B3) Mag. 200× SEM analysis of root
meristematic cells. (C1–C3) Mag. 200× SEM analysis of root apex. F CNT= control; F S0.2 and F S1.0 = MOS
application by fertigation at 0.2 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1 and 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland
−1, respectively.

Even if the RF, RD, and root DM values were the same in samples with surfactant addition with
respect to F CNT (Table 2), it was evident that the root apparatus in F S0.2 and F S1.0 (Figure 5(A2,A3))
treatments were different compared to that of F CNT (Figure 5(A1)), as they were less elongated in the
lettuce treated with the highest dose of surfactant. In fact, the majority of F S1.0 roots (Figure 5(A3))
had an average length of about 5.5–6.0 cm, compared to the length of 7.5–8.0 cm recorded in F CNT
and F S0.2 treatments (Figure 5(A1,A2)). The SEM analysis gives evidence of a higher regularity of the
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meristematic cells (Figure 5(B2,B3)) and a greater turgidity of root apex (Figure 5(C2,C3)) in both the
roots of F S0.2 and F S1.0 samples in comparison to the untreated control (Figure 5(B1,C1)).

4. Discussion

To evaluate the potential agronomical advantages on lettuce production deriving from the
application of non-ionic surfactants by fertigation, in our demonstration tested we measured the
crop yield, a set of morphological aboveground and belowground data, the FWUE/DWUE, the NUpE,
and, at the end, we applied vector analysis to compare the actual aboveground lettuce dry weight
and the related nutrient uptake to the theoretical crop yield and nutrient concentration (i.e., isolines).
This multi-approach evaluation helped to reveal whether the application of MOS by fertigation was
able to improve the lettuce quality in terms of nutritional content, ensuring the same yield, by the
optimization of the crop root uptake of irrigation water.

The surfactant did not increase nor decrease the lettuce yield. In any case, due to the reduced
LFW, SLWC and the increased LA, we inferred that the use of the surfactant in fertigation apparently
determined a positive physiological response by inducing more expanded and thinner leaves in lettuce.
In the literature, several ecophysiological studies [11,37–40] identified the leaf thickness as an index
of sclerophylly that may respond to resource gradients. In fact, the lignification or suberisation of
cell walls in parenchyma tissues can occur in natural environments in response to biotic and abiotic
stresses, in particular to low water availability [37]. High levels of sclerophylly and increased tissue
density are associated in nature with the acquisition of leaf resistance to many environmental factors,
e.g., high temperature, high irradiance, and low water availability [38–40]. In our test, the recorded
reduction of LFW when the surfactant was added at the highest rate could be explained by the higher
leaf expansion (i.e., increased LA, +13.3% at 1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1) and likely by the increase of
evapotranspiration, with the consequent lower values of SLWC, which were −4.5% in F S0.2 and
−8.8% in F S1.0 with respect to F CNT [37]. The LDW was almost constant among the considered
treatments, while the DWUE did not decrease with the increase of MOS, confirming the positive effect
of the surfactant in optimizing the use of water by the crop. The change in leaf morphology induced
by the use of MOS in fertigation was then evaluated in relation to the lettuce nutrient uptake and
root morphology. According to Scagel [31], when the content of some nutrients is lower and the plant
dry weight is the same when compared to the control, the system is characterized by a higher use
efficiency of such nutrients, which corresponds to lower nutritional absorption [3,11,36,41]. The slight
tendency for a reduction of FW recorded in F S0.2 could be related to a reduced nutrient availability,
as showed in the vector analysis. In particular, the K, Ca, and Mg content of F S0.2 (under the isoline
with respect to F CNT in Figure 3), being correlated to a decrease in the aboveground dry weight,
showed a less efficient use of such nutrients. On the other hands, since the lettuce NP of F S0.2 was not
located in the “deficiency” vector space (under the isoline in Figure 4), the nitrogen was evidently not
a limiting factor for F S0.2 lettuce growth. When MOS was added at the highest rate, it determined the
reduction of P (−20%) and, to a lesser extent, of Mn concentration (−14.6%) in lettuce tissues with
respect to F CNT. This indicated that, at the rate of 1.0 mL L−1, the soil nutrient availability was enough
to reduce the uptake of some nutrients and increase others’ (i.e., Cu: +158%) without compromising
the crop yield. While the concentration and the total content of macro and micronutrients decreased,
the higher dose of MOS lead to no appreciable increases in plant weight. In this case, the nutrients
uptake could be considered either luxury consumption or storage [31,42]. Since the reduction of the
nutrient content in lettuce was observed only on selected nutrients, we hypothesized a different attitude
of the surfactant molecules in their interaction with each ion, consequently modifying their availability
to the crop into the soil in a positive (i.e., Cu) or in negative (i.e., P and Mn) way. This behavior
could be due a different chemical affinity between those elements and the water surfactant molecule,
which could act as a complexing agent towards certain elements in relation to their mass/charge ratio,
consequently rendering them more or less available to plant roots [43].
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The surfactant addition at the highest rate increased the lettuce quality. The strong decrease
of leaf nitrate content (−19%) in F S1.0 with respect to F CNT, despite the corresponding increase
of NP (+10%), suggested that the water surfactant was capable to limit the nitrate accumulation in
lettuce leaf. These results are partially in line with the work of Baratella et al. [3], which highlighted
a dose-related detrimental effect of a non-ionic surfactant formulation (45% fatty acid ester, 45%
sorbitan sesqui-octanoate, and 10% propylene glycol) as an irrigation adjuvant in the absence of
N fertilization. Qiu and colleagues [44] found a highly linear relationship between nitrate accumulation
and water content in different vegetable tissues, indicating that the proper soil water content in
agronomic practice is essential for decreasing leaf nitrate content [45]. In our findings, NTOT and
NP were higher and NR was the same in F S1.0 with respect to F CNT; the surfactant was able
to modulated lettuce N uptake in favor of the ammonium form, without incurring any negative
effect to the N nutritional status of the plant. Apparently, both NO3

− and H2PO4
− anions exhibited

reduced absorbance by F S1.0 lettuce in favor of NH4
+ or Cu2+ cations. We hypothesized that their

positive charges interacted with the proton-acceptor sites of the surfactant (i.e., the oxirane groups),
which probably prevented their soil immobilization and made them more available to plant root uptake.
In contrast, the nitrates and phosphates, as negative ions, were repelled by the surfactant, a mechanism
which potentially decreased their crop availability in the short term and thus justified the decreased
uptake of nitrate, P, and Mn by lettuce.

In terms of root morphology, even if no differences of RF and RD were recorded, when compared
to that of F CNT, the F S1.0 root showed more organized meristem cells, a highest turgidity of the
root apex, and abundant but shorter lateral roots to better intercept water and nutrients, probably
localized in the upper soil layer where the surfactant was administered. Actually, at the dose of F S1.0,
the root apparatus did not need to elongate more than 5.5–6.0 cm to suitability intercept the water and
nutrients, while in the F CNT and F S0.2 treatments the roots grew to an 8-cm depth. Many authors
argued that extensive root systems are vital when plants are grown in soils containing insufficient
supplies of water or nutrients [46]. The same increased leaf expansion recorded under F S1.0 could be
also correlated to a higher soil softness [47], as the consequence of the direct signaling between root
and shoot was associated with the reduction of soil mechanical impedance after MOS addition [48].
It was supposed that the non-ionic surfactant, by modifying the water repellency, was able to change
the water tension of the circulating solution in the soil, thus improving the wettability and spreading
into the soil micropores [11–15] and reducing the depth of the soil wetted front. As a consequence,
when MOS was applied by fertigation, the soil water was mainly localized in the soil volume not
deeper than 5.5–6.0 cm, where lettuce roots developed. Moreover, this non-ionic surfactant led
to surfactant-induced capillary pressure gradients [11] within the wetting front, which indirectly
increased the lettuce roots’ accessibility to nutrients [3–11].

5. Conclusions

The non-ionic surfactant MOS, applied to lettuce by fertigation at the dose of
1.0 mLMOS × LHoagland

−1, did not significantly affect the vegetable yield nor the water use
efficiency index. Nonetheless, it was able to improve the nutrient use efficiency by the crop.
Likely, the surfactant acted at the soil/root interface, modulating the water and nutrient uptake
on the basis of their soil nutrient availability and the availability of nutrients in the soil, as well as
their mutual chemical affinity with the surfactant. Since a theoretical model recently explained how
non-ionic organosilicone surfactants affect soil capillary and adsorption processes in horticultural
systems [11], we may correctly refer to the MOS ability to optimize lettuce water uptake and specific
nutrients assimilation, in particular that of P, K, Fe, and Mn. Moreover, unexpectedly, the application
of the surfactant at the highest dose strongly increased the quality of lettuce by significantly reducing
the nitrate accumulation in lettuce leaves.

The obtained results should be considered to be preliminary, as they refer to an in-field
demonstration test. Still, given the marketable parameters of lettuce recorded in this study,
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we inferred that the non-ionic surfactant, used at the highest dose, offered the possibility to:
(i) guarantee the adequate rate of nutrient inputs; (ii) maintain a good standard quality of the
crop in vegetable production; and (iii) potentially increase farmers’ income by reducing the amount
of fertigation water for vegetable production by 5–8%, without detrimental effect on crop yield.
However, supplementary multi-year field trials are needed to further validate the positive feedback
obtained from our demonstration experiment.
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Abstract: Addressing soil salinity in irrigated drylands is tightly linked with water and land
management decisions thus requiring interdisciplinary engagement. The salinity mapping
approaches in Central Asia are undertaken through field sampling and laboratory analysis, which
is a time consuming process. As a consequence, salinity maps are not available on time to estimate
water requirements to cope with varying levels of soil salinity. Reducing the time lag between
assessment and delivery of such maps would enable authorities to determine in advance appropriate
water volumes for leaching the salts before and during the growing season. Research initiated in
Uzbekistan context explored transdisciplinary and participatory approach to innovation development
with local stakeholders. As one of the innovations, an electromagnetic induction meter (EM),
a tool for rapid salinity assessment, was chosen and jointly with local salinity mapping related
institutions tested, validated, and local capacities for its use developed. This paper redraws this
process of innovation-focused stakeholder interaction and transdisciplinary research and discusses
it with reference to ongoing debates on participatory and/or transdisciplinary innovation research.
The existence of strong path dependencies within implementation oriented organizations could be
observed, meaning that the innovation demands many changes to the existing system. Furthermore,
the encountered challenges of participatory, transdisciplinary research in the hierarchically shaped
setting of post-soviet Uzbekistan are illustrated in selected qualitative field notes and assessed. For
improved joint learning and research in a transdisciplinary team, feedback cycles of mutual learning
and critical reflection of how to theoretically and practically work in a transdisciplinary manner
turned out to be crucial and not to be underestimated.

Keywords: transdisciplinary research; Follow-the-Innovation; innovation development; electromagnetic
induction meter (EM)

1. Introduction

Land degradation due to increased soil salinity in the Aral Sea Basin has become widespread [1,2].
Globally, salt-induced land degradation is common in arid and semi-arid regions where agriculture is
not viable without irrigation. Over-irrigation, as well as insufficient and ill functioning drainage in
irrigation schemes are among often mentioned factors causing salt accumulation in the upper soil layer
that negatively affects soil properties as well as crop productivity [1]. Resulting secondary salinization
also triggered by other forms of poor agricultural management affects large areas worldwide, estimated
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figures reach millions of hectares with varying levels of soil salinity. In some countries salt-affected
area consists of over half of the total irrigated land [2].

Among those countries with a large share of salinized land is Uzbekistan. Although the share of
salinized land differs within the country, provinces located in the lower reaches of the Amudarya river
are the most salinized, salinity affected areas exceed 90% of the total irrigated land [1]. Such difference
is attributed to hydrogeological features of downstream areas of the Amudarya river, particularly of
Khorezm and Karakalpakstan that are located in low accumulative plains characterized by poorly
drained alluvial lowlands making these areas prone to salinization (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Map of Uzbekistan and the irrigated areas in the southern parts along the Amudarya river [2]
(note: Khorezm province is delineated with a white boundary).

To reclaim soils that accumulated excessive amounts of salts in the root zone, water is applied to
leach the salts out of the intended soil layer. Leaching of the salts in the lower reaches of the Amudarya
river is a common practice, consuming around 25%–30% of the water diverted for irrigation, to
keep the soils suitable for crop growth [2] and is carried out under the blanket norms specified at
the provincial level without much reference to actual salinity levels due to inadequate soil salinity
mapping and monitoring. Field studies [3] demonstrate that water for leaching applications rather
excessive and wasteful.

The salinity mapping approaches in Uzbekistan are undertaken through field sampling and
laboratory analysis, and results are then transferred to salinity maps at district, regional, and national
scales, which is a time consuming process. As a consequence, the salinity maps are not available on
time to estimate water requirements to cope with varying levels of soil salinity [2,3]. Reducing the time
lag between assessment and delivery of such maps would enable authorities to determine in advance
appropriate water volumes for leaching the salts before and during the growing season.

With the aim to improve the current methods of salinity assessment in Uzbekistan, the Center
for Development Research (ZEF) of the University of Bonn under its project “Restructuring Land
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and Water Use in Khorezm Province, Uzbekistan” in 2008 started a transdisciplinary process of
innovation testing and adaptation. As a part of the Follow-the-Innovation (FTI) component, together
with stakeholders [4,5] an electromagnetic device for rapid salinity mapping was tested. The technique
had not been used in Uzbekistan so far. The key objectives of this process were: (i) to create awareness
among selected stakeholders about the methods; (ii) to validate the use of the device as an express
method for salinity assessment and mapping with stakeholders; and (iii) to assist in capacity building
of the relevant stakeholders for wider outscaling.

This paper aims to redraw this process of innovation-focused stakeholder interaction and joint
transdisciplinary research and to assess it with reference to ongoing debates on participatory and/or
transdisciplinary innovation research. Taking into account that effective researcher-stakeholder
collaborations are challenging to establish, develop only over a period of at least few years, and require
substantial investments of energy and time to maintain [6], the presented process of research jointly
with local stakeholders was one of four transdisciplinary innovation development processes [5,7].
While all four approaches were designed as ‘transdisciplinary’ research approaches, the line between
transdisciplinary and participatory innovation research with local stakeholders in the fostering of the
actual, practical processes was not always clear. However, instead it was regularly, mostly implicitly,
debated and the theory redefined through practice. As such, this paper aims to empirically contribute
to respective ongoing debates on transdisciplinarity.

Methodologically this paper is based on the empirical experience of fostering a transdisciplinary
innovation research process for salinity measuring from early 2008 to early 2011. It thus draws on the
personal experiences of the authors, researchers, driving or accompanying the process as well as a
stock of over 20 documents such as workplans, minutes of the meetings, and capturing the steps taken
during this time.

2. ‘Transdisciplinary’ versus ‘Participatory’ Research with Stakeholders

The study, in designing the overall transdisciplinary research component FTI explicitly rejected
linear approaches to innovation diffusion such as the ‘Transfer of Technology’ (ToT) approach [8] or
‘Diffusion of Innovations’ [9]. Linear approach here means developed by one actor group and scaled
out to others, often in a top down manner. Instead, the ‘Follow-the-Technology’ (FTT) framework [10]
was chosen as starting point. FTT as a participatory approach to innovation development, is composed
of a set of steps assuming that once there is an innovation with a ‘plausible promise’ that may work
and raise interest of users, innovators engage in a process in which the innovation is experimented
with, in real-life situations by users [11]. The process itself is one of trial and selection, leading
finally to a point where the innovation is sufficiently robust to be released more widely or abandoned
because it has proven to be unsuitable for the region. The methodology FTT, uses this intervention
as the entry point into a complex situation, and then allows what is discovered to determine what
is important [10,12]. Douthwaite’s idea to ‘follow the technology’ was then adapted to include both
technical and institutional innovation packages.

With the aim with stakeholders to jointly test the innovation packages and adapt them to the
actual real-life situations of potential users, the so far interdisciplinary team opened and included
stakeholders into the innovation development processes. The actual interaction between researchers
and stakeholders consequently was hoped to be one of equal partnership and respect and therefore
be fostered through participatory approaches. Reference to participatory approaches as methods
and tools for facilitating transdisciplinary interaction and research can be found in many definitions
of transdisciplinarity [13–15]. Wiesman [13] states: “Collaboration between science and society in
transdisciplinary research implies participatory processes”. Häberli [16] underlines the involvement of
local stakeholders and state: “The core idea of transdisciplinarity is, different academic disciplines
working jointly with practitioners to solve a real-world problem. It can be applied in a great variety of
fields.” Hoffmann-Riem [17] points to this aim of transdisciplinarity to produce solutions to real-life
problems and distinguish four aspirations: “Transdisciplinary research, therefore aims at identifying,
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structuring, analyzing and handling issues in problem fields with the aspiration (a) to grasp the
relevant complexity of a problem, (b) to take into account the diversity of the lifeworld and scientific
perceptions of problems, (c) to link abstract and case-specific knowledge, and (d) to develop knowledge
and practices that promote what is perceived to be the common good”. Overall, transdisciplinary and
participatory approaches in general are bottom up in character and thus are more likely to be accepted
and taken up by larger groups of people.

Gibbons [18] and others distinguish Mode 1 (or disciplinary and interdisciplinary science) and
Mode 2 (or transdisciplinary science) knowledge production [18–20]. According to the authors, Mode
1 knowledge production is characterized by the search for universal explanations, a hierarchically
higher valued rationality, as organized within the science system and a largely Western definition of
the moral values of intellectual ideals. In contrast to this, Mode 2 knowledge production is socially
contextualised research with the research questions being generated from the research problem itself,
leading to the production of heterogeneous knowledge, heterarchically organized and based on new
forms of relation between scientific and non-scientific organizations.

For fostering these new forms of relation between scientific and non-scientific stakeholders,
leading to heterarchically organizations, heterogeneous knowledge participatory approaches are
commonly applied. Elzinga [21] points to the diversity of reasons, leading to the adoption of
participatory approaches. The range of reasons is quite broad, those that are relevant in the
here assessed Follow-the-Innovation approach are to access and include tacit knowledge of local
stakeholders in the process of testing and adapting innovations. This of course entails the critical
question of the participatory approach being instrumentalized by the researcher for merely sending
a message, or actually for inspired communication and enhanced creativity [22]. A basic condition
for participatory (and at the same time also transdisciplinary) research to work, based on the
experiences presented in Cleaver [23], is that trust has to exist, or to be built, between the participants
involved. This trust forms the fundamental basis for the mutual exchange of knowledge [5]. In
order to avoid the development of mistrust, which is highly counterproductive to any form of
participatory process, Elzinga [21] points to the importance of three criteria: the participant should be
independent, involved in the research process as early as possible, and be given resources to effectively
influence decision-making.

Critical literature on participatory approaches such as by Cleaver [23], Shutt [24] or Mosse [25],
amongst many others, repeatedly point to the important aspect of participatory (and the same holds
true for transdisciplinary) processes being significantly driven by the stakeholder him/herself, rather
than dominantly by the researchers or donor-funded programs. There is strong dependence of outlined
transdisciplinary and participatory processes to innovation testing and further development on the
stakeholders’ interest. Innovation-focused interaction taken in this study reflect the stakeholder’s
interest, however, the process has been challenged in many other aspects. In the following, we assess
these challenges and discuss the positive and negative outcomes and lessons learnt.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area and Context

Stakeholders engaged in the study are located in the Khorezm province which is part of
Uzbekistan, situated in the upper delta plain of the Amudarya river. Agriculture as the major sector
in Khorezm provides 40% of employment. The modern landscape of the province has been heavily
altered by men harnessing the river water to cultivate 270,000 ha of irrigated land. Waterlogging and
salinity affect almost all of the area that is under irrigation due to seepage losses from earthen canals
and inadequate drainage infrastructure. Major crops grown in the area are cotton, winter wheat, and
rice that altogether occupy around 70%–80% of irrigated land.

The province is located on alluvial lowlands with elevations ranging from 77 to 132 m. Khorezm
experiences a continental climate, average annual temperature is around 12–15 ◦C, however, hot and
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dry summer temperatures reach 45 ◦C, and cold winter minimum temperatures reach −20 ◦C. Annual
precipitation is around 100 mm. Most of the soils are loamy soils, about 80% of soils consist of silt
loams (USDA soil texture classification), sandy loams, and loams [26].

The conventional method of soil salinity assessment in Uzbekistan based on soil sampling at
different depths and subsequent analysis to determine total dissolved solids (TDS) was described
by [27]. As an alternative to TDS, the electrical conductivity (EC) meter and a method developed by
local stakeholder was also included in the evaluation matrix. The method refers to EC of 1:1 ratio
of soil:water solution measured directly in the soil solution by EC meter. Both, TDS and EC, are
considered as destructive soil salinity testing.

The area for evaluation of salinity assessment methods conducted by local stakeholder was located
in Khanka district, experimental farm comprised of 60 ha of irrigated land. Soils were predominantly
of silt loam texture and 20 locations were randomly sampled over the study site. Samples for TDS and
EC analyses were collected at 30 cm increments down to a depth of 150 cm. Evaluation and reflections
provided by the stakeholder were based on comparing TDS and EC with the proposed innovation.

3.2. Electromagnetic Induction Meter—The Innovation

Several techniques, such as soil electrical resistivity [28], time domain reflectometry (TDR) [29],
and electromagnetic induction (EM) [30] have been deployed elsewhere to rapidly assess and map
salinity. The electromagnetic induction meter (EM) is considered as a non-destructive soil salinity
monitoring method that measures bulk apparent electric conductivity (ECa) [28], and has been
introduced from geophysical applications. These provide an effective measuring depth of up to
1.5 m, suitable for both, deep- and shallow-rooted crops [28]. Furthermore, the calibrations of EM
devices to transfer readings into commonly used indicators of electrical conductivity of the saturation
extract (ECe) or TDS have already been conducted [27,28].

EM could potentially offer greater advantage in terms of speedily mapping the salinity without
inducing non-sampling errors [31]. The devices can be easily mounted on vehicles equipped with
storage, connected to a computer, and used with geographic information systems (GIS) to rapidly and
frequently map salinity for various spatial scales. Besides, EM surveys allow for the identification of
fine-scale spatial variation because they offer continuous measurements.

Studies conducted with an EM device to estimate soil salinity at farm scale in the Khorezm
region [26,32] demonstrated that this device can accurately map the spatial distribution of soil salinity
and consequently monitor soil salinity dynamics as a basis for the evaluation of alternative land
reclamation and land management strategies in the Aral Sea Basin. The cost of using EM over a large
area of 6400 ha, which comprises about 1/3 of a district in the highly saline province of Khorezm,
Uzbekistan, equals 3.75 $/ha, compared to 146.42 $/ha using a conventional survey involving analyses
of 43,200 samples [28].

3.3. The Process—Team Formation

The formation of the interdisciplinary team proved to be an interesting process in itself. It took
almost one year before the team could confirm its final active membership, and garner collective interest
in pursuing the innovation. Initially, the members of the group were specialists engaged in water
and salinity topics and others who nominated themselves during the FTI training conducted in May
2008. These members comprised three core members or experts of salinity assessment, groundwater
and hydrology, and five support members from allied disciplines. During team formation, the
members opted for the key scientific expert from the discipline of the innovation to lead the team and
process [4,5]. The group leader followed an informal approach of seeking ideas, advice, and inputs from
other members verbally and taking responsibility for incorporating these into the planning processes,
and then sharing the draft planning documents with the group members. This in consequence led to
opaqueness that then had to be discussed.
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In the team’s own assessment, for an initial period of almost a year, the FTI process was driven by
a one-man team comprising the team leader, as other members would tend to simply agree to what
he would propose. The team leader questioned the rationale of continuing FTI as there was a lack of
interest from other team members. The ideas for withdrawing this innovation from the FTI process
were exchanged with the FTI team members, FTI coordinator, and the project management as well.
The team leader realized at that stage that he had misunderstood FTI as a straightforward extension
type of exercise rather than a process of interaction, dialogue, and joint research with stakeholders.

On the other hand, it was hard to speed up the process as rapport building with stakeholders was
very important but time consuming. The challenges that the team were struggling with were clarified
with the FTI and project coordinators, as outlined in Box 1. During an internal FTI review workshop,
held in May 2009, it was decided that the FTI facilitator would join the team to support the process
with his expertise as well as an expert on groundwater, who knew the local stakeholders well, would
get actively involved in the group more directly (Box 1).

Box 1. Group Dynamics—Excerpt of Minutes.

Date: 13 May 2009
Location: Project office
Participants: FTI team leader, FTI facilitator, FTI assistant, water specialist, project coordinator

Background:
The meeting was a follow up of discussions at an internal FTI review (April 2009). The team leader felt like
“one-man” team as his team members tend to agree to everything proposed. In his view, the team had not
made much progress since November 2008, and thus triggered opinions during the FTI review that this
innovation should be shelved on account of lack of interest by members. At the same time, a number of potential
stakeholders were identified, and several showed keen interest in the innovation.

Outcome:
The following roadmap was agreed on:

(a) Team leader will write a brief description of the innovation for the stakeholders;
(b) FTI facilitator will join the team as a member and visit potential stakeholders together with the team leader

to bring the potential of the innovation to the attention of these organizations;
(c) If stakeholder interest was not high enough, a final documentation would be prepared describing the

results of this FTI effort and explaining why stakeholders were not interested;
(d) If any potential stakeholder is interested, there will be a follow-up, depending on the interest.

Based on these discussions, a road map was drafted indicating activities, responsibilities, and
timelines as illustrated in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. Roadmap of the Salinity Assessment Team.
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3.4. Stakeholder Selection

A list of potential stakeholders was initially assembled by the collective knowledge of the team
members, and shared across many others for the inclusion of additional potential stakeholders. Once
listed, the team then prepared a matrix with stakeholders’ mandates, jurisdiction, location, and
perceived interest in the innovation, based on the advantages the innovation offered. A split was
made based on the differences between the stakeholders directly using tools to measure in practice
(implementing institutions) and those who educated and trained others on how to use tools to measure
soil salinity (educational institutions).

In the following these stakeholders are coded as follows: Stakeholder 1 is a research organization,
Stakeholder 2 is a salinity mapping organization, Stakeholder 3 is an educational institution,
Stakeholder 4 represents an administrative unit with salinity mitigation mandate, and Stakeholder 5 is
an applied research institute.

The suitability of the presented innovation needed to be assessed by the stakeholders and
their interest confirmed in terms of their needs and financial constraints. After the stakeholders’
interest was verified, the team expected to work with a delegated specialist/person from the
stakeholder’s institution.

Out of 11 potential stakeholders the team discerned five key stakeholders using the following
criteria: (a) direct mandate to assess and map soil salinity, (b) dependence of ongoing activities on soil
salinity assessment, and (c) promotion of innovative methods in natural resource management. While
the project staff itself also carried out soil salinity assessments using EM, direct involvement of the
selected stakeholders in the project’s on-going measurements was found to be complicated because
most stakeholders were located far from Khorezm. The possibility to bring the stakeholders to the
project site in Urgench would not be as useful as to let them use EM in practice during their field
work. Therefore, based on an analysis of stakeholder mandates, the following stakeholder-specific
engagement strategies were outlined:

• Visit on-going Stakeholder 1’s soil survey expeditions in the Khorezm region at their site to show
and use the equipment;

• Collaborate with Stakeholder 2 because of their direct mandate to assess and map salinity and
location within the same city as that of the project’s location;

• Conduct training on the use and calibration of EM to selected educational institutions;
• Discuss with Stakeholder 5 the possible calibration of EM;
• While some institutions had the capacity and experience of initiating and funding projects, other

institutions lacked that capacity. Demand from interested stakeholders could be pooled together
to organize and initiate a collaborative funding proposal for the purchase of EM.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Process Implementation

The initial steps, i.e., roadmap writing and stakeholder mapping, were employed as planning
tools, while remaining flexible for refining the roadmap based on the stakeholder engagements and
their interests.

For the interactions with the potential stakeholders, a brief description of the device and its use
was prepared in Uzbek and Russian languages that included key results of the correlation of the
device readings with soil salinity data measured in the laboratory. Additionally, the device was taken
along for demonstration. A number of activities were undertaken by team members in 2009 and 2010
towards initiating the transdisciplinary processes with potential stakeholders in 2009 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Steps taken during 2009–2010.

# Activity Time

1 Roadmap preparation 15 January 2009
2 Land management program secretariat visited 10 March 2009
3 Seminar organized by an international agricultural research center 23 March 2009
4 Team internal discussion (e-mail) 4 May 2009
5 Internal discussion about future plans 18 May 2009
6 Discussion with Stakeholder 1 regarding survey in the region 19–20 May 2009
7 Stakeholder 1 letter for joint experimentation 22 May 2009
8 Collaboration with Stakeholder 1 to join EM survey with their soil survey in the region 28–30 May 2009
9 Initial meeting with Stakeholder 2 13 June 2009
10 Initial meeting with Stakeholder 3 29 June 2009
11 Initial meeting with Stakeholder 4 30 June 2009
12 Meeting with Stakeholder 1 7 July 2009
13 Meeting with Stakeholder 5 3 August 2009

4.2. Stakeholder 1

Stakeholder 1’s primary mandate is research in soil science and also providing support in soil
surveys to state organizations. Initial contact with a managerial-level staff was positive, who showed
keen interest in the innovation as it would ease their job related to salinity mapping, though the
need for sampling based analyses would still remain, as the organization could not change the
standard procedures. The FTI team undertook EM measurements when the stakeholder’s field team
implemented their soil survey in Khorezm region during spring 2009. The purpose was to (a) interact
with field staff, (b) demonstrate EM at work on their site, and (c) prepare maps to present at the
Stakeholder 1 meeting. Follow up was to be decided based on reactions from Stakeholder 1 staff
after the presentation. A letter from Stakeholder 1 expressing interest in collaboration and inviting
the project staff to undertake an EM survey in parallel with their routine soil survey was received in
May 2009 confirming their interest. The FTI field assistant joined the Stakeholder 1 team for 3 days to
jointly conduct a salinity survey. The FTI team leader visited the site for backstopping and meeting
with the Stakeholder 1 team and to explain the purpose of the EM measurements. Several questions
ranging from the working principles of the instrument and influencing factors to the device readings
to the practical use of EM for the purpose of soil surveys were explored. The soil survey team leader
had reservations due to different working principles that led to suspicions about the accuracy of its
measurements. The fact that the device was of foreign origin, and not yet certified by agencies in
Uzbekistan might have caused further objections. During the discussions, Stakeholder 1 was mainly
concerned about the high price, the necessity to carry and walk to map large areas in addition to their
main work load of soil profile descriptions, and the detailed laboratory analyses they routinely do to
obtain salinity types and ion compositions regardless of the express methods that Stakeholder 1 owns
to measure soil salinity. The Stakeholder 1 team leader mentioned that the existing express methods
based on electric conductivity to measure soil salinity, which were already certified and were in use by
some other salinity assessing organizations within Uzbekistan, were rarely used by his organization.
This in part implied that the organization was relatively conservative in their approach and thus was
reluctant in making use of innovative approaches.

Results from EM surveys conducted by the FTI team were shared with Stakeholder 1 for
comparison. However, lengthy soil survey expeditions in other regions, and the time required for
laboratory analyses of the soil samples collected were presented by Stakeholder 1 as the main reasons
for a lack of their progress in comparing the two methods. Several attempts from the FTI team to
inquire about the progress later on did not yield much. Consequently, the FTI team decided not
to pursue with Stakeholder 1 unless the stakeholder addressed the project out of the stakeholder’s
interest. After this, there was no further follow-up on collaboration from either side.
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4.3. Stakeholder 2

The primary responsibility of Stakeholder 2 is to monitor salinity within the stakeholder’s
respective province. These maps are then sent to their national superior office. The FTI team saw
that since Stakeholder 2’s mandate was closer to what the innovation could deliver and because the
organization was located within Khorezm province, the discussions proceeded faster and a high level
of enthusiasm for partnership about testing the innovation was observed. The chief technical-level staff
was approached for the first contact, who had a reputation of an expert interested in modern methods.
The interaction gave an initial impression that the stakeholder would be interested in partnering
with FTI. Despite an initial warm response and enthusiasm, as the process dynamics in Box 2 show,
staff change, busy schedule and the need of confirmation from the managerial-level of Stakeholder 2,
resulted in the engagement with the stakeholder being on hold during the entire 2009–2010.

Box 2. Initial Meeting with Stakeholder 2—Excerpt of Minutes.

Date: 11 June 2009
Location: Office of Stakeholder 2, Urgench
Participants: 2 technical-level staff of Stakeholder 2, FTI team leader, FTI coordinator, FTI groundwater specialist

As a routine, Stakeholder 2 selects three farms per season per district to estimate salinity, and these selected
farms are rotated every year. The soil salinity surveys are carried out during the autumn period. Soil samples
are taken and analyzed in Stakeholder 2’s laboratory in the provincial capital, Urgench. Stakeholder 2 seems to
be open to the innovation, as they have already tested alternative methods which they found suitable for moist
conditions while not accurate for dry soils.
Also, they have often been called by government agencies to provide quick estimates of soil salinity in fields
which puts additional pressure on Stakeholder 2’s lean staff capacity. Furthermore, farmers often ask for advice
on the salinity levels (distinguishing between not saline, moderate or highly saline) of their fields.
The demand for speedy results from interested agencies and farmers seemed to be the main advantage of EM
for the stakeholder. Stakeholder 2 staff asked for the manual in Uzbek or Russian languages to familiarize
themselves. Additionally, the FTI team suggested conducting measurements with EM during Stakeholder 2’s
salinity survey on farms, as well as presentations to interested staff and farmers on the use of EM, working
principle, and maps generated using EM readings in July. The FTI team also promised to make a small write-up
in Uzbek language on the use of EM, which could then be expanded into a guide book. The Stakeholder 2’s
representative agreed to appraise the team on a suitable date for presentation and further discussions.

However, the Stakeholder 2 did not keep its promise of appraising the FTI team on their interest
further. The team leader called a few times and learnt that the chief technical specialist had been
transferred to another organization.

4.4. Stakeholder 3

The discussions with Stakeholder 3, which has primarily a teaching mandate, led the team to
believe that while such institutions might be more interested in testing and validation, the use of the
innovation by such institutions would not necessarily result in wide scale adoption if successfully
verified, because the innovation would remain in the realm of an educational facility. Besides, academic
testing of the innovation had already been undertaken by the ZEF project and any replication would
not add value to the innovation, unless it was undertaken in the stakeholder’s real-life situation. The
collaboration was therefore not pursued further.

4.5. Stakeholder 4

Additionally, Stakeholder 4, responsible for land rehabilitation, and inspired by a TV interview
with the stakeholder’s managerial level on methods for salinity assessment, was contacted (Box 3).
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Box 3. Meeting with Stakeholder 4—Excerpt of Minutes.

Date: 30 June 2009
Location: Office of Stakeholder 4, Tashkent
Participants: Managerial-level of Stakeholder 4, FTI team leader, FTI facilitator

The host expressed interest in the innovation and its capacities as well as attached costs and suggested to meet
with the managerial-level staff responsible for the respective department in the Ministry of Agriculture and
Water Resources, to discuss possible implementation. Additionally, the host promised that he would present the
innovation to its board and if approved, would let us know to discuss and proceed further.

In a follow-up phone call the stakeholder nevertheless confirmed his interest in the service itself,
but not the use of the tool by his institution. With this the potential for joint experimentation ceased.
Furthermore, the project team contacted several internationally funded projects and donor agencies
dealing with salinity mitigation. The dialogues with these stakeholders nevertheless indicated that they
were interested in purchasing the services of well-equipped and scientifically valid service providers
for covering large-scale as well as in trainings for the use of EM, but not interested in working with the
innovation itself or in a transdisciplinary, joint experimentation and validation of the tool together
with the project.

4.6. Stakeholder 5

The FTI team thought that Stakeholder 5 would be potentially interested in the innovation due to
its mandate on both, research and implementation aspects of salinity assessment. Besides, Stakeholder
5 in the past had been engaged in the local assembly and the use of different express methods of soil
salinity assessment using electrical conductivity. Furthermore, other stakeholders had voiced their
interest in working with institutions simply providing the service of EM-based salinity assessment.
From a project perspective, Stakeholder 5 seemed potentially to be this service provider. As outlined
in Box 4, the technical-level stakeholder representative during the first meeting showed interest in
validating and potentially outscaling the tool. This was then followed up with a meeting with the
managerial-level for full approval and support for the further transdisciplinary process.

Box 4. Initial Meeting with Stakeholder 5.

Date: 30 June 2009
Location: Office of Stakeholder 5, Tashkent
Participants: Technical-level of Stakeholder 5, FTI team leader, FTI coordinator

As conventional soil salinity analyses and the classifying categories used are not accurate, Stakeholder 5 analyses
large amounts of data to improve accuracy of salinity EC probes within given soil moisture ranges. Most of the
work is done for research purposes and the upscaling of the results remains a practical challenge.
The FTI team indicated the accuracy of the EM calibration ranged from mainly 60% to 80% which seemed low
to the host. During the meeting the participants agreed that the stakeholder’s laboratory would calibrate EM
on their study area. The project would support the work during this calibration period with transport, field
assistants, and other necessary inputs. The laboratory would prepare a formal ‘statement of record’ with the
results of calibration. This calibration would be a first milestone for further planning.

The interest of the stakeholder was further confirmed in a meeting with the managerial-level
(Box 5), where a tentative roadmap of collaborative innovation testing was discussed, prepared, and
formally agreed through a partnership agreement.
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Box 5. Meeting to Confirm Collaboration.

Date: 3 August 2009
Location: Office of Stakeholder 5, Tashkent
Participants: Managerial- and technical-levels of Stakeholder 5, FTI team leader, FTI facilitator

The host was supportive of the initiative and formally delegated the technical-level contact person. The
participants agreed that a draft agreement would be initiated by the project, and then the stakeholder would
modify it. A 2-step approach in calibration and dissemination was agreed on. The Stakeholder would calibrate
the EM on their site in Khorezm region in parallel with soil survey and analysis by one of their staff. The
necessary support in conducting this calibration work would be provided by the project.
The next step would be taken depending on the results of calibration and include training to the staff of
Stakeholder 2, who would then impart regular training to other salinity assessment organizations from all the
regions, which is part of the mandate of Stakeholder 2, and is already supported financially by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Water Resources of Uzbekistan. A training module of 1-day including 2-hour lecture and
probably demonstration if the EM device could be included in these regular trainings.

The partners moved quickly into action, and field activities were commenced within two weeks
(Table 2).

Table 2. Steps taken during 2009–2010 with Stakeholder 5.

# Activity Time

1 Meeting for gauging interest 30 June 2009
2 Reaching an agreement 29 August 2009
3 Collaborative field testing of EM 19–22 September 2009
4 Data analyses for draft report 11 December 2009
5 Meeting—revisiting goals of collaboration 15 December 2009
6 Draft report submitted 14 January 2010
7 Participatory monitoring and evaluation December 2010–January 2011

The main conclusion of the draft report submitted by Stakeholder 5 (Activity 6 in Table 2) and the
“statement record” (Box 6) was that EM could be considered for a rough/approximate estimation of
soil salinity level. Additionally, the results of the calibration work were summarized by Stakeholder 5
in two articles.

Box 6. Summary of salient points from the “Statement Record” issued by Stakeholder 5 after completion
of the Calibration Study.

1. Interpretation of results was complicated due to the influence of many factors including the variation of
the groundwater table, pronounced soil textural difference laterally and vertically. Results indicate that
at least 3–4 factors influence device readings (porosity, texture, moisture, and layering) which result in
approximate salinity level assessments only.

2. Shallow groundwater table increases salinity in the 0–60 cm soil layer. Device readings tended to be higher
where groundwater table was shallow, perhaps due to salinity of the groundwater.

3. Correlation analyses with several factors measured were weak.
4. Splitting surveyed locations into two groups based on soil moisture (above or below 20%) of 0– 60 cm soil

layer showed very high correlation between device readings and electrical conductivity measured in the
laboratory. However, such interpretation would require data on soil moisture.

5. Classification of device readings into salinity levels was better when based on correlation with
sodium content.

6. It is necessary to conduct the calibration study in other conditions, on more uniform soils where
groundwater influence is low. Once completed, the method could be introduced to other organizations.

As a follow up of the calibration work conducted together in Khorezm in 2009, there was a formal
request letter from Stakeholder 5 to borrow the EM-tool to use in other regions (letter 01/338 from
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9 August 2010). Stakeholder 5 organized a trip to these regions in September 2010 in which the FTI
team leader together with the device joined in and jointly conducted the calibration work.

4.7. Stakeholder 5 Innovation Evaluation

The primary evaluation criteria of Stakeholder 5 were influenced by three key interests:
(a) possibility of speedy monitoring; (b) acceptable (and low) initial cost; and at the same time (c)
increased accuracy of the information regarding salinity distribution. Thus, EM was tested in terms of
its reliability and applicability on diverse natural and soil-hydro-geological conditions of Uzbekistan.

According to the stakeholder, the draft report and the “statement of record” provided by the
stakeholder’s specialist were sufficient proof of the innovation being validated. Out of the perspective
of the project nevertheless a joint final evaluation, a participatory monitoring and evaluation of the
pros and cons of the innovation in the real-life setting of a salinity mapping institution in Uzbekistan
seemed necessary and eventually Stakeholder 5 agreed to such an exercise. Thus, 15 evaluation criteria
were jointly formulated (Table 3), focusing on the validation of the tool, as well as, but secondary
on its potential outscaling. There was a consensus to compare the performance of the innovation
with TDS as well as with EC meters. The stakeholder chose three grades for scoring, “0”, “1”, and
“2”, which corresponded to no or negligible, intermediate, and yes or high, respectively for each
formulated criteria. Finally, the conducted matrix ranking consisted of 15 criteria and three salinity
assessment techniques.

Table 3. Participatory evaluation of alternative salinity assessment methods.

Rank Criteria

Evaluation/Score

Destructive Method
Non-Destructive
Method

Total Dissolved
Solids (TDS)

Electric Conductivity
Meter (EC)

Electromagnetic
(EM)

Validation

1 Availability and affordability of the
instrument 1 2 0

2 Availability of trained staff and accessories 2 1 1

3 More information to generate salinity
spatial distribution 0 1 2

4 Operational efficiency of obtaining
information 0 1 2

5 Level of field worker qualification (and
necessity of special training) 1 1 0

6 Savings in expenses in laboratory analysis,
instruments, chemicals 0 1 2

7 Convenience in the use (technological
simplicity) 0 1 2

8 Labor costs—field 0 0 1
9 Labor costs—laboratory 0 1 2

10 Current costs at field work stage (i.e., auger,
equipment) 1 1 0

11 Level of detail of information—layers 2 2 0

12 Level of detail of information—further
analyses for chemical composition 2 1 0

Outscaling
13 Popularity and acceptability of the method 2 1 0
14 Readiness of practitioners to use 2 1 0
15 No need for promotion and training 2 1 0

* 0–no/negligible; 1–intermediate; 2–yes/high.

The ranking of the criteria was done by Stakeholder 5 and the top 5 included access to hardware
(criterion 1) and skills required for calibration and conducting survey using any of the methods (criteria
2 and 5). The other two included criteria pertinent to the method; that is, the accuracy and operational
efficiency (criteria 3 and 4). If the former three criteria (1, 2, 5) from the top 5 can be solved by providing
hardware and upgrading skills of the staff the latter two criteria are critical, both methods, TDS and
EC, cannot provide as good as EM.

Various costs included in several criteria were not as important as the convenience or simplicity
of the method, awareness about the method and the readiness and interest of the practitioners to work
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with it. The least important criteria were detailed information about the salinity within particular soil
layers, and about the chemical composition of salts in the soil.

In Table 3 criteria 1–12 are related to the validation dimension of the tool, while the remaining
three (criteria 13–15) focus on the potential for outscaling.

The sum of scores accrued by each method is illustrated in Table 4. EC and EM scored higher than
TDS with regard to the validity of the tool and method. Regarding the potential for outscaling, the
TDS scored higher than EC and EM. This is mainly explained by the fact that TDS is already in use
and therefore does not require any change to the system in place. On the other hand, despite the EM
tool scoring high in terms of validity, it requires the availability of the equipment and trained staff,
training of field specialists of the concerned organizations as a precondition to any form of adoption
or outscaling.

Table 4. Comparison of criteria categorized into validation and outscaling dimensions.

Criteria Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) Electric Conductivity Meter (EC) Electromagnetic (EM)

validation 9 13 12
outscaling 6 3 0

Although quantitative information from a number of stakeholders would be ideal to formulate
conclusions, the real-world case dictates different conditions where the number of stakeholders was
limited to start with. There was a small number of stakeholders who have a mandate to provide either
methodological or operational soil salinity assessment. These were state supported and mandated
organizations that were approached, and only one had experience with different innovations in soil
salinity assessment and was open to suggested innovation. Experiences and opinions drawn in
this study were therefore based on the process that involved identification and mapping of eleven
stakeholders, engaging with seven, interacting with five and finally testing the innovation with only
a few.

5. Challenges Faced and Lessons Learned

The above outline of a transdisciplinary process of innovation research in post-Soviet Uzbekistan
illustrated a number of challenges faced and lessons to be learned from these. In the following,
we discuss these as shaped by the three interacting spheres: (a) the innovation itself and its
specific characteristics, (b) the stakeholders’ specific situations and (c) the project staff, interests
and perspectives on the process.

With regard to the innovation itself, most of the stakeholders perceived the innovation as a new
promising tool to provide exactly the same detailed analyses at a higher accuracy as obtained by
sampling methods and laboratory analyses. Communicating the potential value in a trade-off between
high accuracy and scale, at a better resolution and in less time posed a challenge. This was further
enhanced by the costs for the device and the complexity involved in the adoption of a new approach
and method, altering the existing way of doing things. Most stakeholders initially contacted, were
especially concerned about the precision in measurements under different environments, such as
different moisture levels and varying soil textures, affecting the readings of the equipment. This was
compared to the advantages, such as the ability to assess salinity without destroying the soils, time
saving, as well as the capacity of the device to provide high resolution and thus better accuracy of the
soil salinity variation.

It consequently became obvious during the different interaction processes that the innovation
itself only covers part of the mandate of most implementation stakeholders, and thus either will need
to be improved in a way that it not only can map salinity quickly, but also can split up the results into
related parameters and sub-components, such as ionic composition of salts. For Stakeholder 1 it might
create operational difficulties due to the specifics of the surveys conducted. For example, the benefit of
the use of EM is counter-balanced by other issues such as the travelling distance, the cost of additional
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numbers of equipment per survey group, walking distance, and burden of carrying the device. While
potentially useful, it seemed that the EM device does not fit into the routine soil survey work, where
soil samples should be taken anyway, because any salinity mapping exercise by Stakeholder 1 that is
not accompanied by detailed soil profiling is unacceptable on quality aspects for Stakeholder 1.

Perhaps, the expectation of the FTI team that the device would be well accepted by staff that
undertook the survey was too high, or more time was needed for Stakeholder 1’s staff to familiarize
themselves with the tool and digest the information before on-field testing, so that they were prepared
to field test and then discuss the implementation. On the other hand, the contact person of Stakeholder
1 belonged to the managerial-level of the institute, which initially speeded up the collaboration, but
prematurely left the operationalization of collaboration to technical level staff to make further progress.
It seems that unless the managerial-level and other lead staff pursue the collaboration regarding
innovation with zeal and zest, the innovation is not accepted by technical specialists within the
organization, who rely more on their well-practiced methods.

Despite, and possibly even due to the technical aspects of this innovation, which have been
researched and reported in Western peer reviewed publications, the additional calibration work
initiated and conducted by Stakeholder 5 was crucial for developing the required level of confidence
and ownership. As the discussion above showed, the stakeholder subsequently took initiatives to use
the device in other areas of Uzbekistan.

This characteristic of the innovation being a technical device, tool and method produced
and commonly used in Western countries nevertheless also contributed to what we called the
‘salesman-challenge’. The team, and especially the team leader, at times felt like a salesman trying to
‘convince’ stakeholders of ‘his’ device, while in fact he was mainly interested in finding one actually
interested stakeholder who would be willing to test and validate the device in the stakeholder’s real-life
setting of everyday salinity mapping in Uzbekistan. It seemed that this especially came into play, when
interacting with the managerial-level first, often focusing on the limitations and constraints of the
tool, rather than on the potential. Later interactions suggested, that cooperating with technical-level
staff first, gauging actual technical interest, and only later involving the managerial level might be
more fruitful in certain settings. Furthermore, the ‘salesman-challenge’ was partly overcome once
Stakeholder 5 was identified and the collaboration taken a step further than the initial meetings with
other stakeholders, simply raising awareness but not yielding follow-ups.

The earlier stakeholder interactions, or ‘mini-FTIs’, showed that while a local specialist as a
person might very well like the innovation, it is no guarantee that he/she acts as an advocate, or a
‘product champion’ for the innovation within his/her organization. This might especially be true in
hierarchically organized societies in which a sense of belonging to one or another informal network
seems crucial for everyday life organization. From the perspective of the local project staff, this was
perceived as people not wanting to spoil their relationships with their colleagues for ‘outsiders’. It here
also became obvious that the personality of each partner in the interaction process plays a crucial role
in the outcome of the collaboration and is often far more decisive than the quality or potential to locally
fit of the innovation itself.

Here the existence of strong path dependencies within implementation oriented organizations
could be observed, meaning that the innovation in parts simply would demand too many changes to
the existing system, and therefore make its adoption unlikely. For example in the case of Stakeholder 2,
apart from the lack of incentives and motivation to improve the monitoring system, the poor staffing
and strong hierarchical control seem to be withholding factors to look for innovative ways for fulfilling
their mandate. For the education oriented organizations, such as Stakeholder 3, the interest in the
innovation is only limited to its application and use as an alternative tool for postgraduate students
research, and does therefore not directly, but possibly indirectly, lead to an uptake by any of the
potential users. For the demand by the donor supported projects, who count on service providers
and need one or more of the implementation organizations or NGOs to undertake the assignments
within the specified areas of the chosen projects, the methods and tools chosen are of much less interest
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compared to the information generated by the process of innovation testing and attempted diffusion.
Stakeholder 5 nevertheless, and differently to the other stakeholders, may possibly act in the future
as a catalyst for introducing salinity assessment innovations. A few years back, for instance, they
started promoting EC probes, which are now at least accepted as an alternative to soil sampling. This
combined with the attempts to gauge any other serious local interest in taking the innovation further,
suggests that the best route of EM being implemented in Uzbekistan is via Stakeholder 5, upon which
the FTI team has already embarked. One can turn to Page [33] quoting an old Bostonian rhyme “I
eat my peas with honey. I’ve done it all my life. It makes ‘em taste quite funny, but it keeps them on
the knife” as a metaphor to explain that some start out eating their peas with knives and honey, and
never move on to the fork or spoon, while others actually do. Page [33] looks at path dependence
to understand why some countries succeed and some not and argues, that it “requires a build-up of
behavioral routines, social connections, or cognitive structures around an institution”.

Yet, besides challenges posed by the local environment and the socio-political and cultural context
of the stakeholders, we also encountered challenges induced by the project team involved in the
process. Here it became quite obvious that the selected innovation required a subject specialist who
at the same time possessed a high level of understanding of innovation development processes,
transdisciplinary research tools, and participatory methods as well as other soft skills for interacting
with the stakeholders, while at the same time also documenting and analyzing the process. While
this posed an immense challenge for the team, it also made the team members go beyond their
own disciplines, learn alternative approaches to research, and consider verbal conversation with
stakeholders as “data”. As a learning process we nevertheless realized that a lot more time for learning
within the project team should have been allocated, especially for those teams with mainly natural
science backgrounds. For improved joint learning and research in a transdisciplinary team, feedback
cycles of mutual learning and critical reflection of how to theoretically and practically work in a
transdisciplinary manner turned out to be crucial and not to be underestimated.

All practical concerns for actually using the tool in the local context were discussed on an
equal footing and eye-level between researchers and soil salinity assessment stakeholders. The tool
was tested and the practices of testing commonly conducted by the stakeholders were adjusted in
ways that EM as a tool was taken on by those potential end users and became theirs. As such, the
transdisciplinary process assured not only the adjustment of the tool according to the local contexts,
needs and considerations, but also that the joint dialogue structured around the use of the tool in
Uzbekistan setting served as a learning and exchange platform for all involved.
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